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DEDICATION

T'c Mr. and Mrs. Charles Phelps Taft

My dear Mr. and Mrs. Taft:

In earlier times^ 'which we so complacently call the

Dark Ages, those who wished to obtain an insight in-

to spiritual mysteries or to learn the fortunate or un-

fortunate outcome of their enterprise were wont to

consult astrologers. For it was foolishly believed that

our spiritual and temporal affairs were determined

by the positions and motions of the planets in their

orbits. Is it not true that men, today, are seeking the

source and law of our spiritual being in the configura-

tions and motions of the atoms which compose our

corporeal substance? Is there any real difference be-

tween the attempts of the ancient astrologers and

the 7nodern biologists? Only time will tell.

But, whatever cause we assign to our being, every

one accepts the fact that friendship is one of the qual-

ities nearest to an immaterial source. And I, who am

trying to vindicate the belief in our spiritual nature,

would wish to offer this book to you who have for so

many years given me such abundant proofs of friend-

ship in its rarest form.

Affectionately yours..

Louis Trenchard More
Cincinnati

December, 1924 ^a^^*"^''
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Evolution as Science and Faith

SINCE the Renaissance, which reached its full de-

velopment in Italy during the fifteenth century^

man has fallen more and more under the domination

of science and has correspondingly relaxed the author-

ity of religion. It is this fundamental change in atti-

tude of mind which most distinguishes us from the

Middle Ages. Try as we will, we utterly fail to un-

derstand the mental state of those who subordinated

reason to faith, who regarded the miraculous as more

trustworthy than the natural, and who condemned

mortal desires as the enemy of the soul. On the other

hand the history of civilization, since the Renais-

sance, is like the unfolding of the connected biogra-

phy of a man from youth to maturity.

The rise of modern science may be dated from the

publication of the heliocentric system of Copernicus

in 1543. The profound change in thought, which the

mere substitution of the sun as the centre of our plan-

etary system and the ascription of two motions to the

earth were destined to produce, was not recognized

at first. In fact, the Church did not foresee the

theological and social consequences of this theory un-
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til they were openly promulgated by Galileo. His

trial for heresy, in 1633, first proved how essential to

the Aristotelian philosophy of the day and to the dog-

mas of the Church was the belief that the earth is the

immovable centre of the universe. This trial was the

dramatic beginning of the persistent conflict between

the scientific attitude which relies on observation and

reason as the criteria of truth and the opposing con-

viction which holds that truth is revealed by the in-

spiration of faith.

The leaders of scientific thought, in the sixteenth

century, believed that the question involved an or-

ganized revolution of method. If the earth, and all it

contained, were merely a part of a universe subject

solely to mechanical laws and forces, then a death-

blow had been given to the dogma of the Church,

founded on the inspiration of the Scriptures and on

the interpretation of Aristotelian philosophy, that

the world was fashioned for man by a Creator and

Ruler of the universe who could, and frequently did,

supersede natural law.

While the verdict of heresy apparently crushed the

new movement, it actually focused attention on the

deeper aspects of the controversy and created a wider

acceptance of Galileo's ideas than they had pre-

viously enjoyed. Galileo warns his adversaries not to

oppose the interpretation of his observations and ex-

periments with the authority of Aristotle. Descartes,

on learning the decision of the trial, laid aside the

[2 ]
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manuscript of his treatise on a new cosmical system,

on the ground that if the world would not accept the

mechanical principles of Galileo there was no chance

for his far more daring attempt to exalt natural law.

Pascal advises us to limit our respect and admiration

for the ancient writers. But of all the leaders of the

period, Francis Bacon saw most clearly the impend-

ing break between modern and ancient times. He re-

iterates, over and over again, that the Greek philoso-

phers had failed, however brilliantly they may have

reasoned, because they had not based their work on

observation and experiment. To him the old gospel

was dead, and he would give a novum organutn which

would install science by inductive reasoning as the

guide to truth.

This revolt, which began in the sciences of astron-

omy and mechanics, spread until it embraced the

phenomena of all the inorganic world. But so long

as the nature and actions of living organisms, and

especially of man, remained outside the laws of phys-

ics, the revolution was manifestly incomplete. Dur-

ing the nineteenth century, science reached out to in-

clude the biological phenomena. The movement

against the authority of religion, in this field, takes

the form of biological evolution which finds its most

frequent expression in Darwinism. It is true that

evolution is a much more general term and signifies

merely any continuous variation of forms of fauna

and flora in contradistinction to the special creation
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of fixed species; while Darwinism is an attempt to

discover the causes and method of such variation.

Yet, in the popular mind, Darwinism has been so con-

fused with evolution that the two are likely to stand

or fall together as a philosophical explanation of the

problems of society and religion.

That the controversy which arose over evolution is

a continuation of the earlier revolt accomplished by

the physical sciences was thoroughly understood by

its leaders. Darwin writes to Lyell : "I was much in-

terested by finding accidentally in Brewster's Life of

Newton that Leibnitz objected to the law of gravity

because Newton could not show what gravity itself

is. As it has chanced, I have used in letters this very

same argument, little knowing that any one had real-

ly thus objected to the law of gravity. . . . Leibnitz

further objected that the law of gravity was opposed

to Natural Religion I Is this not curious^ I really

think I shall use the facts for some introductory re-

marks for my bigger book."^

And, as might be expected, Huxley was clearer and

.

more emphatic in linking evolution with physical

science. He wrathfully explodes during a defence of

the Origin of Species : "I hardly know of a great phys-

ical truth, whose universal reception has not been pre-

ceded by an epoch in which most estimable persons

have maintained that the phenomena investigated

1 Life and Letters of Charles Darwin, by F. Darwin ; Appleton,
1887, vol. II, p. 83.

1:43



INTRODUCTION
were directly dependent on the Divine Will, and that

the attempt to investigate them was not only futile,

but blasphemous. And there is a wonderful tenacity

of life about this sort of opposition to physical

science. Crushed and maimed in every battle, it yet

seems never to be slain; and after a hundred defeats

it is at this day as rampant, though happily not so

mischievous, as in the time of Galileo. . . . To those

who watch the signs of the times, it seems plain that

this nineteenth century will see revolutions of thought

and practice as great as those which the sixteenth wit-

nessed."^

The analogy is the specious one that, because the

Galilean revolution was successful, so also Darwin-

ism and sociological evolution must be accepted. The

fallacy lies in the fact that the physical sciences dealt

with a specialized field. Physicists had rigorously ab-

stracted from their problems all considerations of

what we call life. And they could do this because liv-

ing organisms are associated with the physical and

chemical machines we call their bodies, and no one

has ever doubted that many actions of the body are

physical and chemical. Thus, the problem of physics

was to find laws of force and energy acting on matter.

But, when biology arose, men of science were con-

fronted with the fact that the gap between the inor-

ganic and the organic worlds must be bridged. In

brief, they must show that a dead man is the same as

^Ibid., vol. II, p. 77.
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a live one except for certain chemical changes. That

this is not an exaggeration of the problem as it pre-

sented itself to the biological evolutionists can be seen

from the opinion of Huxley: "Remarkable as are the

powers or, in other words, as are the FORCES which

are exerted by living beings, yet all these forces are

either identical with those which exist in the inor-

ganic world, or they are convertible into them."^ The

biologists naturally used the methods of the older

sciences and indeed we know no other practice, at

least of measurement, except in terms of mechanical

quantities. But, they overlooked the fact that while

physical forces and energy may satisfactorily explain

the phenomena of matter, they may not be adequate

to account for those phenomena of matter to which

has been added the attribute of life.

There is a widespread belief, particularly amongst

men of science, that the opposition to Galileo in the

seventeenth century was directed against the phys-

ical sciences themselves. This is not true. Public opin-

ion was then, and is now, singularly indifferent to

scientific theories so long as they are restricted to their

own field. Interest is aroused, which inevitably drifts

into active hostility, only in the cases when a new

discovery or theory threatens to affect directly the

social and ethical habits and aspirations of society.

3 Collected Essays: Darwiniana, p. 316. The reader should consult

the whole of Essay XI.

1:63
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If we call to mind the innumerable attempts to re-

generate civilization by new formulae, the conserva-

tism of society towards change is not altogether to

be condemned. There is much justification for the

feeling that known evils can be endured more easily

than uncertain benefits.

If one will read carefully the acrimonious discus-

sions which broke out with the appearance of Dar-

win's Origin of Species in 1859, one will find there

are few references to the scientific problems involved

in the theory of natural selection. The attacks cen-

tred on this obvious fact;—if man is but a phenom-

enon of the physical world, then his thoughts and in-

stincts, with all that comprises his consciousness and

personality, are essentially the same as the physical

and chemical forces which diversify and move mat-

ter. There could be but one conclusion, his dearest

possession (call it illusion if you will) that he was

in some unknown manner immortal and a special cre-

ation of the Divine Will, was shattered. Thus Adam
Sedgwick, Woodwardian Professor of Geology in

the University of Cambridge, immediately wrote to

Darwin: "This view of nature you have stated ad-

mirably, though admitted by all naturalists and de-

nied by no one of common sense. We all admit de-

velopment as a fact of history: but how came it

about? Here, in language, and still more in logic, we

are point blank at issue. There is a moral or meta-

c? 1
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physical part of nature as well as a physical. A man

who denies this is deep in the mire of folly."* And

Samuel Butler, who was himself an evolutionist, de-

clared with penetrating accuracy that Darwin had

banished mind from the universe, since the theory of

natural selection would envelop us in the unbreath-

able atmosphere of fatalism which is the charac-

teristic blight of Darwinism. ^^ This, too, was the

gravamen of the argument, not always judiciously

expressed, of the clergy. They were right; step by

step with the advance of biological evolution as a

scientific hypothesis there grew up the monistic phil-

osophy of naturalism which endeavored to express

the whole universe, organic and inorganic, in the

single formula of evolution.

Darwin's theory of evolution by natural selection,

after the first attacks made on it by a shocked clergy,

was passionately preached by men of the most differ-

ent points of view. The captains of industry attached

its flag to their masts because they found natural se-

lection gave them the right to exploit the less en-

dowed of their fellow men; the humanitarians and

social workers used it as a shibboleth for the equality

and brotherhood of men; the irreligious pointed to it

as a proof that no god ruled the world; the clergy

preached it from the pulpit as not inconsistent with

the teachings and life of Jesus; the pacifists claimed

4 Life and Letters of Darzoin, vol. II, p. 44.
s Evolution, Old and New.
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it; and the warriors of the Nietzschean school of the

superman justified the attempt of the Germans for

world domination by its doctrine.

We may sum it all up by saying that Darwin's

theory came at a psychological moment, but that is,

after all, merely a phrase to label a movement of

thought after it has occurred. My own opinion is that

the abnormally rapid scientific and industrial ad-

vance of the nineteenth century had undermined the

religious and social life to such a point that a revolu-

tion was bound to occur. Skeptical of the teachings

of the Church and impatient of domination by the

privileged classes, many could find in the doctrine of

natural selection proofs that religion was a failure

because the mythological statements of the Bible were

contrary to the now easily demonstrated facts of ob-

servation; others could claim that the rights of prop-

erty were but the protection for a privileged class.

They were thus ready to grasp at a new and rational

doctrine, fortified by the authority of science, if only

it could be preached clearly by the properly qualified

persons ; and the disciples of Darwin were ready and

prepared for the task. The most important was un-

doubtedly Huxley, a practical man of science, a bril-

liant writer, who could make Darwin's dry treatise

appeal to men of affairs,—and one who dearly loved

a fight. He soon gathered a brilliant band of young

men about him, of whom William Kingdon Clifford

was probably the premier, and he went out to do bat-

1:93
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tie with the churchmen and with the humanists, and

his logic routed them in one pitched battle after an-

other. With an increasing popular approval behind

him, Huxley finally drew clergy and laymen to his

faith of agnosticism, or at least left them with the

scientific virus in their veins. Spencer, who had been

groping to find some law which would animate his

doctrine that society was an organism, turned with a

sigh of relief to natural selection. In his hands, so-

ciety evolved by natural selection and contained

within it a force which swept it along indifferent to

the vagaries of the individual. His system penetrated

to the people through such popular expositors as Kidd

and Mallock. Tennyson and Fiske embraced natural

selection and added to it a sentimental side by replac-

ing a Calvinistic God with a divine tendency in the

human race which carries it on to perfection;—the

ideal of a hazy divinity who watches in complacent

leisure the amoeba rising to man, and man approach-

ing a state of perfect justice and virtue by the sur-

vival of the fittest,—the fittest to them no longer

meaning, as it did with Darwin and Spencer, those

capable by good or evil means of surviving, but those

nearest to their own preconceived ideal of the good,

the true, and the beautiful.

But the nineteenth century, while preaching justice

and brotherly love, not because the individual should

purify himself from sin but because the individual

C 103
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should submerge himself in the advancement of the

race, was really storing up a passion of fear, of

hatred, and of envy. It is true that evolution fostered

humanitarianism and the alleviation of physical ills

on the utilitarian ground of efficiency and of protec-

tion of society, but science also showed the possibili-

ties and the domination of power; the superman be-

came the ideal and all who failed to measure up to

the standard to be established as proper for progen-

itors of the new race must be obliterated, or at least

thrust into an asylum. Industrialism led to class op-

position, and medicine, with its insistence on the

omnipresent deadly germ, promoted the abandon-

ment of a fearless outlook on life and death.

The awakening was the world war, a havoc of

mechanistic materialism and the subordination of the

individual. And this awakening is today accompanied

by signs of revolt from the outside against the domi-

nation of science and particularly of mechanistic evo-

lution. Omitting other clear indications of this revolt,

it is sufficient to point out that Bernard Shaw, with

his unerring instinct for sensational popularity, has

bitterly attacked Darwin in Back to Methuselah.

And Shaw knows his subject. In the preface to this

weird play, he has, in a masterly survey, shown why

evolution has dominated thought and why it has not

accomplished socially and ethically what it promised.

Although he ridicules the neo-Darwinians and touches

i: 11
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them in tender spots with his swift rapier thrusts, it is

hardly to be expected that he would discover the chief

causes of the domination of science.

In the first place, science flatters us by making a

direct appeal to the reason. It offers an apparently

simple and logical explanation not only of the world

about us, but also of ourselves, our acts, and our

thoughts. For the doctrine of free-will which assumed

man to be personally responsible for his choice be-

tween good and evil, the substitution of impersonal

natural law could not fail to lull the conscience with

the comforting thought that what is, is right, or

rather is unavoidable because natural law knows

neither right nor wrong. Science, also, places man in

a middle world of law and order and relegates all

perturbing complexities to the incomprehensible

background of the immeasurably small or the inde-

finitely great. Life and matter on the earth are the

dance of atoms, and atoms are so small that we can

forget their variations: and the earth itself is in so

vast a universe that its perturbations are negligible.

Again, the marvellous inventions of science and

its conquest of external conditions affect the imagina-

tion. Criticism is abashed and overawed by the array

of facts which men of science have predicted and

which have been verified. And so we become con-

vinced that the facts of science are adequate as a basis

for the most elaborate and far-reaching hypotheses

on all questions, however contrary to experience and

i: 123
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common sense they may seem to be. Our doubts are

dulled to a quiescence which would, otherwise, be

active if we kept clearly in mind that science is based

on the same sort of evidence as are all other methods

of human knowledge and that men of science are, as

Newton pictured them, wanderers on the shore of a

vast sea of unknown phenomena, picking up here and

there a bright coloured pebble or shell.

Whatever facts and laws, connected with living

organisms, biologists may discover, the positive evi-

dence of evolution, that existing species of fauna and

flora are the continuously modified forms of pre-

viously existing types, must rest on the preservation,

and on our discovery, of earlier extinct forms. If we

had not found fossils which were different from ex-

isting species, our argument for evolution would be

academic, to say the least.

There is probably nothing more fascinating and

more stimulating to the person of a contemplative

mind than to view in a great museum the collections of

past life recovered from the buried rocks and soils of

the earth. In these show-cases, there are the fossil

shells and plants of the most primitive eras ; in others,

there are strange and grotesque monsters reconstruct-

ed in plaster from a few insignificant bones, or the

most improbable plants built up from a fallen leaf

or a petrified splinter; in still others, there are spread

out the even more appalling remains of primitive

man-like creatures placed in what are supposed to be

i: 133
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their natural or in artificial surroundings. So prehis-

toric life is portrayed until the time is reached when

man, having attained self-consciousness and the habit

of recording his impressions and acts, leaves a more

or less continuous history of himself and his environ-

ment.

At first sight, we are impressed by the great quanti-

ties of relics which have been retrieved from the deso-

lation of the past and have been collected and noted

in the many museums established throughout the civ-

ilized world. These relics have been studied and

classified, both as to character and time, by patient

men of science ; until they have at last pieced them to-

gether as a mosaic and fitted them into a frame of

time. We are, for a while, impressed with the abun-

dance of these evidences of past history until, with

something of a shock, we begin to speculate on the in-

conceivable number of plant and animal forms which

have come and gone. The earth comprises some two

hundred million square miles of surface and there is

scarcely a portion of it which does not teem with life.

And this population has lived and died and been re-

placed endless times in the hundreds of millions of

years which have elapsed since the earth has been

cool enough to permit organic life to exist. Of all

this multitude of once living things, only a minute

portion which possessed calcareous bones or shells,

or chanced to have its softer parts petrified, could

have left any trace behind it; and only a minute por-

C Hi
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tion of these can ever be accessible to discovery. Then

we begin to realize that the display cases before us

contain all the organic beings which have been pre-

served from those which peopled a continent during

millions of years. This bone is the sole relic of many

genera of animals; and this handful of shells is the

recovered remnant of the countless life of the sea dur-

ing other millions of years. From what we have col-

lected from the past and from observation of forms

at present alive, a theory of evolution has been labo-

riously developed which explains our existing life as

the result of a continuous modification of previous

forms, going back to simpler and simpler organisms

until we reach a world of inorganic matter with here

and there tiny masses of protoplasmic jelly scattered

on the shores of the ocean, themselves indistinguish-

able from the mud in which they lie.

Yet from these few and wholly inadequate facts,

the history of the world, from the time when it was a

molten and fiery mass to the present time, is given to

us by geologists and biologists. The changing struc-

ture of land and sea is traced ; the succession of plants

and animals is outlined, not in vague and general

terms, but specifically from type to type; a table of

time is worked out which, although it may vary in

details of a million years here and there, is neverthe-

less agreed upon in its main groups. The ages of rock

strata and of mountains and seas are specified, and the

changes coincident in organic life are noted. Not only

c 15 1
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these things are laid down for us to believe, but also

the causes of the changes from one type to another are

described as matters of scientific verity; even obscure

and insignificant habits of men are traced back to the

prehistoric traits of our animal forefathers. For ex-

ample, a baby clings to the finger of its parent be-

cause one of its progenitors, as a monkey, clung to the

branch of a tree, or, as others hold, we have a curved

back and a tottering walk because we have descended

from monkeys which were inhabitants of treeless

plains, and we have not yet learned to move upright.

The biological history which thu« not only marks the

gigantic steps of time but also descends to a multi-

tude of minute facts and incidents, which occurred

millions of years before man with his records inhab-

ited the earth, should have a certain and adequate

basis of fact. Does this ground-work of observation

and fact exist ?

The biographical history of contemporaneous men

is a much cultivated art or science, whichever one may

choose to call it. The biographer has access to corre-

spondence; he may have known personally the sub-

ject of the essay or, at least, he can learn all the facts

which acquaintances and friends may know. The sub-

ject may have been a Napoleon or a Disraeli on whom

the attention of the world has been centred, and yet

how few of the continuous thoughts and actions of

his short life can be deciphered, and how little of the

real man can be transferred to the pages of the long-

i: >6]
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est book! The despair of the biographer has never

been more lucidly expressed than by St. John: "And

there are also many other things which Jesus did, the

which, if they should be written every one, I suppose

that even the world itself could not contain all the

books that should be written."

There is an insidious temptation presented to the

writer of the natural history of prehistoric times to

construct a consistent outline of the changes in the

inorganic and in the organic world. He approaches

the subject, usually, with a belief in one or another

cause for evolution which has been elucidated from

experiments on the now existing forms of life. He
unconsciously emphasizes those facts which agree

with his theory, and this bias is the more harmful be-

cause the accumulation of exact knowledge in palae-

ontology is so slow that there is comparatively little

risk of definite discoveries being made which will en-

able the reader to check the errors or to see clearly the

bias. In this respect, he must remain far more un-

trustworthy, and consequently more dangerous, than

the narrator of human history. Thus, Macaulay, with

his bias towards the Whig theories of government,

could find in the archives of England only facts which

glorified Whig or dimmed Tory achievements. The

fascination of his style may sway the reader but, in

the end, he is able to regain his balance because the

records at his disposal are ample and, even if he does

not consult them for himself, he may learn their char-

c 17 ]
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acter from the work of other historians. The human

bias of the historian is generally admitted and the

reader, from experience, soon learns to render due

allowance for the fallibility of desire. But the his-

torian of evolution bases his work on the supposedly

exact evidence of science ; he has imposed on the mind

of the reader, from the start, the impression that his

deductions are those of a man of science which flow

logically and dispassionately from an adequate reser-

voir of experimental observations, and that he is not

swayed by the predilections shown by the writers of

the pseudo-science of human history. From his de-

scriptions, the scientific artist portrays the picture of

a prehistoric forest or plain with an exactness of de-

tail equal to the canvasses of the Barbizon school of

painters who have preserved for us the forest of Fon-

tainebleau. From his bits of bones and shells and

rocks, and from his observations on contemporary

organisms, the historian of evolution arranges the

sequence of palaeontological animals and plants with

as elaborate care as the follower of the turf records

the pedigree of a famous horse, or as the pigeon fan-

cier follows the varieties of that mutable bird. One

cannot but feel that the palaeontologist has assumed

the role of the stock breeder who mates his animals

to produce offspring consonant with his purposes. An

important and even unavoidable difference between

the methods of stock breeder and evolutionist must

persist. The stock breeder follows and can to some ex-

i: 18 3
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tent direct the progress and variation from parent to

offspring. He can record his successes and failures,

and he can advance his experiments by preserving his

successes and destroying his failures. He thus, to a

limited degree, can maintain a detached and power-

ful influence over his result; he is almost an omnipo-

tent creator in his biological world. On the other

hand, the palaeontologist has no influence in his past

world; if there were a creator or ruler it was one, not

only distinct from himself but also one whose nature

and methods are absolutely unknown to him. He must

work, so to speak, backwards from offspring to par-

ent; picture their receding and diminishing changes,

and discover the secret causes for the changes. If the

pedigree of palaeontological organisms is thus a mat-

ter of guesswork, what can be said of the certainty of

the theories as to the causes of the changes from one

species to another *?

In spite of this totally inadequate foundation

which palaeontology offers for a scientific theory of

evolution and the causes of variation, there has never

been known such a campaign of organized propagan-

da in the name of science as took place during the

latter half of the last century. Huxley, protagonist

of this movement, preached on all occasions that:

"The man of science is the sworn interpreter of nature

in the high court of reason. But of what avail is his

honest speech, if ignorance is the assessor of the judge,

and prejudice the foreman of the jury"? . . . Surely
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it is the duty of the public to discourage anything

of this kind [the opposition to science], to dis-

credit these foolish meddlers who think they do the

Almighty a service by preventing a thorough study

of His works."*' I would not accuse Huxley of inten-

tional intellectual dishonesty but the evidence of his

own arguments shows that he, too, was swayed by

human prejudice. For example, in 1862, when under

the sobering influence of addressing the Royal Geo-

logical Society and not on the lecture platform, his

thesis was to prove that the temporal history of the

earth cannot be determined by geological records and

that: "In view of t«he immense diversity of known

animal and vegetable forms, and the enormous lapse

of time indicated by the accumulation of fossiliferous

strata, the only circumstance to be wondered at is,

not that the changes of life, as exhibited by positive

evidence, have been so great, but that they have been

so small."^ In the following year during a course of

popular lectures to working men he enlarged on the

thesis that palaeontology is a proof not only of evolu-

tion but also "shows us many facts which are perfect-

ly harmonious with these observed effects of the pro-

cess by which Mr. Darwin supposes species to have

originated, but which appear to me to be totally in-

consistent with any other hypothesis which has been

6 Darwin, Life and Letters, vol. II, p. 76.
^ Huxley, Collected Essays, vol. VIII, "Discourses Biological and
Geological," p. 297. See also vol. II, p. 239, where he affirms: "Pri-

mary and direct evidence in favour of evolution can be furnished
only by palaeontology."
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proposed."^ In plain language, Huxley tells men of

science that the positive evidence of palaeontology

points to the persistence of species, and he instructs

working men that the same science not only verifies

evolution, but it can discriminate between different

methods of variation.

With what is now known to have been a pitifully

meagre supply of facts, observations, and experi-

ments, the Darwinians preached the gospel of evolu-

tion as an established scientific law and crushed all

opposition to natural selection by hurling the anathe-

ma that, if you did not believe, you were not fit to

survive. Every trick of habit and every reminiscent

thought was traced back to some mammalian or rep-

tilian monster; even such insignificant facts as that

the hair on a man's wrist lay in a certain direction

were sufficient to link him with simian ancestry; and

daily search was made for the "missing link."

All this restlessness and discussion resulted in one

real service. Interest was directed to the biological

sciences and they were cultivated as never before.

Laboratories multiplied, and the phenomena of life

were studied systematically. The results of this in-

vestigation have been that, today, the evidence avail-

able supports our faith in a general law of evolution.

We accept it as we accept the law of conservation of

matter, not because it can be proved to be true from

experience, but because without it natural law is not

8 Vol. II, Essay XI, p. 462.
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intelligible. The only alternative is the doctrine of

special creation which may be true but is irrational.

The origins of the human races certainly go far back

in time. But, on the other hand, the causes and

method of evolution have become a matter of such

doubt that the better biologists, themselves, admit

they are not on the track of any satisfactory proofs.

In addition to what may be called the scientific con-

fusion amongst biologists, they have been shocked,

and even dazed, by recent sudden attacks from the

outside on them and on their work. They are driven

to the defensive and agree with Professor Conklin

who introduces the subject of human evolution with

the outburst that: '"During the past few years, and

especially within the past twelvemonth, there has

been a remarkable recrudescence of the old theologic-

al opposition to the theory of evolution, especially as

applied to man."^ And he characterizes this outbreak

as the most ignorant, frenzied, and intolerant that

has ever been uttered against this theory.

We now learn that after sixty years of persistent re-

search, the causes of evolution are unknown ; natural

selection, with its catch-words of struggle for exist-

ence and survival of the fittest, is losing ground ; the

despised Lamarckism with its metaphysical back-

ground is gaining in favour. Is it, then, surprising

that laymen should confuse mere faith in evolution

of some sort with the controversies as to its cause, and

8 The Direction of Human Evolution, Scribner's, 1922, 2d ed., p. v.
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condemn the whole doctrine'? They remember, only

too well, the haughty assurance of the Darwinians

that evolution was a demonstrated fact and not a

faith, and that natural selection was an adequate

cause. And with popular acceptance of these asser-

tions as truths, society was reorganized according to

the philosophy of naturalism with the universe a

machine. If now, the biologists cannot tell us how

evolution will proceed in the future and what causes

variations, how can we predict what we should do or

how apply evolution to guide us socially and ethical-

ly*? As a laboratory science evolution does not espe-

cially interest us.

While this note of uncertainty and confusion is

clearly apparent in the minds of the biologists, they

seem to miss the point that evolution is a far broader

subject than a laboratory problem in biology; that it

is one affecting the entire physical and spiritual out-

look of man. Instead of aiding society to re-orientate

itself, they still try to soothe us into quiescence by

saying our knowledge merely is lacking but the mech-

anistic method still remains the only true "open

sesame." Let us, therefore, withdraw for a time from

discussing evolution and its applications and gather

more facts until we have sufficient data wherewith to

give the solution to the world. They cannot under-

stand that it is not more facts which are needed but

some little indication to show that the laws of physics

are adequate to include life and its attributes. Theyi
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are blind to the evidence that the world is fast losing

faith in the ability of science to solve the riddle of

man, to coordinate his physical and mental worlds by

scientific experiments and logical formulae, and is

turning again to the precepts of those who are wise

from human experience. Two or three examples will

be sufficient to show how biologists, who recognize

the revolt against scientific naturalism, propose to

meet the situation.

Professor Conklin, who by his scientific achieve-

ments and by his position as biologist in Princeton

University exerts a great influence, sketches the prob-

able direction of human evolution with the avowed

purpose of combating these frenzied attacks on the

study of evolution. I may say at once, that I am

quite in sympathy with his purpose in so far as he op-

poses the futile and foolish attempts to prohibit by

law the teaching of the science of biology and of evo-

lution, or to limit the full inquiry of biological phe-

nomena. But, his irritation under fire seems to have

confused the clarity of his scientific reasoning to such

an extent that he fails to distinguish between evolu-

tion as a scientific theory to be investigated in the

biological laboratory, which will stand or fall on

the evidence of scientific investigation, and the meta-

physical hypothesis of evolution as a guide to social

and religious affairs, which is not a problem of

biology.

Professor Conklin apparently believes that the real

I Ml
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opposition is due to the ignorant and clamorous ob-

jections of those who may be classed under his de-

scription of the religious: "Undoubtedly the usual

conception of God as Creator and Ruler is that he is

a supernatural being, a Great and Good Man in the

skies, who created the universe out of nothing, set it

going, and watches over it to see that it goes right;

that he established natural laws by his word but now

and again suspends them in order to accomplish par-

ticular purposes or to benefit his worshippers."^" But,

I doubt very much whether such persons are his dan-

gerous antagonists. They are rather those who accept

on faith a general law of change but who wish to

know his answer to the question of how we develop

and change. He does not tell us how natural law was

instituted nor why, if it was instituted, it camiot be

superseded by its institutor. Many of us do not see

why the idea of an incomprehensible natural law is

more rational than the idea of a God. Again, is a

universe created out of nothing and set going by a

Creator and Ruler a less satisfactory belief than a

universe uncreated, or self-created, and set going by

its own natural laws'? It almost seems as if men of

science believed that a natural law was an entity ex-

isting before the phenomena which it classifies; for

example, that the law of organic evolution brought

into being the first organism which appeared on the

earth.

10 Direction of Human Evolution, p. 209.
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Professor Conklin apparently believes that some

form of natural selection is the only scientific cause

and method of evolution, he certainly believes that

the man of science is the guide to truth, and yet he

also admits that natural selection is an unproved hy-

pothesis. We must feel, therefore, that when he passes

from the strictly scientific statement of biological evo-

lution to the evolution of society and religion, he has

forsaken scientific methods and is merely expressing

an unverifiable opinion as to the future of the race.

If natural selection is not a proved hypothesis but one

which is steadily losing ground, then it must be a very

treacherous guide to lead us through the intricacies

of our social and religious life, a guide more likely

to confuse than to aid.

As a second example of the biologist's position, we

may cite from Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn. As

Curator of the American Museum of Natural His-

tory he is an authority on palaeontology, and as a

popular writer on the history of evolution his opin-

ions have a great circulation. "In contrast to the unity

of opinion on the law of evolution is the wide diver-

sity of opinion on the causes of evolution. In fact, the

causes of the evolution of life are as mysterious as

the law of evolution is certain. Some contend that we

already know the chief causes of evolution, others

contend that we know little or nothing of them. In

this open court of conjecture, of hypothesis, of more

or less heated controversy, the great names of
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Lamarck, of Darwin, of Weissmann figure promi-

nently as leaders of different schools of opinion;

while there are others, like myself, who for various

reasons belong to no school, and are as agnostic about

Lamarckism as they are about Darwinism or Weiss-

mannism, or the more recent form ofDarwinism termed

Mutation by DeVries."^^ And he is willing to go even

further by confessing: "We have no scientific ex-

planation for those processes of development from

within, which Bergson has termed devolution crea-

trice^ and for which Driesch has abandoned a natural

explanation and assumed the existence of an entel-

echy, that is, an internal perfecting influence."^" And

is it come to this, the agnosticism towards religion or

philosophy, call it which you will, of the Darwinians

now embraces the truths of their science also^ Yet

even this confession does not make Professor Osborn

understand that belief in evolution does not make a

science unless we can also agree equally on some

method of variation. To know that organic beings

have varied, but not to know how they will vary in

the future is about as useful as to know that a ball

will move and not to know the path and distance of

the motion. His solution is to propose a new mechan-

istic theory of variation based on mechanical energy

of a type unknown to physicists.

The last illustration I shall give is from an ad-

11 Osborn, The Origin and Evolution of Life, p. ix.

1- Ibid., p. X.
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dress by Professor William Bateson/^ a leading biolo-

gist of England. As a frank and authoritative state-

ment of the position of modern evolution, its effect

has been to startle even the less thoughtful scientists

out of their complacency; it should be read in full.

Professor Bateson says: "Discussions of evolution

came to an end primarily because it was obvious that

no progress was being made. . . . When students of

other sciences ask us what is now currently believed

about the origin of species we have no clear answer

to give. Faith has given place to agnosticism. . . .

Biological science has returned to its rightful place,

investigation of the structure and properties of the

concrete and visible world. We cannot see how the

differentiation into species came about. Variation of

many kinds, often considerable, we daily witness,

but no origin of species. ... I have put before you

very frankly the considerations which have made us

agnostic as to the actual mode and processes of evo-

lution. When such confessions are made the enemies

of science see their chance. . . . Let us then pro-

claim in precise and unmistakable language that our

faith in evolution is unshaken." Again, we see that

men of science are still under the delusion that they

are hounded by a host of enemies. Can they contem-

plate the course of history for the last half century

and not see that implicit belief in Darwinian evolu-

13 "Evolutionary Faith and Modern Doubts," An address deliv-

ered to the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

28 December, 1921. Science, vol. LV, p. 55.
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tion, accepted because we naively believed in the

facts and theories given us by biologists, has domi-

nated society? Is it astonishing that a revolt occurs

when the prop to our faith is thus knocked out*? It

cannot reassure us to have Professor Bateson tell us^

at the close of his address, to be of good cheer because

the mystery may be solved tomorrow; we cannot for-

get that, after sixty years of diligent search to clear

this mystery of the origin of species and of the meth-

od of their variations, he confesses that not even a

beginning has been made. The tomorrow of the biolo-

gist may be as long as the million years or so neces-

sary for the horse to eliminate his four toes.

No settlement of this question need be expected

from the inside for the man of science is at heart a

monist ; the opposition from without is almost certain,

if it be not wisely directed, to go too far and to smash

what science has done, and can do, so marvellously

well when it keeps within its own field. And men of

science should not be deceived as to the extent of the

reaction against the domination of science; only the

sociologists, historians, and humanitarian clergy, go

on calmly as if all were well in the sanctuary.

The critic should, I think, justify his right to criti-

cise, as there is often flung at him the remark that

the man of creative ability will continue to work as

his powers direct and criticism is of little use. Yet, so

great a genius as Faraday tells us it is as important
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to root out weeds as it is to plant flowers. At all

events, he who feels the strong impulse to examine the

work of others critically will probably, also, follow

his bent whether it be useful or not. In the spirit of

trying to satisfy myself what were the true methods

and aims of science, I published a book called The

himitations of Science in which I tried to separate the

problems which lay within and without its field. I

specifically called attention to the danger of attempt-

ing to make science the Arbiter of Ethics, con-

cluding that of all such attempts the domination of

thought by the doctrine of evolution was likely to

lead to the greatest harm. As the book was completed

in 1914 and as the chapter in question had been writ-

ten as an essay some time previously, when the storm

which was to shatter the peace of the world was hard-

ly above the horizon, I may be allowed some feeling

of justification for my views. The book was also de-

signed to be the introductory volume of a critical his-

tory of science.

As I am by training a physicist, it may be asked

why I undertake a discussion of biology and of evolu-

tion in particular. My reasons are that there is a more

urgent need for a critique of biology as it is the science

which is furthest out of its field, and also its influence

on life and thought is more direct and readily seen

than is that of the physical sciences and, consequent-

ly, may be more pernicious. While the physical

sciences have endeavoured to dominate thought, they
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do recognize that the field of life lies outside their

boundaries and they continue to exclude its prob-

lems from their discussions.

At least, the biologists cannot reproach me with

being a "paper philosopher," since I have had a pret-

ty severe and long training as a laboratory experi-

menter. I am quite prepared to accept the conclusions

of biological experimentation and I shall depend on

the statements of biologists to show that they have

not bridged the gap between the organic and inor-

ganic worlds; that they are not prepared to explain

living processes as physical force and energy; that

biological evolution as a guide to human society is a

delusion. Anyone trained adequately in physics, which

the biologists acknowledge to be the foundation of

their science, ought surely to be able to follow and

to understand their deductions. If this be not true,

how can biologists use the facts and laws of physics

with such freedom and assurance'? And when we re-

member that the data of biology must be interpreted

by historians, sociologists, philosophers, and the cler-

gy, before the doctrine of evolution can be used as a

guide to human affairs the argument becomes a two-

edged sword and cuts both ways. There are even

good grounds for believing that physics, with its de-

pendence on the technical use of mathematics, is the

most difficult and avoided of the sciences. Biologists

and social evolutionists preach its essential value as

a necessary foundation for their authority, but they
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successfully avoid its practice and their interpreta-

tions of its laws seem, at times, rather weird.

I agree fully with Huxley, the biologist, when he

said, in justification of his critical discussion of phys-

ics, that there is but one scientific method. It seems a

bit presumptuous for biologists, as so generally hap-

pens, to insist on great technical training and ability

in anyone who dares to criticise the deductions of

biology, and then to apply their theories to the far

more difficult and complex fields of sociology and

religion in which their own study and training is per-

haps not thorough and first-hand. Is it not a fact that

men of science habitually assume accurate knowledge

to be necessary in science, and agree with a negro

student who wished to take graduate courses in so-

ciology, without any previous training in the subject,

on the plea that everybody knows sociology,—more

or less*?

I would not go quite so far as William James once

expressed himself : "When you defer to what you sup-

pose a certain authority in scientists as confirming

these negations, I am surprised. Of all insufficient

authorities as to the total nature of reality, give me

the 'scientists' from Miinsterberg up, or down. Their

interests are most incomplete and their professional

conceit and bigotry immense. I know no narrower sect

or club, in spite of their excellent authority in the

lines of fact they have explored, and their splendid

achievement there. Their only authority at large is

[32 :
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for method—and the pragmatic method completes

and enlarges them there. "^^ But there does seem much

truth in the criticism that historians of science are

singularly lacking in the critical spirit and content

themselves with giving a thin, isolated thread of

scientific facts and discoveries from the past to the

present. As chroniclers, they are usually accurate

when dealing with recent events and, until recently,

they assumed that past scientific history of a century

ago was of little value. Now, it is the fashion for

historians, especially of evolution, to develop that

subject as an evolution of thought from the earliest

times. If Democritus, Empedocles, Aristotle, St.

Augustine, but mention the word "change" in con-

nection with life they are portrayed as fathers or cor-

ner-stones of evolution. And, apparently, little search

is made to discover their attitude of mind so as to de-

termine in what sense the word was used. To give to

opinions and expressions of past writers their modern

significance, is generally to falsify history.

A final word should be given in justification of the

fact that I have based my criticism, and have placed

most of my emphasis, on the work and ideas of the

founders of the evolution theory, Lamarck, Spencer,

Darwin, Huxley, Fiske, and Haeckel. Objection will

almost certainly be made that, as their work has been

superseded or at least revised by modern scientific

work, I should criticise the facts and hypotheses of

^^ Life and Letters of William James, vol. II, p. 270.
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living biologists. But the objection will not be just,

if it is kept in mind that the purpose of the book is

not to discuss the validity of evolution as a scientific

biological theory but rather to trace the effects of its

application to the broader fields of social life and

religion. The doctrine of the founders of evolution

was clear and it was pronounced with authority ; to-

day it is confused and broken with so many cross-cur-

rents that it is very doubtful if many of those who

confidently subscribe to the dogma of evolution as

the explanation of life, of society, and of religion,

know what it really requires us to believe. In spite of

the fact that much of the earlier specific work has

been discredited, it is equally true that modern biolo-

gists are still using the ideas and methods of their

predecessors. If these ideas and methods are funda-

mentally wrong, then the monistic and naturalistic

philosophy, which has followed from the doctrine of

evolution and which is still dominant, will fall also.



CHAPTER TWO

The Greek Attitude Towards Science

IT
is so customary for us to consider all phenomena,

of both the organic and inorganic world, as a con-

tinuous and gradual development during long peri-

ods of time, and we have come to use the word, evolu-

tion^ so loosely, as synonymous with mere change, that

we should, at the outset of our historical survey,

make it as clear as possible what is meant by evolu-

tion as a scientific term. This is especially necessary

as it has grown to be the habit for historians of biolo-

gy to trace the doctrine of evolution as itself a growth,

the germ of which existed in the minds of the Greek

philosophers. In dealing with times so distant and so

different from our own, it is not safe to connect ideas

by words whose sound has remained the same but

whose meaning has been altered by long use. We per-

sist in retaining words when they have once been ac-

quired and prefer to change their significance to meet

new conditions.

Evolution, as a scientific term to express a law of

continuous development of species from previous and

different species, must be used in a far more restricted

sense than in its general definition of unfolding or

variation. Also, before evolution can be classed as a

scientific law, some natural cause or method, by which
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such transformations are brought about, must be

added to the general idea of change. As Professor

Adam Sedgwick once admirably expressed it, every-

body admits development as a fact, this is mere com-

mon observation and common sense, but the question

really is: how did it come about?

From our earliest historical records and from the

present state of various savage tribes, everybody ad-

mits that civilization has slowly changed from very

simple beginnings. Evidence, also, shows conclusive-

ly that, at a very distant past, many of our domesti-

cated animals and plants had already been modified

from their wild state. Those primitive peoples must,

then, have recognized that variation occurs from gen-

eration to generation, and they must have practised

selective breeding with animals and plants in order

to establish and to intensify new and desirable traits.

Indeed, the fact that the child is different from its

parents is so obvious that there is no need to deter-

mine when it became known.

The question really is, when did the belief arise

that variations become progressively greater and

greater so as to link together all the existing flora and

fauna in one common remote ancestry? Did the

Greeks or, in fact, did anyone have the germ of such

an idea of evolution before the latter part of the

eighteenth century when biology was established as

a science?
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As we gradually recover the records of the peoples

who inhabited the eastern shores of the Mediterra-

nean we recognize more clearly that a high state of civ-

ilization can be attained in government, literature,

art, and religion with, at the same time, almost no

knowledge of natural law and with but little interest

in physical phenomena. In Greece, in Egypt, and in

Asia Minor, even so late as the Homeric period, not

only ethical ideas were personified as anthropomorphic

gods but also every natural phenomenon was thought

of as directed by, and imbued with, a living spirit or

minor god. Each spring had its nymph, each tree its

dryad, and the winds and waves were controlled by

their deities. How far clearly, if at all, men could sep-

arate the material nature of the world from these per-

sonified forces which they supposed controlled matter,

we are unable to imagine. But we find faint indica-

tions that there had grown up in the minds of the

more thoughtful Greeks the conviction that behind

the gods, who were swayed by human emotions and

passions, was an unalterable and inexorable Fate

which guided the apparently free decisions of the

gods on Mt. Olympus in a predetermined path. This

idea of Fate may very well have arisen from the ap-

preciation, dimly foreseen and shadowy in the be-

ginning, of natural forces which acted indifferently

to the desires of gods and men. However this may be,

we are confronted by the fact that this animistic con-
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ception of nature was suddenly replaced by a far more

rationalistic idea which is stated to have been due to

Thales of Miletus.

We know little about Thales, and will probably

never know whether his ideas were his own, or

whether he merely enlarged on those of others. Even

two centuries after his birth, he had become a legen-

dary figure. Tradition tells us merely that he was

born in the year 640 b.c. ; that he studied in Egypt

and attained note as a scientific thinker; and that he

established a school of natural philosophy. The

Greeks regarded him as the founder of Greek philoso-

phy because he replaced the ordinary mythical ex-

planation of phenomena by teaching that all things

are due to a single principle which he held to be

water. ^ If this opinion of the Greeks be correct, that

Thales, of his own initiative, arrived at such an

astounding conception of the world, then this fact

marks one of the greatest revolutions in thought. At

a single step, man passed from a crude animism to a

conception of objective law. At any rate, we can date

the beginning of scientific or rational thought with

Thales, and since his time we have records of a con-

tinuous search to determine the nature of substance

and the cause of phenomena.

It matters little to us that Thales held that water

is the first principle of all things; that his successor,

Anaximander, changed the first principle, or arche,

1 Fairbanks, The First Philosophers of Greece, Scribner's, p. i.
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into an infinite substance which alternately generated

and destroyed the universe; that the pupil of this

philosopher, Anaximenes, returned to the doctrine of

Thales, merely changing the arche from water to air;

or that Heraclitus, the greatest of the natural phi-

losophers, saw in pure celestial fire and in motion the

unifying principles of the world. But it does signify

a great deal that these philosophers were the first to

see that matter, however diverse it may seem to our

senses, must have some common property, some link

which binds its phenomena together; this unifying

principle is the first intimation of what we now call

natural law. We, who have come to look on matter

as inert substance and have endued it with a separate

active principle which we call force or energy, can

get no clear conception of what they meant by water,

air, or fire. And they, themselves, were undoubtedly

quite vague in their own minds. They seem to have

meant that this fundamental substance changed in

nature from one kind of matter to another and that

action was brought about by moisture and heat.

This, at least, was the opinion of Aristotle who

sums up the ideas of the school of Natural Philoso-

phers as follows: "Thales, the founder of this school

of philosophy, says the principle is water, getting the

notion perhaps from seeing that the nutriment of all

things is moist, and that heat itself is generated from

the moist and kept alive by it (and that from which

they come to be is a principle of all things). He got
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his notion from this fact, and from the fact that the

seeds of all things have a moist nature, and that water

is the origin of the nature of moist things."^ Because

of the attempt of these philosophers to find a unity

between matter and life, we can classify them as

monists. Their doctrine is a form of hylozoism since

they also endowed matter with life. They are there-

fore highly extolled by the modern school of monistic

thinkers. Haeckel, for example, goes to the absurd

length of calling Anaximander the prophet of Kant

and Laplace who originated the nebular hypothesis,

because he is said to have taught that an infinite num-

ber of worlds have been generated and have perished

again. And he is, on the same authority, the prophet

of Lamarck and Darwin because he states, according

to Plutarch, that at the beginning man was generated

from all sorts of animals; and from another commen-

tator, that the first animals were generated in moist-

ure, and were covered with a prickly skin.

In their attempt to find a single cause for all phe-

nomena, these philosophers had carried over into their

conception of nature something of the mythical, or

animistic, beliefs of their contemporaries. They, there-

fore, endowed inert matter with a form of life or sen-

sation and were the founders of the doctrine of hylo-

zoistic monism. It is but natural to expect that a

monistic view of phenomena would be early recog-

2 Aristotle, Meta., i, 3, 983 b. 20. English trans, by W. D. Ross,

Oxford.
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nized, and the same unity accomplished, by supposing

that life is but a form of matter and motion. This

atomistic philosophy was proposed by Leucippus,

but the form, in which we know it, was devel-

oped by Democritus. This philosopher has hardly

received the recognition which he deserves. With no

data of experience he conceived and stated a theory

of the world by pure deduction and intuition which

is still the foundation of modern science. According

to Democritus, the elementary substance is not one

we can recognize by our senses; it consists of an in-

finite number of exceedingly small particles which

he calls atoms because they are indivisible. They can

differ among themselves only in shape, in order or

sequence, and in position. These postulates, according

to the Atomists, are sufficient to explain all the di-

versities of matter and its phenomena. In order to

compound themselves to form the world, the atoms

possess a primordial and eternal motion. This motion

was of two kinds; the larger atoms drift downwards

in straight lines towards what is now the centre of the

earth, and thus displace or compel the lighter ones to

move upwards; the collisions between these two

streams cause them to have lateral movements. In this

way, rotations were started which, extending farther

and farther, occasioned the formation of worlds. De-

mocritus also introduced the idea of a vacuum or

empty space between the atoms which has played so

prominent a role in modern physics. And he gives in
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quite modern fashion the reasons for this postulate;

first, motion can take place only in unoccupied space;

second, bodies cannot contract or expand unless they

do not occupy all the space within their boundary;

third, fluids may penetrate into solids; and fourth,

organic beings depend on the penetration of fluids in

their solid portions. Democritus also is strictly scien-

tific in discarding such causes for motion or combina-

tion as an Animate Will in the atoms or a Ruling

Mind in the universe. The atoms combine and sepa-

rate, they move and come to rest in obedience to nat-

ural law; "In virtue of which things of like weight

and shape must come to the same places; just as we

observe in the winnowing of grain.
"^

If Democritus had had at his command such a

force as Newton afterwards expressed in his law of

universal gravitation—that all atoms attract each

other with a force inversely as the square of the dis-

tance between them—he would have given the iden-

tical picture of the creation of the solar system which

Kant and Laplace, in the eighteenth century, em-

bodied in their famous nebular hypothesis. And this

would have been an example of pure deductive rea-

soning as the basis of science. By the mere substitu-

tion of the idea of force and energy as an attribute of

substance, in place of the undefined motions and the

principle of each kind of matter seeking its like kind

of Democritus, we have been able to measure quan-

3 Uberweg-Prachter, Gesch. der Phil., p. 121.
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titatively the actions of atoms, and to found on this

atomic postulate the entire theory of the modern

sciences of physics and chemistry.

Almost contemporaneously with the atomic theory

of Democritus two natural philosophers, Empedocles

and Anaxagoras, should be studied at some length, as

to them we owe the foundation of the sharply con-

trasted doctrine of a dualistic universe; that life is

not explainable by physical causes nor by substantial

elements, since the phenomena of the organic world

require us to postulate a hyperphysical or psychic

force.

In a criticism of the philosophy of Thales, who was

held by some to believe that all things were filled

with gods, Aristotle expressly says that Anaxagoras

was the first to introduce the idea of a dualistic

philosophy.* He had, apparently, first sought for

mechanical causes, but having failed to find them

adequate, he then turned to the agency of a divine

reason, or world-ordering Mind, which he termed

nous. Instead of the primal substance of the earlier

natural philosophers which was changed into all the

various materials of the world by active principles

not clearly distinguished from the substance itself,

Anaxagoras supposed that there was an unlimited

number of primitive substances, or seeds as he called

them, which were arranged, but not transmuted, by

the nous to change chaos into the ordered world,

^Meta., i, 3, 984 b.
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The essence of each kind of material substance is

thus immutable; creation means, not to bring sub-

stance into existence out of nothing, but to separate

and to sort a mixture already existing by giving it

motion. In a fragment preserved for us, Anaxagoras

explains his idea in this manner: "When mind had

once set things in motion, it [mind] began to with-

draw from all that was moving; and whatever mind

set in motion, all this was differentiated. During this

process of motion and differentiation, the rotation

caused the things to be much more differentiated."^

He answers the argument for mutation by saying,

how can hair come from anything else than hair, or

flesh from anything but flesh'?" Thus the World Mind

or nous of Anaxagoras is somewhat like the Jehovah

of the Jews, a spiritual power creating the world ac-

cording to a design. It is distinguished absolutely

from matter and has supreme power over matter,

which remains chaotic until directed motion is given

to its inertia, neither by fate nor by chance ; and the

ordered world is created according to the precon-

ceived plan of its creator and ruler. This is a com-

plete dualistic philosophy, in that organic and inor-

ganic bodies are essentially different because to the

former is added a principle of life or mind. While

5 This translation of an obscure and possibly corrupt passage of

Anaxagoras in whicli he attempts to explain his idea of the creation

is taken from Diel's Vorsokratiker with Heidel's interpretation that

the mind withdrew from the motion it caused. The translation as

given by Fairbanks, op. cit., p. 243, is not so satisfactory.

6 Fairbanks, op.cit., p. 245.
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Anaxagoras is generally given credit as the founder

of dualistic philosophy, yet, in the opinion of Plato

and Aristotle, he fell far short of accomplishing his

purpose. Plato, in a famous passage in the Phaedo^

makes Socrates sa}^: "I rejoiced to think that I had

found in Anaxagoras a teacher of the causes of ex-

istence such as I had desired, and I imagined that he

would tell me first whether the earth is flat or round;

and whichever was true, he would proceed to explain

the cause and necessity of this being so, and then he

would teach me the nature of the best and show that

this was best. . . . What expectations I had formed,

and how grievously was I disappointed I As I pro-

ceeded, I found my philosopher altogether forsaking

mind or any other principle of order, but having re-

course to air, and aether, and water, and other eccen-

tricities." Aristotle's opinion is somewhat conflicting.

He says that Anaxagoras seemed like a sober man, in

contrast to those who before spoke at random, be-

cause he argued that since mind exists in animals,

so it also exists in nature as the cause of the universe.*

But he says elsewhere : "Anaxagoras uses reason as a

deus ex macMna for the making of the world, and

when he is at a loss to tell for what cause something

necessarily is, then he drags reason in, but in all other

cases ascribes events to anything rather than to rea-

son."'

''' Jowett's translation, Phaedo, 97c and 98c.

8 Meta., i. 3 ; 984 b.

° Meta., i, 4; 985 a 18.
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A much inferior dualism was elucidated by Em-

pedocles, a contemporary of Anaxagoras, and it would

not be necessary to dwell on his ideas if he had not

drawn a picture of creation which many modern evo-

lutionists extravagantly maintain to be the ancestor

of our present theory/" From the rather extensive

fragments of his didactic poem, On Nature^ and from

comments of later writers we know that Empedocles

believed that all material substance is formed out of

the mixture of four prime elements, earth, water, air,

and fire. To them, he adds two active principles, love

which causes them to unite, and hate to separate. He

thus forsakes the clear-cut and fundamental distinc-

tion of the material and the spiritual, which Anax-

agoras had grasped, and introduces the ambiguous

terms, love and hate. Sometimes, he treats them as

if they were the ethical principles of good and evil,

and sometimes they are like the physical forces of at-

traction and repulsion. Originally, the elements were

mingled together to form a sphere. In this state, love

was supreme; but hate becomes stronger and the ele-

ments separate into individual bodies. The power of

hate then wanes and again the elements return to the

10 Haeckel : "Empedocles must be regarded as Darwin's earliest pre-

decessor." Hist, of Creation, I, p. 296. Fritz Schultze: "To have

first conceived the grand thought of a theory of tracing the origin

of what is suitable from what is unsuitable, is the brilliant merit of

Empedocles." Osborn : "Empedocles may justly be called the father

of the Evolution idea. . . . We find [in his teachings] the germ

of the theory of the survival of the fittest, or of natural selection.

. . . Note the remote parallel with the modern notion of the strug-

gle for existence as, mainly, success in feeding and in leaving pro-

geny." From the Greeks to Darwin, pp. 37-40-
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original sphere. These changes continue without end

and follow each other periodically.

When he turns to the organic world, he declares

that while the earth was developing, plants sprang

into being, and after them animals appeared. At first

separate parts, such as arms, or torsos, or heads, or

feet, formed themselves. Afterwards, by the action

of love, some of these united together; but, since they

joined as they chanced to meet, the first combina-

tions were mostly monstrosities such as the centaur

with the head of a man affixed to the body of a horse.

These mixed monsters were dominated by hate or re-

pulsion and fell apart; only gradually did the proper

parts of each existing animal become joined to form

the permanent type. To these ideas, he added the

Pythagorean doctrine of transmigration of souls:

"Before this I was born once a boy, and a maiden,

and a plant, and a bird, and a darting fish in the sea."

Nowhere in the preserved portions of the writings

of Empedocles, nor in the ancient references to him,

is there a statement that he had grasped the idea of

evolution. He says the inorganic world was formed

first; after that plants appeared, and then imper-

fect monsters changed into the animals which he

knew. Each rises directly from the earth and there is

no hint that he had any conception of prehistoric

forms or of any succession of real plants and animals

modified to make new forms.

It is a mystery why the evolutionists take comfort
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from Empedocles and are hostile to the Mosaic legend

in Genesis. If we substitute a divine Creator for the

vague self-creative principles of love and hate and if

we accept a final and perfect creation of each species

which was progressive in time for a tentative and

fortuitous creation which by stages produced the fixed

type, there is little to choose between the two cos-

mogonies, except that the Biblical account is not

ludicrous.

No biologist or evolutionist ever refers to Milton

except to sneer at him as the refuge of bigoted special

creationists, and yet his description of the creation

in the seventh book of Paradise Lost is quite Em-

pedoclean, barring the monstrosities, and gives us a

well-ordered progression in the creation from lower

to higher forms. Certainly Empedocles would not

have objected to these lines:

The grassy clods now calved ; now half appeared

The tawny lion, pawing to get free

His hinder parts.

If evolutionists must find a corner-stone in Greek

philosophy for their doctrine, they should give this

honour to Democritus. His doctrine of mechanical

and atomistic monism in which all phenomena are re-

duced to material particles moving according to nat-

ural law is, in the real sense of the word, modern

science. But those who hold that evolution, and all

science, must be inductive and rest only on a founda-

tion of observation, will derive but little comfort
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even from him, as his ideas show that the basis of

science was laid by deductive reasoning and intuition.

In this brief review of early Greek scientific thought

I have endeavoured to show that the two principal

modes of viewing the objective world had been dis-

played with a certain amount of definiteness. On the

one hand, the doctrine of monism had been advanced,

according to which there exists but one substance and

but one active principle in the world; this idea took

the form either that inorganic matter possessed life,

or at least sensation—the doctrine of hylozoism; or

that organic matter was but a more complicated

structure of material substance—the atomistic doc-

trine. On the other hand, we find the doctrine of dual-

ism which distinguished two substances, the organic

and inorganic, and two principles, the physical and

the vital. In its most complete development, dualism

postulated a ruling and guiding principle, the nous

which planned the universe. These early thinkers had

also discovered deductively the fundamental laws of

science, those laws without which the human mind

can find no certainty or order in the complexity of

phenomena.

At this point the stage was set for the two master

minds of antiquity, Plato and Aristotle, who by their

genius absorbed all previous thought and erected up-

on it such an imposing system that philosophy, to the

present day, is mostly a commentary for or against

one or the other. While their differences are well

[149 3
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marked, they were closely united in maintaining a

dualistic world. ^^ And they both were fundamentally

concerned with the problem of the reality of ideas

and in seeking a final cause for phenomena. They

both were much influenced by Anaxagoras and adopt-

ed his postulate of the nous^ which they enlarged

into the belief of a divine and spiritual ruler of the

universe who created and ruled all things according

to a standard of justice and righteousness. The cer-

tainty of knowledge of the Demiurgos was given to

man by his possession of a divine spirit which was

joined to his body at his creation, and which gave

him an absolute but incomplete knowledge of virtue.

His soul enabled him to appreciate the divine stan-

dards of right and wrong as fundamental realities

and not as the outgrowth of social custom.

Plato, following the example of his master, Socra-

tes, is only slightly concerned with the objective

world and makes few references in his Dialogues to

its phenomena and laws. He is mainly engaged in the

discussion of the nature of God and in attempting

to establish the laws of right and wrong. Only in his

later life,—and perhaps then in answer to the crit-

icism that while he had discussed God, man, and the

State, theoretically, he had nowhere shown how man

11 While it is true that Plato has been classed by Zeller as a
monist because of his belief in the reality of ideas, we are safe in

holding that Zeller, who was an Hegelian, cannot be trusted in his

interpretation of Plato. Because of Plato's absolute separation of
the nature of organic and inorganic things, and of spirit and body,
there can be no doubt that he was truly a dualist,
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could practise virtue nor how he could conduct a

State,—does he lay aside his Socratic indifference as

if he felt it to be necessary to show that he could

create also a practical philosophical system. In the

Republic^ he outlines an ideal State which has served

as a model to all later attempts which pass now under

the name of Utopias. In contrast to the care and

accuracy with which he there elaborated the laws of

government for the State, we find him vague and

showing a decided lack of real interest when he at-

tempts, in the Timaeus, to define his ideas of physical

and biological laws.

We can pass over his discussion of phenomena,

although he does give us in broad outline the first

scientific cosmogony; but, we must not fail to note

that he seized on the principle that by mathematics

alone, through its laws of number and measure, man

can imagine boundaries of things in the unlimited

or infinite extent of space. Plato, by the introduction

of mathematical form as the determination of indi-

vidual things, accomplished an undying service to

science. He is unquestionably the source of the Greek

school of mathematics, astronomy, and physics, which

began with his pupil, Euclid, and reached its height

in the genius of Archimedes, Hipparchus, and Ptole-

my. If this great school of physical science had not

suffered shipwreck through the apathy of the Romans

and the hostility of the Christians, we should prob-

ably not have had to wait for a Galileo and a Newton

HP 1
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to establish the laws of rational mechanics. Instead

of developing Plato's reliance on mathematical law

:

"It is rather the poetic visions and hypotheses of the

Timaeus which influenced the later Greek philosophy

and absorbed the entire Christian thought. The neo-

Aristotelian scholasticism was occupied with the cos-

mic system of the TifJiaeus rather than with classi-

fying phenomena in mathematical laws."^"

While we may class Aristotle with his teacher,

Plato, as a philosopher whose chief purposes are to

seek for the final cause of phenomena and to establish

the laws of justice and righteousness, we also find

him as sharply contrasted to Plato because of his pre-

dilection for knowledge of the objective world. His

indefatigable industry in collecting and classifymg

data of the animal world; his foresight in seeing that

for exact knowledge we must begin with the phenom-

ena presented by each group of animals, and when

this is done, proceed afterwards to state the causes

of those phenomena; his recognition that he had no

body of facts from which to generalize ; and his de-

termination to leave to his successors as great a col-

lection of the data of observation as he could obtain,

make him worthy to be called the first master of

science. But we must not overlook the fact that al-

though he announces for the first time the inductive

scientific method, he was forced, both by his training

and by his lack of data, to derive his laws deduc-

i^Lasswitz, Geschichtc. der Atomistik, vol, I, p. 61.
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tively and to explain phenomena by causes postulated

as necessary and from a priori grounds.

Before we can understand his ideas on evolution

we must look first at his concepts of physics, Aristotle

accepts the four elements—earth, water, air, and fire

—first proposed by Empedocles and adds to them a

fifth essence, the aether. He reviews the atomic

theor)^ of Democritus and finally discards it as in-

volving the principle of chance rather than the teleo-

logical basis of purpose to which he was unwavering-

ly committed. These five elements are, as he expresses

it, the substratum of reality, the stuff out of which the

universe was fashioned. The centre of the earth is the

centre of the universe and the first four elements have

their natural places in the order mentioned from this

centre. If by external causes the elements become

mixed, as for example, earth and water, they en-

deavour to return to their natural levels. The proof

of this law is that water exists on the surface of the

earth; while above it is the shell of air; and furthest

from the solid globe is the region of celestial fire. The

fifth element is the essence of the celestial bodies and

is perfect and unchangeable in contradistinction to

the mutable and corruptible four terrestrial essences.

In order that there may be individual things or

bodies, he postulates form as the cause by which the

elements change from potentiality to actuality. Thus,

the proportionate combination of the elements and

form determine the individual object.
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Aristotle had criticised the earlier natural philoso-

phers in that they had confused substance and action,

and to avoid this confusion of thought he supposes

that the four elements may change from one to an-

other by the inherent active principles of moist and

dry, warm and cold. Thus earth which is cold and

wet becomes water if it be made warm and wet. By

an apparent contradiction, he also defines motion as

the active principle which produces form and change

of form. But this contradiction is cleared by his defi-

nition of motion as meaning any change in quantity,

in quality, or in space position; thus, the active prin-

ciples fall in the second category of motion, the size

of the body in the first, and its position in the third

category.^^

We may sum up Aristotle's postulates as four prin-

ciples—substance as potential, form as actual, the

moving cause which changes potential matter into

actual bodies, and the final, or end cause, which ex-

plains the reason for creation. Over all, regulating

and dominating all things, is God, an immaterial

spirit. To Aristotle, God is a necessary postulate be-

cause wherever he looks he sees design and order.

13 It is interesting to note that although we now define motion as

being solely change of position in time, yet we still adhere to

Aristotle's three categories. For example; we explain colour as

vibratory motion of particles although there is no sense connection

in our minds between colour and position. When a body changes

its quality from red to green we explain it as due to motion. Many
chemists explain the difference between any two elementary sub-

stances, as hydrogen and oxygen, as merely a change of position of

electrons in the atom, etc.
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This is, of course, the same argument which was used

by Paley in his Evidences of Christianity. Just as a

person who had never known of a watch would be

compelled to postulate the existence of a watchmaker,

if he unexpectedly found such an object in a field,

because it exhibited every sign of purpose and of an

orderly arrangement of its parts; so the observer of

nature sees everywhere about him the unmistakable

evidences of purpose and order, and is forced to the

conclusion that there is a Creator and Ruler of the

world.

As houses or chairs are constructed according to

the plans of their designers, so there is in the mind of

God an idea or image which is the perfect and fixed

pattern of each kind of material objects and accord-

ing to which they are fashioned. Because the soul, or

psuche, of man is a part of God, we, too, know these

divine images and thus can recognize objects such as

houses or chairs however they may differ in appear-

ance and details. Also, God has endowed each kind,

or class, of objects with the tendency to attain a form

as nearly as possible like that of its perfect pattern.

There is thus a series of classes of forms from ma-

terial objects in an ascending scale through plants to

animals and finally to man, who is nearest to perfec-

tion, because he, alone having a soul, is most like to

God. In the organic world, what we now call a species

of plants or animals varies in its characteristics so as

to attain as nearly as possible to the qualities of its
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ideal pattern; but, by the very nature of things, one

species cannot evolve into another species because

that would be equivalent to acknowledging that its

own divine pattern was imperfect and variable.

While Aristotle wrote voluminously of physics,

and was accepted as the final arbiter of physical law

down to the time of the Renaissance, his influence

was on the whole unfortunate. His natural causes

were accepted and became the touchstone of truth;

in mechanics the inductive method of Archimedes,

and in astronomy the solar system of Hipparchus,

were abandoned for the a priori postulates of Aristo-

tle. His rejection of the atomic theory of Democritus,

according to which the idea of motion was confined

to the modern concept of change of position and oc-

curred only according to natural necessity or mathe-

matical law, practically made impossible any sound

advance in the physical sciences. His dicta, that all

motion in nature is directed to an end and that God

and nature do nothing in vain, prevented later writers

from seeing that God and nature could act towards an

end through natural or mathematical law. That is,

according to modern concepts, the laws of chance are

as certain as are a priori causes.

Thus, his physical laws that bodies have a natural

motion and a natural position, that nature abhors a

vacuum, etc., became rules of dogmatic faith and

superior to observation. The method of Plato, Euclid,

Archimedes, and Hipparchus was discarded and the
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physical sciences languished until they were awak-

ened by the return of Copernicus and Galileo to the

sounder method.

When we return to Aristotle, the biologist, we

meet an entirely different person. As he himself says,

he had to start from the beginning; and, after a long

life of indefatigable labour, he left a great collection

of facts regarding the animal world in which several

hundred animal forms were described and classified.

He points out that classification must be based on

many parts and that internal similarities of struc-

ture were generally more important in determining

species than outward resemblance of form. His great

works on biology are, however, much more than a

mere catalogue of the kinds and habits of animals. His

De Partibus Animalium is really a treatise on com-

parative anatomy and comparative physiology, un-

dertaken to establish how "far the existence and

structure of each part are due to necessity and how

far to design." He thus tries to show that throughout

the whole animal kingdom the various parts have

been constructed in order to fulfil a definite design;

because of this purpose, similarities of structure must

exist in different species and genera since they have

many functions, such as digestion, locomotion, and

propagation, in common.

Aristotle was keenly interested in problems of

heredity and makes many acute observations in re-

gard to the transmission of traits. He was acquainted
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with atavism, or reversion to a distant ancestor, and

saw that a detailed study of the embryo was of im-

portance in problems of heredity. Thus, he quotes

from the collection of Hippocratic writings that, if

on succeeding days an egg of a setting of chickens is

opened and observed, we can learn the full history

of the growth of the embryo of the chick and will find

that the same process of development occurs in the

embryos of other animals.

When he describes what he, himself, has observed

he is extraordinarily accurate, but, as he was forced

to depend also upon hearsay and on the observations

of others, there are many false and worthless state-

ments in his three great biological treatises. In com-

mon with the belief of his day, he thought many in-

sects were spontaneously generated from putrefying

earth and vegetable matter, and that others were

generated in the insides of animals out of the secre-

tions of their several organs. As he also expressly

states that each kind of animal is begotten only by

its own kind, he reconciles the two statements by sup-

posing that insects spontaneously generated are im-

perfect species and, when so generated, the adult

males and females produce offspring never identical

in shape with the parents but something imperfect.

For instance, lice, spontaneously arising from dust

afterwards produce nits; and flies produce grubs."

He thus could reconcile his belief that animals are

^^Hist. Animal., V, i ; 539 b.
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begotten only by like animals with spontaneous gen-

eration because he had no knowledge of the third

stage of the larva which intervenes between the egg

and the adult in most insects.

Throughout the whole discussion of Aristotle's bio-

logical work we find he is primarily attempting to

illustrate the fundamental principle of design in the

mind of the Creator of the universe. Because of this

perfection of design: "We must postulate the prin-

ciples we are accustomed constantly to use for our

scientific investigation of nature; that is, we must

take for granted principles of this universal character

which appear in all Nature's work. Of these one is

that Nature creates nothing without a purpose, but

always the best possible in each kind of living crea-

ture by reference to its essential constitution. Accord-

ingly if one way is better than another that is the way

of Nature."^^ So every part of the body has some pre-

destined function, and we may say that the soul is the

function of the entire body for the organ is made for

the function and not the function for the organ. Thus

the heart is the seat of vital functions, the head of the

reasoning functions, and so on. The principles by

which the organs function are the four abstractions

:

heat and cold, moisture and dryness. And, however

acute his observations often are, he is led into gross

blunders by his attempts to apply these principles to

the actions of the organism, as when he states that

^^ De Incessu, 704 b.
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the lungs are bellows to cool the blood mounting from

the heart to the head.

Not content with the admiration the accomplish-

ments of Aristotle as a biologist awake in us, the his-

torians of the evolution theory go much further. They

make him the cornerstone of evolution—thus Os-

born supposes that because "Aristotle believed in a

complete gradation in Nature, a progressive develop-

ment corresponding with the progressive life of the

soul," we can examine, "how he put his facts to-

gether into an Evolution system which had the teach-

ings of Plato and Socrates for its primary philosoph-

ical basis.
"^®

If Aristotle had believed and had been able to give

any reasons for believing in a system of evolution, he

would have been more than a mortal man. To believe

in a progressive development by the aid of gradual

transitions from the imperfect to a more perfect type

within a species is one thing; but to believe that the

types of animals which he knew had developed from

previous and different species of creatures which had

passed out of existence is quite a different thing. The

animals and plants which existed contemporaneously

with Aristotle were the only ones which he knew or

could know anything about, as he had no collection

of fossil remains from which to derive inferences;

the only exceptions were the mythological monsters

10 Osborn, From the Greeks to Darwin, p. 48.
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supposed by Empedocles to be the sketches of the

creating force/^ His perfecting principle of variation

worked within the different classes, but he nowhere

even suggests that one species of animal may evolve

into another; in fact, he expressly denies such a trans-

formation. Biologists are guilty of the frequent error

of using the word, evolution, in two different senses

and thus of fusing two ideas into one. As a modern

hypothesis they mean by evolution a transmutation

from one species to another; Aristotle is merely ex-

pressing what must have been common knowledge,

the change or difference between parents and offspring.

In proof of this, let us turn to Aristotle's own ideas

which he gives with the greatest care in his De Parti-

bus Animalium :" "The best course appears to be that

we should . . . begin with the phenomena presented

by each group of animals, and, when this is done, pro-

!' The fact that a knowledge of prehistoric or palaeontological

fossils is necessary as a positive foundation before evolution, in its

modern sense, would even be guessed seems almost self-evident. With-
out the evidence that types of fauna and flora once existed different

from those existing now, what possible ground could there be for

picturing a gradual succession of changing forms ^ Although the

evidence of palaeontology will be treated rather fully, it is well to

mention here that Darwin was attracted first to Lyell's Geology
with its thesis of slow change ; that he devotes four chapters in the

Origin of Species to palaeontological and geological records; that

on page 49, vol. II, he says "that the most obvious and serious ob-

jection to his theory is the imperfection of the palaeontological

record"; on page 125, he claims that "he who rejects his explana-

tion of the imperfection of the record will rightly reject his whole

theory." If Darwin was so worried because the record is imperfect,

is it likely that he would have thought it worth while to advance

his theory or would he even seriously have considered it if he had

had no palaeontological record*?
18 Book I, 640 a to 646.
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ceed afterwards to state the causes of those phenom-

ena, and to deal with their evolution. . . . Em-

pedocles, then, was in error when he said that many

of the characters presented by animals were merely

the results of incidental occurrences during their de-

velopment; for instance, that the backbone was di-

vided as it is into vertebrae, because it happened to

be broken owing to the contorted position of the

foetus in the womb. In so saying he overlooked the

fact that propagation implies a creative seed endowed

with certain formative properties. Secondly, he neg-

lected another fact, namely that the parent animal

pre-exists, not only in idea but actually in time. For

man is generated from man; and thus it is the pos-

session of certain characters by the parent that de-

termines the development of like characters in the

child."" From our knowledge of Aristotle's fixed be-

lief in a Creator who designs all created things for a

purpose and who uses a perfecting principle in each

kind of created things which will continually strive

to make each class of objects as perfect as its kind

will permit, we can at once understand that Aris-

totle's idea of evolution is change within the species

corresponding to his knowledge that breeders could

vary and improve domesticated animals within their

species.

Passing on to the next point, that Aristotle held

19 Book I, 640 a.
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that organic bodies evolved from inorganic matter.

He, of course, knew that the material parts of ani-

mals are made of inorganic matter, but that life was

but an evolution of the physical elements and forces

is quite contrary to his thought: "But if men and

animals and their several parts are natural phenom-

c?m, then the natural philosopher must take into con-

sideration not merely the ultimate substances of

which they are made, but also flesh, bone, blood, and

all the other homogeneous parts; not only these, but

also the heterogeneous parts, such as face, hand, foot;

and must examine how each of these comes to be what

it is, and in virtue of what force. For to say what are

the ultimate substances out of which animal is formed,

to state, for instance, that it is made of fire or earth,

is no more sufficient than would be a similar ac-

count in the case of a couch or the like. For we should

not be content with saying that the couch was made

of bronze or wood or whatever it might be, but

should try to describe its design or mode of composi-

tion in preference to the material.""'^ He then answers

Democritus, who thought that form and colour con-

stitute the essence of the various animals by saying:

"And yet a dead body has exactly the same configura-

tion as a living one; but for all that is not a man."^^

We may conclude this discussion of Aristotle's

20 640 b.
21 640 b.
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ideas and prove that he was in no sense an evolution-

ist, but that, on the contrary, he believed that each

kind of animal was created for a definite and fixed

purpose. He says that there are three degrees of com-

position. "The first in order is composition out of

what some call the elements, such as earth, air, water,

fire. Perhaps, however, it would be more accurate to

say composition out of the elementary forces; nor

indeed out of all of these, but out of a limited num-

ber of them, as defined in previous treatises. For fluid

and solid, hot and cold, form the material of all com-

posite bodies. . . . The second degree of composi-

tion is that by which the homogeneous parts of ani-

mals, such as bone, flesh, and the like, are constituted

out of the primary substances. The third and last

state is the composition which forms the heterogene-

ous parts such as face, hand, and the rest.""^

This third heterogeneous part is that which con-

stitutes the living animal, as distinguished not only

from inorganic matter but also from the matter of the

tissues, and it further distinguishes the different kinds

of animals. "For generation is a process from a some-

thing to a something; that which is generated having

a cause in which it originates and a cause in which

it ends. The originating cause is the primary efficient

cause, which is something already endowed with tan-

gible existence, while the final cause is some definite

22 646 a.
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form or similar end; for man generates man^ and

plant generates plants in each case out of the under-

lying material.""^ But this elementary material sub-

stratum is of minor importance since the form or

essence is derived from a like parent. Aristotle illus-

trates this by referring to a house which is not a col-

lection of bricks, stones, and other material, but the

idea or pattern of the house which exists in the mind

of the builder, and the house is not transformable

into any other thing constructed of like materials.

Both Plato and Aristotle had examined, and finally

discarded the monistic philosophy of their prede-

cessors and had developed in place of it a com-

prehensive dualism. They recognized a material and

objective world obedient to physical or natural law,

but they could not conceive of the origin of such law

without a Creator; and as they saw in the world evi-

dences of design and purpose, rather than the opera-

tion of mathematical chance, the Creator must also

rule his creation. Thus, associated with the material

world and distinct from it, there exists a realm of

ideas governed by hyperphysical or spiritual forces.

It is the highest function of the philosopher to dis-

tinguish these two realms and to show how the soul, as

it were imprisoned in the body, is still a separate en-

tity, superior to the body and directing it. While our

knowledge of objective and of subjective phenomena

23 646 a.
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comes to us in different ways, yet the facts of the

mind are as certain as those of the sensations.^*

After Aristotle's death, Greek thought gradually

divided into the two schools of the Stoics and the Epi-

cureans. In essence, both were a retrogression from

dualism to a materialistic monism and a concession

to our desire for unity and simplicity. As these two

schools held the world of thought in allegiance well

into the Roman Empire and exerted much influence

on Christian writers, their ideas of science and evolu-

tion are very important.

24 I have pointed out the frequent reference by historians of science
to Aristotle as a founder of the doctrine of evolution. To me, this

vv^as an impossible assumption vv^hich I believe is due to a super-
ficial knowledge of Aristotle's philosophy and to a misconception
of his use of the words continuity, gradations, etc. It is fortunate to
find my opinion confirmed by so authoritative an Aristotelian scholar
as M, Clodius Piat. He quotes the following passage of Aris-
totle, Historia Animalium, VIII, i, 588b, as the nearest approach to
evolution to be found in his works; "The passage from inanimate
to animate beings is so gradual that we cannot distinguish where
their common limit is and to which of the two belong the inter-
mediate forms. To the inanimate kingdom succeeds immediately the
kingdom of plants. . . . The passage from plants to animals is

equally continuous." He comments on this apparently explicit state-

ment of evolution as follows: "Is this theory of Aristotle a first

sketch of evolution? We might be tempted to believe so because of
his manner of speaking of continuity and analogy. But we shall
very quickly change this opinion, if we consider his fundamental
ideas of metaphysics. The First Cause, being immovable, involves
eternally the same efficiency, the same power of expansion external-
ly as internally ; consequently nature gives at once all that it is

capable of giving: it does not advance by steps. It is not because the
ideal forms do not tend to improve ; of themselves, there are no
immobile types, as others have often believed. On the contrary,
they work always to deliver and purify themselves, to conquer some
new degree of perfection ; if nothing opposed their inner energy
which pushes them onwards they would lose themselves by one
leap into pure Action : there would remain only the thought of
thought. But matter also exists which resists such love of the better;
and this resistance holds the ideal Forms at the same point. Nature
as a result can recreate anew the Forms which death has destroyed;
it can repair only the losses." C. Piat, Aristote, Alcan et Cie., p. 158.
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The Epicureans were materialistic monists without

any reservations. They accepted and made more pre-

cise the atomic theory of Democritus. The earth and

all the visible stars form but one of an infinite num-

ber of worlds, whose stuff is nothing but minute, in-

divisible, and eternal atoms which combine and sepa-

rate according to natural law. Gods may exist, but, in

agreement with many modern evolutionists, when

they have created the atoms and have instituted phys-

ical law, their further intervention is unnecessary for

the explanation of phenomena. Our knowledge of the

Epicurean philosophy is mostly derived from the De

Rerum Natura of Lucretius. In Book V, there is a

highly poetic account of the creation which is the

nearest approach to a doctrine of evolution in any

classical writer. All forms of life spring directly from

the earth ; they appear as a succession from lower to

higher species, but there is no suggestion of a muta-

tion from one species to another.

The Stoics were also materialistic monists but of

a less thoroughgoing type. They were very like

Huxley in believing that the spiritual world exists as

well as the material, but the facts and laws of the lat-

ter were to them, and to him, so much more compre-

hensible and certain that it was better to explain all

phenomena of life as if they were mechanical. Mat-

ter and force are the only realities and are the two

ultimate principles. But as matter is entirely inert

all phenomena must be due to an active principle,
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force. Although the natural law is the only law, yet

the beauty and orderliness of the world prove the ex-

istence of God. Then arises the unavoidable difficulty

of making matter, at the same time, inert and active.

After endless and profitless circumlocutions the Stoics

reconcile the two antinomies by identifying God with

the active force. The result is a pure pantheism in

which matter is vitalized because God has implanted

in it from the beginning a ratio sefninalis^ or rational

seed.^"" Having once made a start, the cosmos develops

according to natural law in succession of time. If the

Stoics, and to a less degree the Epicureans, had known

of fossils sufficiently to have imagined a science of

palaeontology, there is little doubt they would have

been true evolutionists, but the possibility of muta-

tion from one species to another never even presented

itself to their minds.
^^

Beginning with a purely animistic viewpoint, the

Greeks developed and elucidated what are, in my
opinion, the four possible types of thought which

have persisted to the present day. First is the school

25 This vivification of matter has been persistent in philosophy.
Starting with the logoi spermatikoi, or ratio seminalis, of the Stoics,

we find it in the logos of St. John, and today it is probably to be
identified with the evolution creatrice of Bergson and the entelechy
or perfecting principle of Driesch. It has its counterpart in science

in the postulate of Newton that matter is inert but at the same time
attracts through space all other matter. We shall probably never
weary of trying to reconcile these two ideas of what may be called
the static and the kinetic dualism of nature by rational means. It

would promote peace of mind if we should simply admit that the
problem is insoluble.
26 For this survey of the doctrines of the Stoics and Epicureans I

am greatly indebted to t)berweg-Prachter's History of Philosophy
and to my brother, Paul Elmer More.
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of immaterialistic monism in which unity of the in-

organic and organic worlds is sought by endowing

matter with sensation or life. As modern examples,

we may cite Spinoza, the classic type of pantheist,

who developed his doctrine on purely rationalistic

lines," and Berkeley, the idealist, who held that the

reality of matter lay in its perception by the mind;

for a thing which is not perceived cannot be known,

and that which is not known cannot exist. The second

mode of thought is materialistic monism. Laplace,

who is the author of the nebular hypothesis, accord-

ing to which if we should know, at any time, the po-

sitions and motions of all the atoms then we could

determine with mathematical precision the past and

future history of the universe, and Haeckel, the bi-

ologist, who wished to reduce all phenomena of life

to physical law, are well known examples. For dual-

ism, we may cite Plato and Aristotle to illustrate the

dualism of the philosopher who recognizes two sepa-

2"Haeckel, in his fervour of advocacy of the monistic philosophy,
apparently identified all monism with the mechanistic view, and
overlooked entirely the fact that monism can be equally well at-

tained by submerging materialism in pantheism or vitalism, a belief

utterly abhorrent to him. In the following passage he does violence
to Spinoza and Bruno by linking them with Democritus. "These
first principles of the mechanical conception of the universe have
been taught by the great monistic philosophers of all ages. Even
Democritus of Abdera, the immortal founder of the atomic theory,
clearly expressed them about 500 years before Christ ; but grand
Spinoza, and the great Dominican friar, Giordano Bruno, did so

even more explicitly." History of Creation, Eng. trans., I, p. 22.

Haeckel Is only so far right in calling Spinoza a mechanist in that

he was an absolute monist and rigorously excluded teleology.

Emotionally he was a pantheist. But, you have precisely this same
conflation of intellectual mechanism and emotional pantheism in

the Stoics. There is simply no use in asking a monist to be con-
sistent,— to be consistent is not a part of his philosophy.
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rate realms and investigates their relations. As the

fourth and last mode of thought, we can instance a

dualism of the physical scientist. The two realms are

here recognized as existent but the phenomena of life

are excluded as not subject to scientific investigation.

Newton and Lord Kelvin are eminent types. They

maintained an attitude of piety and accepted the in-

spiration of the Bible as entirely consistent with a

belief in a rigorous natural law in the physical world.

There is wide difference of opinion as to the value

of the achievements of the Greeks in science. Their

successes and failures can be distinguished best by

keeping clearly in mind the two aspects of science.

Before we can derive particular laws or generaliza-

tions from our data of observation, we must agree

on certain fundamental ideas, or postulates, which

are to be kept as few in number as possible. These

postulates are deductive, or even intuitional; that is,

they are not founded on experience, but they are

true because the consensus of opinion accepts them

and believes them to be necessary if we are to find

any law and order in the world. A famous instance of

such deduction is the postulate of geometry that the

straight line is the shortest distance between two

points, evidently a truth not based on experience.

There are certainly four of these deductive postu-

lates in science which have a direct bearing on evolu-

tion. We must accept the conservation of matter.
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Without it we lose all sense of identity and the his-

tory of an object is impossible if the material of it

may disappear or reappear. No chemist can do more

than find a rough approximation of quantities of mat-

ter with his balance. And even if he could attain abso-

lute accuracy, the generalization would still remain

a pure deduction because it must include the matter of

the sun and stars which is absolutely outside our de-

termination by measurement. The same arguments

apply to the law of conservation of energy. Both of

these ideas were recognized and stated accurately by

Democritus. The third scientific postulate is the law

of cause and effect which was best formulated by

Aristotle. While the bearing of these three on biology

is readily seen, the fourth postulate of continuity of

all actions in time is perhaps the most directly ap-

plicable to evolution. This concept, which in physics

is assumed to be true of all mechanical motions, takes

the form in biology of variation as the origin of

species instead of special creation. The significance

of continuity in both space and time in organic phe-

nomena was never fully appreciated by the Greeks;

the clearest formulation by them of it is due to Aris-

totle and may be stated : Every organic form has a

parent not only in idea but also in time, and there is

variation within any species which the soul {psuche)

of the individual effects.

These deductive laws are the real achievement of

the Greeks in science. By themselves they are not suf-
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ficient; in order to find working laws which will clas-

sify phenomena, we must accumulate a great body of

facts obtained from observation and experimenta-

tion, and we must measure actions quantitatively.

By this method we establish the inductive laws which

form what we now call scientific knowledge. The gas

law is a good example of inductive reasoning; by ex-

periments Boyle found that the quotient of the pres-

sure by the density of a gas is always constant. This

formula is the basis of calculations for all steam en-

gines and could not have been found a priori. In

biology, Darwin's law of natural selection and La-

marck's of the inheritance of acquired traits to be

accepted must be the result of observation and in-

duction.

The Greeks failed almost completely to accumu-

late scientific data, to formulate inductive laws, and

to devise an adequate system of quantitative measure-

ment. Without these, it is impossible to predict future

events from generalizations of past experience, and

such prediction is the function of science. To solve

any problem in mechanics we must employ inductive

laws, such as that of Least Action which specifies liow

the energy of any system of bodies will change under

definite conditions and at the same time does not con-

tradict the basic principle that energy is conservative.

So, also, the belief that organic forms vary is of little

scientific value until we can add to this principle the

method, or mechanism, of evolution.
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The method or mechanism, by which variations are

accomplished, thus requires the inductive method

based on observations showing that existing organic

forms have a continuous ancestry, gradually changing

more and more in form and habits as we extend back-

wards our period of time ; the causes of these changes

may be either natural or supernatural. But before a

theory of evolution as we think of it at the present

time, if we eliminate mere guessing, can ever be pro-

posed we must have data not only of variations with-

in the species but also from species to species and

from genus to genus. Thus, a science of evolution re-

quires as positive evidence a great store of fossil re-

mains of animal and plant life which differ from ex-

isting forms. And we must arrange and classify these

fossils in a closely related chronological series. The

systematic collecting of fossils is then the first necessi-

ty; and the second is to develop the science of geology

to such a degree of accuracy that we can use the con-

clusions of geologists to determine a time record

showing when the organism which produced a fossil

was living and imbedded in the stratum of rock in

which it was found. We then have to rely upon the

successive deposition of rock as the clock of the evo-

lutionist who must consider the order and thickness

of strata as the successive beats of the world-clock.

We must finally know not only that variation has

occurred from generation to generation, but also the

causes for variations in past generations and how
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these causes will proceed in future generations. No
science is of much value unless from knowledge of

the past we can predict the future course of events.

If we should note accurately the path of a projectile

for a part of its flight, what value would this know-

ledge have, if we were unacquainted how the force of

gravitation would act to direct the remainder of its

path? Our real interest lies in our ability to foretell

where the projectile will continue to go. On this foun-

dation, the biologist must build his theory of the

causes of such variation and show the mechanism by

which we may predict the characteristics of future

forms. All this is the attempt of modern and not of

earlier thinkers, and the discovery of those special or

inductive laws is what distinguishes science from

philosophy.



CHAPTER THREE

The Mediaeval Attitude Towards Science

WITH the collapse of Greek thought, we enter a

long period of nearly eighteen and one-half

centuries in which science and natural philosophy

have practically no influence on thought. When the

soldier of Marcellus slew Archimedes at the siege of

Syracuse in the year 212 b.c, he not only took from

the world the greatest engineer and physicist of an-

cient times, but he also by his deed symbolized the

death of science itself. Rome, relieved of the fear of

the Carthaginians, immediately turned her energies

to the conquest of Greece. And while, as a tribute to

the intellectual glory of Athens, an appearance of

liberty was granted her citizens, their spirit and vi-

vacity of thought were crushed. The world for the

following seven centuries was Roman, and Rome in

her entire history never produced either a philosopher

or a man of science of true originality. The Roman

youth either studied in Greece or was taught by

Greeks at home, but the life of the mature man was

one of affairs, and such time as he gave to letters was

the period of leisure rather than of serious concern for

the intellectual life.

A gradual dissolution of the original Roman forti-

tude and morals set in with the despotic splendour of
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the Empire. The thoughtless sought relief in gross

materialism or tried to dull their apprehensions by

cultivating the mystical religions of the Orient. In

the ferment of the times, there appeared the new re-

ligion of Christianity which gradually permeated so-

ciety from below and brought to its allegiance those

who could find no satisfaction in life. Its power lay

in the emphasis it placed on the inner peace of mind

which comes from a virtuous and simple life, and in

the hope of immortality by a communion with the

miraculous divinity of Jesus. While the spread of

Christianity was undoubtedly to be the greatest fac-

tor in the regeneration of European civilization, it is

equally true that its success added a spirit of active

hostility to the indifference of Rome towards the in-

vestigation of natural phenomena and law.

We may roughly trace the periods from the down-

fall of Greece to the renaissance of science. We first

note an interval of decline of scientific inquiry which

lasted for three centuries owing to the indifference of

Rome. Interest is limited to the cultivation of the

mathematical sciences in the school of Alexandria

which, besides a number of men of ability, produced

two of great originality and power—Hipparchus

(160-120 B.C.) in astronomy, and Hero (170-117

B.C.) in physics.

Beginning with the second century after Christ, the

attitude towards science became increasingly influ-
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enced by the absorption of the Christians in the idea

that the study of natural phenomena was not only a

matter of little import, but was to be avoided as like-

ly to turn attention from the religious life which had

come to be dependent upon a separation from the

world and a preparation for an immortal existence.

In the period of the Christian Roman Empire, phi-

losophy is engrossed with the reconciliation of the

dogmas of Catholicism with Greek thought. There is

but one name, that of Ptolemy (a.d. 128-168) which

means anything in science.

The end of the ancient culture can be placed as

coincident with the successful inroads of the bar-

barians about the year 500. The intellectual life of

Europe faded to the merest glow, and the effort of

Charlemagne, in 800, to suppress anarchy and to re-

store the solidarity of the Roman Empire could not

prevent the two following centuries from sinking

into a state of apathy and despair, which has signifi-

cantly given to them the title of the Dark Ages.

With the year 1000 there began a real revival of

thought and hope which found its expression in the

religious life and in art. At its height, in the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries, the beauty and mysticism

of this movement can be typified by the life of St.

Francis of Assisi. And, suffering no eclipse in its on-

ward sweep towards a new culture and civilization,

Europe, led by Italy, burst into that full flower of

the Renaissance which has made the fifteenth and
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sixteenth centuries in many respects the most fascin-

ating and the most glorious in human history.

After the long and sterile interval of eighteen

hundred years from the death of Archimedes, the

spell is at last broken by the founder of modern

science, Galileo, a youth of twenty years of age who

was then beginning that career which not only sur-

passed individually the achievements of the Greeks

but became the symbol of the new inductive philoso-

phy. The barrenness of those centuries requires no

further comment when, to the three names already

mentioned, we need to add only Roger Bacon (12,14-

1294), Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), and Co-

pernicus ( 1473-1543). The other names preserved on

the rolls of science are those of men who have the

high credit of composing the thin line of scholars

who carried on the tradition of learning but who

themselves added but little of permanent value.

If it be correct to define the spirit of the Middle

Ages as one dominated by the religious idea, there are

sufficient grounds for beginning the period, from this

point of view, with the Council of Nice. The Chris-

tian Church, at last supreme in the Roman Empire,

established then its fundamental dogma and initiated

its ecclesiastical and civil polity. The spirit of Greece

with its keen interest in human affairs was con-

demned, and in its place there was adopted the car-

dinal thesis that man had lost his fellowship with

God through the sin of Adam and had been redeemed
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by the vicarious sacrifice of the Son of God. Salva-

tion depended not on his own efforts but on repen-

tance from sin as shown by a holy life and by com-

munion with Christ. The aspiration of the pagan had

been to live as full a life as possible, undisturbed by

hope or fear of future reward or punishment; the

attention of the Christian was now to be directed

solely towards preparing for a future and immortal

existence. This world and our carnal life thus became

a purely transitory state likely to interfere with the

purpose of God at the creation. The highest ideal

was a life of pious meditation to save one's own soul

and of exhortation and charitable works in order to

induce others to turn to the godly life. Truth was to

be found in the direct revelation of God as first given

in the Bible and continued in a living and infallible

Church, and was expressed mostly by miracles and

not by observation and reason. The very object of life

had become fundamentally antithetic to the scientific

spirit, and St. Thomas Aquinas can declare that the

desire to know phenomena was a sin in so far as it did

not tend to a knowledge of God.

The attitude of the religious thinkers towards phe-

nomena of both the organic and inorganic worlds

ranged from indifference to bitter condemnation.

Even the most tolerant of the mediaeval philoso-

phers regarded the study of worldly affairs as useless

and a waste of the precious and brief time granted

us to prepare for judgement, and they limited their
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discussion of natural phenomena to an attempt to

reconcile them with Holy Writ. The majority were

hostile because the asceticism which had early been

introduced into Christianity from the Orient carried

with it the conviction that the world itself was evil

and was under the rule of the devil, the personifica-

tion of evil. The mediaeval attitude of mind can be

strikingly summed up in that exclamation of St.

Augustine, himself one of the most liberal and pro-

found of the Fathers : "God and my soul will I strive

to know. And nothing more*? Absolutely nothing."*

It seems to me, to say the least, quite unscientific

to condemn the Middle Ages for neglecting science

and putting their whole intellectual energy to the

problem of leading a completely disorganized society

into a new civilization by developing the religious

idea rather than the rational method. If natural law

is supreme, as science assumes, then men, as well as

other animals, must develop according to destiny, or

as the result of preceding acts of nature, and they

cannot choose the path of their development. And

yet modern scientific criticism is directed against the

Middle Ages on the ground that the ecclesiastical

power deliberately crushed the study of science and

persecuted those who would persist in cultivating

science in spite of this oppression. Possibly, for the

sake of propaganda it was necessary, during the

height of the Darwinian movement in the last cen-

1 Augustine, Soliloquia, I, 2, n (7). "Deum et animam scire cupio.

Nihilne plus? Nihil omnino."
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tury, for the Evolutionists to use the same method of

repression, I might say of bigotry, against the re-

ligious idea,—although this repression took the form

of logical rather than of corporeal restraint. At any

rate, the Evolutionists expressed unqualified con-

tempt for the Middle Ages because of a lack of in-

terest in science and of submission to the religious

idea, and did not hesitate to apply the verbal whip

of scorn to their contemporaries who still believed in

the miraculous and opposed the dominance of science.

Leaders of the scientific movement, such as Huxley

and Haeckel, condemned the centuries before the

Renaissance as a futile and wasted period when the

mind was held in ecclesiastical bondage. The histo-

rian, Buckle, fascinated his readers with the thesis

that civilization was the result of natural and eco-

nomic causes and that, to attain a worthy state, we

should study the supply of corn and rice rather than

the impulses of men ; and Draper pictured society as

perpetually engaged in a mortal conflict between re-

ligion and science in which the latter always dis-

played the banner of truth and was always the ulti-

mate victor. Such a view of society may have been

advisable as propaganda, but at the present time the

Evolutionists are finding this inheritance decidedly

embarrassing. If civilization is the result of a slow

but steady progress, then even the Middle Ages,

which brought men to an exalted religious state from

a spiritual chaos, should have an honoured place in a
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human evolution which includes both the physical

and ethical sides of man, and historians are now keen

to find rationalistic tendencies where they would be

least expected.

While it is quite true that the centuries preceding

the Renaissance are barren so far as scientific discov-

eries are concerned, there is little, or no, evidence of

a definite and organized opposition to science by the

Church. In fact, there was little need for repression

when the general belief was that both observation

and reason were the source of error rather than of

truth.

When the fall of the Roman Empire broke society

into fragments, the only remaining unity and peace

was to be found in the Church and it was inevitable

that the attempts to restore order would be first cen-

tred on the task of converting the barbarians. And

by their conversion, nominal as it may have been,

some little humility and some regard for peaceful

living could be instilled into the rude minds of the

people. It was also natural that the revival of learn-

ing would be first in the field of religion. What little

science there was from the twelfth to the sixteenth

centuries was limited almost entirely to alchemy, as-

trology, medicine, and a very desultory interest in

mathematics. With the exception of mathematics,

even these sciences were not cultivated from the de-

sire to acquire a knowledge of nature, but to discover

the influences of the stars and chemicals on the spir-
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itual and natural fortunes of men, and to relieve

them from disease and death. In the popular mind and

even, frequently, amongst the learned, such studies

were held to be allied to magic and the black arts; the

masters of these sciences were often either Arabs

or Jews who were execrated as damnable heretics

and against whom the Christians, in their crusades,

found the only sufficient cause for any general unity

of action. Far outnumbering the genuine seekers of

knowledge, charlatans infested society and claimed

to know how to find the philosopher's stone and to

transmute lead into gold, or to tell fortunes by the

stars. Civil and ecclesiastical rulers frequently main-

tained alchemists and astrologers in their courts in

order to obtain material and supernatural advantages

from their skill, and at the same time feared and de-

tested them lest these advantages should be reaped

at the risk of their own damnation.

There is no evidence of organized opposition to the

sciences themselves, as shown by edicts of the Church,

until the twelfth and thirteenth centuries when the

power of the ascetic monkish orders was at its height.

Even then, we find none against the study of mathe-

matics because it was regarded as purely a mental

exercise and did not concern man's place in this world

or his relation to God. Both the Church and the Uni-

versity of Paris strictly forbade the study and teach-

ing of physics because that science was based on the

atomic theory and the principle of natural law; both
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of which were held to be heresies and contrary to

revelation. No restrictions were placed on biology

and geology; they were not even mentioned for the

simple reason that there were no such sciences. The
Church did forbid human dissection, but that was

because the body was looked upon as the temple of

God and should not be desecrated.^

Much emphasis also has been laid on the persecu-

tion of men of science and of learning. We certainly

cannot cite the universal and alternate use and abuse

of the Arabian and Jewish astrologers and alchemists

as proof of such persecution, as that was the result of

racial and religious antipathy. Evidence of repression

before the Renaissance rests mainly on the treatment

of Roger Bacon, and one gets the impression, even in

his case, that the opposition of the Franciscans which

resulted in his imprisonment was mainly personal

antagonism playing on the superstitions of the peo-

2 Lasswitz, Geschichte der Atomistik, vol. I, p. 13: "They were con-

vinced that the atomic theory of Leucippus and Democritus tended
to atheism, and that when it was joined to the philosophy of Epicurus
it became an aid to the damnable doctrine of materialism." p. 86 :

The reading of natural philosophy was forbidden in 1210 by the

Provincial Council at Paris, and also by a statute of the University
of Paris in 1215. This decision of the Provincial Council was ended
by Pope Gregory IX in 1231, except for such writings as could be

proved to contain error. Also the ban of the University of Paris

against the works of Roger Bacon lasted only until 1237, and in

1254 the physics as well as the metaphysics of Aristotle are listed in

the courses of the University. In 1245, the Dominicans forbade the

study of physics by members of their order. Lasswitz clearly shows
that the objection to physical science rested on the early conviction

that its atomic theory was materialistic in philosophy and it would
be difficult to prove that it is not. Yet, even then, restrictions on the

study of physics by the Church were of very short duration. It is

quite certain to me that men of science have greatly exaggerated
repressive measures by the Church.
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pie. Bacon, himself, was a Franciscan and his Opus

Majus is not only a marvellous storehouse of infor-

mation and a treatise on science far in advance of

his day, but it is also interspersed with bitter, and

probably just, attacks on the vices of his own Order.

We can, at any rate, place to the liberality of the

Church the fact that Pope Clement IV ordered his

release from prison after he had read the book.

The burning of Giordano Bruno in 1600 is often

cited as an example of the prevailing attitude of the

Church towards science. While it was a futile at-

tempt to crush heresy, science was not in the least

involved, as-Bruno was in no sense a man of science.

The most celebrated case, of course, is that of Gali-

leo. But even here, Galileo had aroused personal

enemies by incessant attacks of the most bitter sort

on the Jesuits. Not content with the convincing na-

ture of the scientific discoveries which came from his

fertile mind, he used his proofs of the Copernican

theory as a weapon against the dogmas of the Church,

and he wrote his Dialogues with a pen dipped in

vitriol. And it is true, as Kepler is reported to have

said, that the theory had quietly been gaining ground

unmolested for eighty years and had found support

amongst many of the more enlightened of the eccle-

siastics. His trial was the personal reply of the Jesuits,

his enemies, rather than an attack on science. And

one is rather struck with the reluctance of the Popes

to bring the question to an issue.
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For an estimate of the attitude of the Middle Ages

towards science to have any sound basis we must

keep clearly in mind the postulates upon which the

body of thought of the times rested. The dominant

influence was undoubtedly the religious idea. Until

the Protestant Reformation, the interpretation and

direction of this idea was confined to a single homo-

geneous Church whose decisions did not rest on the

fallible opinions of man but on the absolute truth

as revealed by an omnipotent and omniscient God.

This body of truth consisted of the books of the Bible,

which had been accepted at the Council of Nice, and

on the later dogmas of the Church. The influence of

the Bible thus became enormous as a guide both to the

spiritual problems of life and to the interpretation of

natural phenomena. The men of science, with few

exceptions, strove to reconcile their observations and

laws with the Mosaic cosmogony so that natural

philosophy gradually came to be an exposition of this

primitive conception of the world glossed with the

philosophical principles of Aristotle and Plato which,

because of their emphasis on teleology, lent them-

selves to this conflation of Greek philosophy and

Christian ethics. For this reason, the early concep-

tions of the Jews brought a new element into thought,

and a people who were themselves singularly indif-

ferent to science became the arbiters of the scientific

method. The essence of Jewish thought, as shown in

the Bible, is to exemplify the existence of a personal
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God, who may establish law, but who may and does

set it aside, and who depends on the miraculous

rather than on law when transmitting His will to

men.

The date of the Book of Genesis is not known, but

it is believed that the earliest portion goes back to

the ninth or tenth century before Christ, and that

there is mixed with it the narrative of a somewhat

later chronicler. The story of the creation, as we have

it, is the work of a compiler who drew his material

from both of these earlier sources and is supposed to

have been written about 700 b.c. The earliest ideas

in the text are thus fairly contemporaneous with the

Homeric poems. One cannot but be amazed at the

difference between the two conceptions. The Greeks

were still in the period of pure mythological animism,

but in the mind of the prophet of Judah the world is

the act of a single creative spirit. Inorganic phenom-

ena are not personified and living forms are brought

into existence according to a pre-ordained classifica-

tion in species. The final and crowning act of the

creation was man, fashioned from the dust and en-

dued with a portion of the divine spirit in order that

he might comprehend the work of God and govern

all other living forms which had been created for his

use and for the glory of the Creator. While there is

an undoubted denial of the transmutation of species,

there is a quite remarkable sequence in the order of

creation of the various types of forms which, by a
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guess or by an acute perception of relationship of

form, agrees with the succession according to modern

evolutionists. There is first the appearance of land

and water; then follow in order the vegetable world,

fish, birds, land animals, and lastly man.

The Judaic author is an unqualified pluralist in his

separation of the organic from the inorganic, and the

former has in addition a spiritual nature. It is custom-

ary for the rationalist to sneer at the crudeness of this

conception of the creation, but if it had not been

forced upon him as a literal statement of fact and

had not been used as the chief argument against evo-

lution, the criticism would be puerile ;.especially so, if

the creation according to Empedocles is held to con-

tain the germ of transmutation. There is, indeed,

little to choose between these two accounts as ration-

al ideas, for they both are the imaginative guesses of

unscientific minds, except that Empedocles is gro-

tesque and the Biblical account is not. The real dif-

ference between the two lies in the fact that the Greek

legend does not specify time, while the Jewish chron-

icle states that the creation was a matter of six days

and then gives a list of patriarchs and their genealo-

gy. From these tables attempts were early made to

fix the exact date of the creation ; the accepted date of

4004 B.C. was finally calculated by Bishop Ussher in

the seventeenth century. The method of determining

this date was the same as that used by geologists to

determine the length of geological periods and the
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age of the earth ; the attempts of the timid who would

now reconcile Biblical narrative with evolution by

taking the week of creation as a figurative expression

for the long lapse of geological periods can satisfy-

neither side. On the other hand, while there is in the

extant poems of Empedocles no mention of time,

there is also no warrant for the claims of the evolu-

tionists who see in his cosmogony the germ of trans-

mutation and who have allowed their own bias to

lead them out of the path of scientific procedure as

surely as those who vainly try to reconcile the Bible

and science.

Before closing this discussion of the attitude of the

Middle Ages towards science we must pause for a

moment to discuss the opinions of St. Augustine, not

because he departed from the general belief which, in

fact, he had done much to form, but because of all the

Christian Fathers he is looked upon with most favour

by historians of evolution. We have already referred

to the statements of Haeckel and Conklin regarding

him as being without foundation. Unfortunately, two

of the most popular histories of evolution

—

From

the Greeks to Darwin by Osborn, and Biology and

its Makers by Locy—are so palpably mere unverified

compilations that they are certain to give students of

biology a quite erroneous view of evolution. Osborn,

with facile superficiality, quotes with approval the

opinion of Aubrey Moore that: "Augustine distinctly

rejected Special Creation in favour of a doctrine
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which, without any violence to language, we may

call a theory of Evolution."^ He also quotes from

Cotterill as support for the evolutionary bias of

Augustine: "We observe that both the language it-

self and, yet more, Augustine's profound sense of the

impossibility of representing in the forms of finite

thought the operations of the infinite and eternal

Mind compelled this great theologian to look beyond

the mere letter of the inspired history of Creation,

and to indicate principles of interpretation which

supply by anticipation very valuable guidance, when

we compare other conclusions of modern science [the

evolutionary theory] with this teaching of Holy

Scripture."* Osborn's own opinion of Augustine is

that: "He thus sought a naturalistic interpretation

of the Mosaic record, or potential rather than special

creation, and taught that in the institution of Nature

we should not look for miracles but for the laws of

Nature."'

3 Moore, Science and Faith.
* Henry Cotterill, Does Science Aid Faith in Regard to Creation?

London, 1883.
5 Osborn, From the Greeks to Darwin, p. 72. As another example of

his inaccuracy, he says of John Scotus Erigena on p. 74 that he

"simply borrowed from Aristotle and Augustine." Now it is well-

known that Erigena was a neo-Platonist ; that he translated the pan-

theistic writings of Dionysius Areopagiticus ; that he advanced an
idealistic theory of atoms ; all of which are quite opposed to Aris-

totelianism. Osborn could have learned from so readily accessible

a source as Uberweg-Baumgarten that John Scotus was only in-

directly acquainted with the metaphysical teachings of Aristotle

although traces of Aristotelian influences are to be found in his

works. The suspicion might be entertained that Osborn has con-

fused John Scotus with Duns Scotus who flourished nearly five

centuries later. While Duns Scotus is known as the greatest critical

opponent of Thomas Aquinas, he was much more affected by Aris-

totle than was the earlier Scotus.
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If these are the real opinions of the historians of

biology, we can only hope that they are better ac-

quainted with modern biology and science than they

are with Augustine and the Middle Ages. Against the

statements of these writers we may place the conclu-

sion of so exact a scholar as Lasswitz that: 'Tn the

mind of Augustine the miraculous overshadowed all

;

it came to pass at the creation of the world; it was

completed in the life of the Saviour; and it is ex-

perienced daily in the soul of the Christian, which

feels itself redeemed by the grace of God. Why then

should one be at pains to give a detailed interpreta-

tion of the wonders of nature? Leave that to the

heathen I'"

To estimate Augustine's attitude towards science

we must keep constantly in mind his purpose of life.

His engrossing aim was to induce the world to repent

and to lead the religious life. He was not a philoso-

pher engaged in elucidating abstract principles; he

was first and last a priest exerting all his powers to

influence men to choose the Christian rule of conduct,

and he used philosophy only as an aid to his purpose.

He, for the most part, embraces the philosophy of

the Stoics because it was the most influential of the

contemporaneous schools of thought, and because the

principles of conduct of the Stoics most nearly re-

sembled those of the Christians. This accounts for

those vague statements which can be taken to favour

* Geschickte der Atomistik, vol. I, p. 29.
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the idea that God created the actual world from

potential seeds, or the logoi spermatikoi, of the

Stoics, and which these historians have erroneously

interpreted to mean progressive and naturalistic de-

velopment. Augustine also began as a Manichaeist

and thus held less strongly to the literal interpretation

of the Scriptures as an infallible statement of natural

phenomena. He was liberal enough to warn Chris-

tians not to try to controvert the statements of the

heathens in regard to obviously true facts of nature

by quoting the Scriptures which must be held to be

authoritative only in ethics. Although he was a Stoic

in philosophy he added nothing to their doctrine and

he was quick enough to part company with them in

their most important belief in the atomic theory as

he saw that this view of nature tended inevitably to

materialism. In his Letter to Dioscurus^ he pro-

nounced the keenest criticism against the atomic theo-

ry which has ever been written: "The bitterest of all

these follies lies in this, that the mere statement of it

does not suffice, without any argument, to arouse hor-

ror. On the contrary, men of great ability have under-

taken the task of carrying out extended arguments

of things whose mere mention prove them to be silly.

When one assumes atoms to exist; when one assumes

that they meet and separate in chance collisions, so

also one must assume that these mutually colliding

atoms affect a thing to determine its existence, to

limit its form, to determine its surface, deck it with
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colour, and enliven it with a soul. But all this can

happen only by the art of a godly thought, as any

one can grasp who sees with the spiritual rather than

with the material eye."

While Augustine may use the idea of nature and

natural law, and may question philosophically many

things, he never hesitates to postulate the existence of

a living personal God who is external to natural law

and constantly contravenes law by the employment

of the miraculous. His conception of the relations of

God to the world is that of the governor of a city

towards its inhabitants. If any one had put the ques-

tion to him that by a law of nature an ape had des-

cended from a fish he would have repelled the idea as

inconceivable; the statement that a man came from

an ape would have been sheer blasphemy.

There is, however, little need to comment on one

who has left so clear and full a statement of his be-

liefs. Augustine accepted the Mosaic cosmogony lit-

erally with very few and insignificant reservations.

The evolutionist can get little support from his words

which I have taken from the City of God.''

God who made the world has made it so that all things are

admirable, and the beauty and order show its divine author-

ship {De Civ. Dei, XI, 22). If we ask who made it. The
answer is God. He also made it out of nothing and He made
it because it was good {ibid., XI, 21). All things were made
in six days as revealed to Moses. Not only terrestrial things

' St. Augustine, The City of God, trans, by Rev. Marcus Dods.
T. and T. Clark, 1888.
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but also the angels were created at that time. Although it is

not explicitly stated on which day the angels were created,

we are justified in understanding that they came into being

when God said: "Let there be light." And when God sepa-

rated light from darkness, he divided the pure angels from

the impure ones who now live in darkness (ibid., XI, 9). What

kind of days these were it is difficult, and perhaps impos-

sible, for us to conceive, and how much more to say (ibid.,

XI, 6). The human race began with one man whom God

placed in Paradise. He was created upright but was corrupted

by his own will and begot corrupted and condemned children

(ibid., XIII, 12 and 14). They are deceived who, like Apuleius,

hold that individually a man is mortal but that the race Is

immortal. They are deceived, too, by those highly mendacious

documents which profess to give the history of many thou-

sand years when, reckoning by the sacred writings, not six

thousand years have yet passed (ibid., XII, 10).

How lightly the Stoic philosophy was regarded by

Augustine in comparison with what he regarded as

the miraculous revelation of God in the Holy Scrip-

tures can be understood by the readiness with which

he discarded one of the fundamental doctrines of that

school: "The belief, that, after its destruction, the

world is renewed and that all events repeat them-

selves in successive cycles of time, is altogether false;

Christ has died only once and will not again enter

into the bonds of death, and we shall in the future

be eternally in the presence of God" {ibid., xii, 13

seq.).

In passing from the Middle Ages to the Renais-

sance, we should keep in mind what Pater has so sym-

pathetically expressed as the spirit of the age: "The
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word Renaissance, indeed, is now generally used to

denote not merely that revival of classical antiquity

which took place in the fifteenth century^ and to

which the word was first applied, but a whole com-

plex movement, of which that revival of classical

antiquity was but one element or symptom. For us the

Renaissance is the name of a many-sided but yet

united movement, in which the love of the things of

the intellect and the imagination for their own sake,

the desire for a more liberal and comely way of con-

ceiving life, make themselves felt."^ And he finds the

roots of this great outbreak of the human spirit reach-

ing far down into the Middle Ages themselves when,

then at last, began the care of the human body and

the love of beauty which should ultimately break

down the limits that the religious domination had im-

posed on the heart and the imagination ; the new-born

spirit, finally freed from ecclesiastical authority,

showed itself by that marvellous efflorescence in art,

literature, and erudition. Although many contribu-

tory causes for the Renaissance may be found, and

sociologists may try to trace it as a progressive evo-

lution, this complex movement still remains a mys-

tery; if it be an evolution, then there must have hap-

pened one of those rare cases when, with suddenly

aroused energy. Nature takes a leap and forsakes the

slow and painful gradations of change. We may ad-

mit and add together such contributory causes as

8 Pater, The Renaissance, p. 2.
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these; the Italians awoke to the power and beauty

of classical antiquity with the acquisition of Greek

and Roman manuscripts; the new and amazing geo-

graphical discoveries exalted the imagination; the

crusades had brought strange stirrings for freedom;

and the vigour of the human body was capable of

great draughts on it of both work and pleasure; but

we can have all these, and they, apparently, might

have contributed just as readily to a cultivation of

material despotism, to luxury, to pleasure, and to gross

wantonness. It is true we find all these baser charac-

teristics; young men, like Pico della Mirandola, al-

most wearied out from "wandering over the crooked

hills of delicious pleasure" because they had loved

much and had been beloved by women; yet we find

also that these same young votaries of pleasure swift-

ly climbed the rugged hills of thought and art. So, too,

we fail to understand how men like da Vinci could

combine life at a luxurious and wanton court with an

inexhaustible, unrivalled thirst for knowledge and

art.

Much emphasis might be laid on the indirect in-

fluence which the revival of literature and art during

the fifteenth century exerted upon the later develop-

ment of science. The assurance which came that life

was in itself a noble thing, that the cultivation of in-

tellectual powers was not destructive to the soul, and

that admiration of physical perfection was not antag-
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onistic to the search for spiritual beauty,—all these

influences must have had a powerful and lasting ef-

fect in directing attention to natural phenomena and

to man's place in nature, but our concern is rather

with the more direct impulse given to biology by the

rise of modern physics.

The scientific Renaissance came last, and began

with an aroused interest in pure mathematics; it next

turned to astronomy; and then to mechanics. This

order is a natural and almost inevitable one. These

sciences are the most abstract, and they are the least

dependent in their early development on the use of

apparatus which at the time was not available. Biol-

ogy, as a science, hardly existed before the middle of

the eighteenth century. What interest there was in

the investigation of animal and plant life was con-

fined to physicians, and was limited to medicine,

anatomy, and a little physiology; but the rapid ad-

vance of the physical sciences prepared the way both

for biology and evolution. They promoted liberalism

and taught men to rely on observation and reason,

and thus broke the domination of the Church. They

early developed an adequate supply of instruments

of precision, such as the telescope and microscope,

and they discovered and used freely the inductive

scientific method. Thus, when the time was ripe,

biologists found the ground fully prepared for their

science. They could use the method and results of the
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physical sciences as a basis for their new science and

almost immediately they attempted to ally it to the

mechanistic theory.

Towards the end of the sixteenth century the rigid

bands restraining scientific thought began to show

signs of weakness and to give way under the pressure

of the new freedom. The credit for the rupture be-

longs to two men, Copernicus and Galileo. In 1543,

Nicolaus Copernicus published his treatise De revo-

lutionibus orbium coelestium which was destined to

change our whole point of view towards the universe.

His postulate was simply that the sun should be taken

as the centre of the planetary system and that the

earth, instead of being a fixed body about which all

the celestial bodies revolved, was merely a planet like

the others with two motions, an annual revolution

about the sun and a diurnal rotation about its polar

axis. At first, the Church received this work without

opposition, and in fact the Pope, Paul III, permitted

it to be dedicated to him. Perhaps its significance was

not appreciated, because the author, in a preface,

states that this new system was devised to reduce the

labour of computation of planetary orbits; whereas,

the reality was according to the Bible and the eccle-

siastic doctrine of geocentrism. There has been some

controversy concerning this subterfuge as to whether

it was due to Copernicus; it is probable that it was

interpolated by Osiander as a thin veil to ward off
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danger, not, however, to the author who had died be-

fore his treatise was printed. Amongst the ardent be-

lievers in the new system was Galileo, and in his

hands the veil was rudely torn away and the system

brought forth boldly as a fact. Armed with the new

telescope which he had invented, he discovered the

libration of Venus and the moons of Jupiter. By the

first discovery he proved that the planet was not made

of celestial substance, as was firmly believed by the

Aristotelians, since it shone only by light reflected

from the sun and, also, that it revolved about the

sun. By the second discovery he brought out the

astounding fact that there existed celestial bodies in-

visible to the human eye.^ In the opinion of the day

the existence of invisible stars was flat heresy and con-

trary to Holy Scripture. The stars were made for

man, that the glory of the firmament might be a con-

stant sign of the power of God; and would it not be

accusing God of folly or deceit to suppose He had

made stars which we could not see*? Glowing with

the pure, celestial fire which was also symbolical of

the soul, and being made by God, they could neither

be added to, nor destroyed. Comets and other trans-

9 Galileo also discovered sun-spots which were an impossibility ac-

cording to the Aristotelian conception of the purity of the celestial

substance. The Jesuit Father Christopher Scheiner was rash enough

to claim priority to Galileo. When he communicated his discovery

to the Provincial of his Order, the latter replied : "I have read

Aristotle's writings from end to end many times, and I can assure

you I have nowhere found anything similar to what you describe.

Go, my son, and tranquillize yourself ; be assured that what you

take for spots on the sun are the fault of your glasses, or of your

eyes."
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itory stars which occasionally burst into brilliance

and then faded out of sight were explained to be

luminous exhalations from the earth or mocking

bodies created by devils.

Galileo gathered together all his evidence and pub-

lished his great treatise, the Dialoghi delle due mas-

sime syste?ne, in which he contrasted the Ptolemaic

and Copernican systems and proved with irresistible

arguments that the latter is an actual representation

of the solar system. But the work was much more

than an impersonal presentation of scientific facts.

It was a passionate plea for the recognition that truth

was to be obtained from observation and reason and

not from the authority of either the Bible or Aristotle.

In order to drive home his argument he attacked bit-

terly and personally the Aristotelian philosophers

and the Jesuits. The Church finally saw clearly the

danger to its authority and, after a long controversy,

Galileo was brought before the Inquisition; when,

upon his formal recantation, a light sentence for the

time was imposed upon him, his book was suppressed,

and the doctrine that the earth possessed two real

motions was declared to be a damnable heresy. The

effect of his trial and condemnation, which struck at

the scientific work then beginning to show great

vigour, was widespread. In Holland, Descartes had

just completed his mechanical theory of the universe.

When the news reached him, he contemplated the de-

struction of his work, but he finally published it with
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the subterfuge that his ideas were purely imaginary,

as the true cosmogony was that revealed to Moses.

The trial and condemnation of Galileo is one of the

causes cclchres^ and, even today, it arouses bitter com-

ment. After making every allowance for personal

provocation, the trial was a colossal blunder. It would

have been wiser to have followed the advice of St.

Augustine not to oppose obvious facts with the author-

ity of the Scriptures. Instead of crushing the new ra-

tional movement, it strengthened the determination

to expand the work and to oppose the authority of the

Church. In all controversies between religion and

science since then, it has been the rallying cry of the

rationalists who have pointed to it as an example of

what the religious would always do if they had the

power. It was used most effectively by Huxley in

combating attacks on Darwinism. On the other hand,

the attitude of many modern writers on science is

quite unjustifiable when they give the impression that

the Church was persecuting an innocent and inoffen-

sive old man. It is quite certain that Galileo intended

his work to be a bitter polemic against the most cher-

ished convictions of the world, and that he drove the

authorities at Rome to action by his caustic and dom-

ineering temper which never neglected an opportuni-

ty to cover the Jesuits and Aristotelians with ridicule.

Even after he abjured his heresy, Galileo con-

tinued his scientific work and at the end of his life,

during his retirement, he published his second great
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treatise, the Dialoghi delle nuove scienze. The effect

of this work was even more profound than the former,

as he here clearly established the inductive method as

one dependent on observation and reason. He laid the

foundation of the science of mechanics which, when

completed by Newton's discovery of the law of uni-

versal gravitation, has developed into the only com-

plete and satisfactory exemplification of the induc-

tive method. This mechanical theory, according to

which phenomena are due to the positions of bodies

and to the force of attraction between them, became

the goal, as an explanation, of all physical phenom-

ena, and today it is the basis for the Attempt of biolo-

gists to explain life as a manifestation of mechanical

energy. Its most complete expression is the nebular

hypothesis of Kant and Laplace which as a form of

inorganic evolution prepared the way for the later

doctrine that life is also progressive.

The earliest attempt to adapt the mechanistic the-

ory to an explanation of the universe was made by

Descartes. He first identified substance with space

and then considered space itself as a continuum which

later became the model for the luminiferous aether.

The varieties of matter and of phenomena, he attrib-

uted to different forms of vortical, or whirling, motion

in this continuum.^" This theory, so far as inorganic

phenomena are involved, is a pure monistic doctrine,

1° For the details of the Cartesian cosmogony the reader may refer
to the chapter on the subject in my Limitations of Science.
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and Descartes, in a tentative way, even attempted the

explanation of life on the same basis. He advanced

the idea of animal automatism, according to which

the motions and sensations of animals are the result of

mechanical stimuli and not of intelligence and will.

He even asserted that animals, being machines, felt

no pain. This part of his theory fell dead until it was

revived by Huxley who, rather as a tour de force,

instanced a number of experiments to prove that

many organic actions are automatic. Huxley's re-

vival of Cartesianism was apparently for the purpose

of propaganda, to lead others to adopt the monistic

theory, or at least to discredit the total separation of

the organic from the inorganic. This opinion seems

probable because Huxley himself goes only to the

brink of monism and then draws back with the decla-

ration that he believes in a separate spiritual world;

only, as he cannot understand spiritual phenomena,

he will reason as if they do not exist. Descartes thus

extended the principle of mechanistic monism from

the inorganic world to include plants and animals;

but, at this point, he made a break by adding a soul

to man, just as Huxley proposed a break in natural

evolution at the point when man attained self-con-

sciousness and the power of inhibition. It is not an ar-

bitrary assumption to harmonize thus the soul of

Descartes and the self-consciousness of Huxley. In

fact, we can be certain that somewhere in the argu-

ment of the monist, he has slipped in a factor which
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cannot be identified with matter or mechanical force.

That convenient assumption of the logoi spermatikoi

still plays its part in modern biology to fool us under

various new names; disguise it as one may, matter

somewhere in the chain of reasoning loses its mechan-

ical inertness and acquires a non-mechanical vitality.

Of all the leaders of the revolt against the medi-

aeval attitude, Francis Bacon saw the most clearly

that an attack against the authority of the Church

could be waged most effectively by first overthrowing

the reign of the classical deductive philosophy. If the

mind could be weaned from its awe and reverence for

antiquity, then only there would be a chance of sub-

stituting the new scientific, or inductive method.

With the grandiose plan in his mind of reviving the

intellectual life according to a new philosophy^ he

projected his Instauratio Magna which was to em-

brace all human activity. He did actually publish, in

1620, the part in which the fruits of the understand-

ing were set forth. The title of this part, the Novum

Organum Scientiarum, is in itself a challenge to the

Organon of Aristotle. All through his plea for the

new knowledge there runs a comment warning his

readers: "That the reverence for antiquity and the

authority of men, who have been esteemed great in

philosophy and general unanimity, have retarded

men from advancing in science and almost enchanted

them. . . . The Greeks were a vain and disputatious

people, the desire to shine, the taste for dispute,
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hastiness to arrive at conclusions, the mania for sys-

tems of thought, multiplied error. . . . Plato was a

man of sublime genius; he even knew the proper

method, but he applied it badly, . . . Aristotle, that

great man, was certainly also a great philosopher. In

his writings he was painstaking and exact, but, a

Greek, he was too prompt in deciding. . . . Plato

subordinated the world to ideas and Aristotle, ideas

to words. The one corrupted science by theology and

the other by dialectics, as later Proclus did by mathe-

matics."

Bacon stated the proper method of scientific pro-

cedure in these excellent terms: "For man, being a

member and interpreter of Nature, acts and under-

stands so far as he has observed of the order, the

works, and the mind of Nature, and can proceed no

further, for no power is able to loose or break the

chain of cause, nor is Nature to be conquered, but by

submission. . . . And, thus, we hope to establish

forever a true and legitimate union between the ex-

perimental and rational faculty, whose fallen and

inauspicious divorces and repudiations have disturbed

everything in the family of mankind." He believed

that knowledge can be advanced only slowly by the

unsystematic efforts of individuals who work accord-

ing to their personal impulses and frequently experi-

ment in order to verify a preconceived hypothesis.

Whereas science can be furthered best by a steady

advance along pre-defined lines by an association of
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scientists. Therefore, there should be close fellowship

in societies whose sole object is the progress of know-

ledge.

As a beginning of this plan, Bacon classified the

sciences and allotted to each the problems it was best

fitted to solve. The next step should be to collect and

verify all data known about each problem and from

that point devise and carry out new experiments.

When sufficient data are accumulated, their classifi-

cation in laws will follow necessarily. The obtaining

of facts of nature and their classification in laws are

the sole fruits of science, since man cannot penetrate

into the causes or mechanism of phenomena. Science

is thus valuable for its fruits, or for the power it gives

to us, as I have elsewhere expressed it. Finally in the

New Atlantis he outlined the organization of a uni-

versity, which would train youths to engage in science,

and of a scientific society which would direct research

according to this inductive method.

The weakness of the, otherwise, excellent plan of

Bacon lies in its subordination of the idiosyncrasies of

the individual which drive him to select problems ac-

cording to his desire and to work them out as he sees

fit. Schemes of collectivism generally fail because

men are, at least to the present time, not like a com-

munity of ants or bees in which the individual is en-

tirely lost in the common life of the society. It may,

however, be admitted that since the war the spirit of

collective work has greatly increased amongst men of
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science. His new method has had an enormous influ-

ence on thought. It did make an end to the almost

purely deductive method of the Greeks and, while

modern science does make use of unverifiable hy-

potheses of a deductive character, the main empha-

sis is now placed on the inductive method. And it is

no exaggeration to say that biology and evolution

were indirectly advanced to sciences by Bacon be-

cause he proposed to treat organic phenomena on a

rational basis to the exclusion of the miraculous; he

was the chief influence in preparing men to consider

life as a rational problem.

Bacon's work has been the object of extravagant

praise and blame, but the most virulent and unjust

attack on him is that of Huxley" who, in his Essay

on the Progress of Science^ pauses in his laudatory re-

view of our acquisition of knowledge to hold the great

Chancellor up to scorn. He despises him as one who

sold his birth-right for a mess of pottage of Court

favour, although the retort is ready to hand that

Huxley is discussing the intellectual achievements of

men of genius and not analysing their characters, nor

does he consider the contemporaneous state of so-

ciety which did not forbid a Judge to receive gifts

unless it could be proved that they had affected his

judgements. Huxley also ridicules him because he

instructed others how to become men of science and

did not himself add anything of value to the acquisi-

11 Collected Essays, vol. I, p. 42.
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tion of science. Such a criticism is altogether futile; it

would eliminate the critic and, coming from Huxley,

it is especially obnoxious when we remember how he

subordinated his own research work to promote Dar-

winism, and to attack all those who could not immedi-

ately and unreservedly give allegiance to that totally

unverified hypothesis. The surprising thing is that

Bacon could, in the midst of the distractions of his

busy life of affairs, find time to consider abstract

questions at all. Nor is it inexcusable and indicative

of an unscientific mind that Bacon did not fully ap-

preciate the great work of Harvey and Gilbert.

Huxley indulges in this extraordinary criticism of

Bacon's great plan of creating scientific associations

:

"To anyone who knows the business of investigation

practically, Bacon's notion of establishing a company

of investigators to work for 'fruits,' as if the pursuit

of knowledge were a kind of mining operation and

only required well-directed picks and shovels, seems

very strange. In science, as in art, and, as I believe,

in every other sphere of human activity, there may

be wisdom in a multitude of counsellors, but it is only

in one or two of them."^^ It is unworthy of a man of

science to depreciate the distinguished achievement

of another in order to indulge in a flippant epigram.

If we turn to the official Record of the Royal Society

we shall find that it opens with this generous acknow-

ledgement: "The foundation of the Royal Society

12 Collected Essays, vol. I, p. 57.
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was one of the earliest practical fruits of the philo-

sophical labours of Francis Bacon, The experimental

method of research which that great man so strenu-

ously expounded in his writings was a vehement pro-

test against the deductive method which till then

had been in vogue. His great aim was to enforce the,

patient investigation of Nature by observation and

experiment. He desired that a body of accurately as-

certained facts should be amassed, from which alone,

in his opinion, the processes of Nature could be un-

derstood, and a solid foundation could be laid on

which discovery and invention might proceed apace.""

The Association proposed by Bacon thus became that

Royal Society which later was to include Huxley in

its membership and to honour him with its presi-

dency. Huxley's own opinion of the superlative influ-

ence on science which this Society has exerted can be

easily found elsewhere in his writings when he bewails

the fact that England neglects such societies and

supports many things of the baser sort.

Huxley, finally, in his criticism, states: "Any one

who has studied the history of science knows that

almost every great step therein has been made by the

'anticipation of Nature,' that is, by the invention of

hypothesis, which, though verifiable, often had very

little foundation to start with; and, not unfrequently,

in spite of a long career of usefulness, turned out to be

13 Record of the Royal Society, supervised and edited by the Presi-
dent, Sir Archibald Geikie, K.C.B. Oxford University Press, 1912.
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-wholly erroneous in the long run."" A few pages later

he adds: "The progress of physical science, since the

revival of learning, is largely due to the fact that men
have gradually learned to lay aside the consideration

of unverifiable hypotheses; to guide observation and

experiment by verifiable hypotheses. "^^ This sounds

like good advice, but he neglects to say how, when an

hypothesis is advanced, one can tell whether it will

turn out later to be of the verifiable or of the unveri-

fiable sort. The history of the hypothesis of the nature

of light is one of the best examples in the history of

physics. Newton proposed the hypothesis of corpus-

cles; it was a century later shown to be unverifiable

by Young who proposed the hypothesis of waves in an

elastic aether; three-quarters of a century later this

proved to be unverifiable and was replaced by Max-

well's hypothesis of waves in an electro-magnetic

aether; today many physicists say there is no aether.

One cannot but suspect that Huxley thus condemned

a too strict adhesion to Bacon's inductive method be-

cause he, himself, was passionately determined to "put

over" Darwin's hypothesis of natural selection as

a sufficient cause for evolution, although he knew, and

had stated, that it did not rest on an adequate basis

of observation and experiment. And, today, we find

it discarded as an unverifiable hypothesis. Some day,

men of science will learn that hypotheses cannot

1* Huxley, op. cit., p. 62.
'^^ Ibid., p. 65.
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always be avoided, but that they are to be used only

as a confession of ignorance, and never be permitted

to stand in the way of the certain and sure progress of

induction. Bacon may justly be criticised for mistaken

notions, but when all has been said, he stands as the

one who best understood the revolt of the Renaissance,

and who pointed out most lucidly the way for the re-

vival of science. And for this reason, such a criticism

as Huxley's should be discussed at length because we

are, today, lapsing again into metaphysical scientific

methods through our unrestrained use of unverifiable

hypotheses. A return to the sober and wholesome

method of Bacon would do us a world of good. Our

debauch of evolution, of aethers, and of electrons is

fast carrying us back into the state of mediaeval ab-

surdities.

The supreme importance of Bacon's work lay in

the fact that it gave men self-confidence in their

powers of elucidation. The acceptance of the new

scientific method, together with the rapid growth of

physics, mathematics, astronomy, and the rise of

chemistry, necessarily had a profound effect in awak-

ening the mind to observe and to depend on the rea-

son. Possibly even more important, as an indirect in-

fluence on the new tendency towards rationalism, was

the growing power of the Protestant Reformation.

The very essence of protestantism is that the indi-

vidual is the final arbiter of his beliefs and may not

escape the burden of responsibility by submission of
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the will to the dictates of a single and infallible

Church; the protestant having declared his right to

decide for himself in religious questions could no

longer forbid inquiry into hitherto closed fields of

scientific knowledge. Galileo could withstand the

personal contumely of Luther and Melancthon with

impunity ; but, in the end, he was forced to bend his

proud will to the Pope, backed by a Church fortified

with both temporal and spiritual power.

The physical sciences quickly developed into true

modern sciences in the fields of both theory and ex-

perimentation, but the extension of the inductive

method to biology and geology was slow and hesitat-

ing. Geology does, indeed, deal solely with inorganic

phenomena and its phenomena are due solely to phys-

ical forces, but there still remained two great ob-

stacles in the way of its advance. The first was the

question of the age of the earth; the changes of the

earth's surface, if they were brought about solely by

physical force, would undoubtedly require an enor-

mous lapse of time, and this idea was unreservedly

opposed by the Church. The Reformation afforded

no relief as the Protestants were, if anything, more

rigid in holding to the literal interpretation of the

Bible than were the Catholics. They accepted the

chronology of Bishop Ussher which assigned the year

4004 B.C. as the exact date of creation and permitted

only the one break of the Deluge, in the year 2348

B.C., in the continuity of history as set forth by the
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Jewish writers. In the second place, geology, unlike

physics, requires elaborate collections of rocks, min-

erals and fossils to be made and classified before any

systematic work can be attempted; such collections

were not in existence and little interest was shown in

establishing museums.

The biological sciences, in addition to the disad-

vantages under which geology suffered, were further

restricted by the fact that no means of bridging the

gap between the physical forces and life could then

be imagined. No forces were known but those of a

mechanical and electrical nature, and no one saw how

these could be applied by the inductive method to

what they termed vital actions. Thus biology was

limited for two or three hundred years to the slow

accumulation of facts about living species of plants

and animals. Even the discovery of the microscope

did not accomplish more than to awaken some inter-

est in the composition of tissues and to extend our ac-

quaintance with a few minute organisms. On the

other hand, the progress in the knowledge of human

anatomy and physiology was much more rapid.

Before closing this survey of the ideas which pre-

ceded our modern theory of evolution, a discovery

should be discussed because it had a profound influ-

ence in furthering the mechanistic, doctrine of life

which, if my ideas are correct, is the foundation for

any scientific theory of evolution. In 1628, Harvey

published his discovery of the circulation of the
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blood; although its full significance was not appre-

ciated until much later, yet the knowledge that the

blood made a complete circuit in the body, was what

was needed to link biology to the physical sciences.

And since then, it has been more and more persistent-

ly the aim of biologists to emphasize the mechanical

functions of the living body, to point out its analo-

gies to a machine, and to minimize the unknown

causes which still pass under the name of vitality.

It was the universally accepted belief that organic

bodies were composed of the four Aristotelian ele-

ments—earth, water, air, and fire; by the operation

of the active principles of heat and moisture, the ele-

ments were metamorphosed into three primary sub-

stances, called salt, sulphur, and mercury, which in

their proper and balanced proportions make up the

frame and tissue of living bodies. The character of

the individual was assumed to be determined by four

humours which composed the fluid portion of the

body; it is not clear how these were related to the

primary elements and substances, as they seem in

some way to have involved the principle of life. The

humours were classified as blood, bile, phlegm, and

water, and are still currently used to characterize the

disposition as phlegmatic, melancholic, etc. Both

health and character were held to depend on the right

balance of the three substances and four humours ; it

was the business of the physician to determine the

disturbance, and by the aid of herbs, magic, and
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alchemy, to restore the balance when mind or body

suffered from disease.

Out of a complicated and obscure mass of guesses

and conflicting details, we can be certain that life, it-

self, was supposed to be bound up with the breath, or

spirit. In some way, also, the heart and the brain

converted the physical air we breathe into the mys-

tical breath of life. In them was created or, at least,

maintained this life force which subdivided into

vital, natural, and animal spirits. The heart sent out

two of these living streams; the natural spirit, or

blood, through the veins, and the vital spirit, or air,

through the arteries. The brain disseminated the ani-

mal spirits by means of the nerves. How these fluids

returned to the brain and heart, if they did flow back

at all, was not known, but in some mysterious way

these spirits passed into the system and nourished and

vivified the organism. Before a science of biology

could be established this metaphysical idea must be

replaced by a form of mechanism which would, at

least, push spiritism further into the background.

This great step, as I have said, was made by Harvey

The first consequences of the discovery of the circu»

lation of the blood were quickly discerned; the heart

becomes a pump, self-acting to be sure, and the cir-

culating blood loses its mysterious properties; as a

fluid stream in a net-work of pipes, it bears the nutri-

ment to the various parts of the body. The cause of

the beating of the heart and of the other so-called
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vital activities was, and still remains, unknown, but

at least the mediaeval age of spiritism was at an end.

V



CHAPTER FOUR

Palaeontology and Geology

The Positive Evidence for Evolution

THE evidence for the evolution of plants and

animals is commonly said to be derived from

many sources. When, however, we examine these

causes for our belief we find that, excepting our de-

sire to eliminate special creation and, generally, what

we call the miraculous, most of them can be consid-

ered only as secondary reasons to confirm a theory

already advanced. Darwin, in his Origin of Species,

enumerated with the greatest care what factors led

him to his adoption of the theory of evolution by

natural selection, and what lines of observation and

experimentation would be likely to confirm the rea-

sonableness of his ideas. It is quite certain that, for

positive proof, he relied on the existence of fossil

remains of plants and animals and on the geological

record which shows that during the long history of the

earth it has been occupied by a succession of different

forms, many of which are now extinct. He devoted

four chapters to the discussion of palaeontology and

made it clear that to his mind the discovery and

knowledge of fossils is the evidence which alone can

change his doctrine of evolution from an abstract
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hypothesis to a concrete fact. We might create an

imaginary succession of forms gradually developing

new parts and new functions, but in order that such

a chain may resemble the facts we must have before

us these links in actual fossils. And he answered the

query whether we have such evidence by the con-

fession : "Geology assuredly does not reveal any such

finely-graduated organic chain; and this, perhaps, is

the most obvious and serious objection which can be

urged against the theory [of natural selection]. The

explanation lies, as I believe, in the extreme im-

perfection of the geological record."^ Huxley, also,

follows his master and tells us that: "In view of the

immense diversity of known animal and vegetable

forms, and the enormous lapse of time indicated by

the accumulation of fossiliferous strata, the only cir-

cumstance to be wondered at is, not that the changes

of life, as exhibited by positive evidence, have been so

great, but that they have been so small. "^ And it is

quite safe to say that today in spite of an immensely

increased collection of fossils, the positive evidence

of geology, considering the vastness and intricacy of

the problem of evolution, is as incomplete as it was

in the time of Darwin and Huxley. It is equally safe

to say that it will always be thus incomplete; that,

lacking this concrete presentment of the structure

of our ancestors, evolution must continue to be a

1 Origin of Species, vol. II, p. 49. Authorized edition from the sixth

English edition. Appleton & Co.

^Biological and Geological Essays, p. 297.
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faith, or deductive hypothesis, which will gradually

be strengthened or contradicted by evidence found in

the structure and growth of living forms, but cannot

be satisfactorily established by such secondary evi-

dence.

Let us imagine that none of the plants and animals

of past times had left any remains behind them but

had lived, died, and vanished or, if that supposition

should be too difficult, let us suppose that the re-

mains we find are similar to parts of existing flora

and fauna. Would anyone, with such a supposition

granted, hazard the hypothesis that life had begun

as a simple protoplasmic mass and had gradually

changed from that condition, step by step from parent

to offspring, until the present forms were developed

;

that the intermediate links had died and left us no

trace of their existence?

We heard much, during the last century^ of "miss-

ing links" ; but we should remember, since each off-

spring varies from both of its parents, that the chain

of organic evolution, connecting two different species

or genera back to their common ancestor, has as many

links as there have been generations in both species.

Each ancestor, as we go back in a genealogical table,

is thus a link in the chain of evolution and if we think

of man as the descendant of the first protoplasm, the

number of these steps, or generations, becomes incon-

ceivably great. In the popular mind "the missing

link" has become identified with the hope of find-
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ing the bones of some wretched, filthy being which

could not be called a monkey and which no one would

be willing to call a man. It is, perhaps, an odd fact

that the ancestors of animals are presented to us by

evolutionists as other animals well fitted to thrive in

their environment and adapted to enjoy life; only in

the case of man, do we get the picture of inefficiency,

half man, half monkey, which is indecent and de-

graded.

Without an extensive palaeontological record to

direct our attention to the possibility of evolution

which is supported by the experiments and observa-

tions of biologists in other fields of work, it seems

evident that evolution might have been proposed as a

guess and have been developed by fancy, but that it

would never have been advanced as a scientific hy-

pothesis or theory. And certainly, we never could

have imagined a method of evolution such as natural

selection or the inheritance of acquired traits. With-

out such a palaeontological record our only sources

of proof would have rested on our reluctance to ac-

cept the special creation of each species by a divine

Creator ; on the fact that species are so numerous and

so complex that we cannot classify them; on the fact

that we can cause animals and plants to vary by se-

lective breeding; and lastly, because we have found

that an embryo goes through a series of structural

changes which apparently connects different species.

The first source is purely a matter of temperament, as
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we certainly cannot deny the power of a Creator to

act; the second is merely a question of the number of

existing forms and their complexity of structure, as

no one supposes that evolutionary links connect two

species by existing intermediate forms; the third

source does show us that variation is the law of life,

but it also points to the persistence of species even

more strongly than to their variation, since with all

our contriving we have never been able to produce a

new species, and reversion to the common type occurs

when indiscriminate breeding takes place; and lastly,

embryology may show relations and connections be-

tween different types, but we cannot argue that, for

example, a mammal had a piscine ancestry because at

one stage its embryo has a gill organ instead of a

lung.

It is this necessity for a palaeontological record

which first made me doubt the assertion of historians

of evolution that any of the early philosophers, or

men of science, had a conception of evolution. They,

to be sure, used the words, variation and change^ but

they did so in a quite different sense from that now

attached to them. Their discussions about the dura-

tion of the world and the changes which have oc-

curred were purely academic, and we cannot find any

records to show that they ever considered the form

and structure of prehistoric life. Because of the im-

portance of the evidence of palaeontology, it is neces-

sary to state the current beliefs as to the real causes
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of the variation of the earth's surface and the nature

of fossils down to the nineteenth century.^

We have only two references on the subject from

philosophers before Aristotle. It is recorded that An-

aximander and Diogenes of Apollonia believed that

the relative proportions of ocean and land are not

constant and that the sea is gradually drying up by

evaporation.^ A more detailed statement by Xenopha-

nes is preserved : "And Xenophanes believes that once

the earth was mingled with the sea, but in the course

of time it became freed from moisture ; and his proofs

are such as these : that shells are found in the midst

of the land and among the mountains, that in the

quarries of Syracuse the imprints of a fish and of seals

had been found, and in Paros the imprint of an an-

chovy fish at some depth in the stone, and in Melite

shallow impressions of all sorts of sea products. He
says that these imprints were made when everything

long ago was covered with mud, and then the imprint

dried in the mud."^ Empedocles, whom we might

have expected to note such remains, is silent on the

subject. We must not impart to his idea that imper-

fect monsters, the fictitious creatures of mythology,

had been created before nature knew how to fashion

3 The material for this survey of geology and palaeontology down
to the remarkable speculations of da Vinci on the nature and cause

of fossils is taken principally from the investigations of Professor

Duhem undertaken in connection with his monograph Les Etudes
sur Leonard de Vinci, 2 vols. Librairie A. Hermann.
* Fairbanks, First Philosophers of Greece, p. 12.

5 Ibid., p. 83.
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real animals any belief that an evolution from pre-

historic forms had occurred. His sequence of creation

of plants, water animals, land animals, and man, un-

doubtedly refers to the creation of organisms known

to him as then existing.

The fact that even two unequivocal references to

the variability of the proportions of sea and land, and

to the presence of fossil shells have escaped the acci-

dents of time is significant that those were probably

live and discussed questions of importance. With

Aristotle, we can pass from tradition to an authentic

statement. In his treatise 0?i Meteors he argued:

"Not always are the same places of the earth sub-

merged under water nor always dry, but they change

with the floods and failures of the rivers. Wherefore

also the continents change as do the seas; these places

do not remain land for all time, and those places sea,

but sea becomes where there is dry land, and where

now there is sea, again land becomes. We must also

remember that these things come to pass in a certain

order and period."*^ But Aristotle placed but little

importance on the fact of the variability of the earth's

surface and accounted for it mostly by the variation

in rainfall in the different seasons. What he was in-

terested in was the, to him, far more important meta-

physical question whether the world had, or had not,

a beginning and what bearing variability of the

^ Meteors, Book I, chap. xiv.
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earth's surface had on that problem. He continues:

"Those who have their eyes on little things assign as

cause of these effects the changeableness of the whole,

as if the universe had a beginning and were in a state

of becoming. And for this reason they say that the

sea becomes less by drying up. . . . But we do not

admit as cause of these things that the universe had

a beginning and is in a state of becoming; for it is

absurd to set the whole in motion because of these

small and momentary changes." To see the connec-

tion in Aristotle's mind between the drying up of the

sea and the finite duration of the universe, we must

bear in mind that he held water to be one of the eter-

nal elements and, if it should disappear, due to the

actual disappearance of the sea, the universe itself

loses an eternal element and is finite in duration, and

must also have had a beginning in time, for he stated

elsewhere that a finite end presupposes a finite begin-

ning. Following the explicit authority of Aristotle,

all later writers approached the question from the

same standpoint. The significance of the transforma-

tion of the earth was lost in the larger problem of the

finite duration of the universe.

References which Duhem has gathered from Her-

odotus, Strabo, and others, show that the question of

the emergence and subsidence of the sea-level had at-

tracted a very considerable interest, and a correct in-

terpretation of fossils as the remains of sea animals

had been given as a proof that portions of the earth
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which were then dry land had formerly been below

the sea. The most important discussion of the subject

is found in the Liber De Mundo, formerly attributed

to Philo Judaeus, This unknown author has a passage

purporting to give the argument of Theophrastus, the

favorite pupil of Aristotle, in support of the infinite

duration of the world. Theophrastus is quoted as say-

ing that those who believe the world had a beginning

and will have an end base their claim on the fact that,

since the earth's surface is broken and full of inequal-

ities, and since the sea level is sinking in many places,

then the earth should now be a perfectl)^ smooth body

if it had had no beginning or even if it had been in ex-

istence a very great length of time, because the constant

action of the streams and rivers must, in a great dura-

tion of time, wear away the elevated portions and fill

up the depressions until all the surface is level. As

proof from the second point, they point to the fact

that the Mediterranean Sea is lower in level than for-

merly because the Islands of Rhodes and Delos were

once completely submerged and have been emerging

gradually as known from ancient records. Other

places also prove the same fact because elevated por-

tions of them contain sea-sand and rocks with shells

and other products of the sea imbedded in them. Un-

less this action were limited in time all the seas would

be completely dried up. To this argument, Theo-

phrastus proposes a counter-action which tends to

increase the inequalities of the earth. As an Aristo-
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telian he points out that the element, fire, is as im-

portant a constituent of the world as is water. The

tendency of fire is to rise and, in its effort to seek its

natural place, it raises the earth's crust with it, as is

proved by volcanic action. These two opposing forces,

the gravitation of water and the levitation of fire can

evidently account for a cyclic action of the earth's

surface, now tending to smooth it and now to make

it unequal, according as the one or the other force is

predominant. For the refutation of the second point,

he admits the evidence of the emergence of some

places, but he adds that other places show an equal

subsidence since, for example, the Island of Sicily

was once, undoubtedly, joined to the main-land of

Italy. Thus, the second point fails to prove the finite

duration of the world since the sea may not be sink-

ing, but the land alternately rising and falling. Theo-

phrastus had grasped clearly the scientific and basic

principle of geology; that the changes in the earth's

surface are caused by two opposing forces, aqueous

erosion and igneous eruption. But, on the other hand,

he entirely fails to inquire whether the fossils were

the remains of marine animals which had become ex-

tinct.

The correct geological ideas of Theophrastus were

carried down through the Middle Ages by the Arabic

philosophers as we know from several references. The

most important evidence is probably that of Albertus

Magnus who refers to a treatise On Minerals by Avi-
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cenna. This reference is worth quoting as, besides re-

peating the geologic theory of Theophrastus, Avi-

cenna attempts to explain the cause of fossils. He
says: "Rocks are formed from a viscous mud by the

heat of the sun or from water which coagulates a dry

and terrestrial virtue. Likewise, certain vegetables

and animals can be converted into stone by a certain

mineral and petrifying virtue." Thus the mysterious

term virtue entered into literature as a force of na-

ture and became the easy explanation, or rather one

should say the satisfying avoidance, of all incom-

prehensible problems.

As might be expected, Duhem finds that that uni-

versal genius Leonardo da Vinci, who found time to

meditate upon and to adorn every phase of thought

and art, had made a persistent search for the origin

"^ The word virtue has had a remarkable career. From its original

meaning of manly strength, or courage, it came to have a significance

of all the moral excellences. From our habit of personification of
the attributes of men, virtue gradually was looked upon as a spirit

residing in a man which caused him to act virtuously. So, when the

translators of the Bible sought for a term to express the miraculous
power of Jesus, they used this word as a synonym for the Greek
word, dunamis, which means power and is now the scientific term
for force, as in "dynamic" and "dynamo." This substitution occurs

in the passage : "Jesus, immediately knowing in himself that virtue

had gone out of him, turned him about." In the same way when
Albertus Magnus sought for a word to express the meaning of
Avicenna that some force exists in inert matter to change mud into

rock he at once turned to virtue. The custom spread until there was
a long category of virtues in matter which were the active prin-

ciples of heat, electricity, magnetism, etc. Then the moral and
physical principles were separated and physical forces were desig-

nated as subtile fluids; the next step was to dematerialize the fluids

into fields of force to explain the attraction of matter, electricity,

etc. At the present time, the final step in this remarkable chain has

taken place and the attributes of matter,—energy, heat, and elec-

tricity—have become metaphysical entities while matter itself, as

determined by inertia, has sunk into a state of innocuous lethargy.
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of fossils and their geological significance. Duhem

states emphatically that da Vinci created the science

of palaeontology and quotes from da Vinci's manu-

script notes to show that he had evolved the true

method of fossil formation by the decay of the tissues

of animals and the substitution of mud which had

then gradually changed into stone. ^ There seems to

be not the slightest doubt that da Vinci had found the

true cause of fossiliferous remains and that he should

be given the credit as the originator of the science of

palaeontology. It is also well known that the note-

books of da Vinci became a storehouse of inspiration

to others who, in the spirit of that free and easy time,

appropriated his ideas. In particular, Duhem shows

by the method of the deadly parallel that Cardan,

the arch-pilferer of the sixteenth century, stole this

explanation of fossils. And he also proves, I think

conclusively, that Bernard Palissy, who is so general-

ly called the father of palaeontology, pursued the

same amiable method with Cardan's own appropria-

tions. Palissy's explanation of the formation of fos-

sils was identical with the original theory and lan-

guage of da Vinci except that he evolved the brilliant

idea that the skeletons of fish and the shells of mol-

luscs, which we find as fossils, had been thrown out

from the kitchens of people who had previously eaten

the flesh. The slow development of geology and palae-

ontology from the time of Palissy is an open record.

8 Duhem, op. cit., vol. I, p. 38.
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In their discussion of the geological changes of the

earth's surface, the Greek thinkers were quite free to

assign an indefinitely long duration to the world and

to ascribe much importance to the slow action of ero-

sion by water, but, with the introduction of Chris-

tianity, the point of view was changed. All the varia-

tions must be condensed into a period going back

only four thousand years before Christ and the power

of the active agents must be speeded up correspond-

ingly. There, thus, grew up the idea that the slow

action of water was insufficient and that most changes

were due to the rapid action of heat as in volcanoes.

This explanation gave rise to the doctrine of cata-

strophic action in which the forces of nature became

more and more violent as one looked backward in

time. We can easily trace the development towards

our modern ideas of geology. There was, first, the

naive belief during the Middle Ages that in a single

week chaos was transformed into the earth as it is

now, except for minor changes such as are produced

by erosion and the limited action of volcanoes and

earthquakes. This may be called the static point of

view, and it would satisfy the mind until attention

was directed to the essential difference between ig-

neous and metamorphic rocks, and the great mass of

stratified rocks which point so certainly to the action

of water as a cause. It was also gradually established

that fossils were the remains of previously living sea

animals. These two facts were the conquerors of the
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purely static theory. The next step was to assign to

the Creation the establishment of the main frame-

work of the earth and to think of that configuration

as enduring with slight changes for sixteen hundred

years. Then came the wrath of God to overwhelm

men, animals, and the world, with a universal Deluge.

During this convulsion, it was possible to imagine

that any mysterious and unknown thing might occur.

Clergy and laity turned with relief to this reconcilia-

tion of religion and science. It was generally agreed

that the mysterious waters of the flood, which could

mount higher than the mountains in about a month's

time and then in another month subside, disappear,

and leave the earth dry and vegetated, could also be

endowed with cataclysmic activity. We find it to

have been the accepted belief that the entire surface

of the earth had been converted in that brief period

into a general mass of paste. Unknown forces then

acted upon this paste, sorted it, changed it into sedi-

mentary rock, and laid it down in the general order

we now find the different strata, although they have

been more or less disturbed and crumpled by the later

upheaving force of volcanoes and earthquakes. What

was more likely than that an enormous number of

animals and plants were caught and died in this ooze

which afterwards became petrified as fossils'? This

theory satisfied the world as true science.

The great naturalist, Linnaeus, found no difficulty

in reconciling his scientific work with complete ac-
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ceptance of the Deluge. According to Haeckel," he

even went so far as to calculate the size of Mt. Ararat

and found that it was ample to be a temporary refuge

for representatives of all the species of animals

known to him, and in that day no one else knew as

many. He also pointed out the wisdom of the Creator

in selecting a high mountain in a hot climate, since

the diversity of its climate would permit tropical

animals to cluster at its base, its middle portion could

afford an asylum for inhabitants of the temperate

zone, and, on the top, polar bears and other lovers of

the cold could endure for a short time. However, he

neglected to show how the polar bear passed from

Mt. Ararat to the Arctic Zone without crossing the

burning sands of Asia. This anecdote is not given to

sneer at the frailty of a great man but, rather, to show

that profundity in a special field of work is very fre-

quently accompanied by naivete when the subject is

a little foreign to one's specialty. To show the per-

sistence of this Noachian theory, we find that as late

as 1821 fossil bones of large tropical animals which

had been discovered in a cave in Yorkshire, England,

were explained as the remains of animals caught in

the ooze of the Deluge. The caves themselves were

accounted for as being immense bubbles which had

been blown in the soft mud by the pressure of the

gases set free by the decaying bodies of the monsters.

Judging from what Professor Conklin calls the pres-

9 History of Creation, vol. I, p. 45.
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ent wave of frenzied attack on Darwinianism many

people are still unwilling to give up Eden and the

Flood. Also, I am not certain but that Haeckel and

others still show the same shutting of the eyes to

facts in their absorption in the speculation that men

are mere mechanical machines which have assembled

themselves from the chemical elements.

As interest in geology slowly increased, attention

began to be centred on fossils. Those who looked for

natural causes thought that they were freaks of na-

ture {lusus naturae^. Others believed that they were

the unsuccessful attempts of a mysterious formative

power or instinct of nature (the nisus fortnativus or

vis plastica) which could almost create life but suc-

ceeded only in producing counterfeits. The most near-

ly correct theorists imagined that a special air, or

humour, penetrated the earth and, mixed with water,

could fructify earth into petrifactions, or stony flesh

{^caro fossilis). Many ascribed them to the influence,

or exhalations, from the stars.

It is probable that the majority saw in fossils, as

in all things, the immediate work of God. The more

humble merely dismissed the subject by stating that

He made them for His own, to us incomprehensible,

reasons. Others, who wished to lower the pride of the

intellect, believed that He scattered them in the rocks

to teach men, and especially geologists, the lesson of

humility when they would try in vain to penetrate the

mysteries of the Creation. There were also some who
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proposed that God, Himself, while learning the trade

of creating, first made models out of earth; those

which satisfied Him were changed into living beings

and the rest, or sketches, became stony fossils.

In spite of the growing conviction that fossils were

the remains of animals whose cavities had been filled

with mud which had in time changed to stone, little

progress could be made until they could be compared

with living species. As I have noted before, both bi-

ology and geology owe their slow development to the

lack of collections. The naturalist can do little more

than to note the structure and traits of the few speci-

mens which come before his own notice until he can

compare them with the specimens which others have

collected and arranged in museums.

Men have undoubtedly always collected and re-

tained objects which appealed to them as beautiful

or curious, but there were no museums in ancient

times which corresponded in any sense with our mod-

ern ones. Aristotle, for his studies in zoology, made

a great collection of specimens and rarities, and his

royal patrons placed at his service much money and

many collectors. The museum at Alexandria has be-

come the symbol of the height of the greatest learning

in ancient times, but this museum was really a generic

term to include the library and what would now be

called a university. According to Mr. Holland,

Curator of the Carnegie Museum, even the word, mu-

seum, fell into disuse after the destruction of the in-
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stitution at Alexandria and was not revived until the

seventeenth century.

With the Renaissance, the taste for antiquity arose,

and men of wealth began to collect memorials of the

past; but it was not until 1683 that a museum for

scientific purposes was established, which has been

maintained to the present time. In that year the Ash-

molean Museum, founded by Elias Ashmole, was

housed in a suitable building at Oxford. This was a

half century after Francis Bacon had outlined for the

first time in his New Atlantis the plan for a great mu-

seum of art and science. In this century also arose the

great learned societies of Germany, England, and

France, which did such great work in promoting

science. The British Museum was founded in 1759

from the nucleus of the collections of Sir Hans Sloane.

At about the same time the Museum d'Histoire Natu-

relle in Paris and the important museums in Germany

began their comprehensive collections.

It is very significant that this movement to estab-

lish collections of fauna and flora was contempora-

neous with the life of Linnaeus (1707-1778). Al-

though Linnaeus was a steadfast believer in the fixity

of species as created and continued by God and con-

stantly endeavoured to strengthen this opinion by his

classification of fauna and flora, yet his work, in the

end, had just the opposite effect. His enormous labour

of classification and his system of nomenclature, in

which he first named the order and, by a second name,
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the species in the order, gave to the world for the first

time a common ground for the communication of

ideas. Very soon it was found that the distinctions he

attempted to establish between species could not be

maintained; new animals and plants must be placed

in sub-species and new structures and traits demanded

constant rearrangement of classification. In the end

the close connections and the fluctuating gradations

between species became a more prominent idea than

their fixity.

The great work of Linnaeus awakened an enthu-

siastic interest in both botany and zoology, and was

the beginning of the school of naturalists which at-

tained its greatest height in France where Buffon,

Cuvier, the two St. Hilaires, Lamarck, Jussieu, and

others of less fame advanced the natural sciences by

leaps and bounds. In the rapidly growing museums,

specimens from all over the world were collected and

classified. It was found that nothing was more dif-

ficult than to classify the multitude of the earth's in-

habitants. So soon as a system was adopted, new dis-

coveries would break it down until, in place of fixity

of species, there grew up the belief that each species

merged into others by imperceptible gradations.

Attention was also directed to fossils. They, too,

were classified and compared with living specimens.

As most fossils are the remains of marine animals and

as a knowledge of sea forms is the most diflficult to

obtain, it is quite natural that the fossils which could
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not be identified with living specimens were assigned

to existing, but as yet undiscovered, species. The first

clear and distinct recognition of prehistoric animals

of now extinct species, occurred in the year 1800,,

when workmen brought to Cuvier a number of bones

found in a quarry near Paris, And he, with his vast

knowledge of existing animals, pronounced them to

be the remains of a species of elephant different from,

and much larger than, any alive at the present time.

From the bones he reconstructed the skeletons of the

animals, themselves. His results were published in

his celebrated Memoirs sur les especes d'elephants

vivants et fossils. It is hardly too frtuch to say that

this discovery by Cuvier was the essential fact with-

out which no scientific theory of evolution could he

developed.

By the end of the eighteenth century the stage was

prepared for the enunciation of the doctrine of evolu-

tion. The subject was in the air—men of science re-

called the earlier tentative guesses; Kant and the

French Encyclopaedists incorporated the idea as a

principle of abstract philosophy; Goethe sang it in

poetry. The first steps were faltering ones. Even with

this striking proof of extinct species in his possession,

Lamarck, while proposing a comprehensive theory of

evolution and eagerly seeking for its verification,

could not grasp the idea of an almost infinite series of

species coming into existence and then passing away

during the periods of a remote past. This attitude of
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mind is so important that the recognition of the com-

bination of such a succession of forms with an almost

unlimited extent of time by Darwin is what made his

theory meet with favour.

Lamarck^" saw clearly the importance of the ques-

tion, but with true scientific caution he decided that

the evidence was against its acceptance. In a remark-

able passage he says : "It is still a question in my
mind whether the means nature has taken to assure

the preservation of species or races have been so in-

sufficient that entire races are now extinct or lost.

"Yet the fossils found buried in the ground in so

many places, present to us the remains of a multitude

of different animals which have existed and amongst

1° The ideas of Lamarck have suffered from the inaccessibility of his

works. There are in English only the Life and Work of Lamarck
by Professor Packard which does not give more than excerpts from
the Philosophic Zoologique and a translation of the whole treatise

by Professor Hugh Elliot. Students of evolution owe a great debt

of gratitude to Professor Packard for his indefatigable zeal in

bringing to light the almost forgotten facts of the life of the great

naturalist and in giving to him the recognition which was his due,

but in spite of the fact that the author is a fervent Lamarckian he

does not seem to understand Lamarck's philosophical point of view.

As for Professor Elliot, he has assumed the ungrateful task of

writing an introductory critique of Lamarck's ideas in which he

not only attempts to show that his theory of acquired traits is en-

tirely inferior to Darwin's theory of natural selection but he also

shows himself to be lamentably unable to present Lamarck's theory

clearly and accurately.
^

After a careful reading of Lamarck's original treatise, I have
tried, in the next chapter, to present his ideas simply, and to give

them the very high credit which so profound a thinker deserves. It

is certainly time that justice should be done him and that the Dar-
winians should take the theory of acquired traits as a serious com-
petitor and as a doctrine which in many ways is superior scien-

tifically to natural selection. Quotations are made from the French

edition of the Philosophic Zoologique edited by Charles Martins,

Paris, 1873. Parallel references to Professor Elliot's translation are

added in brackets.
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which there are to be found only a very small num-

ber that have exactly similar living analogues.

"From this fact, may we conclude, with some ap-

pearance of certainty, that the species found in the

fossiliferous state, and of which no living and exactly

similar examples are known to us, no longer exist in

nature*? There are still so many portions of the sur-

face of the globe where we have not penetrated, so

many where men trained to observe have only casual-

ly passed through, and finally so many others, such as

the various parts of the sea-bottom, where we have but

slight means of discovering the animals which exist

in such parts; these various places could easily con-

ceal the species which we do not know.

"If there are species really extinct, it can be with-

out doubt only amongst the large animals inhabiting

the dry portions of the earth, where man, because of

the absolute domination which he exercises, has been

able to destroy all the individuals of some of those

species which he has wished neither to preserve nor

to domesticate. From this fact arises the possibility

that the animals of the genera of palaeotherium, ano-

plotherium, magalonix, megatherium, mastodon of

M. Cuvier, and some other species of genera already

known, no longer exist in the living state; neverthe-

less even this is only a mere possibility.

"But the animals which live in water, especially

marine animals, and, in addition, all those races of

minute animals, which inhabit the surface of the
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earth and breathe air, are safe from the destruction

of their entire species by man. Their powers of mul-

tiplication are so great and the methods by which

they can avoid his pursuit or his snares are so effective

that there is no likelihood that he can destroy the en-

tire species of any such animals.""

This most important point of the slow and hesitat-

ing acceptance of the idea that the world has been

peopled by dead and gone species, historians of evo-

lution seem not to have appreciated.^^ Even Lamarck,

eager to find support for his ridiculed theory and

ready to grasp at the smallest facts to confirm his

ideas, could not believe that Nature or God could

create anything so imperfect and so little fitted to

withstand the rigours of life as to become extinct ex-

cept by the ruthless hands of dominating man.

While evolution was thus knocking at the door,

there still remained the need for someone to change

speculative into rational theory. This last and most

11 Lamarck, Philosophie Zoologique, vol. I, p. 91 [p. 44].
12 It is interesting to quote from Osborn's From the Greeks to Dar-
win, p. 176, to show how he could misunderstand Lamarck's attitude

and change the entire meaning of this most important passage : "It

is strange that Lamarck grasped the true idea of extinction of the

lower types, but not of the higher types. He could not credit the

extinction of such perfect forms as the Mastodon or the Palaeo-

therium by any of the forces of Nature, but believed that they

had probably been exterminated by man, or that these species might
still be found alive elsewhere. He thoroughly believed in the ex-

tinction of lower types, for example, of the Molluscs, and that the

lower types had given way to the higher, the ranks of the lower

types being constantly replenished by incessant creation of the

lowest forms." It is, perhaps, to be expected that he would mis-

interpret such distant authors as Aristotle or St. Augustine, but it is

hard to understand how he could turn Lamarck so completely

around if he had read that author with any care.
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important step was, according to Darwin, taken by

Buffon who, he says in his historical preface to the

Origin of Species^ was the first author to treat evo-

lution in a scientific spirit. Amongst the naturalists

of the eighteenth century, Buffon ranked easily first

in the combination of erudition and a philosophical

bent of mind. Like Laplace and Humboldt he aimed

at omniscience. Profoundly impressed with the nebu-

lar hypothesis of Laplace, he attempted in his His-

toire Naturelle to annex the history of the earth to

that rational and mechanistic theory. He would give

the progress of the earth from the beginning both bio-

logically and geologically. Endowed with all the ad-

vantages of wealth, high birth, and indefatigable in-

dustry, he endeavoured to support his conclusions

with facts drawn from great collections and compre-

hensive experiments.

Buffon first postulates the existence of God who

created the world not in a static condition, but sub-

ject to change in obedience to natural law. The first

living organisms were created with the ability to re-

act to their environment and to change their struc-

ture in order to meet new requirements of food and

other vital needs. God then revealed to man His laws

and His plan of creation in the Bible, not fully, but

as a parable suited to the intelligence of the times.

The real truths of nature can unfold themselves only

as man progresses in knowledge. Thus the six days
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of creation signify six periods of time in the evolu-

tion of the world, which has slowly cooled from a

condition of incandescence to its present temperature,

gradually changing its inhabitants to adapt them-

selves to new conditions; and the world will continue

to cool until animal life can no longer be supported.

As Buffon relied on the energy of universal gravita-

tion and on heat as the causes of secular changes, his

first effort was to calculate the duration of the earth.

For this purpose he carried on many experiments to

determine the rate of cooling of various minerals and

rocks. In particular, he heated great iron globes to a

very high temperature in order to estimate from their

rate of cooling how long the earth would require to

reach its present temperature. His conclusion was

that it needed about 75,000 years to change from a

molten mass to its present state. It is not necessary to

follow in detail his elaborate guesses as to the dura-

tion of each of his epochs, or geological ages, or to

enumerate his succession of flora and fauna. The im-

portant fact is that this scheme is one quite different

from the fanciful accounts of classical or renaissance

authors. It is modern. He derived his periods from

the thickness and character of rock strata and the

physical laws of cooling of the earth. He freely em-

ployed long periods of time with the forces of gravi-

tation and heat as the only active agents, and he di-

vided his epochs by the corresponding prevalence of
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fossils. All these methods we rely on now; our ad-

vance has been in accuracy of details and not in

method.

It is very difficult to determine Buffon's positive

contribution to the mutability of species, but there is

no doubt as to his indirect influence on both Erasmus

Darwin and on Lamarck. He is generally supposed

to have passed through three phases of thought ; first,

of accepting the special creation of fixed species,

of then changing to the advanced position of advo-

cating a thorough theory of evolution, and of finally

retreating to the more conservative view of variation

within the species only.

Buffon's study of the classifications of Linnaeus

and Cuvier, and his own attempts to find a satisfac-

tory system, deeply impressed him with the hopeless-

ness of forming a definite and adequate classification

of fauna and flora. As soon as a method is proposed,

new types are found which lie between two classes

so that, in the end, any one species merges into other

species by imperceptible gradations. He even goes so

far as to lament the waste of time and effort spent on

devising new systems and inventing elaborate nomen-

clatures until it is more difficult to learn them than

it is to know botany and zoology. While under the

influence of this idea of the fluidity of species, he

comes nearest to the doctrine of evolution. His most

unreserved statement is probably the following: "We

see that there is no absolute and essential difference
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between animals and vegetables, but that nature

descends by subtle gradations from what we deem

the most perfect animal to one which is less so, and

again from this to the vegetable. The fresh-water

polypus may perhaps be considered as the lowest ani-

mal, and as at the same time the highest plant.""

Variation within a species is caused, in Buffon's

opinion, by the direct effect on the organism of changes

in food and climate. Such variations are slower and

less pronounced upon animals in the wild state than

they are upon domesticated animals, which are forced

by man to follow him into different climates and to

consume the food he imposes on them. But he becomes

doubtful when one tries to extend this principle of

variation to the extent of changing a species into a

different one, because then it must be assumed that

the effect of food and climate is sufficient, "to change

radically the nature of beings which have had their

impress stamped upon them in that surest of moulds

—heredity." Probably his most mature belief is ex-

pressed by the moderate opinion that: "The type of

each species is founded in a mould of which the prin-

cipal features have been cut in characters that are

ineffaceable and eternally permanent^ but all the ac-

cessory traits vary; no one individual is the exact

facsimile of any other, and no species exists without

a large number of variations." But, here, too, the

problem is complicated by the fact that he practically

^^ Histoire naturelle, Furne et Cie., 1842, tome III, p. 3.
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denies the distinction of species. Perhaps, his idea

is that variation is possible within undefinably wide

limits. Fixed species do exist, although, because of

complexity of structure and habits, we cannot satis-

factorily separate them. Just as we distinguish black

from white, although between them lie any number

of shades of gray, so there are types of animals suf-

ficiently different to prevent variation from one to

the other and yet between them are gradations which

to our observations shade from one to the other.

It is unnecessary to discuss further Buffon's rather

baffling ideas because we can turn to a contempora-

neous statement of evolution without any qualifica-

tions. In 1794, Dr. Erasmus Darwin published his

Zoonomia in which he explicitly advocates the idea

of transmutation of species. His thesis may be given

in his own words : "Would it be too bold to imagine

that, in the great length of time since the world began

to exist, perhaps millions of ages before the com-

mencement of the history of mankind—would it be

too bold to imagine that all warm-blooded animals

have arisen from one living filameiit^ which the great

First Cause endued with animality, with the power

of acquiring new parts, attended with new propen-

sities, directed by irritations, sensations, volitions,

and associations, and thus possessing the faculty of

continuing to improve by its own inherent activity

and of delivering down these improvements by gen-

eration to its posterity, world without end?" The
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cause of variation is the desire of adapting themselves

to their environment which all animals have in order

to satisfy their craving for food and other needs. The

exertions, which animals thus undertake, produce per-

petual transformations in them and many of these

acquired forms or propensities are transmitted to their

posterity.

Although Dr. Darwin deserves the honour of orig-

inating the idea of the transmutation of species from

the cause of use and disuse, or as we now say the in-

heritance of acquired traits, the doctrine will always

be associated with the name of Lamarck, who, by

his great genius, changed the somewhat fugitive

work of Dr. Darwin into a scientific theory. The

views of the two authors are so nearly identical that

it has been a matter of great interest to determine

whether it was a case of independent discovery or

whether Lamarck knew the substance of Dr. Dar-

win's theory. Samuel Butler" states the problem by

asking how Lamarck remained a partisan of immu-

tability until 1801, although he, as Buffon's intimate

friend and tutor to his son, had been thoroughly con-

versant with Buffon's theory of descent with modifi-

cation for some years. His answer is that Lamarck, at

the time of his sudden conversion, did know the sub-

stance of the Zoonomia because he would almost cer-

tainly have heard of, and have seen, the French

translation by M. Deleuze of Darwin's poem, The

"^^ Evolution, OH and New, p. 258.
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Loves of the Plants, which appeared in 1800 and

would have learned from the translator this new

cause of mutation.

I have so far in this chapter traced the chrono-

logical development of geological and palaeontologic-

al ideas and have shown that the doctrine of evolu-

tion did not, and could not, become a question for

scientific inquiry until those ideas had been formu-

lated in their general modern outline. The critical

date for evolution I have placed specifically as the

year 1800, when Cuvier announced his discovery of

prehistoric, and now extinct, species, of elephants.

The logical plan, since I then passed to the ideas of

Buffon and of Dr. Darwin, would be to proceed now

to the discussion of Lamarck's hypothesis of evolu-

tion by the method of the inheritance of acquired

traits; but, I think, it is more expedient to make a

break in the argument and to close this chapter with a

brief account of the state of geological and palaeon-

tological knowledge when Darwin proposed his hy-

pothesis of natural selection and to follow this with

a summary of our knowledge to-day.

The importance of geology to the doctrine of evo-

lution is immediate and profound. The preservation

of fossils is purely a geological problem and the esti-

mation of the time when these prehistoric animals

and plants lived can be made only by determining

when the different strata of rock were deposited. Thus
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geology is the indispensable science by which we esti-

mate the time factor of evolution and arrange our

chain of variation. In the first place, we must remem-

ber that fossils can be found only in sedimentary

rocks and history is a blank as soon as we reach the

metamorphic and igneous rocks which form the core

of the earth a few miles below the surface. In the sec-

ond place, material of the sedimentary rocks is de-

rived from the surface disintegration of metamorphic

and igneous rocks exposed to the slow action of chem-

ical and physical forces and to the rearrangement of

disintegrated earlier strata of sedimentary rocks. Our

fossiliferous material in the earlier strata is thus

constantly destroyed and re-deposited and, in the pro-

cess, the fossils are either destroyed or are shifted to

the newer strata. Their mute evidence of the time

when they lived is either lost or correspondingly

shifted, it may be, to a period millions of years later;

so that the geologist must detect and rearrange this

displaced material. It is altogether improbable that

this has been sufficiently accomplished. We must ex-

pect fossils to become less and less abundant as the

age of the rocks increases and the mingling of fossils

of different epochs of time to increase as the strata

become more recent.

Our estimation of time by geological methods de-

pends on our ability to arrange the strata of rocks in

the order of their actual deposition; on measuring the

original thickness of each stratum; on knowing the
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rate of deposition and of erosion, and the intensity of

the forces involved. Such estimation, which in fact

amounts almost to mere guessing, eliminates the pos-

sibility of what are usually classed as catastrophic

actions or any sudden change in the surface condi-

tions. Since the time of Lyell, geology has adopted

the uniformitarian hypothesis which assumes that the

physical and chemical actions of today are the guides

in estimating all previous times. It is, in truth, an un-

avoidable hypothesis; but, at the same time, it works

havoc if it is applied as a criterion of time, because

we are practically certain that we do not, and never

can know, the state of the earth in remote times. At

the height of the evolutionary enthusiasm, geologists

indulged in the practice of translating the thicknesses

of different strata into time and published chronolog-

ical tables of the age of the earth and its epochs. In

turn, these purely fanciful figures were taken seriously

by propagandists of the new theory and the impres-

sion was given the thinking public that science could

establish prehistoric chronology. Such chronological

tables have been abandoned by conservative geolo-

gists who now limit themselves to establishing the

thickness of the various strata, in restricted localities,

in hundreds of feet and of arranging them as far

as possible in the order of their deposition. But

the older vicious habit still persists, and we still find

in histories of science and in popular accounts of evo-
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lution these unreliable and misleading chronological

tables reckoned in years.

In spite of the necessity of postulating that we

must estimate the time involved in the formation of

strata by applying conditions approximately those of

today, we have unmistakable evidence that the forces

of nature vary greatly at different times. The deposi-

tion of sedimentary rocks depends on the rate of rise

or fall of the floor of the sea, on the amount of rain-

fall, temperature, the composition of the air, the

abundance of animal and vegetable life, and many

other factors. In addition, during periods of no depo-

sition in an area, there is no time record and, as all

deposition in one place means erosion somewhere

else, we can assume as a general law that every foot

of rock which we find today is the unknown remnant

of more than a foot of deposition or, translated into

time, every geological time interval must be length-

ened by an unknown amount. Finally, equal thick-

nesses of strata do not signify equal intervals of time,

as the rate of deposition is dependent closely on the

rate of subsidence of the floor on which the deposit is

laid. The eminent geologist, Sir Archibald Geikie, is

fully alive to the danger of such estimates of past

time. He is of the opinion that: "The few centuries,

wherein man has been observing nature, obviously

form much too brief an interval by which to measure

the intensity of geological action in all past time.

. . . The present may be an era of quietude."
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It is, I think, often assumed by evolutionists that

if deposits of the same fossil forms are found in dif-

ferent parts of the earth we are justified in assuming

them to be contemporaneous. I am certain that the

laity believes that a period classed as, for example,

the Carboniferous in America is exactly contempo-

raneous with the period of the same name in Europe

or Asia. A moment's consideration will convince one

that such is not the case ; geology can point with cer-

tainty to succession of time only at each limited area.

The indirect methods of correlation cannot do more

than to show that the strata designated by the name

of one period were deposited within the same division

of time; but, such a division of time is estimated in

hundreds of thousands, or perhaps millions, of years.

The cause of our inability to establish a chrono-

logical system is not due to our lack of data, but is

fundamental. Huxley has discussed this question and

we cannot do better than to follow his reasoning."

He says : "Standard writers on palaeontology take it

for granted, that deposits containing similar organic

remains are synchronous, at any rate in a broad sense.

... Sir Henry De La Beche'^*' adduces conclusive

evidence to show that the different parts of one and

the same stratum, having a similar composition

15 Huxley, Discourses; Biological and Geological Essays. The
reader should refer particularly to pp. 275-307 and 343-92, although

the entire volume should be read in order to get a clear idea of the

positive value of geology and palaeontology.
^^ Researches in Theoretical Geology.
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throughout, containing the same organic remains, and

having similar beds above and below it, may yet dif-

fer to any conceivable extent in age. . . , All that

geology can prove is local order of succession. It is

mathematically certain that, in any given vertical

linear section of an undisturbed series of sedimentary

deposits, the bed which lies lowest is the oldest. . . .

For anything that geology and palaeontology is able

to show to the contrary, a Devonian fauna and flora

in the British Islands may have been contemporane-

ous with Silurian life in North America, and with a

Carboniferous fauna and flora in Africa." We can

then be certain that geology cannot^ and never will be

able to^ translate the thickness of any one stratum

into an equivalent length of time and that it cannot^

and never will be able to^ establish real conte?npora-

neousness of time in different parts of the world.

Let us now turn to the positive evidence of palae-

ontology, giving first the opinion of Huxley, at the

time when he was advancing the doctrine of evolu-

tion with such assurance, and then a brief summary

of the science at the present time. In the same essay

just quoted, Huxley sums up as follows : "We are all

accustomed to speak of the number and the exterit of

the changes in the living population of the globe dur-

ing geologic time as something enormous ; and indeed

they are so, if we regard only the negative differences

which separate the older rocks from the more mod-

ern, and if we look upon specific and generic changes
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as great changes, which, from one point of view, they

truly are. But, leaving the negative differences out of

consideration, and looking only at the positive data

furnished by the fossil world from a broader point of

view—from that of the comparative anatomist who

has made the study of the greater modifications of

animal form his chief business—a surprise of another

kind dawns upon the mind ; and under this aspect the

smallness of the total change becomes as astonishing

as was its greatness under the other.

"There are two hundred known orders of plants;

of these not one is certainly known to exist exclusive-

ly in the fossil state. The whole lapse of geological

time has as yet yielded not a single new ordinal type

of vegetable structure.

"The positive change in passing from the recent to

the ancient animal world is greater, but still singu-

larly small. No fossil animal is so distinct from those

now living as to require to be arranged even in a sepa-

rate class from those which contain existing forms. It

is only when we come to the orders, which may be

roughly estimated at about a hundred and thirty,

that we meet with fossil animals so distinct from

those now living as to require orders for themselves;

and these do not amount, on the most liberal estimate,

to more than about ten per cent of the whole.
"^^

Enough has been quoted to justify the statement

that, in view of the immense diversity of known ani-

"^"^ Discourses ; Biological and Geological Essays, pp. 292, 293.
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mal and vegetable forms, and the enormous lapse

of time indicated by the accumulation of fossil iferous

strata, the only circumstance to be wondered at is, not

that the changes of life, as exhibited by positive evi-

dence, have been so great, but that they have been so

small. Bearing these opinions of Huxley in mind, it is

surprising, to say the least, to find that this passionate

advocate of rigorous scientific thinking preached, at

the same time, the established certainty of evolution,

not only in its broad outlines but also tracing its

course in minute detail and teaching that natural se-

lection was its cause and method.

We have, of course, since Huxley's time, increased

our accumulations of fossils and have filled in some

of the imperfections of the palaeontological record,

but in essentials we are in the same state of uncer-

tainty. I have made a selection of some of the most

important breaks in our present record, and the reader

may refer to the end of the chapter for a table of the

geological periods. The material has been abstracted

from Chamberlain and Salisbury's Geology.

The duration of the Archaeozoic and Proterozoic

ages is estimated to be much longer than all the later

ages taken together. Fossil remains are found only

in the upper Proterozoic strata and are at best rare

and poorly preserved.

Abundant fossils of trilobites and other shell-fish

are first found in the Cambrian sedimentary rocks of

the Palaeozoic age. These animals were quite com-
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plex in character and had already developed nearly,

or quite, all the fundamental organs of existing ani-

mals. Thus evolution must begin with animals high

up in the scale of differentiation and all stages from

them to the prototypes which were originated sup-

posedly in the warm ocean slime of the Proterozoic

epoch are pure conjecture.

In the next period, the Ordovician, fish-like organ-

isms appear which have complete dermal plates and

have acquired the power of locomotion. Thus in a

period of great quiet in which no break in time can be

noted, a most important new type, with the power of

locomotion by swimming and vastly different from

shell-fish, suddenly appears.

The acquisition of a vertebra is acknowledged to be

one of the most important advances in structure. A
vertebra is found first in the fishes of the Silurian age.

Palaeontologists have imagined many supposititious

forms of earlier fishes to link the vertebrates with the

earlier fishes which have notochords, but the simple

fact is that when the Silurian vertebrates appeared

they did so without any transitional form having

been preserved.

Again, one of the greatest steps in evolution oc-

curred when amphibians with feet and legs and with

an air-breathing apparatus appeared in the Carbonif-

erous age. It is customary to assume that these ani-

mals developed from fish which lived in such shallow

water that they were driven to adopt land locomotion
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and life because of lack of food. But we have no relics

of amphibians in a transitional state in the Subcar-

boniferous age. "Relics of amphibians appear in abun-

dance only in later Coal Measures. They were already

differentiated into five sub-orders."^* The whole gap

of this enormous change has to be filled by this single

discovery in the Subcarboniferous period : "The most

interesting suggestion of advance in land life is found

in the footprints of a supposed amphibian named

Peleosauropus primaevus^ described by Lea from the

Mauch Chunk shale near Pottsville, Pennsylvania.

There are six double imprints, in which the track of

the hind foot partially covers that of the front foot.

The trail of a tail an inch wide accompanies the foot-

prints. The slab on which they are impressed is ripple-

marked and pitted by rain-drops, implying a freshly

emerged mud-flat again covered before the impres-

sions were lost."^" The positive evidence of so mo-

mentous a change of structure to be derived from six

footprints seems a slender one on which to base the

continuity of evolution.

We may now pass to the Jurassic period. Just as

land locomotion appeared fully developed so also

does the presence of feathered birds, and their ances-

try is admitted to be a puzzle. "The ancestors of the

pterosaurs [reptiles with batlike wings] and the birds

may doubtless have been closely allied far back

^s Chamberlain and Salisbury, vol. II, p. 607.
19 Ibid., vol. II, p. 537.
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towards the point of common saurian or stegocephal-

ian divergence, but there is no evidence whatever that

the pterosaurs developed into true birds. The two are

types of analogous and parallel evolution and not of

successive relationship. The earliest known bird, Ar-

chaeopteryx-macrura [two nearly perfect skeletons

have been found] shows an advanced state of evolu-

tion, and at the same time clear traces of reptilian an-

cestry. ... Its head and brain were bird-like, its an-

terior limbs adapted to flying in bird-like fashion, not

in pterosaurian fashion, its posterior limbs modified

for bird-like walking, and most distinctive of all, it

was clothed with feathers.""" We might pass over all

these points, but the appearance of feathers as an ap-

paratus for flying is as nearly impossible a fact to ex-

plain by evolution as can be imagined. By no known

theory can a feather be accounted for; unless a scale

or a dermal plate can change to a feather in a single

jump there is no reason or advantage for the change

during the intermediate stages, and a single jump

savours too strongly of special design and creation.

In addition, the complicated apparatus of bones,

muscles, and nerves, for flying must have developed

during the time the scales or dermal plates were

changing to feathers and while there was no possibil-

ity of flight or other use for this complex modifica-

tion. The most ardent believer in Creation by Design

never exceeded this submission of the reason of the

20 Chamberlain and Salisbury, vol. Ill, p. 102.
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evolutionist to the dogma of the prescience of Natural

Law. So far as I can learn evolutionists have wisely

and persistently avoided the solution of this problem.

Although we have neglected, so far, plant evo-

lution, the radical change in plant forms which

occurred without previous transitional links in the

Cretaceous period when the angiosperms, plants with

seeds enclosed in an ovary, suddenly appeared as the

dominant type of flora, is one of the impossible ques-

tions to explain by evolution. Darwin was keenly in-

terested in this, to him, inexplicable problem. He
writes to Hooker: "Nothing is more extraordinary in

the history of the Vegetable Kingdom, as it seems to

me, than the apparently very sudden or abrupt devel-

opment of the higher plants [angiosperms]. I have

sometimes speculated whether there did not exist

somewhere during long ages an extremely isolated

continent, perhaps near the South Pole."'^ It must be

great necessity which would make a cautious induc-

tive man of science create a whole continent in order

that angiosperms might develop in complete isolation

from the rest of the world, and then join this con-

tinent to the other land systems so that this new type

of plants may spread rapidly over all the world. It

has been a favourite device for social reformers to in-

vent an island, isolated from the rest of the confused

world, where an ideal type of society has developed

and flourished. Thus, we have the Utopia of Thomas

21 Darwin, Life and Letters, vol. II, p. 424.
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More and the New Atlantis of Francis Bacon, but, in

each case, the author is careful to warn the reader

that the island is fictitious; Utopia is derived from

the Greek and means nowhere, and the New Atlantis

is evidently a second edition of Plato's mythical

island of the same name. The authors are also careful

to warn us that the bridges which finally connect

these islands with European civilization are built out

of the hyperphysical material of their minds. Social

reformers of today give us with much assurance new

ideal types of society which they describe as the state

of Eugenics. They follow tradition so far as to choose

a descriptive name which is constructed from the

Greek and means to be well-born, and to outline a

government and laws which might be a blessing to

harassed humanity but which are admitted to be, at

the present time, an ideal. Are they as careful, as

were their predecessors, to point out that an Eugen-

ical Society, based on the laws of Darwin's theory of

natural selection, involves also Darwin's Angiosper-

mian continent as a habitat'?

That the problem of the origin of angiosperms is

still unsolved is clear from the recent opinion of Bate-

son." He first states that angiosperms are known not

to have existed in carboniferous times, but that we

must believe they are the lineal descendants of the

carboniferous plants. He then adds: "Where is the

difficulty^ If the angiosperms came from the car-

22 "Address before the American Association for the Advancement

of Science," published in Science, p. 58, 1922.
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boniferous flora why may we not believe the old,

comfortable theory in the old way*? Well so we may

if by belief we mean faith, the substance, the founda-

tion of things hoped for, the evidence of things not

seen. In dim outline evolution is evident enough.

From the facts it is a conclusion which inevitably

follows. But that particular and essential bit of the

theory of evolution which is coneertied with the origin

and nature of species remains utterly mysterious. We
no longer feel as we used to do, that the process of

variation, now contemporaneously occurring, is the

beginning of a work which needs merely the element

of time for its completion; for even time cannot

complete that which has not yet begun." These are

perilous words for those who are trying to build a

comprehensive system of sociological and ethical

knowledge on the certain facts of evolution by varia-

tion. They have the tone of religious faith and, if they

are true, they knock the whole prop from under Dar-

winism as a logical guide to human action and

thought. How can we be certain that humanitarians

have any surer guide than did the great religious

teachers who, to humble men, seemed to have been

able to fathom human motives and conduct? If we

cannot find the ancestor of any of the great types of

life, how can we expect to foretell our descendants

and their needs?

It used to be assumed that while the origins of the

earlier types are so remote that we should not hope to
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find their succession, yet we may expect to close the

gaps in the later periods. But geologists still ask,

whence came the recent placental mammals, and their

answer is: "Their origin is one of the great outstand-

ing problems in palaeontology.""^ As for man, we

have found the roof of a skull, two molar teeth, and

an abnormal femur in the Pliocene deposits and from

them there has been constructed a man-like skeleton.

In the next period, or Pleistocene, man is found well

scattered over the earth and well advanced in civili-

zation, using fire and implements of stone and wood.

Here, again, a dominant form arises suddenly and

without close ancestry, as monkeys and men are now

supposed to be collateral branches from an earlier

mammalian type.

The more one studies palaeontology, the more cer-

tain one becomes that evolution is based on faith

alone ; exactly the same sort of faith which it is neces-

sary to have when one encounters the great mysteries

of religion. The changes that are noted as time pro-

gresses show no orderly and no consecutive evolu-

tionary chain and, above all, they give us no clue

whatever as to the cause of variations. Evolutionists

would have us believe that they have photographed

the succession of fauna and flora, and have arranged

them on a vast moving picture film. Its slow unroll-

ing takes millions of years. A few pictures, mostly

vague, defaced and tattered, occasionally attract our

attention. Between these memorials of the past are

23 op. cit., vol. Ill, p. 222.
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enormous lengths of films containing no pictures at

all. And we cannot tell whether these parts are blanks

or whether the impression has faded from sight. Is

the scenario a continuous changing show or is it a

succession of static events'? The evidence from palae-

ontology is for discontinuity; only by faith and im-

agination is there continuity of variation.

Embryologists, however, tell us that the imperfec-

tions of the palaeontological record are removed by a

parallel and continuous change in the embryo. The

embryo of the man begins as a cell, hardly to be distin-

guished from the first stages of other animal forms,

and passes through a series of changes which resemble

the lower forms from which he has evolved. Thus,

the embryo has at one stage the gills of a fish ; next,

the tail of a reptile; and again the placenta of an

early mammal. Even if we concede this argument,

how much do we gain'? In the short life of the em-

bryo, differentiation from so apparently simple a

form as the ovum to the final complex form must be

exceedingly rapid, and it is not surprising that sim-

ilarities of structure occur. Is it any more significant

that the embryo of the dog and of man can hardly

be distinguished than that the shell of a turtle can be

marked out as an articulated skeleton'? The embry-

ologist wishes us to take the film of the palaeontolo-

gist and to speed it up until the whole vast temporal

evolution from protoplasm to man passes before our

eyes in nine months. We may catch a momentary

glimpse now and then of similarities between the em-
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bryos of different types of animals as the blur of the

film rushes by ; just as, by careful winking of the eyes,

we can see a spoke of a fast revolving wheel stand

out as if it were stationary. But such transitory and

evanescent glimpses cannot serve as guides to unravel

the enormously complex phenomena of evolution

which stretch back into the unconscious abyss of

time, nor give us any clue to the picture which will

represent the future form of man.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Lamarck

THE doctrine of evolution in its broad sense cov-

ers a very large field of science and its influence

extends to almost every human activity. Before be-

ginning the discussion of evolution as a modern scien-

tific theory and its bearing on thought in general, the

particular purpose of this study should be stated

clearly and should be kept in mind by the reader.

In the first place, I accept the general doctrine of

the evolution of organisms as a deductive theory on

the same grounds that I subscribe to the atomic theo-

ry of matter. It is the most satisfactory rational

theory to account for those relations between existing

flora and fauna which undoubtedly exist. But this is

not equivalent to accepting the metaphysical hy-

potheses which attempt to give the causes and meth-

ods of evolution, nor does it mean that the biological

theory of evolution can be applied with success to the

problems of man's mental and spiritual nature. We
are certain of the long duration of the earth, and that

it has been inhabited by a long succession of plant and

animal forms which were different in the past, and

which are at present linked together by an heredity

that varies in a greater or less degree from generation

to generation. Such a belief is the common property
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of practically all thoughtful persons. We shall accept

the scientific conclusions of biologists who have ex-

perimentally determined many remarkable relations

between organisms, and who have with great patience

and acumen elucidated possible lines of evolutionary

connection and descent. Not to base our arguments

on the sound work of biology would be to destroy the

value of a critical study of the subject.

But, having accepted evolution in its broad out-

line, we find that biologists have attempted to find

the cause of evolution and the method by which varia-

tions take place. In the general scheme of evolution,

man naturally finds his place amongst other animal

forms, but to the scientist the problem of human

evolution is no more important than is the ancestry

of any other form of life. On the other hand, the

problem of human evolution is the supreme problem

to the student of human affairs. Since the middle

of the last century, the idea of progress, of an evolu-

tion of society and of civilization in all its aspects,

has been developed from an analogy with biological

evolution. It has been assumed that science has de-

termined, or at least can determine, the ancestry of

man and, from the character of his ancestors, may

deduce the characteristics of his thought and actions.

When this shall have been achieved we may also

apply the conclusions of natural selection, or of the

inheritance of acquired traits, so as to formulate a

rational polity and ethics. And lastly, after we deter-
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mine the gradations of our ancestral changes we can

proceed to predict the future development of society.

To sum up all these points; can we use the conclu-

sions of biological evolution as a guide to conduct

and as a rational system of philosophy *? It is the pur-

pose of the present work to trace these applications

of evolution, to test the validity of their claims, and

to trace their effect on thought.

So far, two hypotheses have been advanced to ac-

count for the method of evolution, which are consid-

ered to be plausible; the inheritance of acquired traits

by Lamarck which was outlined in his Philosophie

Zoologique in 1809, and Darwin's variation by nat-

ural selection which was the thesis of his Origin of

Species, published in 1859.

Lamarck's theory was first misunderstood and,

after years of neglect, it was ridiculed by Darwin and

his followers. At present, it is growing rapidly in

favour as a valuable scientific theory. The publica-

tion of the Origi?i of Species, on the other hand, at

once aroused a tempest of discussion. The doctrine of

natural selection was bitterly condemned by the ma-

jority of scientists and was proclaimed pure atheism

by the clergy. But it was passionately advocated by a

small band of keen adherents who, by a remarkable

campaign, advanced its claims in the teeth of opposi-

tion. By the end of the century it had become the

dominant factor in biology and had been extended

to practically all fields of thought. When his theory
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was at the height of its reputation, Darwin was looked

upon as the master intellect of the age and Darwin-

ism became the synonym for evolution. The very

dominance of the ideas of Darwinian evolution and

of fatalistic progress caused a revulsion of feeling,

and today the doctrine is rapidly waning.

While there are probably many causes for the dif-

ference in the historical reception of the two theories,

it is safe to say that Darwin's quick success was due to

the claim of his followers that he was the greatest

exponent of the inductive method. Because he had

based his theory of natural selection on a mass of

carefully selected observations and experiments, so

he had been able for the first time to proceed step by

step on sure ground to lay the experimental founda-

tions of an adequate theory. Lamarck was, on the

other hand, pictured as a deductive philosopher who

had jumped by a guess at his theory and had left it

unsupported by observation or experiment. Whatever

may be the relative merits of the two theories, the

converse of this idea is the truth.

Lamarck begins his scientific career as a special

creationist and continues in that belief, in spite of

his intimacy with Buffon, until the age of fifty-five,

as nearly as we can determine. He finally sketches

his theory of variation and then waits eight years

longer before he gives it a full exposition as the result

of the mature refliection of a life spent in scientific

work. And we must remember that he had been one of
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the most distinguished botanists and pahieontologists

of his time; he had been professor of invertebrate

zoology in Paris for many years, and had, in fact,

created the science of those lower forms of animals

which are especially valuable to the theory of evo-

lution. And finally, he draws on this immense and

varied store of information to confirm his theory of

evolution. Surely there are few cases of more perfect

induction.

If we turn to the development of Darwin's theory

we shall encounter an unusually clear example of de-

duction. As a youth of twenty-three years, Darwin,

who was practically untrained as a biologist or ge-

ologist, takes his trip on the Beagle. During the five

years of this voyage he collects specimens of the rocks

and the fauna and flora of southern lands and waters.

He reads Lyell's geology with great care and becomes

a convert to this uniformitarian doctrine; he also

notes the biological and geological relations between

the continent of South America and the islands of the

Pacific Ocean and is struck with the changes which

the habitat produces on both flora and fauna. He un-

doubtedly loses his faith in special creation and

adopts a tentative belief in variation, in accordance

with the ideas of Lyell. After his return, he quickly

becomes a convinced evolutionist. At the age of twen-

ty-eight he opens his first note-book on variation

caused by natural selection. After many efforts to

find a cause for evolution, he suddenly obtains his
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clue from the Malthusian principle of economics

which then had its greatest vogue and from Spencer's

dictum of the survival of the fittest. After his theory

is settled upon, in advance of any real experimental

proof, he determines to verify it by collecting facts

of every sort which might bear on variation. He de-

votes twenty-two years to this work and finally pub-

lishes a sketch of his theory not because he felt that it

was proved, but because Wallace had also arrived at

the identical theory. Certainly, if there ever were a

more perfect example of a deductive theory it would

be hard to find one.^

The time is past for discussing Lamarck's work as

merely an early and abortive attempt to formulate a

theory. The doctrine of the inheritance of acquired

traits must be considered as a theory equal in rank

1 It should be clearly understood that I am not discussing what is

the most efficient scientific method, but whether Lamarck was a de-

ductive philosopher and Darwin, an exponent of inductive reason-

ing. Darwin certainly classed himself as following that method,
for he writes {Life and Letters, vol. I, p. 68) : "I worked on true

Baconian principles, and, without any theory, collected facts on a
wholesale scale. . . . Here, then, I had at last got a theory [i.e., at

the age of twenty-nine] by which to work ; but I was so anxious
to avoid prejudice that I determined not for some time to write

even the briefest sketch of it." This, as I have pointed out is the

reverse of the Baconian method. Karl Pearson, in discussing the

method of science {Grammar of Science, 3d edition, p. 30) says it is

imagination disciplined by severe criticism and quotes the above
passage as an illustration. Huxley is also clear on this point, as he
begins his essays on Darwiniana by discussing the hypothesis of

Mr. Darwin, and, in his essay on the Progress of Science, he makes
an elaborate attack on Bacon and the Baconian method and de-

fends Darwin's method by claiming that hypothesis and precon-

ceived ideas are necessary. However that may be, the Baconian
method does not proceed from hypothesis, and considering the

gradual minimising of the hypothesis of natural selection in Dar-
win's own mind and its present state, there is some question as to

the ultimate profit of working to support hypothesis.
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with Darwin's natural selection. In contrast with the

abundant literature dealing with Darwin's life and

work, it is amazing to find that our knowledge of La-

marck, who in his life-time enjoyed the highest repu-

tation as a scientist, is excessively meagre. With the

exception of the eulogies pronounced at his death,

there was not even a biography or a book dealing

with his work until Professor Packard of Brown Uni-

versity undertook to do justice to the memory of so

great a man.

Lamarck, born in 1 744, was educated to be a Jesuit

priest, but, on the death of his father, he entered the

army. An accident cut short his career as a soldier

and he then pursued the study of medicine for four

years. During this period he became intimate with

Rousseau and, through his influence, gave up medi-

cine in order to devote himself exclusively to botany.

At the age of twenty-four he enrolled as a student

under the distinguished botanist Jussieu and gave his

unremitting attention to this subject for ten years.

He published the results of his work under the title

of the Flore Francalse. The work brought him im-

mediate fame and placed him in the first rank as a

botanist; it received the approval of Cuvier and ce-

mented a friendship with Buffon, as it opposed the

artificial classification of Linnaeus. As a result, he

was elected to the Academy of Sciences the following

year, in 1779, and became royal botanist. During this

period of two years he travelled extensively in
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Europe, visiting museums and universities, and send-

ing great collections of ores, minerals, and botanical

seeds and specimens to Paris which he afterwards

arranged and classified. The organization of the Jar-

din du Roi was not effective, and in 1793 the new

Museum d'Histoire Naturelle was created by the Na-

tional Convention. Lamarck took an active part in

this reorganization, and the plans finally adopted

were so satisfactory that they are still in force. It was

natural to expect that he would have been put in

charge of the section of botany, but this work was as-

signed to Desfontaines. To Lamarck fell the pro-

fessorship of invertebrate zoology which was at that

time an almost unknown branch of zoology. At the

age of fifty and after twenty-five years of work in

botany, Lamarck took up this new work with the

greatest vigour. He made the subject, which really

includes about nine-tenths of the animal kingdom,

a real science, arranging the collections, inventing a

new method of classification, and connecting the or-

ders of living species with the palaeontological speci-

mens of past forms. In both the fields of this zoology

and of palaeontology^ he soon attained a commanding

authority. As a result of this work he planned and

published a great treatise on the Systcme des animaux

satis vertebres. A preliminary sketch of this monu-

mental monograph was published in 1801 and is

notable as the first indication that he had changed his

life-long conviction as a special creationist to that of
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an exponent of variation. The sixth and last volume

did not appear until 1822. During this period, he

had evidently turned his mind with increasing ear-

nestness to the problem of the origin and develop-

ment of species, since, in 1809 he published his mas-

terpiece, the Philosophie Zoologique. Lamarck's last

years were pathetic as he became totally blind and

suffered from extreme poverty and neglect.

At his death, appreciative eulogies were pronounced

by De Blainville and by Geoffroy St. Hilaire who

gave him the position of leading naturalist of France

and who lamented the death and neglect of one of the

greatest geniuses of the age. The official eulogy be-

fore the Academy was pronounced by Cuvier, then

at the height of his powers and reputation. The eulo-

gy was a disgrace, showing a spirit of envy and malice,

ridiculing all Lamarck's theories and especially his

evolutionary ideas, and aroused such a feeling of re-

sentment that, as De Blainville tells us, it was not

printed until after Cuvier's death and even then with

portions omitted as not suitable for publication. It

was undoubtedly the opposition and ridicule of the

great Cuvier which started the long neglect and mis-

understanding of Lamarck's ideas. His opinions were

unknown in Germany and were first appreciated by

Haeckel in 1882. In England Lyell had been drawn

to his ideas and was deeply influenced by them while

preparing his Principles of Geology. Huxley also has

several half-hearted appreciations of his work. As all
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three of these writers were strong adherents of Dar-

winism, their only interest in Lamarck was as the

founder of an evolution whose views were premature

and lacking in any sound basis of fact, and their com-

parison of his ideas with those of Darwin succeeded

only in causing biologists to misunderstand and to

neglect his really scientific work. His theory of evo-

lution became merely the foil to enhance the value of

Darwinism. But the final and severest blow to a recog-

nition of his genius was given by Darwin. We shall

probably never know whether it was jealousy of his

great rival which called forth his contemptuous refer-

ences to Lamarck or whether that serious limitation

of Darwin's mind, which prevented him from being

able to follow abstract reasoning and which so fre-

quently drew from him the lament that he could not

understand philosophy, made it impossible for him

to understand the ideas underlying the doctrine of

the inheritance of acquired traits. It is, at least, cer-

tain that Darwin never referred to Lamarck except

to characterize his ideas as futile, or absurd, or rub-

bish. With this example in their minds it was easy

and natural for biologists, who had exalted Darwin's

genius into a mythical cult, to ignore Lamarck; and

even now during the revival of neo-Lamarckism, it is

difficult to find biologists who know what Lamarck

meant by his acquired traits. Even Packard who is

his protagonist, and Elliot who translated his Philo-

sophies seem, at times, not to distinguish between
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traits which have been acquired by the activities of

the organism itself and those which have been forced

upon it by external agents. And yet, his doctrine is

really simpler and is more explicitly and logically de-

veloped than is that of Darwin.

Lamarck begins with the postulate that the Sub-

lime Author of all existing things creates directly

only the simplest forms of organisms, what we now

call protoplasmic monads, and also establishes, as a

law of nature, ''an order of things which should give

existence successively to all that we see as well as to

all that exists and that we do not know.'" Thus, from

the beginning, the protoplasm is endowed per se with

the tendency to vary, in each generation, towards an

increasing complexity of structure and also to respond

to changes of environment. The cause of this innate

tendency to vary is unknown but it is a fact, and,

although Darwin and the Darwinians sneer at this

assumption as being irrational and unscientific, we

find that they, themselves, are forced to postulate this

tendency to vary without having found the cause for

it; they merely abolish the word, innate. If we could

suppose the environment to remain unchanged and

uniform, then each existing form would have de-

scended linearly from some originally created proto-

plasm. But, since the environment has and does con-

tinually change, the succession of animals "form a

branching series, irregularly graduated and which has

^Philosophic Zoologique, vol. I, p. 74 [Trans, by Elliot, p. 36].
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no discontinuity in its parts, or which at least has not

always had a discontinuity; although it may be true

that because of some extinct species one may now

occur. It follows that the species which end each

branch of the general series join, at least on one side,

to other neighbouring species which merge with

them."^ To show how even those who ascribe genius

to Lamarck and are expounding his doctrine, yet ac-

cuse him of the most puerile ideas, we may stop for

a moment to give Elliot's critique of this perfectly

sound idea. He states that Lamarck believed that, if

it were not for environmental influences, man's an-

cestors would include every existing species of animal

and he then makes the absolutely frivolous comment

that man could not once have been an intestinal worm

when there were no intestines, and that his existence

as a flea would have been precarious when there was

nothing to bite but jelly-fishes. Such reasoning is not

fit for a school-boy. We might take it for granted that

Lamarck would have foreseen that if there had been

no environmental changes then there would have

been no intestinal worms and no fleas, but an entirely

different chain. As a matter of fact Lamarck does

not say that if there were no environmental changes

there would have been a single linear succession, but

each terminal species would have a linear chain with-

out branches to a prototypal monad, which is a quite

different matter.

^Philosophie Zoologique, vol. I, p. 76 [p. 37].
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Lamarck immediately falls into a difficulty which

seems to me inherent in any explanation of causes. He
begins by assuming a Creator, or Sublime Author, as

the architect and then transfers the construction of

the world to natural law or to nature. All the organ-

ized bodies of the earth are true productions of na-

ture which fashions immediately only the simplest

organisms or the rudiments of organization by spon-

taneous generation. These rudiments possess the prop-

erty of growth and of variation of form and functions

so that they respond to environmental conditions. It

may therefore be asserted that nature has by imper-

ceptible changes fashioned the different species of

animals known to us by the aid of much time and an

infinite variation of environment.* Now, what is this

natural law, or nature, which men of science are so

fond of invoking^ Is it blind chance, the mere state-

ment of what has occurred after the occurrence, or is

nature the personification of a true cause which foreor-

dains actions^ If it be the latter, how does it differ

from a divine intelligence'? Plato tried to solve the

difficulty by supposing God created an idea or plan

of the universe and then left to lesser gods the fash-

ioning of the actual, or material world. Is the nature

of the men of science to be identified with the lesser

gods of Plato, the contractors who carry into fulfil-

ment the ideas of the architect"? We are again en-

countering the same fundamental difficulty which

^Ibid., vol. I, p. 81 [p. 40].
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faces all rationalistic theories when they attempt to

start the beginning of action.

Lamarck begins his theory of variation by an im-

portant assumption that organisms can be divided

into two classes according as they respond or not to

internal stimuli. In the latter class, he places all plant

forms and the lower orders of animals. Such forms

"live only by the help of excitations which they re-

ceive from the exterior. That is to say, subtle and

ever-moving fluids, which exist in the surrounding

medium, penetrate incessantly these organized bodies

and maintain life in them, so long as the state of these

bodies permits of it."^ This idea is the same as the

theory of Descartes that plants and animals are au-

tomata, without feeling or internal impulses, respond-

ing only to such external stimuli as heat and electrici-

ty; an idea revived by Huxley and in fact the basis of

all mechanistic theories which suppose life to be due

to physical forces.^

As usual, Elliot fails to understand Lamarck's

reasoning. He says that Lamarck assumes the me-

chanistic position, but not knowing physics, he pos-

tulated subtle fluids as caloric and electricity to be the

exciting stimuli. He thus allies himself with Driesch

and the modern school of vitalists who, by inventing

"a factor that is wholly and unutterably new to

science," exercise a pernicious and outrageous detri-

^ Philosophie Zoologique, vol. I, p. 12 [p. 4].
® See Huxley's Essays on Descartes.
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ment to the progress of science/ Elliot should know

enough about physics to realise that the subtle fluids

were but a name for the same forces of heat and elec-

tricity whose nature we do not understand to-day,

and that we are again returning to the idea that they

are entities, or subtle fluids. Also biologists are unable

to show any physical basis of life and do postulate a

vital force, disguise it as they may. Lamarck thus

assumes that plants and the lower orders of animals

vary by the direct action of the physical environ-

ment.

Somewhere in the progression of the animal, it be-

gins to attain an inner power which increases with the

growing complexity of the organism. The animal, at

this stage, no longer merely reacts to external stimuli

but possesses a nervous system so that "nature, al-

though obliged at first to borro\y from the surround-

ing medium the excitatory power for vital move-

ments and actions of imperfect animals, knew how

by a further elaboration of the animal organization

to convey that power right into the interior itself of

these beings, and finally was able to place that same

power at the disposition of the individual."^ The or-

ganism has reached the stage where it has desires,

needs beyond mere subsistence and propagation, emo-

tions, and will; it is more or less independent of its

environment and institutes its own actions. These

7 Elliot, op. cit., p. Ixxi.

8 Lamarck, op. cit., vol. I, p. 13 [p. 6].
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needs lead to the formation of new habits which the

animal acquires during its life; these acquired habits

are transmitted to the next generation and if they,

with the adaptations of structure which are necessary

for their maintenance, fit in with the environment

then there is a progressive change in the organism

which ultimately establishes a new species.

For some reason, partly due to a certain looseness

of expression and partly, it almost seems, to a wilful-

ness of his readers, this doctrine of acquired traits of

Lamarck is almost always misunderstood. Darwin

and many of his followers accused him of relying

solely on an innate tendency to develop; others, of

asserting that the environment produced directly the

acquired traits. Weissmann cut off the tails of many

mice for many generations, and when each new gen-

eration persisted in having tails, he cast Lamarck's

theory aside, ignoring absolutely the simple fact that

mutilations inflicted on an animal can hardly be

called a habit acquired by the animal and they cer-

tainly do not correspond with any of its needs or de-

sires.

Now Lamarck is perfectly clear on this point, how-

ever vague he may be in other matters and there is no

excuse for the persistent misrepresentation of his

ideas. He says : "I must now explain what I mean by

this statement : the envirom?ient affects the shape and

organization of animals^ that is to say that when
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the environment becomes very different, it produces

in course of time corresponding modifications in the

shape and organization of animals. It is true if this

statement were to be taken literally, I should be con-

victed of an error; for, whatever the environment

may be, it does not work any direct modification

whatever in the shape and organization of animals.

But great alterations in the environment of animals

lead to great alterations in their needs, and such alter-

ations in their needs necessarily bring about other

actions. Now if the new needs become permanent, the

animals then adopt new habits which last as long as

the needs that evoked them."^

Lamarck embodies his doctrine of the inheritance

of acquired traits in two laws which are as follows:

First Law
In every animal which has not exceeded the limit of its de-

velopment, a more frequent and continuous use of any organ

gradually strengthens, develops, and enlarges that organ,

and gives to it a power proportional to the length of time it

has been so used; while the permanent disuse of any organ

imperceptibly weakens and deteriorates it, and progressively

diminishes its functional capacity, until it finally disappears.

Second Law
All the acquisitions or losses wrought by nature on indi-

viduals, through the influence of the environment in which

their race has long been placed, and hence through the in-

fluence of the predominant use or permanent disuse of any

organ; all these are preserved by reproduction to the new
individuals which arise, provided that the acquired modifica-

^ Lamarck, op. cit., vol. I, p. 223 [p. 107].
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tions are common to both sexes, or at least to the individuals

which produce the young.^°

Lamarck, after formulating his laws on the changes

produced in structure and organs by use and disuse

and the indirect influence of the environment, gives

many examples to illustrate the laws. We need to in-

dicate only two to show the trend of his thought.

Birds which have the habit of feeding on land

products may, by some change of conditions, have

their supply reduced. If they also live near a body of

water, they will endeavour to satisfy their need for

food by obtaining it from the water where it may be

abundant. Their efforts to reach this new kind of

food stimulate the nervous actions and the blood sup-

ply of those parts which aid in obtaining this food.

Some attempt to swim and strike the water with their

feet. The skin which unites the digits of their feet is

stretched and stimulated by this effort; thus, in course

of time, there are formed the webbed feet of ducks and

10 Lamarck, op. cit., vol. I, p. 235 [p. 113]. Lamarck later, in his

Histoire naturelle des animaux sans vertebres divided these laws,

and made them rather more explicit. In this later form they are as

•follows

:

Premiere loi.—La vie, per ses propres forces, tend continuelle-

ment a accroitre le volume de tout corps qui la possede, et a etendre

les dimensions de ses parties, jusqu'a un terme qu'elle amene elle-

meme.
Deuxieme loi.—La production d'un nouvel organe dans un corps

animal resulte d'un nouveau besoin survenue qui continue de se

faire sentir, et d'un nouveau mouvement que ce besoin fait naitre et

entretlent.

Troisieme loi.—Le developpement des organes et leur force d'ac-

tion sont constamment en raison de I'emploi de ces organes.

Quatrieme loi.—Tout ce qui a ete acquis, trace ou change dans

I'organisation des individus, pendant le cours de leur vie, est con-

serve par la generation et transmis aux nouveaux individus qui

proviennent de ceux qui ont eprouve ces changements.
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other swimming birds; others wade and by the effort

to escape from the mud stretch their legs, these grow

long and the birds become long-legged waders; others

stretch their necks and so develop long necks and

bills.

His best known example is probably the explana-

tion of the neck of the giraffe. "This animal, the

largest of the mammals, inhabits the interior of Afri-

ca and, as it frequents places where the regions are

nearly always arid and without grass, it is compelled

to browse on the leaves of trees and is forced to reach

upwards continually. This habit, indulged in for a

long time by all the individuals of the race, has re-

sulted in lengthening the fore-legs more than the

hind-legs, and has so elongated the neck that the

giraffe, without rising on its hind-legs, elevates its

head and reaches upwards six metres, or almost twen-

ty feet."''

These are typical examples of Lamarck's reasoning

and will be used later when this theory is compared

with that of natural selection.

The belief that use increases and modifies a muscle

or an organ by stimulating its nervous and blood sup-

ply, and that disuse causes it to become atrophied,

is pretty generally accepted; the only question is

whether such variations, occurring during the life of

the individual which has acquired the variation, are

transmitted to its offspring or whether variations

'^'^ Ibid., vol. I, pp. 240-65 [pp.1 15-27].
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which are transmitted are limited to the genetic cells

which are confined to the organs of generation, the

sperm and the ovum.

As has been mentioned before, Darwin never al-

lowed any credit to Lamarck. He states that he did

not derive from him a single idea; that his ideas were

poor.^^ It is well known that Lyell had a high estima-

tion of Lamarck's work and theory, and that it had a

great influence on him when he wrote his Principles

of Geology, the work which led directly to Darwin's

own belief in evolution. Darwin was always most

eager to obtain Lyell's support. He was much hurt

because his friend did not accept natural selection un-

reservedly and because he referred to the theory as a

modification of Lamarck's doctrine of development

and progression. In a letter to Lyell he wrote that

Plato, Buffon, and Erasmus Darwin had stated the

obvious truth that if species were not separately

created, they must have descended from other species.

Since Lamarck had done nothing more than this, there

is nothing else in common between the Origin of

Species and Lamarck. He thought Lyell was ruining

the cause by such suggestions because: "I consider,

after two deliberate readings, it [Lamarck's] is a

wretched book, and one from which (I well remem-

ber my surprise) I gained nothing.

12 Darwin, Life and Letters, vol. II, p. 10.

^^Ibid., vol. II, p. 199.
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Huxley also warned Darwin that he should ac-

knowledge his debt to Lamarck, but he, too, is an-

swered in the same strain. It is impossible to believe

that Darwin could read the Philosophie Zoologique

deliberately twice, as he says he did, and still find in

the work a lack of facts and the opinion that Lamarck

held that variations were produced by mere whim and

desire. It is well known that Darwin changed from

his early and passionate advocacy of natural selection

as the sole and sufficient cause of evolution to the

milder view that it was an important factor. That he

regretted his change of opinion is shown in a letter to

Hooker: "I hardly know why I am a little sorry, but

my present work is leading me to believe rather more

in the direct action of physical conditions. I presume

I regret it, because it lessens the glory of natural selec-

tion, and is so confoundedly doubtful."^* Again in

1872, he wrote to Moritz Wagner: "When I wrote

the Origin^ and for some years afterwards, I could

find little good evidence of the direct action of the en-

vironment, now there is a large body of evidence, and

your case of the Saturnia is one of the most remark-

able of which I have heard. "^^ But, in spite of this

acknowledgement of fact, he never gave any credit

to Lamarck or relaxed his contemptuous attitude. We
are forced, unwillingly, to the belief that either Dar-

win could not understand Lamarck or deliberately

i4/z,ii., vol. II, p. 182.

-^^Ibid., vol. II, p. 338.
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misrepresented him through jealousy. Whichever may

be the truth, this attitude was most unfortunate for

the reputation of a great man.

Owing to the reverence for Darwin and the blind

submission to his views which prevailed for so many

years, it was a difficult task to live down Darwin's

contempt. Only after facts had multiplied, showing

the inadequacy of natural selection, did biologists be-

gin timidly to take Lamarck's doctrine seriously. If

one can read the signs aright, we may expect to have

an increasing attempt to explain the cause of evolu-

tion by the inheritance of acquired traits. The reluc-

tance of the biologists to accept this doctrine does not

rest so much on the lack of experimental verification

as it does on the fact that Lamarck's cause of varia-

tion is fundamentally vitalistic in so far as it acknow-

ledges the influence of the will or desire. To admit

such a cause is contrary to scientific and to mechanis-

tic monism.



CHAPTER SIX

Darwin

WHEN Charles Darwin, at the age of twenty-

eight, returned to London after his voyage of

five years on the Beagle, he brought with him his

diary of the voyage and a great mass of notes and

natural specimens. But what was of far greater im-

portance, he had absorbed the ideas of Lyell's new

and epoch making Pri7iciples of Geology which, by its

insistence on the importance of slow and minute

changes in the structure of the earth, pointed to an

evolutionary theory; and while pondering over this

book he had noticed, in particular, the differences be-

tween the fauna and flora on islands and on the near-

by mainland. As a result, although he had left home

a believer in special creation, he returned a convert

to the variation of species.

Darwin's first impulse was to prepare for the press

the diary of his voyage, to classify and dispose of his

collections, and to publish his scientific notes; he was

apparently embarked on a distinguished career as a

geologist or biologist. He soon made many friends

and went moderately into society, and especially was

warmly welcomed by Lyell. But, in the midst of this

life and work, he was meditating on evolution and

he notes in his autobiography that in July, 1837, less
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than a year after his return : "I opened my first note-

book for facts in relation to the Origin of Species,

about which I had long reflected, and never ceased

working for the next twenty years." He married in

1842 and, after living in London for nearly four

more years, he moved to Down on account of ill health

and lived there the rest of his life, a confirmed invalid.

Although his belief in evolution was fixed, and he

had determined to make its verification his life-work,

he remained for a year unable to find a cause for a

variation which would progressively change a species

into a new one. The clue came to him in 1838, while

reading Mai thus, whose theory of population was

then having its greatest vogue. He immediately

adopted the idea of this writer that population tends

to increase geometrically while the food supply can

increase only arithmetically.^ Thus, Malthus reasons

1 The difference between a geometrical and an arithmetical progres-
sion can be best explained by the statement that a geometrical series

of numbers is one in which each succeeding number changes by a

constant multiplier and that an arithmetical series changes by a

constant factor of addition or subtraction. For example, let 2 be
the constant of such series. Then we have for a geometrical series

the numbers 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, etc., and for an arithmetical series

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, etc. It is thus evident that a geometrical series in-

creases much faster than an arithmetical series and no matter how
small the multiplying factor may be and how large the factor of

addition may be taken, if sufficient terms are taken, the end term
of a geometrical series is necessarily greater than that of an arith-

metical series. Malthus's idea was that eadh two parents will have,

on an average, more than two children who reach maturity and leave

offspring; for example, let us say four. Population will then double
in each generation. On the other hand, by increase of land under
cultivation and by other means, the food supply in any country
can increase only arithmetically. Thus, under any constants of the

two series, population is bound in time to pass the available food
supply.

,
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that the inevitable growth of the human race leads to

overpopulation and an increasing "struggle for ex-

istence." In this conflict, the weaker sink into misery,

sickness, and vice, and great numbers are eliminated

by death due to these agents, which is greatly to the

benefit of humanity because it postpones overpopula-

tion and consequent misery of the whole country.

Charity and the alleviation of sickness and vice are

thus to be discouraged as they tend to increase the life

and fertility of the unfit; the elimination of the weak-

er will permit the better and stronger individuals to

live, temporarily, in more comfort and plenty. Dar-

win eagerly seized this amiable doctrine and extended

it to include all organic beings, both plants and

animals, assuming that the synonym of life is an in-

cessant and ruthless struggle with physical environ-

ment and with all other organisms to attain the two

essential factors of life,—food and procreation. It

should be borne clearly in mind that the sentimental

humanitarianism of Rousseau was the seed from

which grew our modern scientific philosophy of broth-

erly love and eugenics, when fertilized by the pleas-

ant and altruistic doctrine of Malthus. Having set-

tled upon this postulate, Darwin then argued that

those individuals of any species, which happen to

possess by inheritance any slight advantage, will have

a better chance of surviving and of leaving progeny

which will also possess this advantageous trait. Fa-
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vourable changes, he assumed, would become fixed

traits constantly increasing until a new species was

formed. He also took for granted, as a fact of nature,

although we cannot give any satisfactory cause, that

all progeny vary in slight particulars from their an-

cestors.

Darwin hesitated for a long time as to what name

to apply to this cause of evolution. He favoured the

striking phrase "the survival of the fittest," with

which Spencer had caught the popular fancy, as being

in the closest agreement to his own views of evolution,

but finally decided on the title of "natural selection"

as best expressing the idea that nature selects for

preservation every least change of structure or habit

which tends to the advantage of the species.

With his ideas fixed in this purely a priori or de-

ductive fashion, Darwin, now settled at Down, de-

termined to devote his life to collecting data for and

against his doctrine and, in spite of the temptation

to favour those things which confirm one's precon-

ceived ideas and to explain away those which are an-

tithetical, he was extraordinarily anxious to record

all facts which were unfavourable. At intervals, he

carried on extensive and most important research

work on other problems, although their subject-mat-

ter usually had a somewhat close connection with the

mutation of species ; the only systematic work in zo-

ology which he undertook was a laborious and im-
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portant monograph on cirripedes or barnacles.^

It is necessary to consider at some length the per-

sonal character of Darwin as its strength and weakness

had much to do with both the scientific and general

aspects of his theory of natural selection. And it is

peculiarly difficult to keep to a just medium in crit-

icism because his followers struck from the beginning

so high a note of praise. Darwin's reputation was

made into a sort of mythical cult; every weakness of

character was transferred to the credit side of the

ledger. He was said to be a second Newton, to have

done for biology what his predecessor had accom-

plished for mechanics; the latter had given us a uni-

versal law for the inorganic world and Darwin had

completed our knowledge for the living world by his

law of natural selection ; the nineteenth century was

frequently called the Darwinian age. Except in the

rarest of cases, such eulogy brings a revulsion of feel-

ing while later, and calmer, judgement finds flaws

where there had been proclaimed only perfect work-

manship.

Darwin must have been one of the gentlest and

most lovable of men, with a peculiar power of at-

2 The following is the list of Darwin's important books : The Diary
and scientific monographs connected with the voyage of the Beagle;
Origin of Species— brief abstract in 1842, an enlarged abstract in

1844, an extended treatise begun in 1856 but not finished, the first

published edition in 1859; Fertilization of Orchids, 1862; Variation

of Animals and Plants under Domestication, 1868 ; Descent of Man,
1871; Climbing Plants, Insectivorous Plants, 1875; Influence of

Earth Worms, 1881 ; Monograph on Cirripedes, 1846.
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tracting and of keeping friends. In early life he was

sociable and was broadly interested in art and litera-

ture, but his break-down in health forbade an active

life and prevented him from cultivating society, al-

though he maintained his keen love for his friends;

and his absorption in his work and the necessity of

conserving each moment of time seem to have drawn

down the curtain of his life and to have made him

lose interest gradually in the arts and literature. His

life became a long chronicle of ill-health and of a

struggle to work three or four hours a day, with even

that privilege broken by long and frequent intervals

of inability to do anything. Patient and uncomplain-

ing, he became obsessed with the subject of his health.

He hardly wrote a letter which did not refer to it and

to his inability to work; he mourned because his mind

was weak and dizzy ; and he became morbidly appre-

hensive lest his children were, by heredity, doomed to

the same fate. He gradually lost pleasure in most

phases, even, of his work; he vacillated in his ideas;

writing and the composition of his books became a

heavy burden; he held aloof from the controversial

battles which beat about him; but the one thing which

remained a keen and never-failing delight was the ob-

servation of the habits of plants and animals.

When we examine Darwin's methods and results

of observation and experimentation, we find all to be

admirable. Working with the simplest apparatus and

tools, he obtains great and permanent results of a far-
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reaching importance. He examines the habits and bor-

ings of earth-worms in a small area and shows their

fundamental importance to agriculture; his work on

climbing plants and on fertilization is a model of ac-

curacy and acumen; his enormous accumulation of

facts in regard to domesticated animals, and to evolu-

tion, is bewildering. He draws his conclusions with

admirable certainty and he easily ranks as the fore-

most biologist of all times.

But when we turn to Darwin's theoretical and

philosophical work we find an absolutely different

man. He is the exact opposite to Newton, who never

lost his sureness of aim and certainty of thought even

when absorbed in the widest sweep of the imagina-

tion. Darwin vacillates when it becomes necessary to

apply his strictly scientific observations and personal

conclusions to the broad field of evolution which must

include a whole world of phenomena, most of them

impossible to place within the scope of his personal

observation and explainable only by unerring genius

of the imagination. Newton extended his law of grav-

itation to include the universe from a few simple ob-

servations and postulates, and then relied on his

powers of logic and mathematics; Darwin made a

great accumulation of facts in order to meet all objec-

tions and, in the end, this accumulation of facts over-

burdened him; he could not fall back upon verbal or

philosophical logic, in which he was deficient, nor on

mathematical logic, of which he had none. He became
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wearied by thinking and grew to be dissatisfied with

his proofs. It is not unlikely that he would never have

brought himself to the point of giving his theory to

the world if he had not been first urged to do so by

Hooker and then had been practically compelled

to write the Origin of Species, which was only an

abstract of the much larger work he had contem-

plated, lest he should lose priority because of Wal-

lace's essay. And when the great controversy broke

out and he became the centre of the battle, he stood

aside dazed by the bitterness of the argument which

he had not in the least anticipated.

Constitutionally unwilling and unable to attack or

to meet attack, he writes incessantly to others to en-

list their help. Most of all, he hopes Lyell will lend

his support and is full of joy when that is attained,

but he is much chagrined and complains that Lyell is

hurting the cause when he does not give unqualified

assent. He looks upon Haeckel as a vast help, but

begs him not to be rash lest he excite opponents to

anger. He regards Huxley as his ever-valiant and

ever-ready swordsman. When troubles arise he invari-

ably stands aside and urges him on to fight. Although

Darwin was naturally a just man, when Mivart drew

up a paper pointing out the chief objections to the

theory of natural selection, he answered them to the

best of his ability in the second edition of the Origin.

Mivart had foreseen most of the scientific objections
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which have never been answered. Probably, for the

only time in his life, Darwin was willing to have an

adversary beaten by an unworthy trick, and he wrote

a joyful letter to Huxley who had rushed on Mivart,

a Catholic, and had turned his flank by unearthing

and controverting an illustration from the Jesuitj

Suarez, injecting the odium theologicum into Mivart's

thoroughly scientific work/ This vacillation was at-

tributed to modesty and was made a virtue, but such

diffidence is not a virtue in a man of Darwin's power

and reputation who was engaged in changing our

whole idea of God and nature. And that it was a real

inability to attain his end is made certain by the as-

surance with which he maintained the correctness of

his true scientific work dealing with his experimenta-

tion.

Darwin was, by nature, unable to deal with theo-

retical and philosophical questions, to maintain an

extended argument, or to see the larger conclusions to

which it pointed. He was truly by nature an inductive

and experimental scientist and he writes of himself:

"I worked on true Baconian principles, and without

any theory collected facts on a wholesale scale
554

^ Life and Letters, vol. II, p. 328. Darwin writes to Huxley: "How
you do smash Mivart's theology. ... I have been preeminently
glad to read your discussion on metaphysics, especially about rea-

son and his definition of it. I felt sure he was wrong, but having
only common observation and sense to trust to, I did not know
what to say in my second edition of my Descent. Now a foot-note

and a reference to you will do the work."

*Ibid.. vol. I, p. 68.
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This is true of all his work except his hypotheses of

natural selection and pangenesis, and it explains why

his botanical and zoological work has stood the test

of time and why his hypotheses are crumbling. He
and his followers never saw the humour of this state-

ment when it was applied to his life work on evolu-

tion. He had collected facts about evolution on a

wholesale scale during twenty years, but instead of

the theory of natural selection following this work,

he had adopted it at the age of twenty-nine, and it had

been in his mind as a fixed principle, unconsciously

guiding his observations and experiments during the

entire twenty years. Bacon would have prayed to be

spared such a perversion of his principles.

Unfortunately for Darwin's future reputation, his

life was spent on the problem of evolution which is

deductive by nature. The enormous and complicated

phenomena of life do not admit of solution by induc-

tive reasoning; it is absurd to expect that many facts

will not always be irreconcilable with any theory of

evolution and, today, every one of his arguments is

contradicted by facts. Our acceptance of any such

theory must be, in the end, because of a slight pre-

ponderance in the balance of facts for and against it.

It is a pathetic fact in his life, that after all his enor-

mous labour to prove his theory he, himself, occasion-

ally realized that it had not been accomplished. Four

years after the publication of the Origin^ he wrote to
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Bentham that: "The belief in natural selection must

at present be grounded entirely on general considera-

tions. . . . When we descend to details, we can

prove that no one species has changed {i.e.^ we can-

not prove that a single species has changed) ; nor can

we prove that the supposed changes are beneficial,

which is the groundwork of the theory."^

It is most unfortunate that Darwin should have

devoted his life to a problem which required for its

solution philosophical genius, the very trait which

was foreign to his nature, rather than to those induc-

tive questions which he was so eminently fitted to at-

tack. It is almost unaccountable that his contempo-

raries regarded his Origin of Species as a model of

scientific accuracy and thought and passed this esti-

mate on to us, when a careful analysis of its contents

shows that his argument for natural selection is based

on the vague confirmation from geology that species

have in some way changed and on the analogy of

changes in domesticated animals and plants by man's

selective breeding. Only a few in England, notably

Sedgwick, realized at once, and wrote to Darwin, that

he had taken the generally known law of change and

had narrowed it down to a specific method of varia-

tion unsupported by any adequate body of facts, and

had written of natural selection as if it were done

consciously by a selecting agent; in Germany, Dar-

^Life and Letters, vol. II, p. 210.
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winism quickly made progress ; only the French were

clear-sighted enough to see the insufficient character

of the proofs.**

Darwin was singularly uninterested in the influ-

ence of natural selection on thought in general. After

assuming it, as an hypothesis, with no real inquiry

into the soundness of its philosophical basis but rather

from the appositeness of two catch-phrases, he de-

voted a long period to the accumulation of facts. But

it does not follow that an accumulation of facts may

be classified into a law, and it is still less certain that

they will verify an hypothesis. For example, the facts

bearing on the subject may be so numerous and so

complex that no final decision can be attained. And

also, if a law can be derived and an hypothesis be

verified, yet, if the law be extended to a field which

cannot properly be included in the investigation, the

6 The letter of Sedgwick {Life and Letters, vol. II, p. 42) should be

read in its entirety.—To confirm my statement of the attitude of the

French, see the same volume, p. 400. Darwin was not elected a

member of the French Academy until 1878 and then in the Botan-

ical Section. He writes to Dr. Gray that it was something of a joke

as his knowledge of botany was rudimentary. Lyell always spoke

of it as a scandal that he was so long kept out of the Academy. It

appears that an eminent member of the Academy wrote to Les

Mondes to the following effect: "What has closed the doors of the

Academy to Mr. Darwin is that the science of those of his books

which have made his chief title to fame—the Origin of Species and

still more the Descent of Man—is not science, but a mass of asser-

tions and absolutely gratuitous hypotheses, often evidently fal-

lacious. This kind of publication and these theories are a bad ex-

ample, which a body that respects itself cannot encourage." It is but

too evident that time is slowly justifying this opinion and that

ultimately Darwin's reputation will rest on his botanical work

rather than on his hypotheses of natural selection and pangenesis

;

the value of the former is already fading and the latter is totally

discredited.
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effect of the result will be of no value in that field.

Natural selection had the misfortune to fall into both

of these categories. Darwin, himself, felt that many

facts did not substantiate his theory and the accumu-

lation of facts, since his time, has steadily reduced

the value of natural selection as a scientific law. Of
the application of natural selection and of the strug-

gle for existence to sociology and ethics, he does not

seem to have had the least anticipation. He was

amazed and mortified to find himself the centre of a

bitter theological dispute and to be classed as an

atheist.

A doctrine, which bases the entire progress of the

organic world on a bitter struggle for existence, from

which only the few which are the strongest, or fittest,

can survive, which accounts for the thoughts and the

noblest ideals of mankind as the success of the dom-

inant force,—such a doctrine is not a gentle idea. It

is difficult to see how anyone could fail to draw the

conclusion that the world is a scene of ruthless slaugh-

ter and that only by encouraging such slaughter could

the unfit be eliminated and the strong and fit be given

the chance to develop and continue the race
; yet Dar-

win considers such a conclusion as amusing. He writes

to Lyell : "I have received, in a Manchester news-

paper, rather a good squib, showing that I have

proved might is right,' and therefore that Napoleon

is right, and every cheating tradesman is also right.'"

"^ Ibid., vol. II, p. 56.
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If he had lived to see the consequences of the idea of

the superman emerging from this struggle for exist-

ence as logically derived by Nietzsche and carried out

practically by the Germans, he would have hesitated

to publish his doctrine until forced to do so by the

certainty of its proof. Nor did he ever apply the prac-

tice of his hypothesis to the conduct of his personal

life ; he may have worked to prove that the law of na-

ture was ruthless suppression of the weak, but his

life singularly exemplified the virtues of love, faith,

and humility; he was known for his sympathy for,

and protection of, the unfortunate, both animals and

men. ^

Although sustained power of abstract reasoning

and imagination were essential to the development

of his hypothesis, Darwin showed a lack of interest in

philosophy and was, by his own repeated statement,

absolutely unable to follow an abstract argument. He
was apparently limited in this respect temperament-

all)% and his continued ill-health greatly intensified

this predisposition. His letters are full of confessions

that he could not follow a metaphysical argument;

that the attempt to do so invariably distressed his

head and wearied him. And nothing is more sur-

prising than his naive admiration of Spencer, Hux-

ley, Fiske, and others who were able to understand

such reasoning. As we have seen, he adopts Spencer's

philosophy and bases his hypothesis on the dictum

of the survival of the fittest, and yet he confesses
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that: "With the exception of special points I did

not even understand H. Spencer's general doctrine;

for his style is too hard work for me."^ Although

he cannot understand this doctrine he is unrestrained

in his admiration of it and gives his opinion that

Spencer is perhaps equal to any philosopher that

ever lived. One could, possibly, find some justifica-

tion for such an estimate, but it is incomprehensible

that a great leader of thought, such as Darwin, could

have accepted the shallow reasoning of Malthus

whom he calls "that great philosopher." Wearied

by controversy and hostility to his own ideas, he con-

soles himself for the slow acceptance of his own the-

ory. "It consoles me," he writes, "that sneers

at Malthus, for that clearly shows, mathematician

though he may be, he cannot understand common

reasoning. By the way what a discouraging example

Malthus is, to show during what long years the

plainest case may be misrepresented and misunder-

stood."^ There are, perhaps, some cases where import-

ant scientific work is not linked to metaphysics; but,

certainly, the theory of natural selection is not one of

them; its failure is largely due to its foundation of

false philosophy. Why such statements, as the above,

should be impressed upon us as a virtue of innate

modesty is hard to understand. They have the ring of

simple statements of fact. It cannot be called a virtue

^ Life and Letters, vol. II, p. 371.

^Ibid., vol. II, p. 111.
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in a man who is engaged in a difficult philosophical

problem not to be able to comprehend philosophical

thinking; the virtue lies merely in the recognition of

such inability.

Darwin, himself, attempted only once to invade

the field of philosophy. Although he usually admitted

an unknown principle of variation, he advanced an

hypothesis to account for heredity by what he called

pangenesis. In brief, his idea was that each cell of an

individual contributes minute particles, pangenes or

gemmules, to the reproductive organs so that each

ovum or sperm contains within itself all the distin-

guishing features of its parent body. There is hardly

any need to discuss it, as pangenesis obviously was so

improbable that it never lived except in the affection

of its author. Huxley immediately saw the futility of

the idea and begged Darwin not to emphasize it, lest

such an explanation of evolution by natural selec-

tion would lower the probability of the larger theo-

ry and retard the great work of its acceptance; but

Darwin clung to pangenesis with the blind affection

of a parent for a defective child. In the first place, we

have never had the slightest evidence that the organic

cell does detach from itself such a part as a gemmule.

In the next place, such a gemmule must be potentially

the same as its parent cell, and we are left to explain

the gemmule; we have merely changed the organism

from an aggregation of cells to one of gemmules ; we

should, to say the least, have some difficulty in find-
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ing the force which causes the enormous number of

gemmules to flow to the organs of reproduction and

there arrange themselves so that each of the vast num-

ber of ova and sperms shall be a miniature of a pos-

sible offspring; again, not to mention other insuper-

able difficulties, if a child, for example, should lose a

finger or any other part of the body at birth would

not that mutilation necessarily be transmitted, since

it would be difficult to see how the loss of the finger

would not also include final loss of finger cells and

gemmules of the finger cells? The whole idea is so pre-

posterous that it ought not to be discussed at all and

yet, at the time, the evolutionists were so certain that

they were the repository of truth and that they mere-

ly had to persevere in order to give a mechanistic

theory of life, that the eminent physicist, Maxwell,

calculated the number of probable material atoms in

a gemmule to show their variety of combinations

could not account for the structure and complex char-

acteristics of man. No other evidence is necessary to

show that when Darwin left the field of observation

and entered the more difficult region of speculation

he showed a pitiful inability to grasp the problem, to

see even its absurdities, or to foresee its conclusions.

It is almost incomprehensible that the world, and

particularly the biologist, has not taken into account

this inherent inability of Darwin to think on abstract

questions and is still willing, because he was a genius

in one field, to follow him as a guide in all fields.
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I have tried to point out elsewhere, without much

apparent result, that men of science who have pro-

posed hypotheses are very prone to believe that they

have arrived at a new idea when in fact the hypothe-

sis is generally an old idea merely dressed up in a new
garb. Even a slight knowledge of the past history of

science would in most cases show that an hypothesis

does not become true by any amount of verbal

changes. As I have shown, Darwin never could see

that his doctrine of natural selection was but a new

edition of Lamarckism; in essentials both theories de-

pend on an unknown factor of variation in each new

generation ; it is a mere verbal change to substitute for

Lamarck's inherent tendency to vary from the sim-

ple to the complex, Darwin's postulate that Nature

selects those which are most fit to survive and to pro-

pagate. Can men of science tell us what nature and

natural law are, or distinguish them from an om-

niscient and omnipotent Creator?

Darwin uses the hypotheses of Spencer and of

Maithus without any real study of their work and

he makes sad havoc with their ideas because he never

understood them. There is also much in common be-

tween the ideas of Buffon and Darwin; yet, in the

preface to the Origin of Species^ he writes that it is

not necessary to consider Buffon because "he does not

enter on the causes or means of the transformation

of species." Darwin can thus dismiss the work of Buf-
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fon who states clearly and emphatically what he be-

lieves to be the cause of variations. When he essays

his hypothesis of pangenesis, some years later, as the

cause of hereditary transformation, he asked Huxley

to criticise it. When the latter condemns the hypothe-

sis and advises Darwin to read Buffon, he is chagrined

to find : "It would have annoyed me extremely to have

re-published Buffon's views, which I did not know of,

but I will get the book. . . . [When he has read the

book, he writes again] . . . I have read Buffon : whole

pages are laughably like mine. It is surprisinghow can-

did it makes one to see one's views in another man's

words. I am rather ashamed of the whole affair, but

not converted to a no-belief."^° As a last instance of

this ignorance of the work of others and absorption

in his own ideas; in almost the last letter he ever

wrote, Darwin says: "From quotations which I had

seen, I had a high notion of Aristotle's merits, but I

had not the most remote notion what a wonderful

man he was. Linnaeus and Cuvier have been my two

gods, though in very different ways, but they were

mere schoolboys to old Aristotle. "^^ It is perhaps ex-

cusable that the author of an hypothesis should be

blind to the work of others, but it is a curious com-

mentary on those who, like Huxley, knew the essen-

tial similarity between Darwinism and the theories

of other evolutionists and yet would condemn the lat-

10 Life and Letters, vol. II, p. 228.

^^Ibid., vol. II, p. 427.
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ter as untenable, and preach natural selection as a

scientific explanation based on the certain founda-

tion of observation and reason.

If Darwinism, or any other theory of the method

of evolution, is to serve us as a guide in the broad

field of human thought and conduct, it must satisfy

us by its soundness as a philosophical system rather

than by its apparent agreement with a limited num-

ber of biological observations and experiments. As

we have seen, natural selection is based on the philo-

sophical systems of Maithus and Spencer and, so far

as I can discover, the Darwinians have not denied this

assertion. As I intend to discuss the work of Spencer

in a later chapter it is necessary now to consider only

the ideas of Malthus, They are so manifestly false

that it should be necessary merely to state them ; but

those who teach and preach Darwinism so seldom do

more than to echo the phrase, "struggle for exist-

ence," that it will be profitable to examine this doc-

trine of economic philosophy in some detail.

The fallacy of the Malthusian theory may be ex-

hibited in two ways. The one is, that the theory of

Malthus is false in itself, and the other is, that even

if it were true as an economic theory of the relation

of population to available land production, it would

fail absolutely when extended, as Darwin assumed,

to a general scientific law of nature.

Malthus lays down as a postulate that population

tends to increase in a geometrical ratio while its food
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supply can increase only by an arithmetical ratio;

thus the world is bound to become overpopulated and

fall a prey to misery and suffering owing to the strug-

gle for existence which must ensue. This postulate is

based on what he asserted to be two imperative in-

stincts of the human being,—the desire for food, and

to procreate. Thus, it is a mistake to relieve suffering

since the only means to reduce population, and so to

postpone the debacle of civilization, is to foster vice,

misery, and war, the three greatest causes of death.

Since each person has two parents, it must follow

that the number of anyone's ancestors doubles with

each generation as we go backwards in time, and they

form a geometrical series with the number two as a

multiplying factor. It is quite another matter when

we attempt to estimate the number of posterity any-

one will have in successive future generations; that

would be a pure guess. All persons have had the same

number of ancestors, counting an equal number of

preceding generations, and we may apply the law of a

geometrical series; but some will have no descend-

ants, others will have a few, and others will have

many. And so the population of any country, or even

of the whole race, may increase, remain stationary, or

decrease in number; there can be no law relating to

the future number of a population and no law of

future increase or decrease. We accept as a general

fact that many species of animals have increased in

number for a time and have afterwards decreased
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until they became extinct. Malthus happened to

write when the population of Europe was increasing

at a rate which had never before been equalled and

when the increase of food supply was not keeping

pace with the population. Since then the rate of in-

crease of population has been steadily decreasing and

the food supply has been increasing geometrically,

until there has arisen the anti-Malthusian cry for

more production of children.

A system of thought which classes the desire to pro-

create and the desire for food as equally imperative

is not one to command respect. Even Malthus with-

drew from this position and added what he euphe-

mistically called moral restraint as a check to popu-

lation. The whole subject of fertility and sterility is

one of great complexity and about which we know

practically nothing. The example of France, where

the population actually decreased for years during a

time of plentiful food supply and of peace, is evi-

dence enough to prove the fallacy of his argument.^^

It is also quite apparent that, except for a negli-

gible number of individuals, mankind in civilized

12 It must be borne in mind that we are discussing merely the total

number of the human race and not the relative proportions of ad-

vantageous and disadvantageous stocks. It is undoubtedly a most
serious menace to the quality of any nation or race when the better

classes do not maintain a high proportion in numbers. It is also true

that a diminishing birthrate is apparent first in families of the

better classes and, in so far, the warnings of the Eugenists are of

real value. But one wonders how the Eugenists reconcile their pas-

sionate appeal for artificial selection of human stocks with Dar-
winism. Is it not the fundamental tenet of that doctrine that ad-

vantageous stocks will kill out disadvantageous stocks by natural

selection, by the struggle for existence, and by the survival of the

fittest?
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countries is not in a condition to which a struggle for

existence can be applied. What man struggles for are

the luxuries and not the necessities of life, and it is

quite probable that the desire for comforts and luxu-

ries is more potent to reduce population than are vice,

misery, and war. Even if his law were true, which

cannot be admitted, it would not apply, except in

congested localities, to the race as a whole until the

land supply has been exhausted. We should give

Malthus the excuse that he was specially discussing

the condition of Great Britain which offers a condi-

tion peculiarly susceptible to overpopulation with re-

spect to its land supply.

When the Malthusian doctrine is applied to all

organic beings, as was done by Darwin, it becomes

absurd. If we keep in mind the fact that the food of

an organic being is other organic beings, then it

should be evident that if organic beings increase geo-

metrically their food supply also increases geomet-

rically. It is true that individuals perish by the com-

petition of life. Darwin showed quite truly that in

certain fields thousands of little trees never came to

maturity because they were cropped by cattle, and

also that thousands, and even millions, of seeds and

eggs perish for one which comes to maturity; but

where one kind is eliminated in a certain locality by

adverse conditions, in other places conditions are

likely to be favourable to multiplication so that, so

far as the species is concerned, the struggle for exist-
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ence does not enter as a determining factor to such an

extent that small variations become important. A
struggle for existence may affect individuals, but it is

not applicable to species, because as soon as destruc-

tion is continued to a certain point the pressure is

removed and the survivors are free again to multiply.

This idea of the struggle for existence, of such a

narrow margin between existence and extermination

that the least upset in the balance would cause a spe-

cies either to become dominant or disappear, became

an obsession with the Darwinians and during the lat-

ter part of the last century the world was pictured as

a grim spectacle of blood and conflict. The fact that

all conflict is between individuals and not between

species was lost sight of, and also the equally strong

factor of mutual help and support within the species

was not considered. It is safe to say that Lamarck,

who doubted whether any species of plants or animals

was ever exterminated by conflict or by inability to

conform to the slow changes of environment, except

the unusual case of those which were pursued and at-

tacked by man, had a keener insight into the powers

of nature to protect life than had Darwin. It is, nev-

ertheless, true that many species have appeared and

become abundant, and have then disappeared, but

the cause of the inability of a species to maintain it-

self is absolutely unknown. The struggle for exist-

ence during those relatively infrequent universal

changes of conditions may account for the disappear-
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ance of a few species, but the great majority of cases

must have been due to the unknown laws which gov-

ern fecundity and sterility. Striking examples of great

fluctuations in numbers are seen frequently in the

sudden appearance of great swarms of insects which

reappear for two or three successive years and then

cease, although there has been no multiplication of

enemies, no lack of food, and no change in environ-

ment.

The Darwinian theory of evolution, as it stands

today with the modifications which have been made

since the time it left Darwin's hands, is a complex

doctrine which involves several ideas whose relative

importance has not been specified. There are first,

the general postulates of heredity common to all the-

ories of evolution; organisms tend to vary; offspring

are always different from their parents; and, as a gen-

eral rule, variation tends to increase the differentia-

tion and complexity of the organism. In addition,

there are the specific ideas which distinguish natural

selection from other causes for variation.

There has been a vast deal of discussion about the

general laws of heredity. Biologists evade the state-

ment that the organism has an innate tendency to

vary, and attempt to account for variation by phys-

ical and chemical forces from a study of the cell and

the embryo. But the fact remains, except for a few

minor facts of hereditary changes, we are absolutely

unable to predict what variations will occur in future
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generations of animals and plants. The form any va-

riation will take is a mystery revealed at birth, and, as

that is exactly the meaning of "innate," why should

we not frankly use the word until the biologists can

formulate laws which will predict the characteristics

of offspring before births

Having postulated the general law of variability

as the fundamental difference between organic and

inorganic bodies, Darwinism next tries to explain

how certain variations in a species become fixed by

progressive increase to produce new species, which

differ morphologically, with pronounced differences

in structure, and physiologically, or functionally, so

that individuals of the old and new species are mu-

tually sterile.

A cause for the creation of a new species was first

proposed by Buffon who believed that an organism

changed in order to adapt itself to meet changed con-

ditions of its environment, principally those of tem-

perature, moisture, and food. Thus an animal covers

itself with thicker fur to protect itself against the

chill of winter, and others have a winter pelt of white

fur as a further protection since that colour is the best

reflector of heat. The heat of the animal's body is thus

more completely reflected back to its body and does

not radiate to the colder air, just as a tea-pot is pol-

ished and white to maintain its contents hot. Such

correspondences between the environment and the or-
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ganisms are accepted as facts, but they are, evidently,

not causes of variation until it can be shown what

forces within the organism act to modify it.

The next step in the theory of evolution was taken

by Lamarck who proposed his famous doctrine of the

inheritance of acquired traits. As I have pointed out,

this method rests on the postulate that the use or dis-

use of any part of the organism during its life tends

to modify the part, and the variation is transmitted

to the next generation. The cause for increased use

or disuse is the desire of the organism to meet new

needs brought about by changes in the environment.

I have also pointed out that this is a true scientific

theory because future events are caused by past

actions and that, if the effects of use can be proved to

be inherited in all cases, we can predict what will be

the general trend of the variation in the offspring, be-

cause we may observe the changes which have oc-

curred in the parent. Darwin was reluctantly forced

to accept Lamarck's doctrine to a limited extent. At

the present time biologists are divided in opinion as to

the fact of the inheritance of acquired traits; some

hold that only changes in the genetic, or reproductive,

cells are transmitted and others that the variations

during life may react on the sperm and ovum and thus

be transmitted. If Lamarckism can be proved, it

would, in my opinion, have the inestimable advan-

tage of opposing the materialistic or mechanical theo-
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ry of life as it inevitably points to the non-mechan-

ical principle of consciousness or intellect as the dis-

tinctive factor of life.

The third contribution to the cause of evolution is

Darwin's theory of natural selection and this theory

has had so dominating an influence that, to most men,

evolution and natural selection are synonymous, even

though Darwin, himself, states that the two earlier

theories must be accepted as contributory causes. He
has stated his theory so clearly that it would be un-

wise not to quote his own words: "Can it, then, be

thought improbable, seeing that variations [in do-

mesticated animals] useful to man have undoubtedly

occurred, that other variations useful in some way to

each being in the great and complex battle of life,

should occur in the course of many successive gen-

erations^ If such do occur, can we doubt (remember-

ing that many more individuals are born than can

possibly survive) that individuals having any ad-

vantage, however slight, over others, would have the

best chance of surviving and procreating their kind^

On the other hand, we may feel sure that any varia-

tion in the least degree injurious would be rigidly

destroyed. This preservation of favourable individu-

al differences and variations, and the destruction of

those which are injurious, I have called Natural Se-

lection, or the Survival of the Fittest. Variations

neither useful nor injurious would not be affected by

natural selection, and would be left either a fluc-
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tuating element, as perhaps we see in certain poly-

morphic species, or would ultimately become fixed,

owing to the nature of the organism and the nature

of the conditions.
"^^

As a corollary to natural selection, Darwin added

the element of choice which he calls Sexual Selection.

"This form of selection depends, not on a struggle for

existence in relation to other organic beings or to ex-

ternal conditions, but on a struggle between the indi-

viduals of one sex, generally the males, for the pos-

session of the other sex. The result is not death to the

unsuccessful competitor, but few or no offspring. Sex-

ual Selection is, therefore, less rigorous than natural

selection. Generally, the most vigorous males, those

which are best fitted for their places in nature, will

leave most progeny. ... I can see no good reason to

doubt that female birds, by selecting, during thou-

sands of generations, the most melodious or beauti-

ful males, according to their standard of beauty,

might produce a marked effect."^*

Of late years the doctrine of selection has been

somewhat modified by de Vries under the name of the

Theory of Mutations, Darwin insisted that evolution

required that variation must proceed by minute

changes, and he maintained this view in spite of the

warning of Huxley who wrote : "First, you have load-

ed yourself with an unnecessary difficulty in adopt-

ing Natura non facit salturn so unreservedly. . . .

^3 Origin of Species, vol. I, p. 98.

''^Ibid., vol. I, pp. 108 and 109.
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And, second, it is not clear to me why, if continual

physical conditions are of so little moment as you

suppose, variation should occur at all."^^ Evidence

has accumulated that offspring frequently differ from

their parents by well-marked characteristics. DeVries,

on this evidence, assumes that variation of species may

thus progress by jumps, or mutations, rather than by

the gradual variation which proceeds in the same di-

rection through many generations. The idea is de-

structive to scientific theory, as it really does away

with the whole idea of continuity which should be the

basis of an evolution theory ; and it certainly, if true,

forbids any foretelling of future events since no one

knows how great such mutations may be. The thought

at once occurs that each of the surprising breaks in the

palaeontological record, such an one as separates the

reptile from the feathered bird, may have been taken

at a single leap during an overstimulated period of

Nature. If the theory of jumps is ever accepted, evo-

lution parts company with physics and chemistry and

would not differ essentially from the belief in special

creation. All other sciences are based on the law, that

nature does not proceed by jumps.

We have so far considered the theory of natural

selection from the standpoint of its general philo-

sophical adequacy, and have found it to be based on

principles which are now discredited and that its

weakness is largely due to Darwin's temperamental

15 Darwin, Life and Letters, vol. II, p. 27.
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inability to follow abstract thinking. When we turn

to the scientific aspects of the theory we should find a

different condition of affairs. He was undoubtedly

a marvellously keen observer and his powers of scien-

tific generalization were of the best; yet, even from

the scientific aspect, Darwin's work to establish nat-

ural selection is rapidly crumbling on its biological

side. This result is again to be traced indirectly to the

same deficiency of his mind; he could generalize cor-

rectly so long as he confined himself to a narrow field

which lay immediately under his own observation,

but he could not sustain himself, because of his lack

of imagination, when it was necessary to include so

vast a field as the evolution of all organisms.

Darwin based his theory of natural selection on the

analogy of the results which man has obtained by se-

lective breeding of domesticated animals; he did an

enormous amount of work in this field and collected

much curious and valuable information about selec-

tive breeding. But he never seems to have once real-

ized that the analogy is purely specious because the

variations of domesticated animals and plants have,

in man, a directing force which can arrange and alter

the animals' habits, instincts, and environment, so as

to foster certain variations and eliminate others. The

one essential thing for a rational theory of evolution

is to discover what directs the, to us, chance varia-

tions of undomesticated organisms so that minute

changes will accumulate in a continuous increase un-
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til a new species is formed. Given a Divine Intelli-

gence to guide organisms, as man directs those in a

domesticated state, and the problem is solved, but

that is the last admission the scientific evolutionist is

prepared to make; he will admit only nature and nat-

ural law, whatever those words may mean.

Let us now discuss the arguments for and against

the doctrine of natural selection from the biological

point of view.^^ Man has by selective breeding pro-

duced great diversities in structure and habits of do-

mesticated animals and plants. He has, for example,

produced dogs as different as the mastiff and the toy

spaniel which have sufficient structural differences to

be classed almost as different species. He has even

been able to produce characteristics which are detri-

mental to the comfort of the animal, or dangerous to

its life, such as the fan-tail of the pigeon. And, in

every case, he has not considered the advantage of the

organism but his own desires or whims. These di-

versities, he has obtained by breeding together indi-

viduals which possess some pronounced trait in com-

16 The literature on the subject is so extensive that only a few of
the main points can be touched. I have been careful to verify my
statements and have accepted unreservedly the experimental results

of competent authorities. The reader may verify them either from
his own knowledge or by consultation of the sources. One thing
must be kept clearly in mind, the scientific theory of natural selec-

tion is subject to the limitations of inductive reasoning; it may be
supported by many facts but if other facts are clearly contrary
to its acceptance, then it is not an acceptable theory. The reader
should also be careful not to depend on popular or even technical

works which are specially written in support of the theory ; they
are almost without exception biased to the extent, at least, of mag-
nifying the facts which support it. It is far safer to refer to bio-

logical monographs and to general texts.
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mon. Those individuals of their progeny which show

this same trait are again selected and bred together,

and so on until the desired result is reached. This

method is further helped by continued change of diet,

climate, or other factors of the environment. What-

ever means are adopted, one practice must never be

departed from; breeding outside the strain must be

rigidly prevented or the organism reverts back to the

original stock. To make our ideas more precise let us

follow Darwin and consider a particular case in some

detail. After deliberation, he selected the pigeon as

the best example of directed breeding. He kept every

breed he could purchase or obtain; he corresponded

with pigeon fanciers; he found that records of breed-

ing extended back into antiquity, and that the diver-

sity of breeds is something astonishing.^^ In addition

to all these reasons for his choice, there is the re-

markable advantage that : "Great as are the differences

between the breeds of the pigeon, I am fully con-

vinced that the common opinion of naturalists is cor-

rect, namely, that all are descended from the rock

pigeon {Columba Livia)^ including under this term

several geographical races or sub-species, which dif-

fer from each other in the most trifling respects. "^^ He
then tells us with the utmost care how man was able

to produce such astonishing variations from a single

parent stock: "Man can hardly select, or only with

much difficulty, any deviation of structure, excepting
1'^ Origin of Species, vol. I, p. 23.
18 Ibid., vol. I, p. 26.
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such as is externally visible; and indeed he rarely

cares for what is internal. He can never act by selec-

tion, excepting on variations which are first given to

him in some slight degree by nature. No man would

ever try to make a fantail till he saw a pigeon with a

tail developed in some slight degree in an unusual

manner, or a pouter till he saw a pigeon with a crop

of some unusual size ; and the more abnormal or un-

usual any character was when it first appeared, the

more likely it would be to catch his attention. But to

use such an expression as trying to make a fantail is,

I have no doubt, in most cases, utterly incorrect. The

man who first selected a pigeon with a slightly larger

tail never dreamed what the descendants of that

pigeon would become through long-continued, partly

unconscious and partly methodical, selection. "^^ Thus

Darwin shows what remarkable results can be ob-

tained when slight, accidental variations are directed

by man so as to exclude the crossing of a given strain

with other individuals of the same species which do

not show the same variation. With his mind fixed on

the problem of increasing and fixing variations, he

did not see a fatal objection to the theory of evolu-

tion when it was applied to organisms not subjected

to the control of man's will. The objection is this: in

spite of all our breeding of pigeons, which has ex-

tended through more than three thousand years, two

of the most differentiated varieties can interbreed;

^^ Origin of Species, vol. I, p 44.
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this fact obviously shows that they are still the same

species since their young are not sterile, and, what is

even more significant, the pigeons from such cross-

breeding, in a few generations, still revert back to the

original ancestral type. This tendency to revert to the

original stock is so strong that even in pure strains

we find "the occasional appearance in all the breeds

of slaty-blue birds with two black bars on the wings,

white loins, a bar at the end of the tail, with the outer

feathers externally edged near their bases with

white";"" these are the characteristics of the rock

pigeon {Columba Livia). Darwin explains this rever-

sion as follows: "After twelve generations, the pro-

portion of blood, to use a common expression, from

one ancestor, is only one in 2048 ; and yet, as we see,

it is generally believed that a tendency to reversion is

retained by this remnant of foreign blood. In a breed

which has not been crossed, but in which both parents

have lost some character which their progenitor pos-

sessed, the tendency, whether strong or weak, to pro-

duce the lost character might, as was formerly re-

marked, for all that we can see to the contrary, be

transmitted for almost any number of generations.

When a character which has been lost in a breed, re-

appears after a great number of generations, the most

probable hypothesis is, not that one individual sud-

denly takes after an ancestor removed by some hun-

dred generations, but that in each successive genera-

-^Ibid., vol. I, p. 195.
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tion the character in question has been lying latent,

and at last, under unknown favourable conditions, is

developed. "^^ This latent tendency to reversion must

be very strong. After only one hundred generations,

the proportion of blood from one ancestor is only

one in 2 with thirty zeroes after it. It is no wonder

that the breeder must preserve the purity of a strain

with scrupulous care, if so inconceivably small a pro-

portion of foreign blood can still produce an effect.

If this latent tendency to revert is as strong in ani-

mals and plants in a wild state as it is with them

when domesticated, and it would be difficult to deny

it, what chance would a variation have to be pre-

served, when we consider that cross-breeding with

others of the species which did not possess the same

variation is absolutely certain to occur at all times,

unless the variation was so advantageous, and the

struggle for existence was so intense, that all the in-

dividuals which did not have the variation were

killed, and all those which afterwards reverted also

died without progeny^ In other words, the tendency

to revert must be considered as universal a law of na-

ture as the tendency to vary. For example, even in

men whose choice in mating has progressed further

than in any other species, this reversion to a median

line must be very persistent for if it were not, then

the race would be, by this time, divided into sharply

distinguished characteristics, those growing taller

21 Origin of Species, vcl. I, p. 196.
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and those shorter; of mentally strong and weak, etc.

While, at first sight, it seems possible, though hard-

ly probable, that such directed breeding might occur

in the natural state, two facts destroy the force of the

analogy even with this granted. New varieties and

races created by artificial selection revert to the orig-

inal type as soon as they are left to their own devices;

and, in no case, has mutual sterility been produced

between different varieties; the most different kinds

of dogs, pigeons, and other domesticated animals

breed freely together and their offspring is a mongrel

;

while successive general intercourse soon obliterates

all the special traits. It is evident that fixity of traits

and sterility are essential to establish a species, and

that in some way these must occur in a state of nature.

The importance of artificial selection was first crit-

icised by Huxley, and its value as a proof has stead-

ily declined until now many biologists admit that

there are fewer features in common between natural

and artificial selection than the Darwinians supposed.

Let us now turn to natural selection and let us as-

sume that a useful variation has occurred in some in-

dividuals of a certain species; under these favourable

conditions we can discuss what the chances are that

this variation will continue to increase until the orig-

inal variants have produced an abundant offspring

so different from the original stock that a new species

has been formed. Again, to make our argument pre-

cise, let us consider the case of the long neck of the
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giraffe and assume that some offspring of short-

necked giraffes have a slightly longer neck, say an

additional inch, and that this additional length is of

great use in obtaining food. We shall first admit that

the struggle for existence is, at that time, so intense

that the short-necked giraffes die of starvation and

those with this extra inch of length alone survive;

then their offspring will have, presumably, the one

extra inch and not two extra inches of length. Thus

to arrive at the result of the very great length of neck

which existing giraffes possess. Darwinians must as-

sume, not a transmission of a real character but the

tendency of the offspring of giraffes to have a suc-

cessive increase in the length of the neck. The trans-

mission of a tendency to vary in the same direction is

a pure abstraction, and the only alternative of the

Darwinians is to accept the transmission of the ef-

fects of use and disuse of Lamarck, or the uninter-

rupted action of the environment working steadily in

the same direction of Buffon; both of these admis-

sions are anathema to their theory.

I suspect that many biologists have fallen into a

fundamental error, when considering the ultimate ef-

fect of a slight variation, which is so common with

those who use mathematical formulae without a

knowledge of mathematics. Thus, Professor Hugh

Elliot discusses the ultimate great effect of a slight

change in a germ plasm many million years previous-

ly. He says it is similar to the case of a bullet fired
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directly at London from the star Alpha Centauri; if,

at a point near the beginning of its journey, a very

minute force deflected its path by so small an amount

that, after a quarter of a million miles, it is still only

an inch out of its original course, yet this minute de-

flection would ultimately make the bullet miss the

Earth altogether. He then concludes that a single

minute change in a germ would ultimately make a

huge difference in the offspring after countless gen-

erations. He adds that "the application is at once ob-

vious.""' It is obvious, and the conclusion is that he

is absolutely wrong and makes an argument which

proves just the converse. The original direction of the

path of the bullet represents the line of offspring

which maintains exactly the same characteristics as

its ancestor : that is, a fixed species. At a certain time

let the species produce an extra inch in length of neck;

this corresponds to the point of deflection of the

bullet which then continues in a straight line in the

constant new direction, and this new direction corre-

sponds to a new fixed species with this extra inch in

length. The mathematical and graphical representa-

tion of the descendants of a fixed species is a straight

line ; each new change in a species must be shown by a

new change of direction of the straight line. To rep-

resent continuous small and progressively increasing

changes of a species, as are assumed by the Darwin-

ians, we must draw a line which is continually chang-

22 Trans., Fhil, Zool., p. li.
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ing in direction, or a curved line. Professor EUidt's

example of the bullet, and it is a kind generally used

by biologists, is singularly unfortunate; a single dis-

turbance in the path of the bullet may make it miss

London, but progressive evolution requires that a

force is acting at points all along its path to change

it from a straight to a curved line. Thus, even if we

accept the postulates, that a favourable variation is

transmitted, that the struggle for existence is so in-

tense that all those without a slightly longer neck die,

we must assume either that a continuous tendency to

vary in the same direction exists, or that these unusual

conditions are repeated many times by chance, be-

fore the giraffe's neck becomes so conspicuously elon-

gated. The Darwinians can permit neither of these

assumptions.

We have, however, gone much too far in our admis-

sions; it is impossible to assume them. Even Darwin,

with his attention riveted on the struggle for exist-

ence, does not ask us to suppose that an inch difference

in length of neck means death or life to a giraffe.

Let us follow his own words: "Giraffes which were

the highest browsers, and were able during dearths

to reach even an inch or two above the others,

will often have been preserved; for they will have

roamed over the whole country in search of food.

That the individuals of the same species often differ

slightly in the relative lengths of all their parts may

be seen in many works of natural history, in which
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careful measurements are given. These slight propor-

tional differences, due to the laws of growth and

variation, are not of the slightest use or importance

to most species. But it will have been otherwise with

the nascent giraffe, considering its probable habits of

life; for those individuals which had some one part or

several parts of their bodies rather more elongated

than usual, would generally have survived. These

will have intercrossed and left offspring, either in-

heriting the same bodily peculiarities, or with a ten-

dency to vary again in the same manner; whilst the

individuals, less favoured in the same respects, will

have been the most liable to perish.""^ It is almost

inconceivable that a great man should have rested his

case on an argument so easy to tear to pieces. In the

first place, he says the giraffe may have a tendency to

vary and yet he writes to Hooker: "Heaven forfend

me from the Lamarck nonsense of a tendency to pro-

gression^'' and he again and again writes to his friends

that a "tendency to vary" is fatal to his theory, as it

is equivalent to assuming unknown forces which act

according to Design.

It is not difficult to make a picture of Darwin's

idea. During a period of great scarcity of food all the

easily accessible leaves have been used; the margin is

so close that individual giraffes which happen to have

an extra inch of length in the neck have a great ad-

vantage and will more probably survive and produce

23 Or-gin of Species, vol. I, p. 277.
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young which will not only inherit this trait but also

have a tendency to have a second additional inch in

length. Now we see, at once, that if only a few gi-

raffes have this added length, then almost all the

others must die or there will be little chance of longer-

necked giraffes finding other longer-necked giraffes as

mates: or else we must assume that not only a large

proportion suddenly varies in this fashion but also

this variation occurs simultaneously with this unu-

sual scarcity of food.

Now the mathematical probability that a great

proportion of a species will have the same variation

at the same time is a very small fraction, and the

probability of a scarcity of food being so great that,

at many different times, the leaves of the trees are

stripped to a height from the ground so uniform that

a difference of an inch in length of neck decides

whether giraffes may obtain food or die, is also a very

small fraction. And the probability that these two in-

dependent events will occur at the same time is the

product of the two separate probabilities; that is, it

is the product of two very small fractions which is a

very, very small fraction. For example, if each prob-

ability were one-thousandth, which is manifestly far

too great, then the probability of both of them occur-

ring at the same time is only one-millionth.

In the first edition of the Origin of Species^ Dar-

win, whose attention was fixed on artificial selection

where man forces selected individuals to mate, as-
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sumed that in the natural state the same would occur.

His attention was soon called to the fact that, if only

a few individuals possess an advantageous variation,

the effect of chance mating would prevent its contin-

uation, since there would be little probability of these

few individuals mating together in the great crowd of

others. In the sixth edition, Darwin admits the jus-

tice of this criticism and, in doing so, he absolutely

abandons his whole theory of natural selection. What

else can we conclude from his statement: "There can

also be little doubt that the tendency to vary in the

satne manner has often been so strong that all the in-

dividuals of the same species have been similarly

modified without the aid of any form of selection. Or

only a third, fifth, or tenth part of the individuals

may have been thus affected, of which fact several

instances could be given.""* When we consider the

almost infinite variety of forms of life, the enormous

amount of variations, and the uncountable number

of times variations must have occurred if we suppose

all existing organisms are the descendants of a single

protoplasmic cell (or of a very few) ; then the mathe-

matical probability, that these changes have been

brought about by the simultaneous variation in the

same characteristic of all, or a tenth part of the in-

dividuals of a species, is zero. If this is not the doc-

trine of Design, pure and simple, it is nothing. Dar-

win plays so fast and loose with the mathematical

2* Oriffin of Species, vol. I, p. 113.
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laws of probability that he is willing to rest the whole

multitudinous variation in the world, even granting a

"tendency to vary in the same direction," on "several

instances which could be given." But even this admis-

sion will not help Darwin. Suppose a large proportion

of the giraffes to be born and to grow to maturity

with an extra inch in length of neck and suppose

so severe a scarcity of food to occur that this extra

inch is a decisive factor in obtaining food. The

necks of mature male giraffes are several inches longer

than the necks of all female giraffes, and these, again,

are much longer than those of young giraffes of both

sexes between the ages of weaning and maturity. Is

there any escape from the conclusion that all the fe-

males and all the young giraffes of both sexes would

die and leave the race of giraffes to be continued by a

herd of favoured males, unless these males gallantly

pulled down the boughs to the reach of their starving

families^

Let us consider a few more cases briefly. Darwin

wrote Huxley in 1859: "You have most cleverly hit

on one point, which has greatly troubled me ; if, as I

think, external conditions produce little direct effect,

what the devil determines each particular variation"?

What makes a tuft of feathers come on a cock's head,

or moss on a moss rose'?"^^ What, indeed! We have

seen that the appearance of the feather is an enormous

advantage as it means the conquest of locomotion in

25 Origin of Species, vol. I, p. 28.
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a new environment; it came suddenly so far as our

palaeontological records show; it is assumed to have

developed from the dermal plates or scales of reptiles.

Can anyone imagine any advantage to the reptile dur-

ing the stages of development between its covering of

plates or scales, and that of feathers covering, and ar-

ranged on, a bird already adapted for flight'? No
biologist has found such an advantage, and the theory

of natural selection requires that variations, useful at

every stage, can alone be preserved. Until we can find

such useful qualities during the development of the

feather and thousands of other characteristics of

plants and animals, why should we accept the doc-

trine of natural selection or any other hypothesis ex-

cept the mere belief that organisms have evolved?

This is the reason why the doctrine of mutations, or

sudden jumps, so unpalatable to evolutionists, is be-

ing substituted for natural selection with its slow

progression. When we once allow nature to jump, we

can no longer ridicule the ingenuous mind which can

picture a prehistoric scaly reptile as having been

dumfounded when it found that it had suddenly giv-

en birth to a feathered bird. The doctrine of muta-

tions does avoid all the difficulties which puzzle us

when we attempt to construct a theory of evolution

;

when we find any variation which cannot be ex-

plained, by the theory of mutations we can safely say

it was one of the jumps of nature.

The evolutionists gave much importance to the
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support which is shown by the marvellous protective

colouring of animals, and of worms and insects, which

counterfeit leaves, twigs, or other organisms. But here

again, what is the advantage until the variation has

already proceeded so far in mimicry that the owner

can elude the keen eyes of its enemies'?

As a last example consider for a moment the whole

subject of the weird, unaccountable habits of in-

sects. What knowledge we have is largely due to the

fascinating pages of Fabre, whom Darwin calls a

wonderful observer. Fabre was an unqualified and

bitter opponent of natural selection, and challenged

anyone to connect the wealth of habits and instincts

which he described with that doctrine. As an example,

we may cite the case of the wasp which paralyses

large insects with a single stab in a definite spot and

attaches an egg at another definite place. The insect in

this comatose state is devoured by the larva which be-

gins to eat at a certain point and continues in such a

direction that no vital nerve centre is severed until

the end of the meal. Fabre, by the most thorough and

delicate experiments, showed that the sting must be

inserted, the egg laid, and the larva work its way ex-

actly as invariably occurs. If there is the least devia-

tion in any of these three factors the paralysed insect

always dies and rots before the larva has finished its

meal and is ready to spin its cocoon, and the death of

the insect is the death of the larva. It is, as Fabre

says, impossible to explain this series of events by any
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progressive evolution. The wasp must have gone

through this exact procedure with unerring accuracy

the first time or the species would have ended; it can-

not be accounted for by chance ; it is a complete mys-

tery. The evolutionist who reads Fabre's works with

a simple, open mind and not biased by a precon-

ceived idea of natural selection, will rise from his

task with the conviction that the instincts and the

habits of insects, at least, cannot be explained by any

hereditary development of useful traits. Then let him

read Maeterlinck's preface and he will humbly admit

that the poet has seen more deeply, and more truly

than he, into the mysteries of the strange world of

insects. We, with our logical brains, are absolutely

baffled by this world of little creatures; their seem-

ingly futile actions and rudimentary minds; their in-

tricate apparatus of generation; their extraordinary

and weird methods of averting wholesale slaughter;

the community life of ants and bees; all these make
a picture which must be the despair of the natural-

ist to explain by any rational process.

It is safe to say that there is scarcely an example

cited by a biologist in support of natural selection

which another biologist does not contradict either by

showing that the example itself is at fault or else by

citing a parallel case which opposes the theory. Even

the basic principle itself, the struggle for existence

as a predominating factor in organic life, is now at-

tacked on all sides. Many naturalists, especially the
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brilliant school of Russians, hold that mutual aid is

as prevalent and as important as destruction ; others

believe that the struggle against the environment is

much more severe than that against other organisms

;

Kellogg does not believe in severe competition be-

tween adult insects. Kropotkin opposes the whole

idea that severe competition is beneficial as he finds it

not only kills off the weak but jeopardizes the health

and vigour of the strong; others, following his lead,

state that variations occur most frequently in periods

of peace and plenty and that harsh conditions pre-

vent variation.

As it is obvious that many of the habits of ani-

mals, especially those connected with mating and

breeding, show the characteristics of choice, Darwin

assumed that traits, such as ornamentation, were fixed

by choice during the breeding season. Sexual selec-

tion, as he termed it, is due to the increased likelihood

of leaving progeny by those individuals which are

the bravest, the most prolific, and have characters

which are pleasing to the opposite sex. This theory is,

at the present time, harshly criticised and even aban-

doned by most naturalists. The objections to it may

be classed under the following heads. The theory re-

quires a great preponderance in numbers of one sex

over the other or else the poorest members of the sex

are likely to secure mates, and statistics do not show

such to be a general law. If the most ornamented in-

dividuals are also the strongest and most prolific, as
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seems likely, the process would be useless and fre-

quently harmful to the species and this would be

counteracted by natural selection. While there are a

relatively small number of cases where the females

seem to choose mates after a competitive trial of the

males, the predominating factor in mating is chance

propinquity.

We must endow animals and insects with our high-

ly developed aesthetic and other emotional attrib-

utes, and it is altogether improbable that the gorgeous

colours of insects can excite such emotions in an organ-

ism of so low a mental development. One of the com-

monest factors in sexual attraction is noise; we can

hardly coordinate ability to make the loudest sound

with other superior qualities in the cricket, especially

as the loudest cricket is the one nearest the female.

Mayer and Soule have painted the wings of butter-

flies different colours and even put male wings on fe-

males, and vice versa, and found no difference in

breeding. The colours in moths, which breed at night,

are as lovely as those of butterflies and Fabre has

proved that the male moths are attracted, in all prob-

ability, to the females by odour; if so, propinquity

and the direction of the wind become the determining

factors. Lastly, the vivid colouration of male fish at

the breeding season is pronounced, and yet the female

fish does not even see the particular male, which fer-

tilizes her eggs. Delage sums up the evidence as fol-

lows: "Although the theory of sexual selection is to
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be discarded in its entirety, we must not exaggerate the

bearing its passing away will have upon the Darwin-

ian theory in general. Certain naturalists see in it such

an important corollary of the theory of natural selec-

tion, that if the theory of sexual selection was aban-

doned, they would consider the theory of natural se-

lection as doomed. We refuse to share this extreme

view."^«

As a scientific problem, natural selection pre-sup-

poses a very narrow margin between life and extinc-

tion. The phrase "struggle for existence" certainly

implies the will of the individual to live and to trans-

mit its acquired strength. Now Darwin cannot mean

that at all, as he applies the term to plants which are

passive. Although he protests against Design and ten-

dencies to progress, he is forced to fall back on those

ideas when confronted by difficulties; he frequently

escapes from a predicament by using those very

words, and he thus tacitly assumes a guiding, or di-

recting force. And this directing force, disguised un-

der the esoteric name of nature, or natural law, is, so

far as one can see, nothing but the logoi spermatikoi

of the pantheistic stoics or the Divine Creator of the

special creationist. The organic world presents itself

to us under the three aspects of intense and persistent

slaughter, of enormous power of fertility, and of the

most ingenious expedients to avert danger and extinc-

tion. We are alternately revolted by the seemingly

26 Delage and Goldsmith, The Theories of Evolution, p. 107.
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wanton cruelty and inspired by the delicately ad-

justed cooperation and mutual assistance which are

evident in all forms of life. And in spite of this most

intricate web of conflicting actions and passions there

persists in us the belief that through all the tangle

there runs a thread of continuity and a sort of har-

mony in the whole of creation. Nature, or God, seems

to us to fashion and provide an organism with enor-

mous fertility, abundant food, and a congenial en-

vironment and then, at one stage of its life, imposes

upon it a freakish impediment which threatens its

very existence. Thus, the house-fly has great fertility,

many of its larva find abundant food, and yet the

change from the larva to the fly is accompanied by

such perils that one wonders how any survive. Hu-

manly speaking, we feel that many plans could be

devised easily which would make unnecessary such

superabundant fertility and such diabolically ingeni-

ous methods of destruction. Yet the balance is pre-

served, the fertility of any species does not make it

crowd out other species, and extinction is avoided by

marvellous instincts and intricate apparatus of preser-

vation. And the theories of evolution do not explain

at all. Darwin certainly exaggerates the narrowness

of the margin between existence and extinction.

Confined to a small field of observation by his

health, he noted the accidents to individuals and

failed to note the community help which preserved

the species. As a famous example, he describes a
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whimsical chain of circumstances showing that red

clover can be fertilized only by the humble bee; that

the bees' nests are destroyed by mice ; mice are killed

by cats; cats are cherished by spinsters; therefore, an

abundance of spinsters and red clover is mutually

connected. In all this ingenious chain, it never occurs

to him that he is forging evidence against his own

theory. Can we not safely argue that, since red clover

is an abundant and long-persistent plant, if its exist-

ence were dependent on so seemingly small a chance

of fertilization as the existence of a single and not

very abundant insect, then the margin of its existence

must be large; it did not have to struggle for exist-

ence, for if it did, its highly specialized apparatus

for fertilization would have become a factor for ex-

termination? Can we not state as a fact: since so

many plants and animals are dependent on such spe-

cialized and intricate operations for propagation,

they would not have survived for millions of years if

the species had been required to struggle for exist-

ence?

The most discouraging feature of the whole prob-

lem of biological evolution, to one who has been

trained in the exact phraseology and rigorous logic

of the physical and mathematical sciences, is the loose

language and the still looser reasoning of the evolu-

tionists and of the biologists. Up to a certain point,

their language and methods are those of science and

then comes a relapse into the methods of the un-
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trained thinker." Professor Bateson carefully knocks

down every prop to natural selection, to the inheri-

tance of acquired traits, and to evolution in general

;

then he concludes by asking us to apply the doctrine

of evolution to the thoughts and actions of men be-

cause he still has faith in evolution, and some day

biologists may find its solution. Delage, who offers

enough objections to evolution by natural selection

to kill even the most desirable theory, yet concludes

with the following extraordinary statement which,

taken by itself, would make one believe that he had

been unable to find a single valid objection to it:

"Darwin's everlasting title to glory will be that he

explained the seemingly marvellous adaptation of

living things by the mere action of natural factors,

without looking for a divine intervention, without

resorting to any finalist or metaphysical hypothe-

sis.""^ If it is degrading to man to depend ultimately

on divine intervention when no other explanation is

attainable, Darwin probably has the glory of avoid-

ing it, but for the rest Delage is writing nonsense.

It is a pleasure to turn to a biologist who is really

trying to apply the laws of mechanics to those func-

27 This conviction that biologists are still groping for a scientific

method, accuracy of thought, and intelligible expression is shared

in by, at least, some of their own number. W. E. Ritter, Director of

the Biological Research Laboratory of the University of Califor-

nia, writes that: "Biology at present needs few things more sorely

than a system of reasoning which shall not beget in students the

mental habit of allowing recondite concepts and postulates and
strange words to cast every-day, familiar facts into outer darkness."

And Professor D'Arcy Thompson is very outspoken in his criticism

of present biological theories and laxity of thinking.
28 Delage and Goldsmith, op. cit., p. 45. .^^iC\ hT
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tions of life which are clearly mechanical and who

does not twist those laws into a pseudo-biological

mechanics in which the words are the words of me-

chanics but the laws are not mechanical. This un-

usual credit can be given to Professor D'Arcy Thomp-

son who, in his recent work, Growth and For?n, has

worked out many ingenious problems of organisms

which are true physical problems; who says frankly

that zoologists have scarce begun to dream of defin-

ing, in mathematical language, even the simpler or-

ganic forms. Unlike Professor Osborn, he does not

say, force and energy, when he means something en-

tirely different, and yet he does show that many ac-

tions of organisms are due to mechanical forces which

the most advanced mechanistic materialists are still

"fain to refer to vital instinct or design rather than

to the operation of physical forces." Professor Thomp-

son has the rare quality, also, of knowing philosophy

as well as zoology, and he has looked outside his nar-

row laboratory into the wide field of human know-

ledge; he finds that while zoologists can profitably

apply the laws of physics to many problems of life

which they have neglected to consider, yet their

sweeping assumption that all the functions of life

are physical is not in accordance with the facts, for

"it is plain that we have no clear rule or guide as to

what is 'vital' and what is not."

I am quite willing to rest my argument on the con-

clusions of Professor Thompson. I am convinced that
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variation has a wide field, but environment and cir-

cumstance do not make a prison wherein the organ-

ism must live or else die. The margin of existence is

not so narrow. New forms can adapt themselves to

new conditions, but, while variation may proceed

along directed lines to a great degree, after a time the

active and creative energies of growth pass the bounds

of physical and physiological equilibrium. Then

weakness has set in and the species may not find itself

fit to survive either changed or harsh conditions. We
are entitled to use the customary metaphor^ and to

see in natural selection an inexorable force, whose

function is not to create, but to destroy, individuals.

Even after we have so narrowed the scope and sphere

of natural selection, it is hard to understand; the

causes of extinction are often well-nigh as hard to

comprehend as are those of the origin of species. If

we consider any exaggerated form which has become

extinct, there are kindred forms which survive; and

in other cases extinction occurs where we can discover

no observable disadvantage.

I am even willing to grant that the struggle for ex-

istence and natural selection may be the causes for

the extinction of certain species,—and for the very

obvious reason that if a species passes out of exist-

ence, there must have been either some change in en-

vironment very unfavourable to the species, or some

powerful and destructive organic enemy must have

attacked it in overwhelming numbers, or the species
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itself must have developed some inherent and fatal

weakness. But these are mere post hoc, propter hoc

statements; if natural selection is a force which can

destroy but cannot create species and if the reasons

for this destruction are unknown, of what value is

the theory to mankind *? We can leave to the biolo-

gists the hope that some day they may enter the tem-

ple of life through the doors of evolution, but the

collapse of the theory of natural selection leaves the

philosophy of mechanistic materialism in a sorry

plight. Those who are trying to use its conclusions as

a guide to social polity and ethics will find them-

selves without any ground on which to stand if they

address themselves to a real study of biological evo-

lution.



CHAPTER SEVEN

Life as Mechanism

PERHAPS, the strongest obsession of the mind is

the determination to explain whatever attracts its

attention. We are so reluctant to confess ignorance

that we are quite willing to go round and round in a

circle, seemingly satisfied if the argument never ends.

We explain the nature of matter by energy, and

then explain energy by matter. And, it is only too

probable that our absorption in the development of

science has increased this tendency to vagueness of

thought. Science has so many dazzling achievements

to its credit; we have done so many things which

seemed to be impossible, that the popular mind is apt

to conclude that, if an explanation is given in the

name of science, it must be true whether it be under-

stood or not. Although men of science are constantly

proposing hypotheses which seem to explain phenom-

ena and are constantly trying to reduce all phenom-

ena to a single principle, they must admit science

really teaches that we have no absolute knowledge,

because things can be known only by their attributes.

Since the time of Newton, we have been sure that no

one can state whether a body is at rest, or in motion,

and that we can compare merely the relative positions

of two bodies. Of late this principle of relativity,
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or dualism, has been extended to all physical phe-

nomena, largely by the work of Einstein. If we ex-

plain all phenomena in terms of one principle, for

example, energy, what then is energy? And how shall

we explain it except in terms of what we have already

declared was explained by energy? Such it seems to

me is the hopeless problem of all those who attempt

to build a monistic philosophy.

The most extravagant form of this philosophy is

for the human mind, which explains all physical

phenomena by thought, to attempt to explain thought

in terms of physical phenomena; and this is attempt-

ed in spite of the fact that our observation and

experience teach us there is no causal relation be-

tween the two. Beyond affirming that such a relation

exists, no biologist has given any proof that matter

acted upon by any known physical forces, electrical

or mechanical, shows the least similarity to life. We
can state categorically that the law of conservation

of energy does not apply to thought and that no liv-

ing attribute except growth can be measured quanti-

tatively.

In our eagerness to get away from the mediaeval

idea of man as divine, for whom the universe was

created and by whom alone its phenomena can be

comprehended, we are now busy in the effort to class

him with the amoeba and with the lump of earth from

which his body is fashioned. Yet, in spite of the spec-

ulations of centuries we have not advanced a step
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beyond the noble and dignified description of the crea-

tion as imagined by the Hebrew Prophet in the Book

of Genesis. We can dismiss his story of the Garden

of Eden as an allegory, but when he stated that

man was created out of the dust and that God

breathed into him the Breath of Life, all was said of

that supreme mystery, as an eminent philosopher

pointed out to me, which can be said. We are asked

by astronomers to look upon the earth as a mere in-

significant speck, and to be ashamed to consider our-

selves important because, forsooth, Betelgeuse is

hugely larger and rushes through space with a vast

motion. But, if Betelgeuse were a million times larger

than it is, of what importance is that fact? So long

as this little earth alone contains man with his power

of thought, and Betelgeuse does not, then the mystery

and value of the earth is incomparably greater; it

still remains the dominant factor in the universe,

while Betelgeuse is of no more importance than any

other bit of matter. The biologists rejoice to mortify

us by saying that we are but an aggregation of cells

and so is the amoeba; then, they show us by the mi-

croscope that our cells and the amoeba's cells are just

alike. The psychologist tells us our brain is but a

special arrangement of chemical atoms and our

thoughts are but the rearrangement of these atoms,

so why should we glory in the pride of the intellect'?

Those who would explain thought by physical

causes must remember, and this they do not, that
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physical phenomena are limited by time and space

while thought is not; to transcend the laws of time

and space is the definition of a miracle. The judge-

ment of Sir Thomas Browne is far clearer than theirs,

when he says of his own life that: "It is a miracle of

thirty years, which to relate, were not a History, but

a piece of Poetry, and would sound to common ears

like a Fable." Life and thought are the great mys-

teries of the universe which can be explained only by

themselves. To talk of the evolution of thought from

sea-slime to the amoeba, and from the amoeba to a

self-conscious, thinking man, means nothing; it is the

easy solution of the thoughtless mind.

We have already compared the philosophies of

monism and dualism and have shown that the earlier

Greek thinkers attempted to define all phenomena in

terms of a single fundamental principle. Some as-

sumed the arche to be the essence of life, and others,

that things, animate and inanimate, were reducible

to atoms and motion. Then came Plato and Aristotle,

who cut the knot by affirming that we cannot do more

than to interpret the phenomena of life in terms of

life, and those of material things in terms of matter.

The organic body is material, but the organic per-

sonality is immaterial and the most we can do is to

discover the mutual reactions of the one on the other.

As Aristotle sums it up: the dead man differs from

the living man by something else than chemical
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changes. The dualism, because of the limitations of

our finite minds, is there and we must accept it.

Then the Stoics and the Epicureans reverted to

monism and used infinite pains to set a monistic uni-

verse in operation. They saw the universe only as a

manifestation of matter and force. The nature of

matter is its inertia, but it must also act. To avoid

this paradox; they, who could themselves be noth-

ing but matter and force, yet saw order in the uni-

verse; therefore, there is a God; therefore all things

are God ; and the mover and the moved are one. There

is apparently no use to reason with the monist; for

sooner or later he simply jumps over his difficulty and

conceals his error with such ingenuity that it still

fools us. It is discouraging; even today, men of

science are still deceiving themselves, and deceiving

others, by pretending, when they say matter is inert

and also attracts all other inert matter at a distance

or when they say life is mechanical or electrical en-

ergy, that the words they use give us any comprehen-

sible idea.

No one can go further towards giving us a monis-

tic cosmic hypothesis than did Kant and Laplace.

They assumed, in their nebular hypothesis, that the

universe was originally an infinite number of atoms

uniformly distributed throughout space. These atoms

have no other properties but inertia and Newtonian

attraction. By the laws of physics and by experience,
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this condition is permanent and motion is impossible.

Next comes the jump; somewhere in the universe

they, arbitrarily and contrary to their own postulate

of universal homogeneity, suppose an atom to be dis-

placed in order that the balance of forces may be

disturbed, that motion may begin and the accumula-

tion of matter at certain points may occur. What dis-

turbs this balance*? Just there is the jump which

breaks the argument. Laplace limits himself to ques-

tions of mechanical phenomena, but Kant sees that,

when the earth is evolved sufficiently far, life must

appear and here again a second jump occurs; chem-

ical atoms must unite in a certain way so that the

first simple forms of life may appear spontaneous-

ly, although spontaneous generation has never been

observed and its denial is a postulate of biological

experience. It is proper, here, to mention that Kant

proposed his nebular hypothesis in his youth and with

matured thought he made an unqualified denial of the

monistic doctrine of matter and life : "It is certain we

cannot learn to know sufficiently organic beings and

their inner possibilities by mere mechanical principles

of nature; much less can we explain them; and this

is so true that we can boldly affirm it is absurd for us

either to conceive such an idea, or to hope that some

day a Newton will appear who will be able to make

even the generation of a blade of grass comprehen-

sible by natural laws without the intervention of De-

sign: we must positively deny that such insight is
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possible."^ Modern biologists say he was correct ac-

cording to the knowledge of his time. But, it is not a

question of more or less knowledge, it is still the con-

fession of no knowledge we must make. There is only

one way to obtain this knowledge: let the biologist

in the laboratory produce a living cell which has not

been derived from other living matter; that would

convince us that life is a manifestation of physical

energy just as the physicist has shown in his labora-

tory that matter does attract matter and has thus

verified Newton's law of gravitation. Until he cre-

ates a living cell from dead matter, he is in the same

class as was Aristotle who tells us that dust breeds

fleas.

The aim of science is to explain phenomena by a

single substance, which we may call either matter

or electricity, and to endow this substance with a

force of attraction which establishes the positions of

the atoms of the substance, and gives to them motion.

This is undeniably a monistic doctrine since it re-

duces phenomena to a single principle. From this

simple philosophical postulate, the physicist, includ-

ing the chemist who has also followed this method,

has attempted to construct a model of the world such

that if we know past actions we can predict with a

very considerable accuracy what will occur in the fu-

ture. While we may thus class the physicist as a mon-

ist, he can be so classed only after admitting a funda-

1 Kant, Kritik der teleologischen Urtheilskraft, II Th., § 75.
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mental reservation which, in fact, places him in the

class of dualists with one field of inquiry suppressed.

The physicist rigorously excludes from his field all

problems which involve life. For example; if he in-

vestigates the motion of a horse drawing a wagon he

does so by assuming that the earth pushes the horse

forward ; in other words, the horse is moved by an ex-

ternal mechanical force. He assumes that a horse can-

not by his will bend his legs and push against the

earth, and he refuses to consider whether it is alive

or whether it is a hobby-horse pushed by a child or

by a clock mechanism. If he finds such a mechanical

mechanism inside the horse he can investigate that

mechanism, but he has found 7io mechanical mechan-

ism inside the living organism which he can describe

as physical. The physicist has found no difference be-

tween the chemical constitution of matter when it is

living and when it is dead; he has found no relation

between mechanical energy and what we call life; he

has found no way of measuring thought or cell activ-

ity; for these reasons he excludes all life, and works

with a lifeless world.

Now the biologists have invaded the world of the

physicist. They have invented a family tree, connect-

ing themselves genealogically with the physicist.

They call themselves biophysicists and biochemists

and claim a blood relationship. But they are not so

related; when they are studying living phenomena,

they are biologists; and when they are studying the
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same bodies from which life has been killed they may

be physicists; but they cannot be both. The burden

they are trying to put on physics and chemistry is

too heavy to be borne. The physicists use the word

energy, and they mean just one thing, the combina-

tion of matter and motion, and they measure it in

foot-pounds; the biologist has violently, and against

their protest, seized on the word, energy, and it

sounds the same in our ears, but it is not matter in

motion, and it is not measured in foot-pounds or in

any other physical units; it is not conservative and

it cannot be predicted. No biophysicist can examine a

horse and tell us when it will move, how fast it will

move, or where it will move; but a physicist can an-

swer these questions about a hobby-horse containing

a clock-work mechanism. And to make matters

worse, the vicious use of the word, energy, by the

biologists has encouraged the psychologists to go a

step further and to use energy as an explanation of

thought and emotion ; and in this connection the word

loses every particle of its original significance. I have

never met the physicist who would admit the least

connection between "physical" and ''psychological"

energy. It is time physicists should demand that en-

ergy be restricted to its established use when it is ap-

plied to scientific problems or permit the biologists

to have the word and coin another for their own use,

just as law-abiding citizens often permit the transfer

of their property to the pockets of robbers who use
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force rather than reason. It is, at least, worth while

to say that physicists are not a party to this extension

of their field to include the phenomena of life.

The physicist deals with a fairly definite problem;

he deals with this problem in a definite way and, in

order to be definite, he abstracts from his problem all

phenomena which he cannot measure in terms of

mass, length, and time. For example : when he studies

light and sound, he expresses both phenomena by a

single equation which involves only the energy of mo-

tion and ignores the fact that to us, by our sense per-

ception, they are fundamentally different. Thus the

world is reduced to substance, matter or electricity,

whose only properties are inertia and a mutual force

of attraction. Force has but one property, that of pro-

ducing motion, thus force accounts for the form of

bodies and is measured by the change of motion it

produces. When a portion of matter is displaced by

force, we express that phenomenon by the term, en-

ergy. The energy of a body is thus measured as the

product of a force and the distance the body moves

under the action of the force or, what amounts to the

same quantity, by one-half the mass times the square

of its velocity. And energy in physics means nothing

else.

It may well be objected that the physicist has no

right to limit the words, force and energy, to such a

special meaning; because, when we speak of force of

character or of an energetic mind, we convey a defin-
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ite idea. So we do. But, when the biologists or psy-

chologists use these words, they should state that they

are using them in a different way. On the contrary,

they insist that they are expressing life actions in

terms of physics, and that force and energy are to be

measured as they are by the physicist. In other words,

they will treat life and its actions as a physical phe-

nomenon, they will use the terms of physics, but they

will give to them a different and hidden significance.

In physics, a certain amount of heat energy and

mechanical energy are mutually convertible one into

the other, but the energy of thought is not convert-

ible into any form of physical energy, nor is phys-

ical energy convertible into thought. That I am not

exaggerating this constant and flagrant misuse of

terms, let me quote from Professor Osborn, who is

trying to prove that the failure to find the causes of

the evolution of life arises from the fact that the

chief explorers in the subject have been trained in the

school of the naturalists, who have studied external

forms and have observed the end results of long pro-

cesses of evolution and have then attempted to rea-

son backwards to their cause. He proposes that we

find the cause of evolution in terms of energy and he

divides energy into four categories: inorganic en-

vironme7it\ the energy content in the sun, the earth,

the water, and the air;

—

organism : the energy of the

individual, developing and changing the cells and tis-

sues of the body ;

—

heredity-ger?n : the energies of the
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heredity substance;

—

life environment: beginning

with monads and algae and ascending in a develop-

ing scale of plants and animals.^ Of these four cate-

gories, the first comprises all that is included by the

physicist in the word, energy; the others mean noth-

ing to him nor to Professor Osborn. Could any better

way of muddling thought be devised than to give

four different and incongruous definitions to his fun-

damental term? In what units of measure will he ex-

press the energy of the heredity substance, in what

units of measure will he express thought *? When we

analyse the conclusions of biological monism we shall

find that the biologists speak of matter and force and

energy, and they say life is one of their manifesta-

tions, but they are using words which convey no

meaning.

We may define the unqualified mechanistic theory

of life as follows: if we could arrange atoms of the

chemical elements in the numerical quantities and in

the space relations to each other which they occupy

in the fertilized ovum of a man and place this body

in a proper physical environment, it would develop

into a man.

As an example of a believer, without reservations,

in this mechanistic theory of life we can cite Haeckel.

In spite of the fact that he is rather a bug-bear to those

biologists and sociologists who, while advancing the

scientific and mechanistic doctrine of life, wish to

2 Origin and Evolution of Life, p. xvi.
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maintain a shadowy image of a Deity in the back-

ground, we must accept Professor Ray Lankester's

opinion that Haeckel is "one of the most learned,

experienced, and honourable naturalists of modern

times." Now Haeckel explains the mechanistic theory

clearly and forcibly: "I have here spoken somewhat

fully of the phenomena of rudimentary organs, be-

cause they are of the utmost general importance, and

because they lead us to the great, general, and fun-

damental questions in philosophy and natural science,

for the solution of which the Theory of Descent has

now become the indispensable guide. As soon, in fact,

as, according to this theory, we acknowledge the ex-

clusive activity of physico-chemical causes in living

(organic) bodies, as well as in so-called inanimate

(inorganic) nature, we concede exclusive dominion to

that view of the universe, which we designate as the

mechamcal^ and which is opposed to the teleological

conception. If we compare all the ideas of the universe

prevalent among different nations at different times,

we can divide them all into two sharply contrasted

groups—a causal or mechanical^ and a teleological

or vitalistic. The latter has prevailed generally in

Biology until now, and accordingly the animal and

vegetable kingdoms have been considered as the prod-

ucts of a creative power, acting for a definite pur-

pose."^ Again he says: "We must decidedly adopt

that view of the universe which is called the mechan-

3 Haeckel, History of Creation, vol. I, p. 17.
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ical or causal. It may also be called the monistic^ or

single-principle theory, as opposed to the two-fold

principle, or dualistic theory, which is necessarily im-

plied in the teleological conception of the universe.

The mechanical view of nature has for many years

been so firmly established in certain domains of nat-

ural science, that it is here unnecessary to say much

about it. It no longer occurs to physicists, chemists,

mineralogists, or astronomers, to seek to find in the

phenomena which continually appear before them in

their scientific domain the action of a Creator acting

for a definite purpose. They universally, and without

hesitation, look upon the phenomena which appear in

their different departments of study as the necessary

and invariable effects of physical and chemical forces

which are inherent in matter. Thus far their view is

purely materialistic, in a certain sense of that 'word

of many meanings.' '"* While we might wonder why

it is so remarkable that physicists should rely on mat-

ter and mechanical forces as adequate to explain

mechanical phenomena, and that it would be quite as

logical for biologists to add a biotic force in order to

explain the additional phenomena of life, we must

conclude that Haeckel and his class of biologists in-

sist upon bridging the gap between the organic and

inorganic because of the obsession of the human

mind to explain all phenomena by one principle, even

when it can find no real bridge connecting the two

* History of Creation, vol. I, p. 20.
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regions. But, passing over the exaggerated statements

and illogical deductions of Haeckel, we may accept

this mechanistic monism as the end towards which the

Theory of Descent by natural selection tends.

It is surprising how few biologists see that the

philosophical conclusion of Darwin's hypothesis of

natural selection is a mechanistic monism. The reason

is: too many men of science are unwarrantably self-

satisfied with the superiority and certainty of their

scientific method and are but superficially trained in

either philosophy or humanistic thought. As a conse-

quence, they rather affect to despise the logical con-

clusions of their scientific hypotheses when they are

carried beyond their purely technical significance by

what they call "paper philosophers." Or else they

content themselves with the excuse that their hypoth-

eses serve well enough for their own immediate pur-

poses; if their effect on social and religious problems

is unfortunate, the remedy should be proposed by

others. Professor Vernon Kellogg is not indifferent to

the results of Darwinism. He recognizes, while he

laments the fact, that it is discredited as much by its

philosophical vulnerability as by the adverse charac-

ter of recent biological discoveries. He says: "The

name Darwinism has been pretty consistently applied

by biologists only to those theories practically origi-

nal with Darwin which offer a mechanic explanation

of the accepted fact of descent."^

^ Kellogg, Darwinism To-Day, p. 2.
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Not many of the biologists carry through to its

logical conclusion the monistic doctrine as did

Haeckel. Most of them take refuge behind that con-

venient term, agnosticism, which was so happily

coined by Huxley.

This middle ground, between those who are unre-

servedly monistic in thought and those who hold that

there is an unbridgeable gap between the organic and

inorganic worlds, includes, I think, the majority of

biologists and of those who are trying to base philoso-

phy and religion on science. The great champion of

scientific agnosticism is Huxley, and it is to his Essays

that we should turn for our discussion of this class of

thinkers.

Each time I read the Essays of Huxley, I find my-

self more baffled. His apparently simple ideas and his

exquisite style make each separate statement seem

convincing; his constant appeal to truth as his only

guide, and his contempt for the subterfuges of others

who dress up loose logic with high-sounding terms,

impress one with the feeling that here is, at least,

clear and honest thinking. And yet Huxley's own

thought is complicated and obscure. With much care

I have taken passages from his Essays which bear on

the question at issue and will let the reader judge for

himself.

Huxley adopts an attitude of proud humility; he

sees himself as a mere soldier in the army of those

who seek for truth. He treats equally with scorn the
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clergy who accept the literal interpretation of the

Bible and the atheist who denies God; he rejects both

the materialism and the idealism of the philosopher.

He tells us, emphatically, that it is useless to discuss

the nature of God, of life, of matter, of energy, or of

anything because, by his nature, man can have no ab-

solute knowledge and is limited to the acquisition of

knowledge by comparing phenomena. The wise man
will maintain an agnostic mind: "It is wrong for a

man to say that he is certain of the objective truth

of any proposition unless he can produce evidence

which logically justifies that certainty. This is what

Agnosticism asserts; and, in my opinion, it is all that

is essential to Agnosticism. That which Agnostics deny

and repudiate, as immoral, is the contrary doctrine,

that there are propositions which men ought to be-

lieve, without logically satisfactory evidence,"^ In

this fashion only, can we avoid the -isnis which arise

out of the schools of philosophy as the Truth. This

definition sounds admirably clear and it would seem

that the Agnostic could never be convicted of error,

although he might not be able to add any positive

knowledge to the world. But what are these "object-

ive truths" and what is the "evidence which logically

justifies that certainty"? I am sure Huxley would

have agreed that objective knowledge is derived by

our sense perceptions and he, with all of us, knew

how easily deceived our senses are; he also would

^Science and Christian Tradition, p. 310.
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have agreed that evidence, which logically justifies,

is dependent on the fallibility of human reason. It

would seem, then, that the Agnostic in his definition

of Agnosticism departs from his unbiased critical at-

titude and assu??ies positive knowledge just as is the

habit in all other schools of philosophy.

Huxley, himself, is as emphatic in his belief in the

certainty of natural law, as he is in his scorn of the

preacher who holds that he knows God. He says:

"Fact I know; and Law I know; but what is this Ne-

cessity, save an empty shadow of my own mind's

throwing'?"^ In the same volume, he states very em-

phatically that what he is considering is the superi-

ority of science over metaphysics. He thus defines, on

page 60, the method of science: "All physical science

starts from certain postulates" ; and on the next page

:

"Physical science therefore rests on verified or un-

contradicted hypotheses." Now physical science may

rest on one of these bases, but it obviously cannot on

both, as even the most unlearned knows that a pos-

tulate and an hypothesis are very different things.

Let us pass by this objection, and glance at merely

one or two Facts and Laws of physics.

As a Fact or postulate, let us take the simple one,

that the straight line is the shortest distance between

two points. This is generally assumed to be a neces-

sary postulate, which cannot be proved logically or

''Method and Results, p. 161.
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by observation; and yet it is categorically denied by

modern geometry to be a fact. As an example of Law,

let us take Newton's law of universal gravitation.

What does Huxley know about it"? Our experiments

in the laboratory show that it is approximately true

and that we do not know the law of attraction. Fur-

thermore, beyond the limits of the solar system, we

have not a single observation or fact to show that

Newton's law has any agreement with fact; the mo-

tions of all fixed stars appear to be independent of

this generalization as their paths, to us, are straight

lines. Lastly, the essential postulate of the conserva-

tion of matter is contradicted by the quantitative re-

sults of every experiment made by us in the chemical

laboratory, and no one knows anything about the

quantity of matter in any body not on the earth.

Every so-called fact and every so-called law in the

physical sciences is accepted in spite of the inaccuracy

of our observations and measurements, and is ex-

tended to regions beyond our reach by that very

Necessity which Huxley repudiates. We must accept

facts and laws because we see law and order; the man

of science calls this Necessity by the name of Nature

and the religious man calls it, God.

Huxley was very frequently accused of materialism

and of atheism. These he indignantly repudiates, and

he is quite explicit in his denial. He says: "I, in-

dividually, am no materialist, but, on the contrary,
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believe materialism to involve grave philosophical

error."^ Again : "The phaenomena of life are depend-

ent neither on physical nor on chemical, but on vital

forces, yet they result in all sorts of physical and

chemical changes."^ And, in fact, no criticism arouses

Huxley and Spencer to greater wrath than to couple

their ideas with Comte's Positive Philosophy. As for

his belief in God, it is asserted freely: "I take it that

all will admit there is definite Government of this

universe—that its pleasures and pains are not scat-

tered at random, but are distributed in accordance

with orderly and fixed laws."^° You may believe in

God, but you must affirm none of His qualities except

that He instituted Nature and Natural Law.

Huxley, in spite of his agnosticism, accepts the ex-

istence of God and the reality of an inorganic world

of matter governed by vital forces. How can we rec-

oncile these beliefs with his other statement that we

know only the facts and laws of the physical world"?

Can he mean that the facts of the spiritual world—of

thought, of virtue, etc.—are not as certain as the

facts of the physical world*? If they are not, through

what medium do we know the facts of the physical

world, except by thought and the spirit*? To Des-

cartes, whom Huxley eulogizes, thought was the one

fact in the universe. Those who believe in the ob-

jective reality of matter tell us that each person who

8 Method and Results, p. 155.

9 Science and Education, p. 64.
10 Ibid., p. 62.
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observes a book obtains a different idea of it, and that

the real book is different from all our observations of

it because our sense perceptions always differ. But,

if men can come to no agreement on the nature of

spiritual phenomena; if, for example, we cannot

agree on the properties of virtue or of redness, these

same men cry out that we have no right to postulate

their existence and character at all.

Now what Huxley does, is merely to affirm that we

can explain the material world in terms of the spir-

itual world or we can explain spiritual things in terms

of the material. Thus, although he acknowledges they

are different, he asks us for convenience's sake to as-

sume that they are alike. This juggling with words

by the scientist, the sworn apostle of the truth as he

calls himself, may excite surprise, but we can give his

own words: "It is of little moment whether we ex-

press the phaenomena of matter in terms of spirit; or

the phaenomena of spirit in terms of matter : matter

may be regarded as a form of thought, thought may
be regarded as a property of matter—each statement

has a certain relative truth. But with a view to the

progress of science, the materialistic terminology is

in every way to be preferred."" It may seem bizarre

to accuse Huxley and his school of being Jesuitical

in their methods, but it is difficult to avoid it in the

light of this advice: "This union of materialistic ter-

minology with the repudiation of materialistic phi-

11 Method and Results, p. 164.
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losophy I share with some of the most thoughtful

men with whom I am acquainted."^' He is here con-

trasting his ideas with those of the Archbishop of

York, whom he classes as one of the clergy who shut

their eyes to the truth, and yet if Huxley, that master

of forceful English, means anything, he is advising

us to use words and to mean something else, to pre-

tend to knowledge which we have not got. It is not a

pleasant picture to think of Huxley as denying ma-

terialism and then spending his whole life to exalt its

value, as proclaiming himself to be the apostle of

truth and at the same time preaching expediency in

order that he might proselytize for the doctrine of

Evolution.

Let us follow Huxley a little further to see if he

is consistent in his belief that material things are di-

rected by physical forces and that living things are

subject to vital forces. It is not difficult to show that

he is a monist and a materialist (although it is diffi-

cult to know a man's honest belief who uses materi-

alistic terminology and denies materialistic ideas).

He writes : "There is a wider Teleology, which is not

touched by the doctrine of Evolution, but is actually

based upon the fundamental proposition of Evolu-

tion. That proposition is, that the whole world, living

and not living, is the result of the mutual interaction,

according to definite laws, of the forces possessed

by the molecules of which the primitive nebulosity

12 Method and Results, p. 155.
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of the universe was composed. If this be true, it

is no less certain that the existing world lay, po-

tentially, in the cosmic vapour; and that a sufficient

intelligence could, from a knowledge of the proper-

ties of the molecules of that vapour, have predicted,

say the state of the Fauna of Britain in 1869, with as

much certainty as one can say what will happen to the

vapour of the breath in a cold winter's day."^^ There

is not much Agnosticism in that statement nor does

it leave a possibility of explaining material phenom-

ena by spiritual causes. Comte could certainly sub-

scribe to it as a foundation for his Positive Philos-

ophy.

The above quotation is perhaps metaphysical in

its nature, it goes back to a time of cosmic nebulosity

when one can imagine many things which the man

of science has no chance to verify. But we can give a

quotation of a different nature where Huxley touches

the field of physics and where a physicist has some

authority of criticism. Huxley declares: "I hold,

with the Materialist, that the human body, like all

living bodies, is a machine, all the operations of

which will, sooner or later, be explained on physical

principles. I believe that we shall, sooner or later, ar-

rive at a mechanical equivalent of consciousness, just

as we arrived at a mechanical equivalent of heat. If

a pound weight falling through a distance of a foot

gives rise to a definite amount of heat, which may

^^ Darzviniana, p. no.
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properly be said to be its equivalent; the same pound

weight falling through a foot on a man's hand gives

rise to a definite amount of feeling, which might with

equal propriety be said to be its equivalent in con-

sciousness."^* At the memorable occasion when the

Bishop of Oxford wished to know whether it was

through Huxley's grandfather or grandmother that

he claimed descent from a monkey, Huxley is report-

ed, before he made his famous and crushing reply to

the Bishop, to have murmured, "The Lord hath de-

livered him into mine hands." Into whose hands has

the good Lord delivered Huxley'?

The equivalence of energy, as proposed by Huxley,

is explicit; it is an equivalence between mechanical

energy and feeling, or consciousness, and does not in-

volve those actions of the human body which are

readily seen to be associated with physical forces.

I grant that there is a mechanical equivalent of

heat. If a pound weight falls through a distance of

778 feet it will give rise to one unit of heat; that is,

it will give rise to enough heat to raise the tempera-

ture of one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit. I

also know that if it falls twice as far it will give rise

to twice as much heat, and I know that I can measure

both quantities. But, as I accept the law of conserva-

tion of energy, I know also that one unit of heat can

1* Method and Results, p. 191. The reader should refresh his memo-
ry with the quotation previously given where Huxley says: "I, indi-

vidually, am no Materialist, but, on the contrary, believe material-

ism to involve grave philosophical error."
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be changed back into mechanical work and that when

so doing, it will lift a pound weight just a distance of

778 feet.

Now, Huxley says that a pound weight falling

through a foot on a man's hand gives rise to a definite

amount of feeling, or consciousness. By a definite

amount of feeling he must mean that it can be meas-

ured and that a knowledge of the amount of feeling

experienced can be communicated to others. I do not

know what Huxley could do, but no psychologist

at the present time has a quantitative measure of feel-

ing, or knows of any units in which to express it.

Again, if Huxley's analogy be true, if the weight

falls two feet, the man must experience twice the feel-

ing, and we can easily figure that if it fell through a

great distance and struck the man's hand (I wish he

had used the head as an example) there should be a

great deal of feeling and intense consciousness. This

may be a scientific truth, but, to the ordinary mind,

the man would be dead. If we adhere to the belief in

the conservation of energy we must find that a falling

weight would not heat a live man's hand as much as

a dead one's because part of the mechanical energy

must be used in the one case to produce feeling and

consciousness and not in the other. And lastly, since

we are dealing with physical law, the energy must be

mutually convertible; mechanical motion produces

heat, and heat can be changed to mechanical motion

;

every one knows that from experience. Therefore, in
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Huxley's ingenious mechanism, if a falling weight

produces feeling and is equivalent to consciousness, it

must be true that a man by feeling and by conscious-

ness can raise the weight. One would never expect

Huxley to have stated as scientific truth what to most

of us would be classed as a miracle. Is he of those who

by faith can move mountains ?^^

How is one to argue with the materialistic monist

or rather with the materialistic terminologist'? When

one thinks he has him cornered, like Proteus he as-

sumes a new form and slips from the grasp. I thought,

for once, Huxley had been so definite in his statement

that consciousness—and the term carries with it the

functions of life—was a phenomenon of mechanical

energy that I had finally cornered a monist and shown

him to be unescapably in error. But what was my sur-

prise to find Huxley was merely using materialistic

termifiology; his meaning was something quite dif-

ferent as one can see from this passage: "I have

already hinted, it seems to me pretty plainly, that

there is a third thing in the universe, to-wit, con-

15 Huxley, of course, wrote this before the discovery of Fechncr's

law ; that sensation is proportional to the logarithm of the stimu-

lus. This law is frequently cited as an example that we are able to

express psychological phenomena in terms of mathematical formu-

lae. But, as Poincare points out, Fechner's law violates a funda-

mental law of quantity. No one will deny that, in mathematics, if

A = B, and B = C, then A = C. But by Fechner's law : if a weight

A of 10 grams and a weight B of 1 1 grams produce identical sen-

sations, and if the weight B of 1 1 grams and a weight C of 12 grams

also produce identical sensations, then we must say mathematically;

A = B, and B = C. But we also find that the weight A of 10 grams

and the weight C of 12 grams produce easily distinguishable sen-

sations, then we must, contrary to mathematical law, hold that

A is not equal to C.
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sciousness, which, in the hardness of my heart or head,

I cannot see to be matter, or force, or any conceivable

modification of either, however intimately the mani-

festations of the phaenomena of consciousness may be

connected with the phaenomena known as matter and

force." ^"^ All through my study for this Essay I have

been seeking for an expression of the methods of the

evolutionary or materialistic monist, and now I can

thank Huxley for supplying me with just the sen-

tence I need. They employ the materialistic termin-

ology, but they do not honestly believe in material-

istic philosophy, and, as I am simple minded, I can

take this only to mean that they use words which say

that life and matter are one but they do not really be-

lieve that they are one, because they can find no real

connection between them ; they are talking in a Pick-

wickian sense and laughing in their sleeves at our gul-

libility.

It is probably better to select a restricted function

of the mind rather than such general ideas as con-

sciousness or feeling when we try to find a physical

explanation of life. For this purpose memory seems

to be one of the most promising. The faculty of

memory is aroused by an external stimulus; some-

thing seems to be stored up and then given out again

at a subsequent time. We use practically the same

words in connection with physical energy. We say a

body is given potential energy if it is raised from the

"^^ Evolution and Ethics, p. 130.
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earth by an external impulse, or it is given kinetic en-

ergy if its velocity is increased; the body maintains

this energy and may, later, give it back to other

bodies. Let us see if the analogy is one of words only,

or whether memory can be expressed in terms of en-

ergy. Suppose, for example, I see a pencil and that

a chemical change of the retina occurs. As a result,

a definite portion of the brain may be physically

changed. If memory be a physical phenomenon I

can imagine no other physical change in the brain

than such a rearrangement in space of molecules or

atoms as will increase the potential energy of the por-

tion of the brain just as would be effected in it by an

increase of heat. That is, the sight of the pencil causes

a molecular change in a portion of the brain and

increases its potential energy. If, tomorrow, circum-

stances arise such that the appearance of the pencil

is recalled in my mind, I can think of no other ex-

planation but that I have used some of the potential

energy which was stored up by the original stimulus

of seeing the pencil. Each time, then, that I remem-

ber the pencil I use a portion of this potential energy

until, if the process were repeated often enough, the

portion of the brain would return to its original state.

As a physical process memory would grow fainter the

oftener the faculty is used, whereas psychologically

memory increases with use. It really seems as if not

only our mental actions were not measurable in phys-
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ical units but also that there is no real correspond-

ence between mental and physical states.

It is a serious charge to make, but after reading

and weighing the evidence which biologists present to

prove that biological and psychological phenomena

are not irreconcilable with physical phenomena, I

can, after a life spent in investigating the phenomena

and laws of physics, find no meaning in their state-

ments. The biologist who sins least in his reckless

treatment of physics is Professor D'Arcy Thompson.

I agree with him that there is an immense field of in-

quiry connecting physical energy with the functions

of the body which biologists have not touched. It is

possible that the cleavage of cells as they grow larger

is due to surface tension and not to a vital action,

just as a falling stream of water is broken into drops,

but this action does not touch the true problem of the

growth of the cell nor of the selective differentiation

of the cell. The cause which directs the primitive cells

so that they, in one case, grow into the organism, man,

and in another case into a tree, is not physical. At the

other end of the scale in the reckless disregard of

physical law is Professor Osborn, who, either wil-

fully or through inability to comprehend the elemen-

tary laws of physics, invents his own physics. I have

called attention to his weird definition of energy.

His idea of force is equally wonderful. He amends

Newton's third law of motion, that the actions and
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reactions of force are equal and simultaneous, by say-

ing that they "are chiefly simultaneous" ; then he na-

ively adds to the universe a new force which he calls

"interaction," and illustrates this pretty fiction of his

imagination by the fact that when "one pulls on the

reins, the horse feels it a little later than the moment

at which the reins are pulled." The first thing which

the materialistic monists should do is to learn physics,

and next find some quantitative relations between

physical and biological phenomena.

But for an "explanation" of life in terms of phys-

ics I think nothing could exceed the attempt of Pro-

fessor W. P. Montague.^^ One feels that he must be

concealing somewhere a colossal joke and yet he gives

his opinions with the solemnity of a profound dis-

covery. He assures us that if we conceive of the germ

of life as a hierarchical system of super-forces it will

be possible to explain heredity and life in terms of

mechanistic categories. He gives us no idea what su-

per-forces are or how we are to recognize them. But

they do the most extraordinary things, such as giving

many degrees of rest or modes of existence on the

other side of mere rest. Somehow, they produce a

negative velocity which is less than rest and they give

1'' W. p. Montague, Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, vol.

XXI, 1921, pp. 13-50. My brother, Mr. P. E More, has discussed
this same article from the stand-point of its bearing on religion in

a recent volume. For the benefit of mathematicians, I must add that

Mr. Montague does as extraordinary things with the laws of mathe-
matics as with those of physics. For example, he integrates a func-
tion which contains no infinitesimal quantity.
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rise to anergy. Energy is the tendency to change po-

sition and is the result of forces; anergy is its nega-

tive and is the tendency to cling to or endure in one

position. A world of anergetic things all holding on

tightly to positions of mere space would be, indeed,

a world where anything might occur. When these

esoteric definitions are clearly understood and ac-

cepted, anyone will agree that the problem of life is

solved. It would be stupid not to understand this

lucid explanation of sensory perception: "When a

vibration-wave proceeding over a sensory nerve is

gradually brought to a stop by the resistance of the

synapse, its energy is transformed from a visible and

kinetic form to an invisible and potential form. As its

velocity passes through the zero phase, its slowness

passes through an infinity phase. I ask you to enter-

tain the suggestion that this infinity phase of slowness

is the common stuff of all sensations.
"^^

The reader should not Imagine he is reading the

abracadabra or spells of a mediaeval necromancer.

This is a supposedly scientific explanation from a

mechanistic stand-point of the mystery of life and,

so far as I can discover, was listened to by the mem-

bers of the Aristotelian Society with respect. It is a

relief to turn from this phantasmagoria of a disor-

dered imagination to the simple faith of a man of pre-

eminent scientific achievement. Pasteur wrote to

Sainte-Beuve : "Je m'abandonne, par exemple, a celle

18 Ibid., p. 41.
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qu'inspirent ces sentiments si naturellement etemels

que Ton eprouve au chevet de I'enfant dont on voit

s'echapper le dernier souffle. A ce moment supreme, il

y a quelque chose au fond de I'ame qui nous dit que

le monde pourrait bien ne pas etre un pur ensemble

de phenomenes propres a un equilibre mecanique sorti

de chaos des elements par le simple effet du jeu

graduel des forces de la matiere."

The biologist has put an equally heavy burden on

chemistry for, by the very nature of his methods, the

chemist must deal with lifeless material. He can ana-

lyse the substance of many bodies and he can often

synthesize a given product from its elements, but his

laboratory methods are not those fitted to deal with

the living cell or living organism. When it was found

that the elements, carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and

nitrogen, were the elements essential to the physical

substance of living bodies, their importance was em-

phasized by the name of organic chemistry. The im-

pression was then given that chemists were studying

life, whereas they were merely studying inorganic

compounds which were also used by living cells to

build the physical structure of the body. The chem-

ist has analysed many of the products of life. He may

know the composition of muscles and bones, but he

cannot make a muscle or bone that has the properties

of the living bone or muscle. He has made synthetic

urea, but he does it by an entirely different process

from the organism. It was an ingenious thing to do, as
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the method was complicated, but the chemist certain-

ly never considered urea as alive. The chemist can

also create water from hydrogen and oxygen, and

why do not biologists include this amongst the or-

ganic processes; it is as much a waste product of the

organism as is urea; so, also, is carbon dioxide. Is it

so surprising that the living chemist by means of his

brains and hands can make compound substances

which are the same as those made in the laboratory

of the living cell *? But where, and what, are the chem-

ists of that laboratory*?

As a rather simple example, let us study the prop-

erties of the growing plant. The leaves of a plant con-

tain a substance called chlorophyll whose chemical

composition is said to be known. When light falls on

the living leaf, chlorophyll in some way can break up

the carbon dioxide of the air which comes into contact

with it into free oxygen and free carbon ; the oxygen is

given back to the air but the carbon is retained in the

living plant to form its bulk. But when light falls on

chlorophyll in a dead leaf, or extracted from a plant,

no such action occurs. And curiously enough, at a de-

finite season of the year, the chlorophyll decomposes

and the leaf turns yellow. Botanists say they under-

stand these processes and that they are chemical, as the

following anecdote proves. An eminent botanist gave

this lucid explanation to the question, why green

leaves turned yellow in the autumn. His answer was

that, in the spring, leaves contain chlorophyll, and,
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in the autumn they contain xanthophyll. Such, I take

it, is a classic explanation of life by biologists/^

With time, organic chemistry has lost its connec-

tion with biology and has become simply the study of

the compounds of the chemical element, carbon. With

the rise of physiology and other branches of biology

which are classed under the group name of the med-

ical sciences, a new attempt has been made to fuse

biology and chemistry. We now have the border

science of biochemistry which is said to include the

chemistry of the living organism. The subject is a

most important one and much has been discovered in

regard to such functions as digestion,, nerve actions,

etc. But biochemistry does not touch what we call the

chemistry of life.

When a nerve action occurs, we find accompany-

ing changes in temperature, electrical charges, me-

chanical and chemical properties of the substance of

the nerve tissue, and we can provoke nerve action by

physical and chemical stimuli. But is this not totally

different from claiming that nerve action 2S a chem-

ical or physical phenomenon^ To show that fatigue

is accompanied by an excess of acid in the muscular

tissue or to show that if a muscle is alternately placed

in an alkaline and in an acid fluid, it will alternately

contract and lengthen does not touch the problem

why or how our muscles lengthen and shorten. We
19 In the present neglect of the study of Greek it may aid the ap-

preciation of this scientific explanation to point out that phyllon

means a leaf, chloros means green, and xanthos means yellow.
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have always known that the organic and inorganic

worlds are mutually reactive. Substances taken into

the stomach affect the mind and the nerves and, on

the other hand, the state of the mind and nerves af-

fects the digestion. But this is not equivalent to say-

ing that the mind and nerves and digestion are phys-

ical. What we are concerned with is, what initiates

and what directs these mutual actions, and these ques-

tions, so far as I can see, the biochemists do not touch.

The chief reason why biologists have transferred

their interest from the study of the organism as a liv-

ing thing to an attempt to construct it as a mechan-

ism is that work in the biological laboratory is mostly

confined to the properties of dead bodies and to the

cell.

From the organism, after life is gone, the biologist

can learn many valuable things about its physical

and chemical structure. The dead body is a machine

and we can learn the same things from it that we

can learn from a contemplation of any other machine

—its form and materials, its levers, wheels, and links.

But such a study ignores the operation and the pur-

pose of machines, and those functions are, after all,

the real ones worth the labour of investigation^ And

from the biological laboratory of dead bodies we can

learn but little about the habits, the instincts, or the

manifold differences of the living world. No study

of the physical brain will show or even indicate that

it could think; no study of the physical nerves can
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connect their actions with sensation; no study of the

physical cell could predict that it could grow.

Thus young students of biology have had imposed

upon them a wrong impression; they are taught to

look upon the physical body as the chief part of the

organism ; they subordinate the great mystery of the

universe, life, and fondly hope to explore its problems

in their little laboratories. For those who go further

into the study of biology and make it their life-work

such serious harm is probably not done, as there are

most important problems to be worked out in the

laboratory. Such workers lead a full and satisfied

life, more or less detached from the issues their dis-

coveries arouse; they are inclined to feel that all this

bother about human evolution is more or less of a dis-

traction. But the great majority of students take only

an elementary course in biology; they listen to lec-

tures and dissect a few of the simpler organisms un-

der the microscope. They leave the course imbued

with the idea that the problems of life have been

solved or will be solved when knowledge has in-

creased. They have been taught to be receptive to a

philosophy of materialism, and they confidently

spread its doctrines. Because they have learned some-

thing of the mechanism of the body, they think they

have included an apperception of life and thought,

that they can base their conduct on the sure founda-

tion of science rather than on the deep wisdom of

Plato or Jesus. It is to such people that the present
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doctrines of biology do infinite harm, for they do not

see that the thoughts of man must be learned in other

ways than by dissecting the brain under the micro-

scope.

What the course of biological study would have

been if Schleiden and Schwann had not developed the

cell theory as the point of attack and explanation of

the phenomena of life, we do not know. But, it is evi-

dent that its course would have been quite different

if biologists had continued to study the organism as

a living unit instead of transferring the dead organ-

ism to the laboratory, there to investigate it as if it

were a mere aggregate of elementary cells whose liv-

ing structure and functions could be fully deter-

mined by first killing the cell with stains and then ex-

amining its corpus under the microscope. It is difficult

to estimate the value of the cell theory because, by its

means, we have learned much about the physical and

chemical laws of the dead bodies of the organic world.

From the point of view of this discussion, however,

we can surely point to it as leading directly to the

theory of mechanistic evolution. The complex living

organism becomes but an addition of simple and mod-

ified cells; and the cell itself, seemingly lifeless or

merely an adumbration of life, can be assujjied to be

merely a complex form of physical matter. If one

considers only a complex organism alive and per-

forming the manifold functions of life, especially if

the organism be a man, it would be a bold person
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who would jump to the conclusion that such an or-

ganism is merely material. The jump of the imagina-

tion to consider a single microscopic and rudimentary

cell of the monad, or of the plant, or of man, all of

which can barely be distinguished from each other,

as a complex aggregation of chemical elements is

neither great, nor seemingly difficult, nor does it

shock our sensibilities. If we once grant this assump-

tion, then we must accept the same idea for two cells

and, by simple addition, for the enormous number of

cells comprised within the corpus of a man. The error

we have admitted for the single cells seems insignifi-

cant and our lazy minds refuse to add up small errors

as many times as the biologist tells us to add cells.

Professor D'Arcy Thompson is quite clear on this

point. When Darwin was discussing the leading facts

of embryology and, in particular. Von Baer's law of

embryonic resemblances [the law from which, be-

cause the foetus of a man has at one stage a gill-like

structure and a tail, etc., evolutionists have proposed

the theory that embryos trace in their growth the past

evolutionary stages of their species] he was puzzled

because adults show greater differences than embryos.

Darwin says: "But there is no reason why, for in-

stance, the wing of a bat, or the fin of a porpoise,

should not have been sketched out with all their parts

in proper proportion, as soon as any part became vis-

ible."^" Thompson comments: "It would seem to me

20 Origin of Species, vol. II, p. 244.
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that even the most elementary attention to form in

its relation to growth would have removed most of

Darwin's difficulties in regard to the particular phe-

nomena which he is here considering. For these phe-

nomena are phenomena of form, and therefore of

relative magnitude; and the magnitudes in question

are attained by growth, proceeding with certain spe-

cific velocities and lasting for certain long periods of

time. And it is accordingly obvious that in any two

related individuals (whether specifically identical or

not) the differences between them must manifest

themselves gradually, and be but little apparent in

the young. It is for the same simple reason that ani-

mals which are of very different sizes when adult,

differ less and less in size (as well as in form) as we

trace them backwards through the foetal stages.""^

This statement would point to the uselessness of em-

bryological similarities as a proof of evolution, and

Thompson, himself, is very sceptical about all our

theories of its proof. But, as I pointed out previously,

there is no use in depending on biologists to advise us

to give up evolution as a scientific law and gospel, for

note Thompson's subsequent attitude. His reasoning

should be, if embryos must be more and more alike

the earlier the stage of their development, then their

first appearance, that of the ovum, should be quite in-

distinguishable amongst all the forms of living organ-

isms, which is an observed fact. Is there any escape

21 On Growth and Form, 1917, p. 59.
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from the argument that also all the varied mental

and psychical attributes of man, those less varied of

the dog, the apparent absence of them in plants and

simple forms of animals, all this wide psychological

diversity should also shrink to apparent similarity in

the protoplasmic cells of all of them^ But Professor

Thompson does escape the dilemma, and he does it by

accepting one premise and denying the other. He is

not a psychologist so he is willing to let God put

souls in man and not in plants or in matter; but he is,

on the other hand, a biologist and a profound student

of the cell, and he desires to explain the cell in terms

of physics. So he admits no break between the living

and the dead cell, but he does recognize a break be-

tween the living and the dead man; in the former

there was a soul, in the latter there is none.

In a most interesting symposium on this very sub-

ject, Dr. Haldane proposes and defends the thesis:

"That, for the three several sciences, or disciplines, of

physics, biology, and psychology, the general concep-

tions with which we should approach them, the cate-

gories by which it behoves us to interpret them, are

essentially different, incompatible, irreconcilable, ir-

reducible."^^ Dr. Thompson replies to this thesis : "At

once and willingly, I grant the point as regards psy-

chology. That matter and mind are incommensur-

'^^ Life and Finite Individuality. Two Symposia. Edited by H. Wil-
don Carr, Williams and Norgate, London, 1918, p. 30. Those who
are interested in this subject are strongly advised to read this most
important discussion.
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ables seems to my judgement so obvious that it needs

no argument and risks no serious denial. It involves,

doubtless, an uncomfortable dualism, an awkward

breach in the continuity of our thinking. I must leave

it at that ; and be content to state rather than to de-

fend my dualistic attitude. Biology, then, for the

present, I take to mean the study of the forms,

whether gross or molecular, assumed by matter in the

fabric of living things, and all the changes, processes,

activities associated therewith, so far (and it seems

to me a long, long way) as we can study them apart

from consciousness, or 'conscious reactions.' ""^ Now
Dr. Thompson must either assume that plant life as

well as the higher forms of animals have conscious-

ness which he means us to take as synonymous with

life or else that consciousness is an added attribute

to biological life. He admits a miraculous^* break be-

tween psychology and physics but not between biolo-

gy and physics. If it is the province of biology to

study only the mechanical corpus of the body, then,

of course, there is no break between the two sciences.

But he does not mean that, and his fallacy, just as

always happens, lies in his ambiguous use of the

phrase "the forms, whether gross or molecular, as-

23 Ibid., p. 30.
2* The definition of miraculous is to be thought of as signifying a

supernatural event which is beyond or exceeding the powers or
laws {i.e., observed sequences) of nature. Since Professor Thomp-
son admits such a break when the self-consciousness of man ap-
pears in the biological world, he also admits that natural evolu-
tion is not a sufficient scientific law, and he must admit that the

first appearance of organic life may have been another such super-
natural, or miraculous, event.
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sumed by matter in the fabric of living things." What

causes matter in the simple cells to assume the form

of the future complex adult? If it is a physical force,

can he show any counterpart of such a force in the

material world which assumes motion, or can he show

any reciprocal relations of action and reaction be-

tween the cell and dead matter*? He can cause the

living cell to change to dead matter but he cannot

change dead matter into the living cell. Until he can

do so, it is he who has made the assumption. Like

most men of science he is quite willing to admit ig-

norance and a dualistic attitude in matters pertain-

ing to other sciences, but he clings to rationalistic

monism in his own.

The cell, to the biologist, is a microscopic body,

consisting of a jelly-like mass, called protoplasm,

which is insoluble in water. Plant cells have a boun-

dary surface of starch, but animal cells have no

apparent distinguishing surface. Within the proto-

plasm are a few minute granules which become visible

when certain stains are applied to the cell. Accord-

ing to the biologists it is these little granules which

determine the growth and hereditary characteristics

of the future organism. A vast literature has grown

up about the cell, and it would seem that all possible

speculations have been proposed to account for the

growth, the splitting of cells, their differentiation,

and the change from the primal cell to the adult or-

ganism. It is true that many curious things have been
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discovered, many extraordinary processes have been

followed, but so far as one can see, after unravelling

the confused ideas and technical language of the bi-

ologists, we can say hardly anything more than that

the cell increases in size and divides into two parts,

and that the chromosomes within the cell also grow

and split. The dividing continues until after a while

we notice that some of the aggregates of cells differ

from other aggregates, and from the various different

aggregates, the different parts and organs begin to

show their characteristic attributes. At this stage the

mass is called an embryo; it is followed by birth,

growth to maturity, decay, and death. As the funda-

mental axiom of biology, we shall accept the belief

that no cell occurs except from the growth and di-

vision of a former cell; in spite of this we are also

asked to accept the axiom of evolution that the cell

has evolved ultimately from purely material ele-

ments.

It would hardly be an exaggeration to say that the

study of the cell is the science of biology. Schleiden

started the domination of the cell by the dictum that

:

"In the strictest sense of the word, only the separate

cell deserves to be called an individual.""^ And most

biologists would probably subscribe to this doctrine.

A man, a dog, or a tree, is not an individual, an or-

ganism, but each is an aggregation of cells, and to

know what we call the individual it is necessary to

25 Schleiden, Contribution to Phytogenesis.
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study only the separate cells, for each has its separate

individuality. Could there be a more inadequate or

futile idea than to suppose an adult man is contained

in the single cell from which he originates or that the

multitude of cells of his body has each a separate

identity? The cell is a relatively simple physical

body, composed of a number of chemical elementary

substances combined together in, to us, a complex

fashion. But it has one distinguishing feature which,

to one who does not believe in a mechanistic or ma-

terialistic philosophy, makes it distinct from the phys-

ical world; it is alive; it contains potentially the

power of developing into an adult organism which

carries on, in the main, the distinguishing character-

istics of the ancestral bodies of which it was once a

part. This governing principle, call it spirit, hyper-

physical force, biotic force, or what you will, governs

and regulates the cell's growth and is so certain in its

action that the development to an organism similar

to its ancestor never fails; the cell of the oak tree

must become an oak tree or nothing. It divides the

cell into new ones and arranges them in definite order

so as to produce a predetermined form and to carry

on predetermined functions. From the confused wel-

ter of substances which makes the environment of the

cell, it selects just those kinds in proper proportions

which the cell needs and combines them with uner-

ring accuracy. It provides and maintains a nexus be-

tween the cells, so that they react on one another, de-
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veloping differently to form the various parts and to

give the aggregation a homogeneous entity which we

call the organism.

It is no casual separation of our ideas into the

physical, biological, and psychological realms. The

physical world is a combination of substances acting

according to a certain set of laws of force and energy,

the biological world is composed of the same sub-

stances, but the laws of action are not the same. They

have, however, this great principle in common ; they,

both, are limited by time and space. Then, somehow to

the biological world an added principle is given that

we can call consciousness which is not material but is

associated with matter and which is not limited by

time and space. To the present time, at least, these

three realms are to us incommensurable and we have

made no progress in measuring or explaining one by

the other.

When growth, physical and hyperphysical, has

been attained there invariably comes a time when

this governing principle, or biotic force, loses its con-

trol, the organism dies and the cells return to their

physical state. The discussion whether the biotic and

psychological actions persist or are inseparable from

the body is, in my opinion, academic as we have

found no rational or observational method by which

to attack the problem.

There are some symptoms that the biologists, them-

selves, are waking up to the fact that they have sub-
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mitted too long to the incubus of the cell, and that

the attempt to explain the whole organism as an ag-

gregation of separate cells can lead to no useful end.

They are even beginning to doubt that life can be

subjected to the microscope. Professor William Rit-

ter has recently given us an elaborate discussion for

and against the cell theory and concludes that life

must be studied from the aspect of the organism as a

unit.^*^ Of all the biologists whom Professor Ritter

quotes, no one seems to me to have seen so clearly

and to have expressed so simply the evidence against

the theory of the cell as has Professor Whitman.

Even the biologists should heed such of his opinions

as these: "May we not go further, and say that an

organism is an organism from the egg onward, quite

independently of the number of cells present^ In that

case, continuity of organization would be the essen-

tial thing, while division into cell-territories might

be a matter of quite secondary importance. . . . The

more carefully we compare the cleavage in different

eggs, the more clear it becomes that the test of or-

ganization in the egg does not lie in its mode of

cleavage, but in subtile formative processes. The

plastic forces heed no cell-boundaries, but mould the

germ-mass regardless of the way it is cut up into cells.

. . . The essence of organization can no more lie in

the number of nuclei [of the cells] than in the num-

ber of cells. The structure which we see in a cell-mo-

2" W. E. Ritter, The Unity of the Organism, Gorhatn Press, 2 vols.
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saic is something superadded to organization, not it-

self the foundation of organization. . . . Compara-

tive embryology reminds us at every turn that the or-

ganism dominates cell formation, using for the same

purpose one, several, or many cells, massing its ma-

terial and directing its movements, and shaping its

organs, as if cells did not exist, or as if they existed

only in complete subordination to its will, if I may

so speak."'^ These passages strike one as the clear ex-

pression of a man who sees that an unknown cause

cannot be explained by an hypothesis merely because

we do not desire to consider it as beyond our grasp,

and that we do not aid matters by wrapping up our

vagueness of ideas in technical words and abstruse

phrases which seem to mean what we cannot express.

Such simplicity of thought is rare amongst men of

science who are only too prone to deceive themselves

by their mere observation and by their technical lan-

guage. To show that it is no exaggeration to say that

while biologists may condemn the cell-theory, yet

they will always return to it as an explanation of

those things which we do not and cannot understand,

I may quote from Professor E. B. Wilson, and no one

will question his authority on the cell. He says: "The

only unity is that of the entire organism, and as long

as its cells remain in continuity they are to be re-

garded not as morphological individuals, but as spe-

cialized centres of action into which the living body

'^'^ Ibid., vol. I, pp. 159-60.
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resolves itself, and by means of which the physio-

logical division of labour is effected."^^ It would seem

clear from the above that he is certain that the life

and habits of an adult organism cannot be deciphered

or predicted by any study of the primitive cell of the

ovum. But not at all : when a specific case of heredity

is brought to his attention, he immediately returns

confidently to "them there bags of mysteree," the cells.

To explain why certain flies develop certain future

characteristics, he says : "This case, and many others of

similar type, may be completely explained through our

knowledge of the relation of the chromosomes to sex.

. . . All the facts revealed by experiment are very

simply and completely accounted for by the sitnple

assumption that the X-chromosome is responsible not

only for sex, but also for the short-winged charac-

ter."^^ And all Professor Wilson really knows about

the X-chromosome is that it is a minute speck in the

cell which can be seen under a microscope when an

ovum has been stained. But if Professor Wilson and

other biologists sin by saying that they understand

what they do not, the most unpardonable case is that

of Professor Ritter, himself, who writes a long and

difBcult treatise to overthrow the cell-theory and with

it the materialistic theory of life, and then, in the

end, proposes a new and crude materialistic theory in

these words: "All the manifestations which in the

aggregate we call life, from those presented by the

28 The Unity of the Organism, vol. I, p. l6l.

"^^Ibid., vol. I, p. 163.
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simplest plants to those of a consciously psychical

nature presented by man and numerous other ani-

mals, result from the chemical reaction between the

organism and the respiratory gases they take, oxygen

being almost certainly the effective gas for nearly all

animals. An essential implication of this proposition

is that every living individual organism has the value,

chemically speaking, of an elementary chemical sub-

stance."^*' If anything could add to the complexities

of the chemist it would be to consider a living man as

an elementary chemical substance. So far the chemist

has had to destroy life before he can experiment with

organic substances and if he kills the living man he

loses this new elementary life-substance and his ex-

perimental object changes into the known inorganic

elements.

This discussion of the cell has gone into too great

a length, but it should be remembered that the link

of biology to physics and chemistry is supposed to be

the cell. And if the cell-theory falls, then the chief

support of the mechanistic philosophy of life and evo-

lution is destroyed. We may sum up our argument by

referring to Huxley's illustration of life by this theo-

ry, for no one has given it in more vivid form.

Huxley gives the following picturesque account of

the development of the adult from the ovum. He says

each being passes from a rudimentary to its perfect

condition, through a series of changes which are called

30 Ibid., vol. II, p. 286.
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its Development. In the higher animals these changes

are extremely complicated but they have been almost

completely unravelled by Von Baer and others. The

organism commences its existence as an egg, or ovum

;

under the proper conditions this apparently insignifi-

cant particle of matter becomes animated by a new

and mysterious activity. It grows and then splits into

two parts ; by the repetition of this process the whole

yelk of the egg is converted into a mass of granules,

each of which consists of a minute spheroid of yelk-

substance, inclosing a central nucleus: "Nature, by

this process, has attained much the same result as that

which a human artificer arrives at by his operations

in a brick-field. She takes the rough plastic material

of the yelk and breaks it up into well-shaped, toler-

ably even-sized masses—handy for building up into

any part of the living edifice. Next, the mass of or-

ganic bricks, or cells^ as they are technically called,

thus formed, acquires an orderly arrangement'' '^^ un-

til one after another the organs and parts of the adult

are formed.

If we analyse this description, and it is a typical

one for the cell theory, we immediately note how

specious it really is. The emphasis is first placed on

the apparent simplicity of the ovum which prepares

our mind for the admission that the drop of proto-

plasm is very like to a drop of water or other material

substance. It also seems simple to say that it grows

31 Huxley, Man's Place in Nature, pp. 82-5.
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and then splits into two similar cells and continues

in this same simple process until very many cells are

formed. Then, it is casually stated that the aggrega-

tion of simple cells is differentiated into" all the com-

plex physical and mental characteristics of the adult.

The little doubt about such an argument which we

may have is soothed by saying that Von Baer and oth-

ers have almost completely unravelled these pro-

cesses. If so, why does the incessant labour of the

biologists continue as they try to find how the cell

grows and how from seeming simplicity it becomes

complex^ If the reader were not hypnotized by the

reiteration that cells are almost like bricks of inorgan-

ic matter, he would at once ask himself whether the

addition of many simple things changes them into a

complex unit, and he would also be sure that the

adult existed potentially in the ovum or that there

must be some intelligent being who has made a plan

and carried it out just as an architect builds a house.

Who is this artificer. Nature, which makes these ex-

traordinary cell-bricks and gives them the power to

acquire an orderly arrangement^ Nature has here the

characteristics we used to assign to an intelligent God.

And this simile of an artificer constructing accord-

ing to the design of an architect is the picture or meta-

phor which the biologist employs, although, at other

times, he denies anything but matter and physical

force. After comparing the cells to bricks, he jumps

over the whole difficulty by innocently remarking
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that the cells, or bricks, acquire an orderly arrange-

ment. He pays absolutely no attention to the mean-

ing of the word, acq^uire, and apparently most readers

accept it without question. Just imagine a mass of

bricks acquiring an orderly arrangement and becom-

ing a house I It is this extraordinary fact that the cel-

lular organism does act independently of its environ-

ment and arranges its order from within which makes

it absolutely different from bricks and all other in-

animate matter. This is the sort of language and these

are the loose ideas of men of science when they wan-

der out of their own field and try to vivify matter.

And the astounding thing is that they have "put it

over" and confused the simple knowledge of men by

technical words which mean no more than the com-

mon ideas of the Greek and Latin words from which

they are derived. They sneer at the looseness of

thought of the clergy whose chief fault is, they do not

see this fallacy and have adopted also a materialistic

philosophy veneered with a thin disguise of humani-

tarianism.

When we strip from the mechanistic cell theory its

wrappings of mysticism and technical verbiage no

more inadequate proposition was ever imagined. The

idea of inorganic matter being an aggregation of

molecules has been seized upon, but the one restric-

tion which makes the molecular hypothesis in physics

reasonable has been quite overlooked. Molecules of

water, for example, when added together make only
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water; cells when added together make such different

things as hearts, brains, and muscles. A molecule of

water can be, and is, endowed with all the properties

of a gallon of water except mere size and mass. A
germ cell of a man has not the properties of a man.

The physicist who examines a tiny crystal of ice the

size of an ovum can detail to you all the properties

of a pound of ice or else physics would be futile as a

science; the biologist studies the cell and says, add

cells together and all the properties change.

It seems almost self-evident that, if the biologist is

to derive useful conclusions, he must start from the

assumption that the cell is materially simple and its

substance is governed by the forces and energies

known to physics. Many properties of the adult body

can be learned from such a study of the cell. But the

growth of the cell and its life functions are due to

some predisposing cause which is not physical force

and energy, because it displays none of the laws of

such force and energ}' . In our total ignorance of this

cause we may just as well name it hyperphysical,

psychic, or vital energy. This cause calls into action

and controls the physical forces which select and ar-

range the material elements of the body to produce

growth.

There are some signs, as I have said, that the at-

tempt to explain our life with its conscious thoughts

and emotions as a form of materialism is rapidly

losing ground. The blighting effect of this doctrine
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which grew out of the evolution theory of the last

century and which led to a philosophy and religion

of naturalism was first dimly seen by thoughtful peo-

ple who were themselves neither philosophers nor

men of science. But so long as the biologists held to

the belief that by their study of the cell they could

find the link between life and chemistry, progress out

of this unbreathable atmosphere would be slow, be-

cause of the submission of thought to the dictates of

scientific men. But even the biologists are beginning

to admit that the cell is not the basis of life and life

is not explainable by the cell; so that there is now

hope that progress may be more rapid.

The most significant and the most interesting proof

of the uneasiness of the biological mind is the sym-

posium on Life and Finite Individuality from which

I have already quoted. Held in England and engaged

in by the foremost biologists and philosophers of that

country, it forms the clearest discussion of this most

fundamental problem which has been published.

The thesis of the symposium was given by Professor

J. S. Haldane who had previously startled the biolo-

gists by a series of experiments to show that the vital

operations of the organism do not conform to the laws

of chemistry and physics. His thesis is that: "Our or-

dinary working conceptions [in science] of what we

regard as physical, biological and psychological phe-

nomena are not only different, but irreducible to one
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another."^" After a very masterly argument, and he

is a biologist whose work carries conviction, he sum-

marizes his position as follows: "When we make use

of physical categories, we are employing simplified

maxims or principles which, on account of their sim-

plicity, are very convenient for purposes of predic-

tion, but which can only be used over a limited extent

of our experience without gross error. When we at-

tempt to apply them to biological or psychological

phenomena, the error becomes apparent; we cannot

express biological or psychological experience in terms

of physical conceptions."^^

The principal reply to this thesis is given by Pro-

fessor D'Arcy Thompson; with the natural reluc-

tance of the biologist, and especially of one who has

advanced most interesting physical explanations of

many phenomena connected with cell action, to aban-

don a cherished theory, he is not willing to give up

hope that in some future time biology may become a

branch of physics. But even he is willing to admit

that the biologists can apply physical laws only to

those actions of the organism which are physical, and

he furthermore makes an unbridgeable gulf between

•consciousness, or psychology, and physics; that is, he

partially connects biology and physics and separates

psychology as a science from both of them. His con-

clusion is: "The physicist is, ipso facto, a mechanist,

^-Life and Finite Individuality, p. ii.

^^ Ibid., p. 27.
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but he is not by implication a materialist; nor is the

biologist of necessity a materialist, even though he

may study nothing but mechanism in the material

fabric and the bodily activities of the organism^ It is

not merely that in dust we had our first beginnings,

and that to dust we shall at last return. Our bodies

are dust all the while, as is the grass that withers and

the flower that fades; and the laws by which our

bodies are governed are the laws by which earth and

dust are ruled. . . . But there is a something that is

not dust at all, though as in all things else it is found

therein; something that is the Order of the Cosmos

and the Beauty of the World; that lives in all things

living, and dwells in the mind and soul of man; some-

thing not fulfilled in physics, which vivifies the dust

and makes the dry bones live. You may call it what

you please, but it is always the same. You may call it

Entelechy, you may call it the Harmony of the

World
;
you may call it the Elan vital^ you may call

it the Breath of Life. Or, you may call it, as it is

called in the Story-book of Creation and in the hearts

of men—you may call it the Spirit of God."^*

This discussion of life as mechanism has been ex-

tended to a great length, probably to the point of

weariness to the reader, but it is the goal to which

biological theories of evolution inevitably tend and

it is only by proving that there is no scientific proof

for this doctrine that evolution as a basis for a science

^•^ Life and Finite Individuality, p. 54.
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of life and thought can be successfully attacked. It

seems to me that there has been given sufficient evi-

dence to show the flimsiness of the claims of the

mechanists, and that the evidence has been given in

the words of Dr. Haldane and Dr. Thompson.



CHAPTER EIGHT

Evolution and Society

IF
it is a correct idea that the Renaissance of the fif-

teenth century really divided the Christian era into

two periods which are separated not only by great dif-

ferences in the conditions and customs of life but also

by a fundamental change in the concepts and motives

of life itself; then there is little wonder that we, in

these modern times, comprehend neither what men

and women did during the Middle Ages nor even

why they attempted to do the surprising things which

history records. This break in the continuity of his-

tory is comprehensible if it is true that religious

thoughts and ideals really dominated society before

the Renaissance, and that since then we have replaced

this domination by that of science; a society which

looks to God for immediate direction in its ordinary

affairs of life is essentially different from one which

relies on its own ability to mark out its path. We must

expect to find also in each of the two periods a time of

maximum sway of its dominating influence, preceded

by a hopeful period during which the idea of this new

power gains strength, and followed, unfortunately,

by the discouragement which seems inevitably to ac-

company our inability to realize our ideals. The max-

imum sway of the religious domination culminated
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in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries; while during

the latter half of the nineteenth century science ob-

tained its greatest mastery over society. Many of us,

still living, can remember with what supreme assur-

ance the new gospel of reason was preached; it was

confidently believed that man had found, at last, a

new philosophy which was not subject to the vagaries

of the emotions and the will, or to the incomprehensi-

ble interference of God. We had, of course, much to

learn, the book of life was not understood; it was not

even read as yet, but we owned the book and we had

manufactured the key of the puzzling language in

which it was written. And we hoped and expected,

having finally had our eyes opened to the universal

and natural law of evolution and progress, that we

were laying the foundations of a new civilization

which should go on growing and expanding in order

and efficiency until the past haphazard history of the

world would seem to be a merely unpleasant dream.

What ingenious, and unfortunately also dreary, pic-

tures were given of life and society in a thousand or

more years hence I Many tried these essays but of them

all only Mr. H. G. Wells still persists in the attempt

to outline specifically the evolution of mankind in

the distant future, or to show that the habits- of the

pterodactyl were the tentative but indispensable fore-

runners of social democracy built on the sure founda-

tions of biological evolution.

We are well acquainted with the spectacle of a per-
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son who is dominated by a single idea which colours

all his thoughts and acts; we find in such an one a

certain power of achievement, but with this power

there is apt to be rashness of opinion and intolerance

to opposition; such a person is called a fanatic, be-

cause he is governed rather by imagination than by

judgement. So, too, a society living under such a state

of domination is likely to make a great change in con-

ditions, to make what we are now apt to call progress,

although it is better to class it merely as a change;

it is also true that such a change is characterized by

a certain lack of balance; qualities are neglected

which should be cultivated to maintain good civiliza-

tion. When the religious impulse with its emphasis on

the cultivation of the supernatural is too strong, ig-

norance and superstition prevail amongst the common

people ; and when science, which seeks knowledge and

power, is not kept within bounds, society drifts into

industrialism and moral confusion. It may be, the

chief cause of the Renaissance was that it came at a

period when the emotions and the reason were closer

to a state of balance than before or after.

It is easy for us to see the misery, the injustice, the

gross ignorance and superstition, which prevailed

during the Middle Ages. But the flower of that civ-

ilization, such a man as St. Francis of Assisi, who

truly sought and even found a mystical communion

with God, inspires us with a feeling of reverential

wonder. In comparison with such a religious life as he
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and his sincere followers led, that of our humani-

tarian social workers seems trivial and barren.

It is more difficult to find so typical a leader of the

age of reason with its self-assurance, its efficiency,

and lack of reverence. But, as I am contrasting these

two periods principally from the standpoint of reason

as opposed to mysticism, Herbert Spencer may be

taken as the best type of the nineteenth century. No

other leader showed quite such self-assurance in his

conviction that past knowledge was futile in compar-

ison with his own ability to formulate definitions of

the truth and to derive from them truly logical con-

clusions ; no one showed a greater impatience towards

the commands of authority; no one was more quickly

wearied by those things which depend on the imagina-

tion. He, himself, the leading philosopher of the

time, is quite unconcerned with the work of his pre-

decessors. He can nonchalantly remain ignorant of

such men as Aristotle and Plato, who are not even

cited in the index of his First Principles or of his

Autobiography. Kant is mentioned once; he tells us

he tried to read the Critique of Pure Reason which he

believed had been at that time recently published.

The task was too great for him: "Being then, as

always, an impatient reader, even of things which

in large measure interest me and meet with a general

acceptance, it has always been out of the question for

me to go on reading a book the fundamental prin-

ciples of which I entirely dissent from. Tacitly giv-
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ing an author credit for consistency, I, without think-

ing much about the matter, take it for granted that

if the fundamental principles are wrong the rest can-

not be right; and thereupon cease reading—being, I

suspect, rather glad of an excuse for doing so."^ Both

religion and poetry bored him because of their appeal

to the imagination. Homer and Dante inspired in

him only disgust because of their triviality and mo-

notony. The most striking instance of this aridity of

character is shown by the action of his intimate friend

E. A. B who wrote him that painful as it was

they must break their friendship and become as

strangers to each other; for "I should feel that I was

bound to leave no means untried to endeavour to

bring you to a true view of the truths of religion, but

I know so well that no argument on such a subject

ever yet convinced one who has closed his ears to

everything but human reason^^

To Spencer, the philosopher, should be added Dar-

win on account of his dominance in the biological

sciences, and Buckle, who first attempted to reduce

the history of the genus Jiofno to the laws of a science.

Before discussing the effect of the doctrine of evolu-

tion, by means of natural selection, on social and re-

ligious life let us briefly recapitulate the conclusions

of the previous chapters. The doctrine has been pre-

sented to us under four different aspects.

'^Autobiography, Appleton and Co., vol. I, p. 289.

"^Ibid., vol. I, p. 316.
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The first of these is the general statement of scien-

tific evolution. From the facts which have been ac-

cumulated by biologists relative to organic species

and heredity, a general law of evolution has been ac-

cepted as a part of biological science. According to

this law, species are mutually related in such a way

that those forms now in existence are modified forms

of previous species. Since this law is capable of state-

ment as a scientific generalization which can be sup-

ported by observation and experimentation it is a

thoroughly justifiable assumption and one with which

we have no quarrel.

Secondly, the attempt has been made to determine

the cause of evolution and the method by which

species vary. From this attempt have arisen the hy-

potheses of natural selection, inheritance of acquired

traits, mutations, etc. I have contended that these hy-

potheses are not proved and are really metaphysical

and unverifiable in character.

Thirdly, the hypotheses of the cause and method

of evolution inevitably lead to a mechanistic philoso-

phy in which the phenomena of life are to be ex-

plained by physical and chemical processes. Biology

is thus linked with physics. The facts are against this

mechanistic view of life and the hypotheses are un-

justifiable assumptions.

Fourthly, the hypotheses of biological evolution

have been expanded to include the psychological

realm of consciousness and the social and ethical life
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of man. This aspect of evolution is based, not on the

scientific foundations of biology, but on the meta-

physical attempts included in the second and third

categories. It is this phase of evolution which has

created confusion and disaster.

Our faith in the idea of evolution depends on our

reluctance to accept the antagonistic doctrine of spe-

cial creation, because this view of creation is foreign

to our belief in the continuity of law and order. The

first inquiries into the question of genetic evolution

came from the inability to classify satisfactorily liv-

ing species. Evolution is thus a modern belief growing

out of the accumulation of knowledge about organic

forms; it became inevitable only when biologists

found prehistoric fossils of species now extinct and

were able to classify them in a series agreeing

roughly with the chronological tables of geology.

These fossil forms show changes of structure and, in

a general way, the more differentiated and complex

types occur in the more recent strata of rocks. But

our palaeontological record is perhaps even more re-

markable in showing the persistence of types and the

ability of simple organisms to withstand great epochs

of time and great change in environment. It is also

sadly defective and, especially, at times when rad-

ically new types have suddenly appeared in great

abundance, so defective that we cannot determine

definite lines of ancestry. However interesting the

classification of past occurrences may be, the chief
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value of science is the ability to generalize observa-

tions in laws which will permit us to predict future

events. In this respect evolution has absolutely failed.

We know nothing about the method of evolution ; we

know nothing about the cause of variation; we can-

not even guess the characteristics of future species.

For nearly a century and a quarter, attention has

been focused on the causes and methods of variation,

yet we have made no progress towards a solution.

Lamarck's hypothesis of the inheritance of acquired

traits may prove to be a fact, but it is bound up in-

separably with the ontological theory of design and

with the hyperphysical element of desire. Spencer's

philosophical dictum that homogeneity passes to het-

erogeneity is applicable to any theory of evolution, as

it specifies no method and is directly contradicted by

the pronounced persistence of undifferentiated or ho-

mogeneous forms of life; his famous phrase, the sur-

vival of the fittest, is but reasoning in a circle for, if

the fittest alone do survive, then all existing individ-

uals are necessarily fit to survive and the eugenists'

worry about Jukes and imbeciles is futile; they are

alive and therefore fit. Malthus's struggle for exist-

ence and Darwin's natural selection may explain the

death of individuals and the disappearance of some

species, but biologists now agree that they are inef-

fective as a means of producing species.

At the present time, biologists are in the position

of having disproved all former hypotheses of evolu-
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tion and of having accepted some form of what they

call the mutative hypothesis. As a scientific theory it

is purely nugatory as, at bottom, it merely holds that

some individuals in a species may and do differ to an

unknown extent from the typical form. If these indi-

viduals breed true to their new characters, and if these

characters are capable of fitting in with the environ-

ment, we then have a new species or the potentiality

of a new species. It is evident that if the variation

into new species depends on what are to us unknown

and freakish variations in individuals, there is no

such thing in mutations as a scientific law of contin-

uity or order. As I extravagantly remarked, a reptile

might give birth to a feathered bird, or a giraffe with

his great length of neck might be produced in a gen-

eration or two.

As time passes, separating us further and further

from the innumerable cross-currents of the nineteenth

century, we realize more and more clearly that the

supreme effort of the Victorian age, as the English are

accustomed to call it, was to establish a rational mo-

nistic philosophy which would embrace the whole

universe in a single science. What Newton accom-

plished, by finding the universal force of gravitation,

towards unifying the physical sciences and preparing

for the nebular hypothesis, had been extended by

Spencer and Darwin until a universal evolutionary

hypothesis embraced all phenomena, both of the or-
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ganic and the inorganic worlds. In such a grandiose

system, the spirit of man, with its element of free-

will or choice, shrivelled to insignificance in compar-

ison with the inexorable majesty of natural law.

In brief, we are asked to begin with a picture of the

universe as an undifferentiated and homogeneous ag-

gregation of atoms subject only to Newton's law of

attraction. In sequence of time homogeneity changed

to heterogeneity, how or why we cannot even guess,

and the universal mass became located in definite

parts of space until there came to be the various stel-

lar and solar systems. The earth, as an insignificant

speck of matter, molten and containing its chemical

substances in an undifferentiated mass, gradually

cooled and, slowly by chemical processes, formed its

present heterogeneous geological structure. When

time was ripe, a certain aggregate, or aggregates, of

physical molecules occurred which possessed the ele-

ments of what we call life,—the organic molecules.

Again, by that meaningless law of the homogeneous

passing to heterogeneity the organic molecules by ag-

gregation and differentiation changed to organized

life. By continuing this process the earliest organisms

evolved into all the flora and fauna of later times.

Somewhere along the line, the chemical molecules

found themselves in such a combination that the or-

ganism possessed what we call the rudiments of

thought or self-consciousness; at the end, we have the

universe as it is now. What is to be the future? Only
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Natural Law, the Absolute Unknowable, and the Bi-

ologist may know. Such is, as I understand it, in bare

outline the philosophy of evolution. While it may be

true that each proponent of this doctrine may modify

it in particulars with that curious reluctance of all of

us to accept unreservedly the logical conclusions of

our postulates, yet we should recognize that this mo-

nistic philosophy, dependent on natural law, is the

governing idea of the world today. Those, and they

are the majority, who still wish to reconcile what is

commonly designated as Religion,—that is, a Prin-

ciple directing and guiding man's conduct outside the

principle of natural law—and what is commonly

called Science,—the belief in the absolute dominion

of natural law—should heed the warning of Spencer

who introduces this philosophy with the statement:

"Of all antagonisms of belief, the oldest, the widest,

the most profound and the most important, is that

between Religion and Science."^ If this controversy

ever ends it will be when Science has conquered Re-

ligion, for their essential aims are antagonistic.

If such a system as this monistic philosophy of

naturalism is to be accepted, then the history of

man must be studied from an entirely different stand-

point. New sciences are necessary; and we have the

attempt to create the sciences of history, psychology,

and sociology by the evolutionists. No longer shall

we chronicle the deeds of the individual as a mys-

^ First Principles, Appleton and Co., p. ii.
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terious power of the free-will, set apart from the nat-

ural laws of his environment, with his own little sub-

jective world cutting through the objective universe,

now using the forces of nature and again opposing

them; the objective and subjective worlds become

one. His body is a machine subject to biologico-phys-

ical laws and his mind is another machine whose laws

can be derived objectively by psychologico-physical

laws. Thus, Fiske devotes one of the most important

chapters in his Cosmic Philosophy to demolishing the

idea of free-will or volition. Human beings, as indi-

viduals or as grouped in societies, conform to fixed

and,ascertainable laws and "the fundamental law to

which they conform is the Law of Evolution, which

has now been proved to hold sway among inorganic

and organic phenomena, as well as among those su-

perorganic phenomena which we distinguish as psy-

chical."^ So it is the custom for psychologists and so-

ciologists, who hope to formulate rigorous laws for

the human machine, to tell physicists that it is ex-

tremely necessary for their students to study physics.

It is easy to agree with them, because it would un-

doubtedly be good for them to exercise their minds

on, at least, one subject which requires a rather large

element of exact and rigorous thinking. But experi-

ence teaches me, at least, that these new theorists are

content with a very small dose of the exact sciences;

this half-knowledge merely adds to their confusion of

* Cosmic Philosophy, vol. Ill, p. 241.
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thought. They will certainly not learn from any phys-

icist how to correlate atoms of matter and thought.

The first explicit attempt to treat history as a

science began with Buckle's History of Civilization

in England and, although his conclusions have mostly

been proved to be inadequate, his method of treat-

ment is still accepted as the basis of the science of

history. He is also the ancestor of Mr. H. G. Wells's

Outline of History in which the governments, the

habits, the customs of modern times are not only

traced back to the earliest records of human history

but are linked to the vast and dim life of our bestial

ancestry. Buckle introduces his subject by saying that

historians have collected much material, but they

have not combined it into a homogeneous science.

This narrow standard has been very prejudicial to the

progress of our knowledge, and history has not fol-

lowed other fields of inquiry in which the necessity of

generalization is universally admitted. The historian

should first acquire a broad knowledge of political

economy, of statistics, of ecclesiastical affairs, and of

the physical sciences. This is a large programme of

preparation in addition to the historical records which

must also be mastered. That he took this idea seriously

is shown by the fact that he lists some five hundred

and ninety-eight titles from which he quoted, and of

these comparatively few refer to works other than

purely historical. It is no wonder that he reluctantly
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turned from the discussion of the civilization of the

world to the limited field of England. And even in

this narrower field he staggered about in such a way as

to give point to the anecdote which Spencer tells in

his Autobiography. He and Huxley met and walked

with Buckle, and Huxley, struck by the historian's

feeble, undecided gait, remarked : "Ah, I see the kind

of man. He is top-heavy." Spencer notes: "I have

never done more than dip in the History of Civiliza-

tion in England; but I suspect that the analogy sug-

gested was not without truth. Buckle had taken in a

much larger quantity of matter than he could organ-

ize; and he staggered under the mass of it."^ One may
add that the reader also staggers under the burden

and, if his comprehensive method were followed, his-

tory would be less written and still less read.

As a science, history asks the question whether the

actions of men and of societies are governed by fixed

laws. Buckle, of course, answers that they are gov-

erned by the laws of nature: "Thus the whole world

forms a necessary chain, in which indeed each man

may play his part, but can by no means determine

what that part shall be."° Or as a later and more in-

doctrinated scientific historian, Fiske, defines history:

"Civilization runs in a definite path, that the sum

total of ideas and feelings dominant in the next gen-

eration will be the offspring of the sum total of ideas

'^Autobiography, vol. II, p. 4.

^History of Civilization, Appleton, 1891, vol. I, p. 7.
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and feelings dominant in this."^ This may be true,

but to me it is mere words, and it leaves history for-

ever as the great unattainable science. What is the

sum total of ideas and feelings of a generation^ If I

examine myself, I am bewildered by the complexity

and fugitiveness of my own ideas and feelings; those

of my own generation are beyond my apprehension

;

and those of past generations fade into vacuity.

Would it not be utter folly to predict what the next

generation will attempt to do in any one field of

thought*? If such is to be the basis of history, it may

be a science, but if so, science is not the rational and

exact guide we fondly hoped it might be.

Buckle next finds that there are two classes of laws

which govern society; the laws of mind, and the laws

of matter : history is therefore the result of the actions

of external phenomena upon the mind and of mind on

external phenomena. This is a maxim tremendous

but trite if the two are believed to be separate; it be-

comes even more tremendous since we now are asked

to combine mind and external phenomena into a sin-

gle category. His proof of the utility of this law is

seen in the fact that statistics show that the number

of suicides, murders, missent letters, and other phe-

nomena, are not subject to chance or to what would

seem to be individual idiosyncrasies. The discovery

of such regularity in the averages of human actions is

undoubtedly interesting and has value. In any

7 Cosmic Philosophy, vol. Ill, p. 348.
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country, it is approximately certain that, let us say, a

given number will die during a given year, and from

this fact we can draw some useful information, but

this knowledge, historically, is far overshadowed by

the importance of knowing when a certain few indi-

viduals will die; and this specific datum is just exact-

ly that which the mathematics of probability, or sta-

tistics, does and must ignore. For example, we should

be safe in saying that the assassination of Lincoln had

far more effect on the history of the United States

than had the deaths of all the other men who died

during that year. Or, again, it is now quite customary

to figure the financial profit to a community which re-

sults from the lowering of the number of deaths

caused by a given disease ; but statisticians neglect the

fact that if the life of a great creator of wealth were

saved the gain would rise enormously, or that if an in-

cendiary's life should be saved, he might burn the

property of the whole community. Since Buckle's time

the activities of statisticians have been unceasing and

we are swaddled in sheets of figures; it would be a

comfort to us harassed beings if it were better known

that the majority of the statistics were futile, be-

cause their collectors and interpreters do not know

enough physics to understand the Law of the Virial

which proves that a generalization from statistics can

be valid only in so far as the activities of the indi-

viduals forming the collection are negligible.

After Buckle has proposed the general laws which
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govern the science of history, he next attempts to find

the specific causes for the diversities of civilization.

He assumes that, in primitive conditions, the physical

environment is the dominating force. The environ-

ment affects man by climate, food, soil, and those

general aspects of nature which excite the imagina-

tion. If the first three are favourable, they produce

wealth or the accumulation of property; wealth per-

mits leisure; leisure is responsible for taste and know-

ledge, without which there can be no progress towards

civilization. He, in accordance with this sequence,

finds that the first civilizations arose in hot countries

with superabundant food; in India because of rice,

in Egypt from dates, in Peru and Mexico from pota-

toes, bananas, and maize. Unfortunately, cheap food

induces laziness and low wages, and these in turn

make for despotism ; so that, in the end, this type of

civilization could not advance far. Europe owes its

more permanent and advanced civilization to the op-

posite causes. It had neither fertile soil nor a super-

abundant food, therefore wages were high and the

government tended toward democracy because of in-

dustry and competition. All seems logical and con-

vincing, but there remain certain difficulties; other

parts of the world had a warm climate and abundant

food, Australia, parts of Africa, of North and South

America and the Pacific Islands, and yet no primitive

civilization started in them. The same is true when

we consider regions similar to Europe, and there are
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many of them, yet the American Indians in the best

parts of North America remained savages and would

still be in the same state if they had not been over-

whelmed by Europeans.

Nor does Buckle hesitate to apply his laws to the

explanation of the existing national characteristics of

the European societies. Where the aspects of nature

are the more majestic, there, he finds, man becomes

painfully aware of his insignificance and does not

struggle; where nature is feeble, man gains confi-

dence in his powers. Mountains, earthquakes, and vol-

canoes are certainly prevalent in Italy, Spain, and

Portugal ; accordingly ignorance and superstition are

the characteristics of those people. So we must not

look to them for superiority in scientific and rational

achievement but, in the imaginative life, they are the

leaders as nearly all the greatest sculptors and artists

have been produced in those peninsulas. This ex-

planation is too simple. Buckle forgot the music of

Germany; the art of France; the stubborn resistance

to superstitions and ignorance in Switzerland; and

worst of all, the Romans, strikingly deficient in art

and imagination, created a great empire in Italy

although its mountains and volcanoes were presuma-

bly as majestic then as they are now.

Buckle was not more fortunate when he discussed

the mental laws of civilization. He divides them into

moral feeling and intellectual knowledge. Progress,

he says, does not depend on differences or growth of
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natural capacity but on the increasing ability to with-

stand the pressure of external circumstances. The

child born in a civilized community is not superior

to one born among barbarians. From the mental laws,

he draws his final conclusion that civilization is due

solely to intellectual progress by which man has in-

creasingly dominated his external environment. "Ap-

plying this test to moral motives, or to the dictates

of what is called moral instinct, we shall at once see

how extremely small is the influence those motives

have exercised over the progress of civilization. For

there is, unquestionably, nothing to be found in the

world which has undergone so little change as those

great dogmas of which moral systems are composed.

To do good to others ; to sacrifice for their benefit your

own wishes; to love your neighbour as yourself; to

forgive your enemies; to restrain your passions; to

honour your parents ; to respect those who are set over

you: these, and a few others, are the sole essentials

of morals; but they have been known for thousands

of years, and not one jot or tittle has been added to

them by all the sermons, homilies, and text-books

which moralists and theologians have been able to

produce."*

It was this opinion, that civilization was ultimate-

ly to be judged by its material achievements rather

than by its spiritual excellence, so boldly and une-

^ History of Civilization, vol. I, p. 129.
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quivocally stated as the conclusion of scientific his-

tory, which aroused the persistent opposition of the

Evolutionists to Buckle. They would have approved

of his scientific method. But he damaged the cause of

evolution far more than he aided it: they could read-

ily excuse the errors of fact of a pioneer, but they

could not forgive his separation of mental and nat-

ural laws. Still worse was his division of the agencies

of morality and intellectuality and the complete sub-

ordination of the former. They knew it would be a

rash thing to expect success for a philosophy which

openly denied morality to be the supreme goal of

progress; on the other hand, if our moral attributes

were known and practised thousands of years ago in

a period of barbarism, how could they compel accept-

ance of the doctrine of a continuous evolution of the

mind from physical phenomena, and of moral self-

consciousness from the mind^ How could Spencer's

evolution of altruism from egotism be a steady pro-

gress from the ape to man as he is today, if the high-

est forms of altruism were taught thousands of years

ago and we have never improved them"? Buckle may
have originated the science of history, but he dealt a

horrid blow to progress and evolution. The great les-

son to us should be that he told the truth about our

attainment of morals and was a far better prophet

of the consequences of scientific evolution than were

the Evolutionists. Unfortunately we have subscribed

to the doctrine of evolution and we are its products;
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our civilization is today an altar to the god of ma-

terial progress.^

If the Evolutionists disliked Buckle, they hated

Comte; and their constant effort was to disentangle

themselves from the accusation of being his followers

in positivism. They accused him of not seeing how

science would develop, and they accused him of stat-

ing that scientific thought tended towards atheism

and materialism; whereas, in their opinion, it merely

stopped with agnosticism and the Absolute Unknown.

Yet in both of these respects they foresaw less clearly

than did Comte and Buckle what would be the results

of their own philosophy of science, v

The Evolutionists had so many general traits in

common and they formed such a compact and homo-

geneous group, that it is possible to discuss their com-

mon idea of social organization, and then point out

briefly how their individual opinions differed. These

men, Spencer, Darwin, Huxley, Haeckel, and Fiske,

have received their share of praise and commenda-

tion ; they have moulded our thought ; the condition of

the world today is largely the result of their teaching;

they established biology as a great science; they start-

ed the sciences of psycholog}'' and sociology, and fos-

tered the science of history, which attract large and

enthusiastic, if somewhat vague, groups of followers;

9 Can we say that Buckle's opinion is discarded ? Will not very many
agree with this writer^ "Human civilization goes hand in hand
with the degree of successful interference which man exerts on the

natural forces around him."
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they have smashed the authority of the humanities

and have changed our universities into technical

schools, where results can be determined by material

achievement and where scholars seek to uplift human-

ity by the process of levelling down all inequalities:

their works and ideas are chronicled in innumerable

books. They accomplished all these things and to

them belongs the great credit of having, by ridicule,

convinced us that the Christian Religion had en-

crusted itself with a mass of superstitious beliefs in

God and the Bible which could not withstand the

facts brought to light by science. By exalting the dig-

nity of human observation and reason, they undoubt-

edly diminished bigotry and idolatry. Thus, it is true

that in a very real sense they might have prepared the

way for a better and more spiritual religion, if only

they could have taken the next step and have shown us

what to believe as well as what not to believe. In this

nobler endeavour they failed; try as they and their

followers of today will, they cannot escape the taint

of materialism: the stimulus to live so as to advance

the future race leaves the individual unaffected;

smothered by the feeling that he is subject to an

impersonal general law of nature, his personal will

and personal responsibility for his conduct are re-

laxed in the unbreathable atmosphere of natural se-

lection; the worship of the Absolute Unknown may

have exalted the poet, but it leaves the less imagina-

tive person untouched, and he turns to the gratifica-
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tion of his senses by material comforts and con-

veniences.

The predominating trait of the leaders of evolu-

tion was an intense egotism and self-confidence that

in them lay the truth. They brushed aside the work of

earlier philosophers and teachers of ethics, or rather

they made hardly any reference to them. How could

it be otherwise when they had newly found the scien-

tific key to the law of the universe, that human civili-

zation was a steady progress? Why should we stoop

to learn from a Socrates, a Jesus, or a ^akya-Mouni

who shone merely by contrast in a community of

early barbarism unacquainted with the most elemen-

tary laws of physics and biology*? Darwin had a

naive ignorance of the work of even his immediate

predecessors; Spencer read no book whose fundamen-

tal ideas differed from his own ; and Huxley was the

strenuous opponent of classical education.
^°

With this egotism, there naturally followed an un-

limited admiration for each other. Jealous of the su-

preme influence of Newton over the physical sciences,

Huxley proclaims Darwin to be a second Newton of

the life-sciences; and Fiske, not to be outdone, goes

1° The philosopher of this group was Spencer. Do not the follow-

ing quotations support my opinion that they were convinced the

Truth dwelt in them and in them alone? Spencer puts in words
what his contemporaries and Evolutionists believe. He writes : "I

am never puzzled. . . . The conclusions at which I have from time

to time arrived, have not been arrived at as solutions of questions

raised ; but have been arrived at unawares." {Autobiography, vol.

I, p. 462.) "Very rarely, if ever, did I cite an authority for any
opinion expressed." {Ibid., vol. II, p. 6.) Is not our emphasis on
modern opinion and neglect of the Bible and the classics indicative

of the same spirit?
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a step further in order to place Spencer above

Newton. It does not seem to have occurred to them

that Newton attained the reputation of being the

master mind of science only after a long and serious

critique of his work; it would have been better taste

to let the acid test of time determine what was the

value of the achievement of their new and untried

heroes.

But the most irritating and exasperating character-

istic of this group was the assumption that in their

doctrines only was the truth to be found since they,

alone, were seekers after the truth. Day in and day

out they proclaimed that they wished only to bring

truth to light and that all the rest of the world were

guided by expediency and ulterior motives. In this

respect Huxley was the leader, and this complacency

drew caustic rebuke from the tolerant William James

:

"It must be delightful, only I can't agree to what

seems to be becoming the conventionally accepted

view of him [Huxley], that he possessed the exclu-

sive specialty of living for the truth. A good deal of

humbug about that I—at least when it becomes a pro-

fessional and heroic attitude."" They all, like medi-

aeval knights, rode out to battle carrying a banner on

which was displayed the motto, Veritas praevalehit.

They attacked bitterly the beliefs of their enemies,

shouting their battle cry of "Facts we know and Law
we know but what you know is false." And when

11 James, Life and Letters, vol. II, p. 148.
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questioned to learn what were these facts and these

laws, then, to the surprise of their adversaries, the

Evolutionists were found to be safely entrenched in

their fortress of Agnosticism from which came the

murmur that the Truth was, "Nothing can be known."

Sensitive to the accusation that they were atheists and

materialists, they adopted, as Huxley acknowledged,

the terminology of materialism and denied its reality.

To them the great religions, and especially Christian-

ity, were solely the worship of an anthropomorphic

god and the superstitious submission to miraculous

events contrary to scientific facts. They failed utterly

to see that these are but the outer garments by which

were s)^mbolized the highest and holiest aspirations

and convictions of man.

Nor did it ever occur to them that the "anthropo-

morphization" of God—the phrase is due to Fiske

—

was exactly on the same footing as their own idolatry

of the materialization of the aether; if God is inex-

pressible by human qualities so, also, the aether is

equally inexpressible by material qualities. Both are

abstractions and both have been endowed with con-

crete qualities. Perhaps it is unavoidable that ardent

adherents to a new gospel will not appreciate the fun-

damental fallacies of their faith. So we may excuse

the Evolutionists their failure to see that science is,

at bottom, based on the same kind of postulates and

deductive reasoning as are all other kinds of know-

ledge. But, what is an entirely different and inexcusa-
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ble matter, is the fact that the Evolutionists based

their doctrine on the laws of physics, yet, as I have

shown, they were pathetically ignorant of the facts

and laws of physics. To the long and disastrous list of

errors to be found in Huxley and modern biologists

we may add Spencer's categorical statement that the

forces which we class as vital and mental are trans-

formable and equivalent to the physical forces/" In

the first place, Spencer cannot distinguish between the

ideas of force and energy; and in the second place,

every physicist will deny this transformation and

equivalence, on the ground that it is contrary to the

law of the conservation of energy, since, until some-

one can show that thought is due to the positions of

atoms, mental force is not in any sense a mechanical

force. Even his ardent pupil, Fiske, could not sub-

scribe to this statement, but Fiske himself is as lack-

ing in a knowledge of physics as was Spencer.

Fiske was keen to show that the facts of physics

fitted into the doctrine of evolution. He gives as an

important evidence: "Galileo proved, by reasoning

upon direct observations, that all motion is naturally

rectilinear and not circular."^^ The slightest acquaint-

ance with the history of physics should have con-

vinced him that Galileo was engaged in destroying

the Aristotelian notion of any natural motion, and

that his reasoning was contrary to observation since

there are no bodies which move uniformly in a straight

'^- First Principles, pp. 203-21.
13 Cosmic Philosophy, vol. I, p. 157.
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line unless they are constrained to do so by force. The

conclusion, which Fiske attributes to Galileo, was

really due to Newton and is an acknowledged deduc-

tion. Again Fiske contrasts the theory of light with

metaphysical disputes, "which, conducted upon the

subjective method, and dealing with unverifiable hy-

potheses, have never led, and never can lead, to any-

thing but an endless renewal of dispute."" The the-

ories of light are based on the unverifiable hypotheses

of the aether or of light corpuscles and their history

has been an endless dispute between the two ideas.

Like Buckle, top-heavy with a vast mass of facts

which he could not coordinate, the Evolutionists stag-

gered under the same burden. In the end, they adopted

the method of choosing those things which agreed

with their preconceived ideas and of shutting their

eyes to those which opposed them. There is something

almost tragic in the vehemence with which they strug-

gled with their overpowering obstacles, convinced

that salvation dwelt with them, until the lives of

Darwin, Huxley, and Spencer became one long la-

ment over ill-health; their days troubled by nervous

dyspepsia and their nights tortured with insomnia.

As they had devoted their lives to the cultivation

of science, it was natural that they should have felt

themselves able to prophesy what would be the result

of an age of reason. Science was to create a well-dis-

ciplined mind conquering one difficulty after another

1* Cosmic Philosophy, vol. I, p. 192.
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and gradually weaving its accumulating knowledge

into a single homogeneous garment. The history of

science has been just the reverse. After a brief period

of synthesis, during which both in physics and biolo-

gy it seemed as if universal laws were being estab-

lished which covered all the known facts, we have

passed into a period marked by extreme disintegra-

tion of ideas and by metaphysical hypotheses. The ac-

cepted generalizations of the last century lie shat-

tered and discredited.

They taught that pure science should be the focus

of our educational system. The study of the humani-

ties has steadily decreased but with it there is an

equal neglect of pure science ; the emphasis in teach-

ing is now directed almost entirely towards vocational

and practical courses. Great laboratories have arisen

everywhere, in which men of science should be able to

devote themselves unhampered to the cultivation of

pure science; but these buildings are thronged with

professional students who care only for the material

and industrial applications of science, and the lonely

cultivators of pure knowledge spend their time teach-

ing those who look upon science only as a laborious

and unavoidable prerequisite to their real business of

life. Imagine Huxley's disgust if he had realized that

our scientific educators would cite him as a proof that

the study of hat-making and manual training was as

effective for an educational descipline as biology or

physics.
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They preached that the trend of society would be

towards freedom. Under a laissez-faire government

would result the highest development and freedom of

the individual. The world promptly turned towards

socialism and collectivism, and drifted into a war

which was a horrible example of the absolute ne-

gation of the individual. And today the individual,

supposedly exercising the right of the suffrage, is

helplessly giving up his personal rights because of the

dictation of militant and clamorous minorities. They

preached that to protect the weak and unfit was to

court disaster to the race and, behold, society answers

by creating a vast machine of organized charity which

aims not to prepare the unfit for happiness in a future

life, but to make their existence in this world as com-

fortable and luxurious as possible. Their fundamen-

tal idea of government was the sovereignty of both

social and natural law under which the individual

who broke the law was justly and severely punished;

the idea of law is now that prohibitions should be en-

acted to penalize those who can restrain their appe-

tites and passions in order to protect the weak and

vicious.

The consequences of exalting mechanical law at

the expense of the mystery of human thought and

personal responsibility were so rapid and so discon-

certing that Fiske towards the end of his life sadly

clothed the Absolute Unknown with qualities which
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he designated as quasi-human. And Spencer, after a

life spent in developing a grandiose cosmogony in

which a belief in free-will had no share, ends his Au-

tobiography with the discouraged admission: "That

the control exercised over men's conduct by theolog-

ical beliefs and priestly agency, has been indispensa-

ble." In the light of the collapse of the scientific foun-

dations of evolution could anything be more desolate

than his concluding estimate of his life's work : "Then

behind these mysteries lies the all-embracing mystery

—whence this universal transformation which has

gone on unceasingly throughout apast eternity and will

go on unceasingly throughout a future eternity? And

along with this rises the paralysing thought—what

if, of all that is thus incomprehensible to us, there

exists no comprehension anywhere? No wonder that

men take refuge in authoritative dogma I . . . Thus

religious creeds, which in one way or other occupy the

sphere that rational interpretation seeks to occupy

and fails, and fails the more the more it seeks, I have

come to regard with a sympathy based on community

of need: feeling that dissent from them results from

inability to accept the solutions offered, joined with

the wish that solutions could be found.
"^^

Herbert Spencer can certainly be regarded as the

founder of the philosophy of monistic evolution. Al-

though his ideas have been modified and many of his

^^Autobiography, vol. II, Conclusion.
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conclusions have been changed or ignored, he is still

the leader of the thought of today. He pictures two

evolutions; one of the universe agreeing with the neb-

ular hypothesis and another of the society of the

genus homo which is a kind of microcosm immeshed

in the macrocosm. Just as the corpus of man evolved

from material elements through the simplest forms of

organic matter to its present state by the actions of

physical laws and by adaptation to its environment,

so man has also evolved his instincts, his habits, his

self-consciousness, and his moral nature from the so-

called chemical irritability of the protoplasm. "Every

lesson learnt, every fact picked up, every observation

made, implies some molecular re-arrangement in cer-

tain nervous centres."" These forces of the mind, as

he erroneously uses the word force, are equivalent and

mutually transformable to mechanical forces, so that

the mind since it has been actually built up by me-

chanical forces can be, if not actually, yet theoret-

ically resolved back into matter and mechanical

force. ^^ As the complex animal, or plant, is an aggre-

gate of cells, so society is a complex aggregate of in-

dividual persons. ^^ According to immutable natural

laws society has progressed, or evolved, from a bestial

herd, or pack, to its present state. Because our ap-

parent wilfulness and waywardness can amount to

1^ Autobiography, vol. I, p. 507.
1'^ Ibid., vol. I, p. 549.
"^^Ibid., vol. I, p. 590.
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nothing in the steady sway of the universal hiw of

physical force: "There is a gradual advance towards

harmony between man's mental nature and the con-

ditions of his existence. After finding that from it are

deducible the various characteristics of Evolution,

we finally draw from it a warrant for the belief, that

Evolution can end only in the establishment of the

greatest perfection and the most complete hap}H-

ness."^"* As the doctrine of evolution by natural selec-

tion is founded on the extinction of species in order

that new ones more fit to struggle may appear, we

must conclude that the goal of evolution lies in our

extinction and the appearance of the species of super-

man. At any rate, this is the doctrine of progress and

of eugenics; if we can find solace for the sorrows and

failures of our own lives in the contemplation of the

complete happiness of this far remote superman,

thousands of years hence, the world should bless its

author. Fiske, in a glow of sentimental enthusiasm,

describes this blessed state as one which : "Must even-

tually go far to realize the dream of the philosophic

poet—of a Parliament of Man, a Federation of the

World,

When the kindly earth shall slumber, lapt in

universal law,

and when the desires of each individual shall be in

proximate equilibrium with the means of satisfying

^^ First Principles, p. 517.
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them and with the simultaneous desires of all sur-

rounding individuals."^" It is no wonder that Tenny-

son, the poet of evolution, describes this seemingly

impossible state of the satisfactory reconciliation of

egotism and altruism as: "The far distant goal to

which creation moves." We can testify that it is not

yet proximate.

If progress, or evolution, is thus a universal law,

we should have an expression of its character. Spencer

gives this law as follows: "Evolution is an integra-

tion of matter and concomitant dissipation of mo-

tion ; during which the matter passes from an indefi-

nite, incoherent homogeneity to a definite, coherent

heterogeneity; and during which the retained motion

undergoes a parallel transformation."^^ These are

brave words, but as a law, I confess, they carry no

meaning to me. I find motion and matter in the ob-

jective world but when they are applied to explain

my thoughts and the actions of society I can neither

discover nor measure any matter or motion. If the

Evolutionists can master this law and use it to de-

scribe any of my past thoughts or any past state of

society or predict my future thought or the future

state of society, they are closer to the character of

supermen than we had supposed. One wonders what

has permitted the homogeneity of the atom and of

the monad to be the only persistent things in the uni-

20 Cosmic Philosophy, vol. Ill, p. 334.
21 First Principles, p. 396.
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verse. But specific criticism is not worth the effort of

making.'^

There is a definite and fundamental difference of

opinion among Evolutionists as to whether there is

continuity of development of the psychical nature of

man. Spencer and Haeckel see no break, and insist on

the transformation and equivalence of physical en-

ergy and mental and spiritual processes. Huxley, on

the other hand, believes in a break in the law of evolu-

tion by natural selection when man attained self-

consciousness, and Fiske is careful to avoid the as-

sumption that physical energy is transformed into

mental processes. They thus believe in two lines of

evolution, or that there is a discontinuity between

biology and psycholog)^

If we omit the evolution of man from the lower

animals, which is purely a matter of guess, and begin

the study of society at the point where, however prim-

itive his state may have been, the individual can be

clearly recognized as a man, we can proceed with

some sureness, as we have records which give us a con-

22 It might be well to emphasize the fact that this law applies to

physical phenomena as well as those connected with life. It should,

since it is a law of matter and motion, be more easily criticised by a

physicist than by a biologist because as a law of life it would in-

volve first the question whether life is a function of matter and
motion. It would not be rash to say that no physicist could ever

agree that it in any sense can be coordinated to any known laws

or phenomena of physics. A fundamental law of physics is that

matter is always definite, is always coherent, and is always hetero-

geneous. If Spencer's statement about motion means anything it is

an erroneous reference to Lord Kelvin's law of the dissipation of

energy.
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ception of his nature and habits. That man has slowly

developed his mental powers and by gradually learn-

ing the laws of his environment has been able to

modify and adapt them to his use, is the natural and,

indeed, unavoidable belief of historians and philoso-

phers. And this view is now amply supported by tra-

dition, by documents, and by observation of existing

primitive peoples.

The differences of belief do not arise from the fact

of a change of society from barbarism to civilization

but from the causes which produced it and the meth-

od of change.

We may broadly classify the two opposing ideas

as the humanistic and the scientific. While these two

views are radically different it is not easy to contrast

them because between the two extremes of belief lie

all shades merging from one to the other. Briefly then,

we may say that according to the humanistic idea so-

ciety is a collection of individuals, each of whom is

animated by his own personality. When man at-

tained, or was endowed with, self-consciousness and

inhibition he became, to a degree, independent of

his environment. This belief in free-will is the touch-

stone of the non-scientific idea, because it frees man

from the laws of the machine and makes him respon-

sible to himself for good or evil. Thus, the intrusion

of free-will or inhibition destroys or, at least, pro-

duces variations in any scientific law of social organ-

ism. Nor does it make any difference whether free-
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will is a development from the lower animals or

whether it be a special faculty added to man by a

supernatural being. No scientific law can be imagined

to control a system of bodies where the separate parts

may will to act or to refrain from acting.

According to the scientific doctrine of society, the

race of man is an organism subject to general laws

which conform to the mechanical, or material, laws

of nature. These laws, which, if known, would per-

mit us to unravel the past and predict the future

course of history, can be found only by studying so-

ciety as a whole. The individual sinks to insignifi-

cance; he may seem to act as he desires or wills, and

he may seem to affect results; his actions, in reality,

are included in the general scheme of affairs. What

each does, and what all do, is predetermined by what

was done in the past generations or by the unvarying

law of society. Fiske gives us this social law: "The

fact remains that civilization runs in a definite path,

that the sum total of ideas and feelings dominant in

the next generation will be the offspring of the sum

total of ideas and feelings dominant in this."'^ For

example, the course of the French Revolution is inde-

pendent of the fact that the Corsicans failed in their

attempt to assassinate Napoleon in 1792. Or rather,

the failure was neither chance nor due to the ingenu-

ity of Napoleon. The Corsicans failed in their attempt

because the actions of previous people were such that

23 Cosmic Philosophy, vol. Ill, p. 348.
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what happened then was the natural result of these

previous actions. Going a step further (it is well at

times to be uncompromisingly logical) in this fatal-

istic chain all these previous actions were the phe-

nomena due to the positions and motions of material

particles. The whole course of the revolution was de-

termined by the ideas and feelings of preceding ances-

tors and ancestral atoms. No one can prove that it was

not, but, also, no one can hope to know these ideas and

feelings, and atoms. To us, the failure of the Corsi-

cans has all the characteristics of chance, and we shall

continue to ascribe to the clever wit of Napoleon the

chief influence in the later course of the revolution.

Scientific sociologists point to the laws of physics

as a proof that individual chance can be subordinated

to general laws. And they argue that they, too, can

follow the same methods when their science will

have arrived at maturity. The question actually is,

has their science ever been born? They make this

parallel out of their abysmal ignorance of physics.

Suppose we accept the law of physics that the pressure

of a gas is due to the impact of an indefinitely large

number of swiftly moving molecules against the

walls of the containing vessel. The necessary assump-

tions, according to Clerk Maxwell, that this law may
hold are : the number of individuals must be indefi-

nitely large; they must be all alike; they must be so

far apart that the action of any one will not affect the

actions of any others; if any individual were with-
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drawn from, or added to, the vessel the pressure

would not be changed. These assumptions are neces-

sary parts of the mathematical law of probability and

chance. They cannot now, and never can, be made

about the individual members of society. The num-

ber of the individuals is not indefinitely large; the

personality of any individual cannot be predicted

from the characteristics of his ancestors and the opin-

ion of the public is moulded, or at least greatly in-

fluenced, by the character of a few individuals. Even

the most ardent sociologist must admit that the birth

or death of a great man affects profoundly the course

of history. Thus, the aim of the physicist is directed

solely to the formulation of laws which eliminate the

acts of individual molecules; the aim of history and

sociology is fundamentally concerned with the mu-

tual relations between individuals and society.

We may then take the doctrine of free-will, or the

ability of each individual to choose between two lines

of thought or conduct and to be held responsible for

his choice, as the fundamental difference between the

humanistic and scientific attitude towards society. It
'

is quite clear that an unreserved acceptance of evolu-

tion according to natural law precludes the belief in

free-will. Fiske, following the example of Spencer,

devotes a chapter m]\\s Cosmic Philosophy to the dis-

cussion of free-will and, as he believes that all social

phenomena are subject to law, he makes short work

of the doctrine; expressing the conviction that belief
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in free-will is an obstacle to the progress of sociology

and historical science. He attacks this profound and

subtle question which has baffled the greatest think-

ers of all the ages in a light-hearted fashion and finds

it an easy one to answer. Every one who has disagreed

with him he accuses of having been entangled by

"metaphysical jargon." But, when he tries to avoid

the doctrine of scientific fatalism he, himself, floun-

ders in a sea of confused words and, in fact, never

discusses the real philosophical problem.

So far as I can discover, Haeckel is the only one of

the Evolutionists who is thorough-going in his con-

viction that free-will in any form is a delusion. From

the standpoint of this biologist: All natural bodies

which are known to us are equally animated, and

the distinction which has been made between animate

and inanimate bodies does not exist. ^* The thoughts

and actions of men are the results of atomic motions

and forces and no more can deviate from their pre-

scribed course than can the bullet depart from its

path when fired from a gun. On the psychological side

he concludes that purposiveness no more exists than

the much talked of beneficence of the Creator. "The

dominion of the 'moral' popes, and their pious inqui-

sition, in the mediaeval times, is not less significant

of this than the prevailing militarism with its 'moral'

apparatus of needleguns and other refined instru-

ments of murder, or the pauperism which is the in-

^* History of Creation, vol. I, pp. 17-24.
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separable accompaniment of our refined civiliza-

tion."'^ Thus physics and the existence of sin in the

world, both preclude belief in free-will and in a be-

neficent Creator.

The simple fact is, that the question of free-will

is one which cannot be solved logically for the reason

that we have not the data for postulates from which

to derive logical and satisfactory conclusions. On the

one side, the man of science can find no connection be-

tween thought and physical law; and on the other, the

fatalistic argument of the Calvinist for predestina-

tion and foreordination is founded on the postulate of

an omniscient and omnipotent God, whose purpose is

outside human experience. Our lives, as a whole, may

be the result of circumstance; we may be caught and

swept along in the current of physical law and hered-

ity : but each of us is convinced that every individual

action is the result of his own choice and volition.

And no man of any character or self-esteem will ex-

cuse his conduct on the grounds of fatalism but will

accept the punishment or reward of his act as the re-

sult of his personal decision.

Our whole social system is based on the common

belief in free-will and on the accountability of the

individual for his acts; in the unqualified denial of

personal responsibility, true or not, lies despair or

madness for the individual, and anarchy and disinte-

gration of society.

^^Ibid., vol. I, p. 19.
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Even Spencer, who founds his philosophy on ag-

nosticism, is forced to pass from the negation of

knowledge to the a priori postulation of universal

truths. He denies a God and postulates an Inscrutable

Power or Absolute Unknowable as a positive creator

of law and order; he denies absolute knowledge and

proposes a Universal Postulate of truth.

The only criterion of the Truth which this advo-

cate of observation and reason can give us is: "The

test by which, in the last resort, I determine whether

a belief is one I must perforce accept, is that of try-

ing whether it is possible to reject it—whether it is

possible to conceive its negation. In other words, the

inconceivability of its negation is my ultimate cri-

terion of a certainty."^'' On this standard of certainty

we may easily base the certainty of free-will, for on

the inconceivability of its negation has been judged

the life of every man and the history of human so-

ciety both by the humanists and by the Evolutionists

themselves.

I confess to a sly pleasure in the idea that even

Haeckel, Huxley, and mechanistic monists of all

shades of that stupefying doctrine unconsciously pre-

serve in their subliminal minds a modicum of belief,

or rather an unalterable faith, that the machine of the

universe is under the control of an inscrutable En-

gineer who controls its actions and guides the world

perhaps beneficently or perhaps ruthlessly, and who

"^^Autobiography, vol. I, p. 484.
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still, in some unknown way, leaves us freedom of

choice. For how else can we account for Huxley's

bitter condemnation of us for not accepting his doc-

trines? How else can we account for Haeckel's rage

against the popes and the Christian inquisition which

burnt the "great Dominican friar, Giordano Bruno"

who was himself a monist, or account for his con-

tempt of the early Christian and mediaeval eras be-

cause they neglected science although they were

changing the civilization of the world and prepar-

ing, after the debacle of the Roman Empire, for the

Renaissance; a contempt so great that he dismisses

this whole period of history with only a curt notice

of St. Augustine and St. Thomas Aquinas'? If man is

but an aggregation of material atoms subject to me-

chanical forces he is surely but a part of an inexor-

able machine; his actions and his thoughts are but the

consequence of former actions of molecules, such a

power as free-will or the ability to choose what we

shall do has no place in this scheme. One might as

well expect a stone to rise up suddenly from the earth

as to suppose that those atoms, called St. Simon

Stylites, could get down from their pillar and begin

the study of evolution, or that the pope and the in-

quisition could consecrate Bruno instead of burning

him. If the pope who condemned Bruno and the fire

which burned him; if the "distinction which has been

made between animate and inanim.ate bodies does 7iot

exist" as Haeckel states, then why is the pope dif-
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ferent from the fire—they both acted ; and they both

obeyed law*? One might as well blame a river because,

in part of its course, it flowed through a dingy and

dirty morass instead of on the high ground lying near

its channel as to curse the mediaeval ages because they

turned to the contemplation of a future life instead

of investigating the laws of matter. Somehow one

cannot feel that the task of St. Augustine while de-

liberating on the De Civitate Dei or St. Francis when

meditating on the holy life was altogether inferior to

the delicate task of the biologist in dissecting a grass-

hopper even if his results might add to the Theory of

Descent. It is a curious example of the wilfulness of

the human mind, thus to rage against the doctrine of

free-will of man, to endeavour to make of him merely

a cog in a machine, and at the same time to curse him

for not doing otherwise than he does.

Sociology was designed to be the science of sciences.

Supported on one side by the physical sciences and on

the other by biology, it would reach backwards to tell

us the entire past history of men and looking forwards

it would unerringly point out the future path of so-

ciety until we reached that perfect state so exuber-

antly described by Fiske. From the legends and myths

of our early ancestors we should find those primitive

ideas from which have developed our religion and our

social customs; and from the customs of existing

backward peoples we would interpolate all the inter-

mediate steps of development. Sociology, however,
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has not followed this course. It has broken away ab-

solutely from physics and biology; the path of human

progress cannot be determined; and no reason can be

advanced why different stocks develop different types

of society. As for the future, we cannot decide on a

goal to work towards nor devise any methods to con-

strain society to move in any direction. As Huxley

once wisely said, the points of a short-horn cow are

easier to determine than are the points of a good cit-

izen, and by the time evil traits show themselves the

evil has been done and the unfit have produced their

progeny. Nor do I see any prospect of a goal of per-

fection, admitting we know what that means; so far

as we can see from history the essentials of human

character have not changed since man attained self-

consciousness and, unless they do change, it is difficult

to understand how we can accomplish more than to

make more generally followed the precepts for right

living which have been abundantly given us by men

of the past.

The doctrine of progress and eugenics was begun

by biological evolutionists; from the principles of

their own science how can we draw any assurance that

society, from laws of its own nature, will or can tend

to a future perfection? Spencer often writes as if the

law of progress is merely to pass further and further

from homogeneity to heterogeneity. If such be the

goal of the human species, merely to create a greater

complexity of social life, we have all the warning nec-
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essary from palaeontology that complexity generally

ends in weakness and extinction. Biology certainly

with its axiom of the struggle for existence does not

even foster the idea of permanence. On the side of

physics, the Evolutionist makes progress the adapta-

tion of the organism to its environment, but what the

future of our environment is to be is a question which

it is impossible even to guess.

In spite of all the resources of our machinery and

of our financial system not more than five or ten per

cent of the population in the most advanced com-

munities can, or will, accumulate enough in their

active years to support themselves When old age ap-

proaches. Of the millions, who use mechanical ap-

pliances for almost all their daily needs, only a very

few have any knowledge of the machines, their con-

struction, or their scientific principles. Before a scien-

tific apparatus can be transformed into a machine it

must be changed into one significantly known as

"fool-proof." It is no exaggeration to say that if a

few thousands of superior men were eliminated for

two or three generations, or if the incentive for the

rewards of invention were abolished as the socialists

advocate, our industrial and mechanical civilization

would crumble like a dream; the common intellect

during that time, unguided by the specialist, could

neither create new machines nor renew the old ones.

The vast difference between operating a machine and

adjusting it when some part goes wrong or creating a
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new one is readily understood when we remember

that negroes operate our most complex and delicate

machinery and that they were unable by their own

initiative to progress beyond a rudimentary state of

civilization. They were flung into our complex socie-

ty and have been in a condition of independence less

than a century; they conform to the customs of an

industrial world and an intricate social life without

understanding its motives or its meaning and cannot

add a tittle to its ideas. Is such an example not a proof

that native ability has not advanced appreciably

during historical times ^ How long would it have

taken the Greek or Egyptian population to perform

the simple operation of levers and buttons, labelled

to pull or push, if one of our machines could have

been presented to them and its manipulation ex-

plained? Does anyone suppose that they could not

have run a Ford automobile or a motor boat as well

as thousands are doing today under the supervision

of the expert?

What the Evolutionists expected of sociology was

that it would become a true science which would for-

mulate laws, derived from the study and observation

of past times, applicable to guide the course of future

society. What has happened is, that sociologists have

accumulated a mass of statistics relating to human

affairs which they are not able to digest; for theory,

they have compiled text-books whose real informa-

tion consists of excerpts from philosophers and his-
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torians, and to these has been added a set of vague

doctrines inapplicable to the actual problems of life.

What is worse, the subject has attracted but very

few men of real ability. It would have caused deep

chagrin to the biological Evolutionists if they had

foreseen that the chief solicitude and work of the so-

ciologists were to be for the unfit. The earlier think-

ers were convinced that progress rested on the greater

opportunities which could be given to the fittest, or

best endowed individuals, by a science which would

eliminate the unfit and not attempt the impossible

task, in their opinion, of purifying an undesirable

strain until it was no longer a demoralizing element.

On the contrary, the efforts of the sociologists have

been confined to ameliorating the physical condition

of the slums. They have united themselves with the

professional uplifters and humanitarians and have

created organized charities and social agencies. In

their councils of social agency they have brought

about an alliance of the Church and industrial man-

agement. In this alliance it is only too evident that

the clergy have forgotten their Master's warning

about the aims of the rich man. In the mind of the

skeptical, the suspicion will remain that the motives

of the managers of great industrial plants, who lend

their efficient aid to organized charity, are a strange

mixture of sentimentality which the trials of poverty

must exert on any one accustomed to luxury, and of

the business sense which feels that the weight of a
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whole community directed towards alleviating the

discomforts of life does much to counteract the ex-

hortations of the radicals and contributes much to

business and the efficiency of the employee.

If this is a correct summary of the results of the

doctrine of social progress, when the laws of biolog-

ical evolution have been tempered with mercy and

pity for the weak and unfortunate, what has the hard

humanitarianism, which is the logical conclusion from

the thesis of the struggle for existence, done for the

world? This is the familiar, and until recently popu-

lar, doctrine of the superman. The Germans, in their

schools, in their pulpits, in their government, and in

their philosophy of Nietzsche, adopted it more unre-

servedly than any other nation. Unfortunately, they

did what no other people were willing to do; they put

this fallacious doctrine into practice. They plunged

the world into a war which was in every sense a strug-

gle for existence.



CHAPTER NINE

Evolution and Religion

THE most unfortunate result of the spread of the

doctrine of evolution in the nineteenth century

was the outbreak of a bitter conflict between science

and religion which was the most virulent since the

trial of Galileo. While we may agree with Spencer

that there is always a deep and lasting antagonism be-

tween them, yet it is one which becomes acute only at

rare intervals ;—at those times when the issue spreads

so as to enlist the attention of the general public. To-

day, it is light-heartedly assumed that there is no need

for such bitterness; both sides are honestly working

for the good of humanity and both should become

reconciled and encouraged to live at peace. Is it not

probable, that this opinion is due to loss of intensity

of convictions and weariness from a conflict we seem

unable to settle"? Beneath this apparent indifference

lies the real reason for the truce ; science, for the time

being at least, is the victor. The world is dominated

by the scientific method; we may have discarded

many of the specific conclusions of the great Evolu-

tionists, but their method of thought still governs

Church and State. Sociologists may agree that Spen-

cer's specific ideas of the State are not correct; the

clergy may admit that Fiske's humanitarian religion
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does not hold together the congregations; the biolo-

gists have found that Darwin, great genius that he

was, could not foretell the facts which have since

been discovered and which destroy the foundations

of his hypothesis, they may claim that Spencer was

weak in his knowledge of biology and Huxley too

prone to pass from the calm discussion of scientific

truth to the passionate methods of the propagandist

:

all still accept their philosophy of evolution and all

use their method to search for the truth in both the

material and spiritual realms. If the doctrine of evo-

lution has added confusion to social questions which

are closely involved with material affairs, it must be

even more dangerous as a guide to religion, whose

cultivation and discipline are the furthest removed

from our animal characteristics.

If science were concerned only with our relations

to our environment and religion with our spiritual af-

fairs, there would be no cause for antagonism. Such a

separation does not and cannot exist; just as the body

and the spirit of a man are inextricably woven to-

gether, so the fields of science and religion overlap

and mingle. The conflict between them is not due to

rivalry because of their achievements but to the far

deeper cause of their essentially different conceptions

of the aim of life. As I have elsewhere said, science

seeks for power and control of our environment, and

religion places character, or the judgement of good

and evil, as the end or purpose of life.
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There can be no harmony between two such oppo-

site aspects of life so long as the man of science, con-

sciously or unconsciously, agrees with Buckle that

civilization is a progress due to the accumulation of

facts and the rational interpretation of our environ-

ment, and the religious assume that our civilization

is to be judged by its morality and otherworldliness

whose precepts were known and practised thousands

of years ago. Can it be denied that those who sub-

scribe to the dogma of power are sympathetically in

agreement with Spencer "? He tells us that religious

worship yielded him no pleasure and he saw in re-

ligion only: "The notion of a deity who is pleased

with the singing of his praises, and angry with the in-

finitesimal beings he has made when they fail to tell

him perpetually of his greatness."^ How can there be

peace, except the peace of exhaustion or the pax Ro-

mana^ between such an attitude and that of St.

Thomas Aquinas who declared the acquisition of

knowledge to be a sin except in so far as it displayed

the power of God, or of St. Augustine who would

limit all his knowledge to that of God and his soul*?

These are the extremes of the two attitudes towards

life and between them lie all degrees of opinion. The

captains of science will, however, always accuse the

religious of thwarting the activities of the reason, and

the leaders of the other side will condemn the men

"^Autobiography, vol. I, p. 171.
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of science because they phice the material life above

the spiritual.

When either of these ruling passions becomes dom-

inant society suffers, for it is not wholesome to be gov-

erned exclusively by the reason or by the spirit. How
hard it is to preserve a just balance is shown by the

few periods when man has been able to prevent the

encroachment of the one or the other. Such may well

be called golden eras. No thoughtful person but will

admit that today we are basing our hopes of civiliza-

tion on the ability to devise a more rational scheme of

life which will obviate the inequalities of circum-

stances rather than on the submission of our desires

to a moral code whose only reward is indifference to

material success.

Before any standards of criticism can be set, we

must have a fairly clear agreement as to what religion

and science are. All the Evolutionists are conspicu-

ous for their tendency to confuse religion with idola-

try. Spencer may say: "Religion, everywhere present

as a weft running through the warp of human history,

expresses some eternal fact."" But his criticism of

religion is not on the basis of its being an essential

and eternal verity. His presentation of religion is

always under the aspect that this fundamental verity

is degraded by error and superstition in practice.

This is pernicious, because he judges the benefits

2 First Principles, p. 20.
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of religion by the practice of the masses instead of

by the lives of the better few. It is not the criticism

of a philosopher who should consider principles and

not practice. And it is not honest criticism, because he

estimates the practice of principles of all sorts by the

people in the following cynical fashion: "While

character remains unchanged, institutions cannot be

fundamentally changed. . . . The masses can ap-

preciate nothing but immediate and material boons.

. . . They fall under one kind of dominance after

another."^

When the Evolutionists discuss the qualities of

science and its cultivation, they do so con amore. It is

easy to prove this by passages from any of their writ-

ings. They define science as an organized body of

facts and of laws and ignore the vast body of hypo-

thesis and speculation which, as any student knows,

fills the major portion of any treatise on science; they

discuss religion as if it were only hypothetical and

speculative and overlook the equally great accumula-

tion of facts and laws about the spiritual life or,

rather, they class these as science and leave to religion

only the attributes of emotionalism. Thus Spencer

writes that men of science are impatient of the pre-

tension of religion because they are "occupied with

established truths, and accustomed to regard things

not already known as things to be hereafter discov-

ered."* And Fiske constantly condemns the doctrines

3 Autobiography, vol. II, p. 434.
* First Principles, p. 16.
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of the Christian Church because of the superstition and

idolatry with which the masses are prone to personify

God, and in the next breath, with childish credulity,

accepts on faith the superstition and idolatry of

science which portray the form and qualities of atoms

and aethers, and narrates the history of an infinite uni-

verse from its inception to modern times. Spencer and

Fiske speak reverently of the Absolute Unknown and

of religion, but they are equally emphatic that all re-

ligions, except the submission to natural law, are de-

graded by their errors; but they do not dwell on the

errors and absurdities of science. Thus, the impres-

sion one gets is that science seeks the truth; religion

cultivates deception. Men of science are critical, while

men of religion are gullible. The one is judged under

its best aspects and the other by its worst. Can we

truthfully say that the masses have degraded religion

more than they have science*? What is the attitude

towards medicine, or any of the laws of nature, but

the same superstition and idolatry as towards reli-

gion?

If we are to compare science and religion we must

consider the best of each and decide whether rational

or moral aspirations and practice have been the more

efficacious in promoting civilization. I cannot see that

the scientific "de-anthropomorphization of God" into

the Absolute Unknowable which institutes natural

law is any more exact than, or in fact different from,

the idea of God as the essence of spirit and truth
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which is the belief of the best teachers of religion.

Nor do I think that the materialism of the ordinary

convert to evolutionary science is any more critical or

any sounder in its blind acceptance of scientific hy-

pothesis than is the idealism of the ignorant and cred-

ulous Christian.

Those, who would have us believe that science

moves forward steadily after each step has been sub-

jected to rigorous criticism, and that men of science

are inspired only by so pure a love of truth as to wel-

come the overthrow of an erroneous theory on which

their reputation depends, do not present a just pic-

ture of science or of any human activity. As I review

the history of science on the one hand and of philoso-

phy and religion on the other, nothing seems more

certain than that scientific men do carefully sift the ac-

curacy of observations and measurements, while they

are at the same time singularly indifferent towards

the manifest absurdity of many of the scientific hy-

potheses. Do Spencer and Fiske show a critical spirit

when they say categorically that their whole vast

scheme of evolution is an established fact? Do the

physicists realize the impossibility of the situation

when they announce comprehensible laws of a uni-

verse each of whose almost infinitesimal parts is more

complicated than our solar systems'? Or do men of

science recognize that they are living in glass houses

and that it is dangerous to throw stones? When they

scoff at philosophy and religion because of seventy-
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odd jarring sects which cannot agree, they forget their

own inability to solve the nature of matter and energy

and that the pathway of science is strewn with the

wrecks of cherished hypotheses. We, who were brought

up on the stress theory of electricity, now find that it is

all wrong and that the truth lies in the old discarded

theory of electrical substance. In comparison with

the severe and exhaustive criticism which a new prin-

ciple of philosophy or a new dogma of religion must

meet, opposition to a new theory of science is singu-

larly mild. The incredible cell theory of the biolo-

gists, the topsy-turvy world of Einstein, the Lang-

muir atoms which break all the law of mechanics, the

ridiculous assumptions of the behaviouristic school

of psychologists, awaken no acerbity and excite no

surprise, although if they are true the whole struc-

ture of rational science falls to pieces. If the religious,

only, are stifled by the weight of authority, and if in

science truth prevails, why is it that Spencer refused

an honorary degree from the University of St. An-

drews'? He gives as his reason that the ideas of

younger men have so little chance to receive attention

because of the weight of authority and that "this un-

avoidable difficulty is made artificially greater when,

bearing no stamp of value, they have for competitors

those who, to the advantages of known achievements,

add the advantage of officially stamped values."^ It

is not that I am trying to diminish the achievements

'^Autobiography, vol. II, p. 273.
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of science but am pointing out that the history of

science is the same wayward chronicle of human ef-

fort and human mistakes as is that of philosophy and

religion.

What most distinguishes our attitude towards re-

ligion from that of the Middle Ages is our disbelief

in miracles and our unquestioning reliance on the

scientific postulates that all phenomena are continu-

ous in time and space, and are the effects of natural

causes. As I have used the words spirit and spiritual

in this book, not in the vulgar sense of disembodied

personalities, but rather as synonyms for the psychic

or hyperphysical element as defined by Plato and

Aristotle, so I shall not use the word miracle as de-

scriptive of the legendary stories of early peoples or

as indicative of the supernatural events used to

strengthen the faith of the credulous; these for the

most part are insignificant and puerile. I mean by

miracles those events in the natural world which

transcend any known physical or biological law and

especially most of the events in the hyperphysical

or psychic world. These, I shall claim, are neither

confirmed nor disproved by scientific methods, since

they lie outside the realm of the rational, and science

has discovered no methods of measuring them, or of

dealing with them.

Science does not embrace all phenomena and it has

not, for its use, all the criteria of truth. For example,
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when Professor Haldane says there is a break be-

tween physics and biology and another between bi-

ology and psychology, he is admitting two miracles,

one of life and the other of the spirit. During the time

when the earth was too hot to permit life to exist on

it, the laws of the physical sciences could alone ac-

count for its history. When life began, there began

with it the laws of biology. If Professor Haldane is

correct that the laws of the two sciences are not con-

vertible, the appearance of life is a break, or miracle;

it cannot be explained by physical law and there evi-

dently could not have been a pre-existent biological

cause. The same is true when self-consciousness ap-

peared in man ; we cannot obviously account for what

we may call the spirit by any preceding phenomena of

biology or physics. The desire to link the three cate-

gories of the material, the vital, and the spiritual into

a single monistic philosophy is naturally strongest

amongst those psychologists who are endeavouring to

find a biological and physical support for their science

and to develop the mind as a progress from the be-

ginning of time. The biologists are quite willing to es-

cape from the psychologists but they cling to physics

because they, too, are embarrassed by the admission

that life began in a miraculous way. The physicists

persist in excluding both life and spirit as phenom-

ena of matter and energy and show no desire to

complicate further their already intricate problems.

Thus the sciences of physics, biology, and psychol-
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ogy are valid for certain classes of phenomena and

within restricted periods of time. Again, as another

example, if a man is standing still, he will remain in

that position forever according to the laws of physics

unless he be constrained to move by some external

force. But, it is common experience, that the man

may, by thought, will to bend his knees ; his muscles

contract, and he moves. The physicist can find no ex-

ternal cause for this motion and it is, so far as he is

concerned, a miracle, transcending the laws of phys-

ics. As for biology and psychology, they cannot tell

whether the man will move, why he moves, when he

will move, or where he will move. Not to be able to

predict any of these actions removes the action from

the laws of science. For the solution of this problem

of simple motion, no objective observations or exper-

iments will find a cause; it is locked up in the subjec-

tive mind of the man who moves.

It is said that Cardinal Newman was once re-

proached because of his acceptance, under authority,

of the many miracles of the Catholic Church. To this

reproach, he answered that the belief in God was so

supreme and so awful a miracle that, when he had

compelled himself to admit that on faith, all others

seemed trivial. Yet the belief in God is the most gen-

eral belief of all times. Most evolutionists indignant-

ly deny atheism. And faith in God, whether it be the

idol of the barbarian, the Inscrutable Power of Spen-

cer and Fiske, or the Divine Spirit of the Christian or
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Jew, carries with it the conviction of a power which

instituted natural law and the self-consciousness of

the human spirit. To admit the existence of God in

any sense of the word is to admit the possibility of

the miraculous.

To say that natural law was instituted by a Power

and to deny that natural law may be suspended or

changed is to accept the greater mystery and to deny

a less. If God instituted the laws by which the solar

system moves then I see no reason, so far as physics

is concerned, why the sun may not have stood still at

the command of God through Joshua. To say that it

would have deranged the solar system is an argu-

ment which should have no more weight than to say

that a man who had made a machine could not stop

it and start it again without deranging its mechan-

ism. The disbelief in such miracles comes from the

conviction of so steadfast a reign of law that the pur-

pose ascribed to the miracles is not comm.ensurate

with the infraction of the law. But believing, as I

do, in free-will, which is contrary to scientific law,

and that man can comprehend imperfectly the laws

of the universe, it seems reasonable to assume that

he also to the same extent comprehends the creator of

the laws. The service which science has rendered to

religion is to show that the less religion depends on

material phenomena and on material laws for its sup-

port the purer and nobler it becomes, and less sub-

ject to an idolatry of the miraculous.
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Man's position in nature may truly be classed as

unique ; his existence is miraculous. So far as we can

observe, his body is composed of the common inor-

ganic materials, he is subject to the same biological

laws which apply to a vast number of other organic

bodies; but he possesses a third nature, self-conscious-

ness which he has found nowhere else in the universe.

By self-consciousness, I mean the actions which we

class as moral. We are convinced that our actions

alone can be judged by the attributes of good or evil.

Many attempts have been made to prove that we are

constrained by law, that our acts and thoughts are as

unconscious as those of automata; suGh attempts have

failed to convince. We seem to be in a world of facts

and laws which are not subject to any change but we

also seem able to rearrange the objective world so

long as we respect certain rules of the game. We have

also discovered many facts and laws of our subjective

world as certain as those of the objective world : while

we can never be sure that our interpretation of the

objective world is true because its data are known to

us through our sensations, we can be certain that our

subjective world is in itself real. So Descartes was

willing to group all animals as automata but in man

he placed a soul, and Huxley saw in man the end of

natural selection because his self-consciousness per-

mitted him to create an artificial world of good and

evil.

We have discovered a body of facts and laws for
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our subjective world. They are fully as certain as,

but they are not commensurate with, the facts and

laws of the objective world. We have learned to

judge conduct and to trace the effects of right and

wrong so that we believe in order in this spiritual

realm as we do in our environment, but we find also

here startling and inexplicable breaks which we are

forced to class with the miraculous. There are nu-

merous cases of men whose character and motives are a

matter of authentic record and who have changed sud-

denly the whole course of their lives; as conspicuous

examples of this we may cite the conversion of St.

Paul, of St. Francis of Assisi, and of Pascal. We can

find no sufficient cause for such abrupt changes of life

;

they appeal to me as of the nature of the miraculous. I

am quite aware that physiologists point to the influ-

ence of mental hallucination and to bodily derange-

ment, but these men are conspicuous as examples of

mental and bodily sanity and of keen critical judge-

ment. Others will say that the mystery is merely a

seeming one because we do not understand the scien-

tific laws of the mind as we do of matter. I know, too,

that there is a school of psychologists who call them-

selves behaviourists. They hold that thought in all

its phases is but a physical phenomenon ; that, if we

could know the positions and motions of the atoms

of our brain we should know all there is in what we

erroneously call life and self-consciousness. They

discuss the mind by first denying its existence, and
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they have never produced the slightest evidence that

thought has any connection with the positions of

atoms in the brain nor have they shown the slightest

similarity between purpose and physical energy.

The beliefs of this school of psychologists are as na'ive

and as incredible as are the crudest miracles of the age

of mythology.

The social evolutionists place much emphasis on

what their doctrine means for civilization. They pic-

ture a steady progress of society from a herd of brutes

to our present society and foretell a future perfect

state when a reign of law shall control the conflicting

aims of egoism and altruism. It is rather difficult to

see what progress the cultivation of the physical and

biological sciences can accomplish except to extend

our knowledge of our environment and to increase

our material welfare. In this respect, our civilization

has been a great and signal expansion. The goal of

this scientific achievement is industrialism. We are

not ready to say that industrialism in even its best

aspects is the most desirable aim of life, and we cer-

tainly do not find that it has brought peace to the

world, or that it has reconciled the egoism and altru-

ism of the human race.

What are we to think of this doctrine of progress

when we are not able to include in it an equal progress

in morals'? Can we deny what Buckle affirmed, that

the highest moral truths were known and practised
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thousands of years ago and that we have been able

to add nothing to them since, in spite of constant and

persistent effort*? To me, and I think to most others,

the highest civilization is one in which the highest

moral characteristics are displayed by the greatest

number of individuals. Would any one venture to say

that a community which was eager to enjoy and capa-

ble of criticising the artistic and moral exposition of

the Greek tragedies or the plays of Shakespeare was

not as near the goal of refined civilization as arc our

own communities'? Were not those citizens at least

comparable to ours whose recreations lie rather in the

automobile, the movies, and the magazines, although

these three are cited as marvels of science^ I should

consider little Athens, or little Florence, with its rec-

ord of eminent men, whose achievements were the

common property of its citizens, on a par with our

greatest industrial cities. Nor would the life and as-

pirations of the little band of early Christians com-

pare unfavourably with the Council of the League of

Nations.

The Evolutionists may point to progress in many

things but none of them ventures to claim that the

standards of individual ability have been advanced.

Aristotle, Hipparchus, and Archimedes still rank

with Darwin, Galileo, and Newton in scientific acu-

men; Socrates and Jesus still stand unchallenged in

moral character. Professor Conklin and others who

have tried to reconcile biological evolution with so-
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cial and moral progress admit that such progress can-

not be claimed for the few of superior ability who

have appeared throughout historical times. They ad-

mit that the best amongst the Greeks have not been

surpassed by the best today, but contend that progress

lies in the wider diffusion of ability and culture. Even

such a progress cannot be admitted: the common

people are as ready to seize on immediate benefits and

material boons as they ever were, and they still fall

as foolishly under one kind of dominance after an-

other. Can Professor Conklin be so shortsighted as

not to see that he has advanced an argument which

is, if true, convincing proof against the idea of prog-

ress of society by biological evolution"? For society,

as a whole, to progress there must be a continuous

growth in the standards of civilization and in the

ability of its leaders as well as in the diffusion of

ability and character. Unless the fittest individuals

constantly advance in succeeding generations, prog-

ress will cease when society attains to their stationary

standards. This is merely the fundamental idea of

natural selection. Let us suppose that a few individu-

als of a species are possessed of a slightly advanta-

geous trait and that, by extermination or by the

spread of the trait, all the individuals come to pos-

sess it to the same degree, there will be no evolution

of a new species unless there is also a continuous in-

crease of the trait amongst a few favoured individuals

in succeeding generations. To say that society may
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ultimately attain the level of the best individuals of

the past ages is a different thing from the claim that

society will progress indefinitely. Knowing the best

characteristics of the past we would know the goal

towards which man moves even though the goal to-

wards which all creation moves is still shrouded in

mystery.

Let us examine this idea of evolutionary progress

by natural causes a little more closely. We have seen

that Buckle tried to explain why a certain few primi-

tive stocks developed an early civilization and why

European culture was late in beginning but was not

so soon exhausted. It was shown, I think, conclusive-

ly that the natural causes he advanced were quite in-

adequate to tell us why some stocks advanced and

others did not. We might add to the illustrations al-

ready given, that the Athenians became so superior a

people that their influence is still woven into all our

modern thought and yet the peoples just north of

them remained almost stagnant; or we could cite the

Romans who created one of the great empires of the

world while none of their immediate neighbors were

capable of showing this initiative. How can we lay

such inequalities to environmental causes'? No, the

best we can say is that certain of these primitive

stocks possessed the innate ability to grow and could

adapt themselves to favourable conditions on the one

hand and overcome unfavourable conditions on the

other hand.
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We owe the next attempt to make a science of his-

tory and sociology to Spencer. He tried to find a

universal law which would express the general evolu-

tion of the human race. He proposed the idea that so-

ciety is an organism following the general, but quite

vague, law that homogeneity always progresses into

heterogeneity. As the biologist is apt to classify or-

ganisms according to the complexity of their func-

tions and structures, so the sociologist assumes that

society is the most advanced towards perfection which

is the most complex in its functions and construction.

This analogy is quite a specious one. The biologist

does loosely classify species of animals and plants in

a series from lower to higher according to the com-

plexity of their organization. He may say the oyster

is a lower form than the dog, but he does not attribute

to the words higher and lower any moral significance

or perfection of character. In a biological sense the

most perfect organism is that which is constituted to

preserve and maintain itself, and complexity very

often carries with it weakness and extinction. When
evolution is applied to social changes we introduce

the new idea of ethics and use the words higher and

lower with an ethical interpretation. We cannot say

that the most heterogeneous society is the most pro-

gressive or the most perfect, as a simple society may

have the very highest ideals. From a biological con-

ception the Greeks were not as fit as the Hottentots

for they could not maintain themselves, largely on
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account of the complexity of their organization, and

the Hottentots still persist; sociologically, there is no

doubt which was the more perfect type.

Again, if it were a general law that homogeneity

changes to heterogeneity, then all primitive stocks

should progress if sufficient time be given. The con-

trary is the rule. Only a few primitive stocks have

shown the power to advance to a high civilization and

the rule for such peoples is, with few exceptions, that

they reach a maximum and then decay. In the great

majority of cases, progress continues only so far as to

produce simple tribal communities which are able to

withstand the adversities of their environment. They

develop a language, use fire and a few simple tools,

and live under a primitive government and religion.

This condition once attained they remain stationary.

Unless they fall under the constraint of a foreign

dominating stock we see no signs that they would

ever advance to a complex or heterogeneous social

state. Such was the history of the American Indians

and of the Negroes and such would have been, pos-

sibly, the history of the Gauls if the Romans had not

constrained them to adopt the progressive civiliza-

tion of Rome.

Fiske also tried to trace the changes of society by

the law of natural selection. Here, again, we have the

attempt to apply a general law to fit the history of the

few peoples which were able to develop themselves

by their own innate power. We shall not press the
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point that the biologists are pretty well agreed that

natural selection is an effective agent to exterminate

a species but that it is not an adequate cause of con-

tinuous variation. If it is not accepted in this field it

is still less likely to apply to human society. Fiske

finds that perhaps half of the primitive stocks were

able to progress beyond savagery and of these almost

all have stayed arrested in an immobile type of civ-

ilization. Continuous progress, he says, is limited to

the European Aryans and a very few other stocks. He
thus restricts the operation of natural selection to

what he calls the rare cases where there is a concur-

rence of exceptionally favourable environmental fac-

tors. This is a vague and ineffective hypothesis. His

argument amounts to this: We, looking backwards,

see that progressive civilization occurs only in a cer-

tain few peoples; natural selection is the cause of this

progress ; therefore, circumstances must in these cases

only have been favourable. He cannot tell us what

these circumstances were nor can he predict what

people will continue to advance or when they will

retrograde.

Those who still follow the example of the pio-

neers in the doctrine of sociological evolution invari-

ably run against that mystery, or miracle, of the un-

known and unexpected variation of individuals, the

fact that blood ties give certain common characteris-

tics of power or weakness and that at the same time

each individual is unaccountably different from his
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ancestors and his contemporaries. The historians and

sociologists have not proved to us that the course of

society is not principally the result of the ability and

effort of individuals.

The attempt to find a path of progress from a prim-

itive to an advanced civilization or to find the causes

of change has not been successful. It must be true that

knowledge, from the accumulation of experience,

must grow with time in an organism such as man. He
has the faculty of adding to, as well as of remember-

ing, the accomplishments of the past, and he has de-

veloped speech and writing in which past records are

transmitted and preserved ; he has thus escaped from

the bondage of the merely repetitive acts of plants

and other animals. But we still find that the most

pronounced characteristic of the generality of people

is to hold obstinately to past customs and past ideals.

Just as in palaeontology, where the striking fact is

the persistence of types rather than a tendency to-

wards variation, so the striking fact in mental devel-

opment is the obstinate persistence of the common

people of all races.

In all parts of the world today, except where the

civilization of the few dominant races has intruded

and compelled the natives to adopt new customs and

new ideas, the mental ability of the people has shown

no change for thousands of years. Even in Europe

and North America, the common people have pro-

gressed but little, if at all, in the essentials of
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thought and character beyond those which were pos-

sessed by the more vigorous people of the earliest his-

torical times. A certain mechanical civilization has

been imposed upon them much as it has been imposed

upon the Negroes in the United States. But if we con-

sider real mental ability which consists in judging

what are the true and lasting benefits of life we must

agree with Spencer ; the average person cares only for

immediate and personal boons and cannot restrain his

appetites or know whether what he seeks is really for

the benefit of himself and of his race.

As for the facts and laws of morality, it is conceded

that they have been known for thousands of years. It

is also true that the very highest communities have

not been able to attain to these standards or to make

them operative. These laws were given to us by men

who, so far as scientific power and knowledge are con-

cerned, were unenlightened barbarians. They have

been reiterated from time to time since the days of

Hammurabi and yet the best of our contemporaries

would be content to have lived according to their pre-

cepts. Europe is even now plunged in a state of fear,

hatred, and envy which could not be surpassed at any

time in its history however far backwards it might be

traced. Thus moral progress is not coincident with

scientific achievement or even causally related to it.

If morals were merely an adaptation to our environ-

ment as some have believed, or if they were conven-

tions of society, then they should rise and fall with
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the rhythm of rational and scientific progress. Instead

of such variation, the standards of morality remain

fixed and eternal truths. They are seen clearly by a

comparatively few gifted individuals who appear

from time to time in the most different social environ-

ments. And we can safely say that all of us who at-

tempt to break these laws, do so not from a lack of

knowledge of what is right but because we have not

the will to restrain our desires. From what I have ob-

served, many have been able to evade the physical

laws but I have found no one who has broken the

moral laws and escaped the punishment which leaves

an indelible stain on the character, and mars the peace

of mind which belongs only to a righteous life.

From all the discussion evoked by the study of his-

tory, one fact, and it seems to be one of supreme im-

portance, stands out clearly and unchallenged. What

we believe to be the higher forms of civilization have

arisen from a very few primitive stocks. If we neglect

the more or less questionable surmises which have

been made by anthropologists and start from a period

when our records are considered reliable we can locate

these influential stocks. We find that the peoples

found on the African and American continents pro-

duced no important civilized states with the excep-

tion of the Egyptians, Mexicans, and Peruvians

whose influence has been slight if not negligible. In

Asia we find the stationary states of the Chinese and
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the Hindus and the vanished societies of Mesopo-

tamia. The Malaysian peoples of the Pacific Islands

give no contribution. Lastly, in Europe, the Greeks

showed certainly that they possessed the almost

unique power of continued self-development. There

have been various attempts to show from what stock

they descended ; they undoubtedly sucked inspiration

from their neighbours but they so quickly surpassed

all others that it was their ideas which prevailed and

spread. The rest of the European peoples, from what-

ever stocks they may have arisen, owe their civiliza-

tion to the Greeks. The one possible exception is the

Romans; yet their power is so bound up with Greek

culture that, although they became the dominating

power of Europe, we may say they were rather the

instrument for the spread of civilization than its

originator. There is an analogy between the later civ-

ilization of the Gauls, Teutons, Celts, and others, and

that of the Greeks similar to Darwin's classification

of the evolution of domesticated animals by artificial

selection and of those, in the wild state, by natural

selection. In the one case, variation is directed and

constrained to follow certain lines by a superior di-

recting power ; in the other case we can find no cause

directing the fluctuating variations due to hereditary

changes.

The most we can say of the European stocks is that

they had the ability to receive, and perhaps to im-

prove, the Greek culture which the Romans impressed
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upon them in their early and plastic state. But we

have no proof that any of the human stocks has not

the innate ability to become more or less civilized un-

der constraint. Even the African Negroes have quick-

ly assumed the external forms of our most complex

civilization and no one can predict how far they may

be able to go while directed and aided by the initia-

tive of others.

While we have not been able to discover any gen-

eral laws of evolution, either of environment or of a

subjective nature, which will explain why some stocks

become civilized and others do not, yet there is an

almost startling fact to be noticed from which we can

draw an important conclusion. The legends and his-

tory of the stagnant peoples have brought down to

us hardly the name of a single individual, of such a

race, who was distinguished by creative ability in art,

literature, religion, science, or government. We can

recall but a few names, and these not for work of

great distinction, of all those millions of people dur-

ing thousands of years, except it be for personal brav-

ery or leadership in war.

On the other hand those stocks which developed a

true social civilization have preserved for us the

names and accomplishments of a long line of especial-

ly gifted individuals. These became the leaders and

teachers of their contemporaries and descendants.

And the advance of any people which has continued

to progress has been accompanied by the frequency
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of the appearance of such gifted individuals. The ap-

pearance of these superior men is startlingly sudden

and unexpected : we cannot predict when or in what

field of endeavour they will appear; we cannot find

in their ancestry the qualities which would make it

probable that it would produce a genius ; we cannot

tell whether the ideas of the genius will bear fruit or

will prove to be sterile.

The influence of the individual on the progress of

society is closely analogous to the present "mutation"

theory of biological evolution. The biologists have

been compelled to give up general laws and general

causes for the variation of species, and are pretty well

convinced that it is due to the sudden and unexpected

variations in individuals. For example, if a large

number of seeds from a single plant are grown, each

will have certain characteristic differences from the

others, and a new species is due to the true breeding

of such individual abrupt changes. Such a cause can-

not evidently be classed as a general law since it de-

pends on individual idiosyncrasies rather than on

common qualities. We can admit the fact of varia-

tion by such a cause ; as I before remarked, a reptile

may have laid and hatched an egg which turned out

to be a feathered bird. But such an admission, while

it may close the palaeontological gap between rep-

tiles and birds, is quite contrary to the purpose of a

scientific hypothesis. So, too, if sociological variations

are due to the sudden and unexpected variations in a
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few individuals instead of the onward sweep of varia-

tions of a social organism, there is not much hope that

we can find general laws for a science of history or of

sociology.

We have had at least three attempts to construct

elaborate cosmogonies which have fascinated the ima-

gination; Plato conceived a universe of the ideal,

Descartes pictured it as a machine obedient only to

mechanical law, and Spencer as an evolution from ho-

mogeneity to heterogeneity in which matter, motion,

and life are woven together in an incomprehensible

verbal scheme. These structures have no correspon-

dence with reality; they are illusion without sub-

stance and give neither shelter nor security to the

spirit. Is it still not the truth that our real course of

life should be to adapt ourselves as best we can to the

Philosophy of the Unexpected, guided so far as pos-

sible by the few facts in the objective and in the sub-

jective world which we have been able to discover

and use^ We continue to pass our lives in a world of

mystery and of the miraculous in which the Unex-

pected constantly intrudes.

How can we speak of a science of history or of so-

ciology when a Moses unexpectedly appears in a na-

tion of bondsmen and leads them to independence or

when Jesus is born in an obscure carpenter's family

and institutes a new ideal and a new life in the world '?

In Greece, during a state of society hardly to be dis-

tinguished from barbarism, the poems of Homer
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which have never been surpassed flash out; as unex-

pectedly Thales, whose ancestry is unknown, creates

philosophy by finding a principle of order in what

seems to be chaos. In our own times, Napoleon es-

capes from assassins and profoundly changes the

course of history. A Newton springs from an humble

farmer's family; a St. Francis from the nobility; a

Darwin from a line of intellectual ancestry. The his-

tory of all nations, which have played a part in civili-

zation, is a chronicle of the deeds and thoughts of the

few superior individuals who have issued from all

kinds of ancestry and in the most different surround-

ings.

Sometimes the common people vaguely appreciate

the superlative benefits given to them by such richly

endowed individuals. Most often they learn reluct-

antly new ideas, and then they are apt to choose what

seems to offer them immediate but transitory boons

and are led by powerful but untrustworthy guides.

That a nation may continue to progress we must have

not only a steady supply of gifted individuals but

they must come at the proper time when their ideas

can be carried out effectively. Is it probable, if Hero

of Alexandria, with his knowledge of the motive

power of steam, had lived in a community and at a

time prepared to apply his discovery, that we should

have had to wait for Watt to perfect the steam en-

gine^ Again, if Roger Bacon had been understood, the

age of science might have begun much earlier. There
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is no trait more pronounced in average men than a re-

luctance to accept new ideas or to conform to new

habits. We prefer to follow the example of the past

with its known conditions rather than to experiment

with new possibilities, and this inherent conservatism

has often served as a safeguard as well as a danger.

At rare intervals, an extraordinarily large number

of gifted individuals appear almost simultaneously,

and this event produces a temporary moral and intel-

lectual exaltation in the whole community. This

seems to be the explanation of the Golden Age of

Greece and of the Renaissance in Italy, if that can be

called an explanation which gives no cause for such a

production of genius. Every little town could point

to its illustrious citizens, and the whole community

absorbed and shared the honour of their achieve-

ments. The progress of civilization, on the other

hand, ceases at those times when mediocrity alone

prevails or when circumstances stifle the work of

genius. I am thus proposing the opposite philosophy

to that introduced by the Evolutionists of the last

century. They believed the appearance of gifted indi-

viduals to be due to the general progress of society;

whereas I base the upward and downward movements

of society on the unexpected appearance of the few

who slowly impart beneficial ideas and invention to

a usually reluctant commonalty.

Is it merely unreasoning pessimism to look upon
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the present state of society with apprehension or to

think the present lack of eminent men ominous for the

near future at least? We are passing through a se-

vere convulsion of society. Our philosophy and re-

ligion have been shocked to their foundations, and

the Evolutionists have given us no new positive be-

liefs or any spiritual check to control our wayward

fancies and desires. Our rapid extension of power

over our environment has brought with it an indus-

trialism whose social effects we have not been able to

understand or to guide into safe channels. Other

social revolutions, such as that which began towards

the end of the eighteenth century, were productive of

great men of thought and action, but we cannot point

to such an effect in our own times ; we stand distracted

and alarmed because of the lack of leaders.

In our crisis, we do not turn to great individuals,

and in fact we should have difficulty in finding them,

to teach us new laws and a new religion. We are plac-

ing our hopes on groups of mediocrity,—on Covenants

of a League of Peace, on social agencies, on organized

charities, on cooperation and on committees, on plans

of relief and on plans of organization. We forget

Huxley's stinging aphorism that, if wisdom lies in a

multitude of counselors, it is to be found in only a

few of them.

There are faint signs of restiveness which may be

the beginning of our realization that we need great

men rather than great organizations to show us the
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way of salvation. We are beginning to see that the

plans for a permanent settlement of our troubles for-

mulated by however large and complex an associa-

tion of mediocre men and women, fortified by any

amount of statistics and diagrammatic curves of aver-

ages, will necessarily be cursed by mediocrity. We
need a Moses to lead us out of the bondage of the

machine. A recent writer forcibly pictures our bewil-

dered state: "There has never been a time, and pray

Heaven there never will come a time, when a great

man cannot do more than a great machine, when it

will not be worth more to humanity to breed up able,

true men than to build up organizations. A machine

can have great force; a crowd is very powerful, but

machines and crowds do no miracles. A man who has

a touch of genius in him can do what passes sight and

reason; it is men who are taken up to Valhalla to live

with gods, not nations or courts or leagues. 'The more

I see of mankind,' wrote Addison sincerely to Hali-

fax, 'the more I learn to value extraordinary men.
J 5ja

The system of ethics founded by Spencer is merely

the endeavour to know physical law in order that we

may conform to our environment. Its result was to be

a society which would give the greatest possible free-

dom for the self-expression of the individual and the

most equable fulfilment of temporal desires. Such a

system of ethics was too vague to become a religion,

8 The Villager, 1923.
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it failed to touch the imagination. For the source of

our present humanitarian rehgion we must turn to

Fiske and the other popularisers of Spencer's philoso-

phy. With Fiske begins the introduction of sentimen-

tality into the doctrine of evolution which is now the

creed of eugenics and of humanitarian righteousness.

He started the doctrine that religion is an adjustment

to a larger and larger environment. According to him,

humanity is to be saved by removing the inequalities

of material fortune rather than by acting on the faith

that righteousness is the highest reward of life, what-

ever may be its temporal misfortunes. He wished to

promote by every method the "deanthropomorphiza-

tion" of God and he succeeded only in promoting the

"anthropomorphization" of religion so that what

used to be called the house of God is better charac-

terized as an institutional church.

Fiske softens the Absolute Unknowable of Spencer

into what he calls a quasi-human God. We are to be

permitted to say that God is Spirit but not that God

is Force, and we must avoid scrupulously the use of

the words, Intelligence and Volition, with regard to

the Deity. He finds that we feel a sense of dependence

upon the Unknowable which gives to our search for

the fulness of life in conforming to a larger and larger

environment a certain association with a feeling for

reverence for the Absolute,—and this is religion. This

would indeed be a religion for the few. He recog-

nized, what Spencer failed to understand until to-
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wards the end of his life, that religion is not known

or proved by the reason. And having no other guide

for truth, he turns to crass emotionalism as its source.

He degrades the austere sense of human righteous-

ness, which compels us to obey our conscience in spite

of human and natural obstacles, to the mere state of

physical and mental well-being which soothes those

who contemplate nature in her smiling and benign

moods. Religion lies in the sensuous delight of great

music which appeals to him like voices from an un-

seen world, and in the solace from care which the in-

nocent playing of children and the singing of birds

afford. He looks for sermons in brooks and stones and

butter-cups rather than in the experience of wise men

who have suffered and sinned, but who have attained

that inner serenity of the soul which passes under-

standing. All Fiske's sources of religion are but a

childish hedonism; at best they are merely refined

sensual pleasures and a shrinking from physical and

mental pain.

We must give to Fiske the credit that, when he

traces the evolution of religion from the customs of

our early ancestors, he logically derives his religion

as an evolution of pain and pleasure. He begins with

the idea of pleasure and pain which are the nervous

reactions to physical causes. With this false idea of a

physical or natural cause for religion planted in our

minds, he first subtilizes the sensual effects of pain

and pleasure into intellectual attributes and finally
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identifies them with our moral sense of right and

wrong. It is but another example of Huxley's use of

materialistic words and disavowal of materialistic

ideas. Fiske explicitly denies that our spiritual quali-

ties can be derived from material forces, yet because

he can use the same words, pain and pleasure, to ex-

press two different ideas he jumps to the conclusion

that physical sensations and moral feelings are con-

nected causally as well as verbally. The higher forms

of pleasure which Fiske identifies with religion are

undoubtedly to be eagerly cultivated, but they are

not religion; a man may be a wicked villain and still

love nature and music and children.

It is sometimes cited as a proof of the efficacy of

the gospel of natural evolution that its founders were

men of high morals and pure motives, and of keen

intellectual ability. So they were, but they were also

moulded in their youth by the gospel of another re-

ligion. To find the effect of their preaching we must

look to the coming generation whose early training

has been in their hands. The youth of today are re-

plying in no uncertain tones, that their teachers have

failed to show them a standard other than to obtain

out of life what pleasure and success can be snatched.

Our moral standards are certainly changed ; whether

the new freedom of speech and the new freedom from

sex restraint are blessings or not, must be left for

time to decide. But it is not to be denied that the

gospel founded on reason has been followed by a gen-
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eration whose interest in intellectual matters is more

languid and whose absorption in material amuse-

ments and whose restless activity are greater than

they were a century ago.

So far the Christian Church, or at least an influen-

tial portion of it, has accepted evolution, but it has

failed to find in the doctrine any strong incentive to

lead the religious life. The clergy have made the pro-

found mistake of not realising that they are not con-

cerned with the scientific doctrine of biological evolu-

tion. It should make no difference to them whether

corporeal man was created by a special act of God or

whether he is linked to the rest of organic beings.

Their business is not with man as an animal but with

man as an immortal spirit. If the spirit or soul is

merely an evolution of life then I can see no need for

a separation of religion from the other customs and

habits of social life nor, in fact, from the social life

of any other animal. The doctrine of evolution is a

rational doctrine and it cannot be made to include the

spirit, which is essentially irrational and miraculous.

The attributes of God and of the soul are solely mat-

ters of faith and intuition and can be neither proved

nor disproved by science.

Shaken in their belief, the clergy are not profound-

ly convinced of the truth of their religion. They may
teach that there is a personal God and that He has

broken the chain of evolution by giving to man an

immortal soul, but the weight of their argument is
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based on the reason rather than on the miraculous.

They may teach that God has revealed the higher law

to a few individuals, now and then, and that Jesus

was, in a manner, divine. But they sedulously mini-

mize the elements of the miraculous in the lives of the

prophets who are to the average person the living

symbols of God and religion. They repeat the creeds

of the Church, but they place upon them their own in-

terpretation which is quite contrary to the simple

meaning of the words they use. And their interpreta-

tion is acceptable neither to faith nor to reason ; it is

neither frankly spiritualistic nor materialistic.

Distracted by the impossible attempt to reconcile

rational progress and moral stability, very many have

given up the search for spirituality altogether. Their

sole aim is to get from life what pleasure and what

success they may. The majority have turned rather

to humanitarianism and are hoping to save society

by a more equitable distribution of the comforts and

ease of life. They fail to see that the prevailing un-

rest and dissatisfaction do not come from a lack of the

necessities which permit a righteous life, but that

they are due to the envy of the luxuries of others. The

inevitable inequalities of fortune are increased by the

emphasis placed on material welfare and the attempts

to increase it. Even the poor are today so surrounded

with mechanical contrivances and social aids that

their material life compares favourably with that of

the rich of former times. Yet we see no contentment
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of mind. Unless the righteous life can be shown to be

the inestimable reward of existence and unless its at-

tainment is accompanied with a certain indifference

to success and comfort there is little value in religion.

And I can find in the doctrine of evolution no guide

to such a standard of life. In spite of the degradation

by superstition and idolatry of which they are ac-

cused, the great religions have held faith in things

unseen steadily before us; they have given an incen-

tive for piety and the spiritual life which has held

and satisfied the best minds of the past. I can find no

symbol and no law to satisfy our spiritual nature in

the quasi-Christianity of the humanitarian applica-

tions of evolution. The real tendency of evolution is

to be found in the philosophy of Nietzsche and not in

the life of Christ.

In the past, society turned to the precepts and ex-

ample of a few gifted individuals for a standard of

conduct. These teachers were so endowed with the

wisdom of analysing human hearts and motives, and

they set an example in the practice of their lives so

unattainable by others, that they were called prophets

and were considered to be divine.

However the religions instituted by these men may

differ, they were all singularly united in the fact that

their fundamental commandments were few in num-

ber and simple in precept. And they had this most

essential quality in common ; they were almost exclu-
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sively commands not of what may be done but of

what may not be done; they were, in psychological

terms, inhibitions. These canons of religious conduct

were based on the assumption that moral facts and

laws are even more certain and unchangeable than

natural law. They are not a code of convenience shift-

ing with the conventions of society as they are be-

lieved to be by humanitarians and pragmatists. They

tacitly assumed that one may do all those many things

which appeal to him, excepting the few which harm

either himself or others spiritually. With all the fail-

ures of the older religions, no one who reflects on the

history of society can fail to do homage to the results

which have followed from obedience to the precepts

of these individual teachers. These precepts are bound

up with the belief in free-will and that the individual

is personally responsible for his acts to a Divine

Power whose plan he is capable of understanding.

According to this doctrine of inhibition, society is de-

pendent on the individual, and reform is due to the

conviction of the individual that he, himself, must

order his own life aright.

Now, unfortunately, the reform and progress of

society are being undertaken by doctrinaire sociolo-

gists and pseudo-biologists who imagine a system of

government and of ethics to be derived from a scien-

tific formula based on the laws of biological evolu-

tion. The method of this evolution is to be found, to

the present time at least, in Darwin's doctrine of nat-
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ural selection. So far as one can judge, these new ar-

biters of thought and conduct are not, themselves,

persons who command either the respect or the adora-

tion of their fellow-men on account of their rational

superiority or their moral sublimity. They make no

appeal which compels us to conform our lives to their

precepts or to their practice. Their claim to authority

is based on the assumption that natural law is su-

preme and unique; the man of science is the law-

giver and the laws for humanity are to be obtained in

the laboratory. We are to seek for a social law. When
it is found, all will obey it for the advantage of the

race; all will follow the path of the common good,

like well-aimed bullets fired from a gun which, di-

rected by the law of gravitation, must necessarily hit

the target.

No one could have a greater respect for the char-

acter of the great men of science than have I. But it

has always seemed to me, when such men are removed

, from their proper sphere of work and attempt to solve

problems where both the conditions of work and the

conclusions to be derived are lacking in the definite-

ness necessary to the solution of a laboratory prob-

lem, that then they are singularly unfit to be followed

as guides. Success in science requires a certain aloof-

ness from the complex currents of human endeavour

and concentration on restricted phenomena which

tend to narrow the mind. As a rule, the creative man

of science is content to leave to others the applica-
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tions of his discoveries. The interpretation of biology

and the application of evolution to social laws have

spread to the public principally through the medium

of the popularisers of science. The descent from scien-

tific accuracy to the vague use of scientific terms by

the humanitarians and sociologists has been rapid

and fatal.

Our command over our environment has increased

enormously during the past century, owing to the ap-

plications of scientific discovery, and with it has come

a correspondingly large increase in the complexity of

social life. It is a question whether this added power

has been accompanied by a corresponding growth of

judgement to use it rightly. In other words, has man

the ability to use this additional power to direct him-

self in a democratic state without some ethical and

personal guide? We certainly shall encounter grave

difficulties and go through much anguish of mind un-

less we can strengthen our inhibitions to use this

power for good rather than for harm. The scientific

law of evolution, as deduced from natural selection,

is concerned with the preservation of the race and

seems to have but little bearing on the morals and

actions of the individual. At bottom, it declares that

what is, is right, or, at least, is unavoidable; and

conclusions can be deduced from it which will favour

any line of conduct, as I have pointed out previously.

The passion for unity which lies at the root of scien-

tific inquiry is responsible for the attempt to construct
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a monistic philosophy of the universe by which all

phenomena are referred to a single law of the conser-

vation of physical energy. And this passion for unity

is but another name for the wilfulness of the intellect

which tries to satisfy itself by giving a name to what-

ever is not comprehended. A monistic philosophy may

be a great feat of the mind, but it must remain bar-

ren because it ignores or smoothes out all the mani-

fold differences between spirit and matter, between

the living and the dead.

Unless it can be indisputably proved that man,

with his infinite variety of thoughts and emotions, is

but an aggregation of mechanical atoms held together

and moved by physical forces—an hypothesis for

which there is not the slightest proof—, there seems

to be no necessity to deny the existence of a spiritual

world not subject to the laws of mechanical energy

or circumscribed by the space limitations of material

or electrical substances.

THE END
















